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INTRODUCTION

On March 23, 1990, the Departmentof Energy'sRichland OperationsOffice
(DOE-RL)held a press conferenceto announcethat "a new study by Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC) scientistshas raised concerns about the potential
consequencesof hydrogen buildup in some of the undergroundnuclearwaste
storagetanks at Hanford." The principalconcern was the generationof
hydrogen in a high-levelradioactivewaste tank in sufficientconcentrations
to ignite or explode,with potentialconsequencesfor worker and public health
and safety.

Flammablegas is generated in certainHanfordwaste tanks by chemical
reactionsamong the organicconstituentsof the waste. These reactionsmake
the waste, which is in the form of a slurry, "grow" and are well-known
phenomenaat Hanford in one tank in particular,tank I01-SY,which contains
wastes particularlyhigh in organicconstituents. Tiledecompositionof these

' constituentshas led to intermittentreleasesof hydrogenand other gases from
the tank since the late 1970's. The "new" study referredto in the DOE-RL
announcementwas essentiallya technicalsummary of existinghistorical and
operating informationon Hanfordtank I01-SY. This document,which had raised
concerns among Savannah River* engineerswhen it was sent there for review in
January 1990, highlightedthe fact that nitrous oxide, one of the gases
generated in I01-SY along with hydrogen,is a strong oxidizerthat would lower
the thresholdconcentrationat which hydrogencould ignite,increasingthe
probabilityof an explosion.

The general consensusamong technicalreviewersof tank I01-SY is that the
probabilityof an explosion is low. This is based primarilyon the fact that
combustionhas not occurredduring the past 13 years of operation. In
addition,since March 1990 operatingrestrictionshave been imposed to
minimize the potentialfor ignitionsources. Recognizing,however,that there
are uncertainties.#ithregard to the current compositionof the waste in those
tanks exhibitingslurry growth, the Departmentof Energy has taken the
positionthat, notwithstandingthe low risk, compensatorysafety precautions
are warranted until further safety analyses can be performed. These safety
analyses are needed to establish what steps are required to resolve the
problem of flammable gases in the Hanford waste tanks.

: *The Department of Energy also reprocesses nuclear fuel and stores the
resultant nuclear waste in tanks at its Savannah River site near Aiken, South
Carolina. Westinghouse subsidiaries currently operate facilities at both
Savannah River Bnd Hanford.
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Followingthe DOE-RL announcementof March 23, GovernorBooth Gardner of
Washingtonwrote a letter to SecretaryWatkins expressingconcernabout
developmentsat Hanford and about the manner in which informationhad been
handled. The Director of the Office of EnvironmentalRestorationand Waste
Management (EM) formed a team of technicalexpertsto assess whether a problem
actuallyexisted in tank I01-SY and whether similarproblemsmight exist at
DOE's Savannah River facility,the other major site in the DOE complexwhere
large volumesof high-levelwaste are stored. The EM team performeda review
at Hanford on April 2-3, 1990, and issued a report on April 4, 1990. The team
concluded that gases trapped inside tank I01-SY could be combustibleand that
an explosionbeneaththe waste crust would be unlikely to penetrateboth the
internal and externalsteel walls of the tank, thus limitingthe potential
consequencesof an accident.

At the same time, the Secretarydirectedthat the respectiveDOE Headquarters
Offices of NuclearSafety (NS) and Environment,Safety, and Health (EH)
jointly form an independentinvestigationteam to provide an interim
evaluationof the managementstructurefor handling informationabout gas
generation in the Hanford waste tanks. Findingsof this investigationwere to
be factored into a broader reviewof Hanford'ssafety proceduresand
management structureby a Departmentalenvironment,safety,and health "Tiger
Team," which planned to begih work on May 21, 1990. The NS Director managed
the conductof the investigationand th_ preparationof this Report. With NS
support, EH team members performeda technicalassessmentof conductof
operations,maintenance,design control,and event repor.ting.On June 6,
1990, EH forwardedtheir assessmentto NS. (The assessment is included in
Appendix C.) The leader of the Tiger Team was provided a copy of this EH
assessmentand was briefed on the preliminaryfindings of this Report.

This Report presentsthe resultsof the NS evaluation. The NS team visited
Hanford from April 10 until May 18, 1990, and continued its review of
documentationthroughJune and July. The reviewexamined two concernsthat
had not been identifiedby the team of experts formed in early April. These
concernswere immediatelyconveyed to line managementfor disposition. The
first concerndealt with the adequacy of steps being taken to protectworkers
against the possible effectsof pressurizationof tank I01-SY. In response,
on May 14, 1990, the Manager of DOE-RLdirected the contractorto take

. additionalsteps to ensure that workerswere protectedduring future

. pressurizations of the tank. The second concern raised by the NS team was Lhe
possibility that hydrogen combustion might trigger secondary chemical
reactions that, in combination with a hydrogen burn, might either collapse the
dome of the tank or lead to prolonged radioactive releases. This issue is
still under review. If it proves to be a valid concern, it could conceivably
alter earlier assessments of the consequences of a potential accident and
heighten the need for prompt remedial action.

Although the NS investigation focused primarily on the handling of information
about the potential for hydrogen combustion, it also examined the handling of
information concerning potential exothermic reactions involving ferrocyanide
compounds, which were added to single-shell tanks in the 1950's. These
compounds were added as part of a cesium recovery campaign. Under certain
conditions, particularly in the presence of elevated waste temperatures,
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ferrocyanides could react exothermi_ally with other chemicals in a tank and
cause a runaway reaction or explosion. Concerns had been raised in Congress
and in the media over the possible suppression of a 1984 Hanford report on the
subject. The report in question, which was not released to the State of
Washington until 1989, was one factor that led the State to launch an
investigation in October 1989 of the potential for explosions in Hanford's
single-shell tanks. The State's investigation in turn prompted Westinghouse
to develop a series of papers on tank farm safety issues, one of which
ultimately surfaced the issue of flammable gas generation inthe Hanford
double-shell tanks, which eventually led to the March 23 announcement.

This Report actually covers more than the charge to the NS team because
additional areas had to be investigated in order to understand how information
was being handled. Thus, this Report deals with conduct of operations at the
Hanford Tank Farm, safety analysis and documentation relevant to tank I01-SY,
communication of the risks associated with the operation of that tank, and the
handling of information on I01-SY and ferrocyanide by DOEand contractor
management, lt does not address, much less resolve, the various technical
uncertainties related to the composition of the wa_Le in tank I01-SY, nor does
it establish why the waste intermittently grows and collapses, in the process
releasing flammable gases. DOEand the contractor are currently coordinating
their efforts to develop and implement an effective program that will safely
and satisfactorily obtain the data necessary to explain what is occurring in
tank IOI-SY and provide a basis for remedial measures that will reduce any
risk to workers or the public from potential combustion accidents.



EXECUTIVESUMMARY

On April 4, 1990, the Secretary of Energy directed the Office of Nuclear
Safety (NS) and the Office of Environment, Safety, and Health (EH) to assess
the "management structure for handling information concerning gas generation
in the Hanford waste tanks." Concerns had been raised about safety issues
related to flammable gas generation at the Hanford Tank Farm, and DOE
awareness of them, reflecting possible inadequate management attention by DOE
and its operating contractors.

This Report examines those concerns, lt concludes that the management actions
and structure necessary to ensure an adequate level of safety at the Hanford
Tank Farm have been lacking for over a decade, and it makes recommendations to
remedy the problems identified. The Report concludes that DOE's operating
contractors--Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC)and its predecessors, Rockwell
Hanford Operations (RHO) and Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company--its Richland
Operations Office (DOE-RL), and the Headquarters Offices of Defense Programs
and Environmental Restoration and Waste Management* failed to exercise
appropriate safety oversight of tank farm operations to ensure that
significant issues related to hydrogen flammability in tank I01-SY were
promptly identified, reported, analyzed, and resolved.

Despite Department-wide Secretarial initiatives over the past one-and-a-half
years to strengthen line program accountability for environment, safety, and
health, deficiencies continue to be identified in safety analyses, procedures,
operations, training, maintenance, and reporting. In the opinion of the NS
team, these ongoing problems indicate a failure to identify root causes and
develop appropriate solutions and represent a systematic failure on the part
of the contractor and DOE.

d Principal Findings

(I) Contractor personnel were aware for nearly 13 years that slurry growth
in tank IOI-SY was due to flammable gas generation but did not elevate
the issue to proper levels of their management or to DOEand did not
resolve the problem of potential combustion in the tank.

Westinghouse and DOE-RLannounced in March 1990 that tank I01-SY
represented a "new" safety concern and that the significance of an

*On November i, 1989, the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management assumed line management responsibility for the Hanford Tank Farm

" from Lhe Office of Defense Programs.
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oxidizer--nitrous oxide--below the waste crust was not previously
recognized. However_ contractor documents indicate that the signifi-
cance of oxidants in IOI-SY was known as early as the late 1970's.
Moreover, laboratory studies conducted by Rockwell Hanford Operations
between 1978 and 1983 established a basis for assessing which gases were
thought to be responsible for the observed slurry growth phenomenon and
the potential concentrations for each gas identified. Laboratory
estimates of gas concentrations under the crust were upwards of 50
percent for hydrogen and in excess of 20 percent for nitrous oxide.
Concerns over tank IOI-SY gas releases and pressurization events were
expressed in reports by RHO(and WHC)safety personnel, but no effective
action was taken. As recently as October 1988, the safety significance
of I01-SY was outlined by a WHCengineer who had been asked by senior
tank farm management to conduct a review of the problem tank. The
engineer's October 1988 memocited the potential for hydrogen to burn or
explode during pressurization of tank I01-SY, as well as potential
hazards to workers from unfiltered releases of radionuclides and toxic
gases that could be emitted through tank leakage points. He also made
suggestions for resolving these problems. There is no indication that
this memoor its contents was provided to higher levels of WHC
management. Although the 1988 memorandumwas referenced in documents
provided to DOE-RL's staff, the substance of the memowas not conveyed
to DOE-RLuntil March 1990, and a copy of the memoitself was apparently
not made available to DOE-RLuntil after the issue was made public.

(2) Upon being informedof the problemin tank 101-SY,DOE-RL management
failed to take appropriateand requiredaction to assure protectionof
public health and safety.

On March 6, !990, WHC first informedDOE-RL managementof the flammable
gas problem in I01-SY and the potentialfor an explosionbelow the
crust. During the briefing,a DOE-RL manager asked a question relating
to whether the potentialconsequencesof an explosionin I01-SYwere
encompassed by previous analyses of the tank. Whenthe contractor
erroneously assured them that they were, the DOE-RLmanagers present
uncritically accepted this response and,failed to explore the matter
further or take any action.

Over the years, DOE-RLhad received information that should have alerted
management sooner to the safety implications of flammable gas generation
in I01-SY. Prior to 1986, DOE-RLhad routinely received contractor
status reports about laboratory studies on slurry growth. DOE-RL
personnel also routinely received Event Fact Sheets documenting gas
pressurizationsin I01-SY. In 1984, RHO engineersconducteda formal
briefingat DOE-RL on the slurry growth problem and on the potential for
unfilteredreleases during pressurizations. From the late 1970's
throughthe mid-1980's,DOE-RL monitors routinelyattendedcontractor
program status meetings at which hydrogen and slurry growth issues were
periodicallydiscussed.
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(3) The DOE waste managementline programsat Hanford and DOE Headquarters
have not adequatelyoverseen contractorsafety performanceat the
Hanford Tank Farm.

,,

The DOE Headquartersprogram officesresponsiblefor waste management
activitiesat the HanfordTank Farm were not involvedin managementof
the safety concerns surroundingtank I01-SYuntil after the issue became
public. For its part, DOE-RL did not keep abreast of events and issues
at the tank farms.

Lack of adequatestaff and limitedtechnicalcapabilityare partiai
explanationsfor the DOE deficienciesreferredto above. In recent
years, DOE-RL has relied on a supportcontractorto ease some of the
staff burden. However,managementof this contractorby DOE-RL has also
been inadequate. The supportcontractorwas asked to review
Westinghouseresponsesto DOE-RL surveillances,and the NS team found
that the contractorhad closed out open WHC items without DOE-RL's
knowledgeor approval. Contractorresponsesto DOE-RL surveillance
findings are requiredto be providedwithin 30 days, yet WHC delayed
providingresponsesto surveillancereportsby as much as 7 months,
apparentlywithoutany DOE-RL intervention.

(4) Release of informationby DOE-RL and its contractorsto outside agencies
and the public regardingproblems at the HanfordTank Farm has not been
timely or appropriatelycomplete. In the opinion of the NS team,
evidence suggeststhat the releaseof informationon the tank farms may

. have been driven less by the desire for prompt and full disclosurethan
byconcern over disclosureby outsideentities.

In mid-October1989, the State of Washingtonannouncedthat it would
conduct an investigationof safety issues associatedwith the Hanford
single-shelltanks, including"the effectsof organicdecompositionwith
a potentialfor generatinggas pockets." In anticipationof this
investigation,WHC decided to write a technical"white paper" on each
issue that might conceivablybe investigatedby the State. From October
to December,WHC staff engineerswrote draft papers on a variety of
subjects, includingtilepotentialfor flammablegases in the double-
shell tanks. The paper on this subjectfocused heavily on tank I01-SY
and the slurrygrowth phenomenon. The penultimatedraft of that paper
was reviewed in December by the WHC Managerof Waste Management
Engineering. In a handwrittencommentmade in the margin of the paper,
he questionedwhether the companywas "ready"to clear for release to
the public many of the documentsreferencedin the report, includingthe
1988 memorandummentionedabove and a varietyof other background
documentsdetailingthe long historyof concern about hydrogen
generation in I01-SY. WHC removedthese referencesprior to issuingthe
final draft.

WHC failed to mentionthe issue of flammablevapors in I01-SY in
meetings that were held with the State of Washington,the DOE Advisory
Committee on Nuclear FacilitySafety, and DOE-RL engineersbetween
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February 6, when Savannah River engineers first voiced their concerns
about I01-SY, and March 6, 1990, when DOE-RLmanagement was 'informed.
Consultants to the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) were
briefed on the matter on March 20-21, after they had requested that the
topic be covered. An earlier draft agenda for the March 20-21 meeting
between WHCand DOE-RLmade no mention of the hydrogen issue, and the
DNFSBconsultants came away from the meeting with the impression that an
attempt had been made to keep the matter from being discussed.

DOE-RL's handling of a 1984 report on ferrocyanide hazards was similar.
DOE-RLdid not clear the report so that it could be referenced or
released publicly _, on the basis that it required further work. At the
time, DOE-RL's Chief Counsel advised DOE-RLmanagement that it needed to
ensure that DOE-RLwas not "suppressing the report," but.was merely
redirecting the effort. Nevertheless, the ferrocyanide issue was not
addressed again until 1988. Pressure to revive the issue stemmed from
publicity surrounding DOE-RL's treatment of the potential for ferro-
cyanide explosions in a 1987 Environmental Impact Statement and subse-
quent inquiries by a private citizen. The latter raised questions about
the potential for a ferrocyanide explosion, which prompted intervention
by the State of Washington and by a U.S. Senate committee. The 1984
report on ferrocyanide was released by DOE-RLafter the State formally
requested it. Following release of the report, DOE-RL staff provided
information to the press indicating that the report had not been
released in 1985 because it had failed peer review and was contradicted
by another report. DOE-RL later retracted these explanations but, in
doing so, did not provide a valid reason for previously declining Lo
clear the report.

I

(5) DOEand its operating contractors have failed to provide and maintain a
complete and coherent hierarchy of' safety analyses, safety requirements,
and operating limits at the Hanford Tank Farm that would allow safety
operating margins to be demonstrated.

The original Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for the Hanford double-shell
tanks was issued in 1977. lt did not address requirements for in-tank
waste sampling and analysis nor specify the spare tankage requirements
that might be needed in the event of a leak, even though leakage in the
single-shell tanks was a primary reason for building the double-shell

• tanks. The 1977 SARalso included no requirements for hydrogen
monitoring, even though hydrogen generation was a well-known phenomenon
in single-shell tanks.

The 1977 SARwas not revised until 1986. The revised SAR failed to
consider most of the laboratory results on slurry growth and little of
the extensive operating history of gas releases and pressurizations in
I01-SY. The treatment of hydrogen flammability in the 1986 SARand the
Operational Safety Requirements (OSR's) accompanying it illustrate the
point: although Table 9-3 in the 1986 SARdemonstrates that complexant
degradation reactions produce gases under the salt crust of a potential
explosive mixture which contains quantities of H2 and N_O, no bounding
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analysis was performed of the consequences of a rapid burn of these
gases.

There is no effective process or policy at the Hanford Tank Farm to
govern the preparation and update of SAR's or the operating limits that
are supposed to derive from them, Procedures such as core drilling,
attempts at crust breaking, and air and water lancing were performed in
tank I01-SY without _appropriate safety evaluations. Such activities
clearly presented potential safety hazards (e.g., by introducing
ignition sources) that should have received proper prior analysis. The
OSR's recently proposed by WHCembodied many of the deficiencies that
characterized earlier versions (e.g., they were generic in scope; they
did not acknowledge the existence of a solid crust or slurry growth in
many tanks; and they did not adequately reflect existing knowledge of
the operating history and conditions of the tank farms),

(6) Westinghousehas failedto comply with DOE requirementsfor reporting
unusual events. DOE-RL has not assuredcontractoraccountabilityfor
those requirements.

l

DOE Order 5000.3, "UnusualOccurrenceReportingSystem, was issued by
DOE Headquartersin 1984 and includedillustrativeexamples of events
subjectto reporting,including"failureof effluentmonitors,"
"releasesof toxic material,"and "unplannedor unexpectedchanges in
process conditions[important]to safety,whether abruptor long term."
Contraryto DOE Order 5000.3,no formal UnusualOccurrenceReport (UOR)
regardingtank I01-SYwas submittedto DOE until April 4, 1990, after
the prublem became public. On April 19, tank I01-SYexperiencedanother
gas pressurizationevent, but Westinghousedid not issue another UOR,
maintainingthat the April 4 UOR was "stillopen" and could be used to
report the April 19 event.

DOE Notice N5480.4was issued in June 1988. lt directedcontractors to
notify DOE promptly of any nonroutineevents with potentialsafety
significance. The noticewas issued in light of continuedfailure by
some contractorsand operationsofficesto report safety incidentsand
issues promptly to DOE Headquarters. WHC's failureover the last two-
and-a-halfyears to notify DOE promptlyof numerous incidentsregarding
I01-SY representscontractornonco_iformancewith an important
Departmentalrequirementand DOE-RL's lack of proper oversight.
(Rockwellwas similarlyout of complianceover a longer period of time.)

i

Recommendations

(I) DOE's Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)
should dew.lop and implement a plan to strengthen the technical
capabilitiesof its staff in the areas of facilityoperationsand
chemical engineering.
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(2) DOE-RL should be required to submit for EMapproval a plan to clarify
the responsibilities and improve the technical capabilities of its Waste
ManagementDivision. This plan should establish qualifications criteria
and performance-based training requirements and should address staff
assignments, responsibilities, and authorities, particularly with
respect to facility oversight.

(3) DOE should expedite revisionof the Safety Analysis Report for the
double-shelltanks at Hanford,incorporating_ comprehensiveset of
OperationalSafety Re(luirements.

(4) DOE should develop a site-widesystem at Hanford and other DOE sites to
track and dispositionsafety issues "from cradle to grave."

(5) DOE-RL should assign a full-timeDOE representativeto the tank farms to
"walk the spaces" and closelymonitorengineeringand operations
activities.

(6) DOE should specifyrequirementsfor externalpeer review of technical
research performedby and for its contractors.

(7) DOE-RL should require that the contractorprovideadditionalmaintenance
support to the tank farms.

1

(8) DOE should requirethat the contractorexpeditiouslydevelopa plan to
"redline"design drawings and establishconfigurationcontrolover the
tank farms.

(9) The contractorshould strengthenthe authorityof the Tank Farm Manager,
so that he/she has operationalcontrol over support functionscurrently
matrixed to the tank farms.
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I. SLURRYGROWTHANDFLAMMABLEGAS RELEASESAT HANFORD:
A HISTORICALOVERVIEW

The Hanford site, located in south central Washington State, was originally
acquired by the Federal Government in 1943 for the construction and operation
of facilities to produce plutonium for the Manhattan Project. The site
encompasses approximately 560 square miles within the Columbia River Basin.
For over 30 years, Hanford facilities were dedicated primarily to plutonium
production for national defense purposes and to management of the resulting
wastes. In recent years, waste management has become the central focus of
activity at the site, although a diverse set of other programs, including
research and development for advanced reactors and renewable energy tech-
nologies, are being pursued there.

The processing of spent reactor fuels for plutonium production leads simul-
taneously to the production of radioactive waste. At Hanford, the bulk of
these wastes is stored underground at the Hanford Tank Farm, awaiting
additional treatment and processing prior to finalgeological disposal.
Because many of these wastes will remain radioactive for thousands of years,
they must be handled_ contained, and disposed of safely and in a manner that
guarantees protection of the environment, workers, and the public.

The Hanford Tank Farm is divided into the 200 East and 200 West Area tank
farms. Wastes are stored underground at the tank farms in carbon-steel tanks
ranging in capacity from 55,000 to over I million gallons. A total of 149
single-shell tanks (SST's) were constructed between 1944 and 1964. None of
the SST's continue to receive wastes. Leaks were discovered in sow,eof the
SST's in the early 1970's, and to date 66 SST's have been confirmed as
"leakers." Since leakage of the tanks was first discovered, DOEhas had an
ongoing program to stabilize and isolate the wastes. The stabilization
program calls for removing and concentrating the liquid radioactive waste and
transferring it to newer double-shell tanks (DST's). The waste is first
concentrated in order to limit the number of double-shell tanks that must be
constructed. Twenty-eight DST's have been built since 1968, and all are in
active service. Storage of wastes in DST's is only intended to be an interim
arrangement. The wastes in these tanks will eventually be pretreated and
separated into high-level and low-level radioactive waste fractions. The low-
level fraction will be grouted and disposed of at Hanford in near-surface
vaults. The high-level fraction will be vitrified for geological disposal in

- a yet-to-be-determined location.

The volume of liquid radioactive waste in SST's is reduced by a process
involving evaporation and crystallization. The result is a viscous mixture
known as "double-shell slurry" (DSS), a term that refers to its storage in
double-shell tanks. DSSconsists primarily of radioactive constituents,
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various waste products (NaOH, NaAlOz, NaNO2, NaNO3, and Fe[lll]) from the
PUREXplutonium recovery process, combined with organic complexants, such as
EDTA, HEDTA,* and hydroxyacetate (citric acid). (The PUREXplant is located
adjacentto the 200 East Area tank farms.) These organic constituents were
used to remove 9°Sr, 137Cs, and other fission products from the waste prior to
storage in the tanks.

Fluctuations in the level of waste stored in single-shell and double-shell
tanks were first recorded in the mid-1970's. A 1981 survey of monitoring data
for the SST's in the West Area tank farms, covering an 18-month period between
1976 and 1978, found 10 tanks that exhibited such fluctuations. The tanks
identified included four each in the SX ard 241-U Tank Farms and two in the
241-S Tank Farm. The growth rate of the waste in these tanks ranged from 0.5
to 3 inches per month (i.e,, about 40-300 gals/day). Of these tanks, five
continue to show signs of slurry growth, two show a decline, and the level of
the remainder is either stable or unknown. Other SST's have shown similar
growth, including I03-SX, IO!.AX, I01-A, and 110-T.

Double-shell slurry was first produced in April 1977. The first run produced
274,000 gallons of slurry, which was deposited in a newly constructed
l-million-gallon double-shell tank, tank I01-SY. The initial height of the
waste in the tank was 101 inches. Over the next 6 months, this first batch of
DSSexhibited a steady and unexplained growth in volume of about 2,800 gallons
per month, a growth rate of I percent per month. In November 1977, 380,000
gallons (140 inches) of complexed concentrate (material high in organics) was
added to tank I01-SY. Again, a steady growth in the liquid waste level was
observed. In June and again in August 1978, 131,000 gallons and 60,000
gallons, respectively, of complexed concentrate were added to the tank. A
second DSSrun in November 1980 deposited 230,000 gallons of DSS into the
tank. Thus, a total of five separate additions was made to the tank b_tween
1977 and 1980, which brought the fill height of the tank to 408 inches--21
inches (over 50,000 gallons) of which were attributable to slurry growth.

Studying Slurry Growth (1978-1983_

From 1978 to 1980, a series of parametric studies was performed in the
Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO) laboratory using synthetic double-shell
slurry. A Rockwell chemist studied slurry growth on a microscopic scale and
concluded that the entrapment of gases below the surface of the slurry was
responsible for the observed growth. I Another senior chemist reported finding
4.2-percent hydrogen in diluted gas samples of synthetic slurry and expressed
concern over hydrogen flammability. 2 He reported subsequent results that
showed hydrogen and nitrous oxide concentrations in synthetic DSS on the order
of 11.8 and 20.7 percent (by volume), respectively. 3 In a 1980 summary of
laboratory studies of synthetic DSS, yet another Rockwell chemist concluded

*EDTA' ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, tetrasodium salt
HEDTA" N-(2-hydroxyethyl) ethylenediaminetriacetic acid, trisodium
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that the phenomenon was due to "gas generation causedby the oxidative
degradation of the complexant HEDTA."" He further concluded that several
gases were being generated, principally nitrogen, nitrous oxide, and hydrogen.

Slurry growth has been observed in tank I01-SY since the first DSSrun in
1977. Since the last deposit of DSS in that tank in 1980, the waste surface
has been cyclically rising and abruptly falling approximately once every 2-3
months. The abrupt collapse of the waste has coincided with pressure in-
creases that have ranged as high as I inch water gauge (w.g.) over and above
the existing pressure of 'the tank atmosphere, which is normally maintained
negative by forced ventilation. (Absolute measures of these pressure pulses
are not known owing to the type and condition of the instrumentation that was
available to measure them.) Increases and subsequent collapses in the waste
level have been documented using two devices, a conductivity probe made by the
Food Instrumentation Corporation (an FIC gauge) and a manually operated tape.
The data indicate that a significant portion of the waste surface is involved
in these eVolutions. In January 1983, despite a fully operating ventilation
system drawing a negative pressure on the vapor space above the waste in
I01-SY, a positive pressure (above atmospheric) was measured. This "overpres-
surization event" followed a drop in the tank's waste level. Since that date,
vapor space pressurization accompanied by eventual waste level subsidence has
regularly occurred. A recent event on April 19, 1990, resulted in another
pressurization to 0.I inch w.g.

From 1981 to 1983, Rockwell scientists continued to conduct laboratory
analyses to try to predict the rate of slurry growth and better understand the
source of the problem. Double-shell slurry growth was an increasing concern
to RHObecause the whole point of producing DSS--to reduce the volume of
stored waste--was being undermined by indications that the slurry was growing.
Rockwell undertook a series of new experiments that focused on the rate and
extent oF DSSgrowth using actual DSS samples, m (These DSS samples were not
taken from tank I01-SY; they were feed material from continuous DSSruns.)
The experiments confirmed that gases were formed as byproducts of the degra-
dation of organic complexants (HEDTA, EDTA, and hydroxyacetate) in the waste.
The degradation of these organic constituents, the presence of iron as a
catalyst, the role of temperature, and the availability of oxygen to feed the
reaction were found to be important variables controlling the rate of
reaction. These studies showed that various gases were generated as the
organics degraded, including hydrogen, nitrogen, nitrous oxide, and carbon
dioxide, thus confirming earlier laboratory results.

Both laboratory and pilot studies of slurry growth indicated that gas bubbles
adsorb into fine solids in the waste, causing the solids to float toward the
surface. This process continually adds to the thickness of a solid layer of
material on the surface of the waste that forms a crust referred to as "salt
cake." lt has been postulated that, as gas accumulates under the crust, the
crust itself gradually rises within the tank, until increased gas volume and
pressure lead to a breach or fissure in the crust layer. As noted above, it
has been established that sudden releases of ,:ompressed gas into the tank
vapor space can offset the negative draw from the tank ventilation _ystem,
occasionally causing a positive tank pressure (overpressurization). After the
release of these gases, waste levels have been known to drop as mucl_ as 9
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inches. The trend through1988 was toward ever greater fluctuationsin the
level of the waste, thus implyingthat the crust was becoming more difficult
to breach and that more and more gas was accumulatingunderneaththe crust,
possibly due to its increasingthickness.

During overpressurizationevents in tank IOI-SY,the concentrationof hydrogen
has approachedand occasionallyexceededthe thresholdof hydrogen flamma-
bility in dry air (4 percentof the total volume of the tank's vapor space).
On one occasion, an actualmeasurementof the hydrogen concentrationinLatank
exhaust riser during a pressurizationevent found a transientconcentration
exceeding4 percent. (Themeter actually "pegged_ut" at 4 percent, and
Rockwellengineers inexplicablyrecordedthe measurementas 5-percenthydro-
gen.)_ Given the buoyancyoF hydrogen and its tendencyto mix rapidlywith
air, it is probable that the actual localizedhydrogengas concentrationin
the tank vapor space under the riser was higher still. Concentrationsunder
the crust would have been even higher becauseof compressionof the gas from
the weight of the slurry andthe overlyingcrust. Indeed,it is likely that
the concentrationof hydrogengas in the bottom layers of DSS in I01-SY
exceeded the lower detonablelimit in dry air (]8 percent). This likelihood
is supportedbj laboratoryexperimentsand calculationsbased on synthetic
complexantwastes, which found hydrogenconcentrationsof 50 percent and
higher.7 (As noted before,more recent measurementsalso indicategas
concentrationof greaterthan 50 percenthydrogen.)

The availabilityof oxygen either in the tank vapor space or within the DSS
itself would be cause for concernregardingthe potentialfor hydrogencom-
bustion in I01-SY. But other oxidizersmay also be present in significant

, quantities. For example, nitrousoxide, generatedas a reaction productwhen
complexantsdegrade, is a strong oxidizer. In a nitrous oxide environment,
the lower flammabilitylimit for hydrogencan decrease to 3 percent of the
total volume. In addition,the energy releasedfrom a hydrogen and nitrous
oxide combustion is significantlygreaterthan from combustior,of hydrogen in
air. The relative concentrationsof gases and the extent to which they mix
within the waste is not well known, althoughlaboratorystudies suggestthat
both hydrogen and nitrousoxide are major constituentsof the DSS gases in
I01-SY. The relativeconcentrationsof gases released in the event of April
19, 1990, were measured using a mass spectrometer. After compensatingfor the
presence of air, the results indicatedthat the gases measured in the tank
vapor space were 57-percenthydrogen and 43-percentnitrous oxide.

For any of these gases to ignite,there must be an ignitionsource. Ignition
sourceswithin the tank have not been firmly established,although it is clear
that core sampling,flash photography,and crude attempts to break the crust
manually (all of whic,hhave been conductedduring operationsat I01-SY)
provided potential ignitionsources.

An analysis of slurry growth in I01-SY conductedon October 7, 1983, concluded
that previous laboratorystudieshad left significantquestionsabout the
probable causes of the phenomenonunanswered. For example, it was pointedout
that the maximum growth expected in the level of the waste and the potential
for radionuclideemissionsduring pressurizationswere still not clearly
nderstood. Lancingand physicallybreakingthe crust were suggestedas
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availablemethods to controlwaste level and to mitigateuncontrolledpres-
surizations. Lancingof the waste was first attemptedon October 20, 1983.

AddressingSlurry Growth As A Problem (1984-1989)

A relativelylarge pressurizationevent occurred in July 1984. lt prompted
the contractorto form a task force to reassess the problems at I01-SY. The
1984 task force recommendedroutine lancingas a short-termmeasure to control
waste level increasesin the tank.8 The task force also recommendeda number
of long-termmeasures, includinginstallationof a liquidobservationweil,
samplingfor radionuclideemissions,monitoringfor vapor space hydrogen,and
core sampling to characterizethe physical and chemicalpropertiesof the
waste. Both the temporaryinstallationof a hydrogenmonitor and limited core
samplingwere conductedin 1985. However, these actionswere not sufficient
to resolvethe problem,

High-pressurewater lancing of the crust had been used to control waste growth
in single-shelltanks. As noted above, lancingof the crust in tank I01-SY
was first performedon October 20, 1983. lt resulted in an immediatedecrease
in waste level as gas was releasedfrom the tank. At least 27 separate
lancing operationsusing portablelanceswere conductedbetweenOctober'1983
and April 1986, with each operationadding approximately400 gallons of water
to the tank. To reduce the potentialfor the spread of contaminationduring
lancing operations,permanentlances were installedin 1986. Rockwell
engineerseventuallybecame concernedthat the regularadditionof water to
I01-SYwould lead to violationof operatingspecificationsthat established
the maximum permissibletank level. Rockwell then began to consider air
lancingas an alternative. Rockwellcommencedair lancingon November 25,
1986. After the transition from Rockwellto WestinghouseHanford Company
(WHC) in mid-1987,Westinghousecontinuedlancing I01-SYwith both air and
water through 1988. In 1989, lancingoperationswere terminatedafter a
review demonstratedthat the tank level was repeatedlyexceedingoperating
specificationlimits and that the lancingoperationsthemselveswere not only
ineffective,but were apparentlycontributingto the problem. During the last
2 years, the level of tank I01-SYhas declined from a maximumof 423 inches in
1988 to its current level, which fluctuatesbetweenroughly410 and 416
inches.

Radionuclideventing and the potentialreleaseof toxic gases during
pressurizationsof tank I01-SYwere raised as issuesafter the initial
pressurizationsin early 1983. DST's were designed with exhaustersto
maintain negative pressurewithin the tanks, and the exhaustershave high-
efficiencyparticulateair (HEPA)filters installedon 'them. This method
of containmentis defeated in I01-SYwhenever the tank pressurizesabove
atmosphericpressure. Containmentis lost becausegases are able to escape
throughseveral unfilteredpenetrations(pump pits, samplingand monitoring
access ports, and other maintenanceports). Hazardouslevels of radionuclides
or off-gaseshave yet to be measured after a pressurizationevent, but the
possibilityexists.

p
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In response to a June 1988 increase in waste level, which exceeded operating
specifications, a WHCengineer was asked to conduct a review of I01-SY slurry
growth. In an internal memorandumtransmitted on September 7 and retrans-
mitted on October 25, 1988, 9 the engineer raised serious safety concerns
regarding I01-SY, identifying the potential for (I) a hydrogen fire or
explosion during a pressurization event, (2)radionuclide emissions during
pressurizations, and (3) the release of hazardous levels of ammonia gas. He
str_,ssed the need for a permanent soluLion to these concerns or, short of
that, concerted actions to control slurry growth. At a minimum, he stated,
WHCshould pump out a portion of the waste in I01-SY and attempt to seal off
all tank in-leakage points. He also recommended installing additional level
detectors and gas monitors, requiring workers at I01-SY to wear protective
masks, increasing the tank ventilation rates, and improving air-lancing
procedures. Despite early efforts to respond to some of the recommendations
in his memorandum(e.g., installation of a backup portable exhauster), little
real progress toward ameliorating the situation occurred prior to March 1990.

Respondinq to Outside Concerns About Hydrogen (1989-1990)

In October 1989, WHCbegan developing a technical reevaluation of existing
historical and operating information on tank farm safety issues, including
tank I01-SY. This effort resulted in a series of issue papers, one of which
dealt with hydrogen flammability in double-shell tanks, and was completed in
December 1989. These papers were reviewed in January 1990 b,y the WHCSafety
and Environmental Advisory Council and sent to Westinghouse engineers at the
Department's Savannah River site (SRS) for their evaluation.

' On February 6, 1990, the WHCManager of Waste Management Engineering was
informed by the Westinghouse Savannah River engineers that they were particu-
larly concerned about the potential flammability of hydrogen in the presence
of an oxidizer, nitrous oxide, under the crust of the waste in IOI-SY--a
possibility that was acknowledged in the issue paper but was discounted owing
to lack of ignition sources in the tank. A followup phone call to Savannah
River by the WHCengineer who had prepared the issue paper referred to above
took place on February 12, but no immediate action was taken. The Manager of
Waste Management Engineering was again briefed on the Savannah River concerns
on February 27. Following another briefing--this one for WHCsenior
management--DOE-RL was informed on March 6 irl a briefing attended by the
DOE-RLActing Assistant Manager for Operations and other DOE-RLstaff.

On March 7, operating restrictions were imposed on I01-SY and several other
tanks to control work being performed, so that the potential of an ignition
source (sparks, heat, friction, etc.) could be minimized. I° These
restrictions were formalized on March 20, 1990. 11

On March 20-21, consultants to the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
were briefed on the issue of slurry growth. Following tile briefing, the
DOE-RLDeputy Manager immediately contacted the DOE-RLManager, who was in
Washington, D.C., at the time. On March 22, immediately upon his return from
Washington, the DOE-RLManager was briefed on the issue. The following day he
held a press conference to announce the "new information" that had surfaced.
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On March 30, in an effort to determine if similar safety issues existed at
other DOE sites, the Headquarters Office of Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (EM) requested that all DOEwaste management operations
assess and report whether other unreviewed issues existed, WHCresponded in
writing to this request with a list of additional issues at the tank farms,
including flammable alcohol in waste tank liquid rbservation wells (LOW's),
potential releases of radioactive contamination or toxic fumes through tank
in-leakage points during positive pressurization events, and overall deteri-
oration of the material conditions of the tank_farm physical plant. WHCalso
noted that safety analyses and operational safety requirements (OSR's) for the
tank farms did not satisfy requirements for DOEfacilities.

On April 2-3, a special technical review team established by the DOEHead-
quarters Office of EMconducted an evaluation of the potential hazards
associated with gas generation in tank I01-SY, On April 4, 1990, the team
reported the following: (I) large pockets of gas form beneath the crust in
the tank; (2) it is not credible that a rapid burn or explosion of gases
trapped below the crust could cause large scale structural damage to the dome
of the tank; (3) it is credible that combustion in gases trapped below the
crust could cause local failure of the side wall of the primary,tank; and
(4) it is not credible that a combustion event that would damage the side wall
_F the primary tank liner would also damage the side wall of the secondary
tank. 12

The team recommended the imposition of operating restrictions, consultation
with outside experts, and the formation of an internal task force to develop
solutions to technical and safety issues associated with the tanks. (Ali
three measures had already been undertaken by the operating contractor.) The
root cause for the late recognition of the safety issues concerning flammable
gas generation in tank I01-SY was identi'Fied by the review team as a "lack of
realization that combustible mixtures could form beneath the surface of the

,I

waste." lt was noted that the .[WHC]istaff investigating the slurry growthphenomena did not realize that n trous oxide (N20) was an oxidant. ''F3

On April 2, concurrent with the Headquarters technical team's review, DOE-RL
sent a letter t r) WHCdirecting the contractor to expedite responses to

outstanding tark farm safety issues, including those from a recentiDOE-RL
self-assessment that identified deficiencies in the tank's design. This
letter directed that the operating restrictions established ,DhMarch 20 be
considered interim Operational Safety Requirements (OSR's). lt also requested
a response to outstanding DOE-RLsurveillance findings and a root-cause
analysis of the reasons for Lhe lengthy delay in recognizing and reporting
I01-SY flammable gas concerns, including an explanation oF why WHC"incorrect-

ly concluded that the potential I01-SY flammable gas source term did not

represent an Urlreviewed Safety Question."** On April, 6, WHCprovided dates
when it would be able to implement these directives.

**In general terms, an Unreviewed Safety Question is any change in
operational st,atus that either has not been previously evaluated in the Safety
Analysis Report (SAR) for the f'acility or increases the risk of an accident
that has been previously evaluated.
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On April 5, DOE-RL initiated a self-appraisal ef site-wide communications of
off-normal conditions. This appraisal, conducted by Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation (a DOE-RLsupport contractor) "was motivated by
concern over the timeliness of communication surroundlng the ongoing assess-

ment of h_6drogen buildup in higL_-level nuclear waste dreUpbolet-shelltanks atHanford, On April 23, Stone Webster submitted a concluding that
the event-reporting p_'ocess "functioned well once identification of the event
takes place" but found fault in what was characterized as the recent lowering
of event-reporting thresholds by DOEHeadquarters. Stone & Webster concluded
that the action trivialized and overburdened the DOE-RLreporting process.

On April 9, DOE-RLrequested that WHCprepare short-term and long-term action
plans for both double-shell and single-shell tanks. These plans were to
address the following: (I) evaluations of potential chemical reactions,
(2) operational activities to relieve or eliminate safety problems during
transfer and storage operations, and (3) improvements in operational manage-
ment to increase the discipline of operations. Iz WHCsubmitted a plan on
April 19, outlining measures necessary to mitigate hazards associated with the
Hanford waste tanks and describing actions to respond to recommendations from
the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board. The plan proposed tank charac-
terization (including core sampling of the I01-SY's contents), operational and
engineering remedies (including interim operational safety precautions),
upgraded safety analyses (including an analysis of the combustion of a
hydrogen and nitrous oxide mixture under the crust), and improvements in
management practices. A 1983 "Laboratory Plan to Study Gas Generation During
Slurry Growth" was revived and approved as a means to understand slurry growth
better, la WHC's Waste Tank Safety Task Team, formed in March, was given the

responsibility for identifying, evaluating, and planning necessary correctiveactions.

WHChad installed a hydrogen monitor (a Teledyne Model 225 thermal conduc-
tivity analyzer) on March 20. A gas chromatograph was installed on April 12
to provide a means of measuring nitrogen, oxygen, various oxides of nitrogen,
carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. WHCalso plans to install an automated
cryogenic sampler,

WHCalso formed a Senior Chemists' Panel, which met on April 27, April 30, and
May ], with the "specific objective of defining chemical reaction hazards that
must be considered before core drilling in tank I01-SY. ''_l The panel
concluded: "The single greatest perceived risk is that of a spark during the
drilling operation that would ignite the gas mixture. ''_-_ They offered an
assessment of the necessary considerations and precautions that should be
taken into account before core drilling in I01-SY began.

On May 14, DOE-RL formally notified the Headquarters Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management that the "matter of hydrogen and nitrous
oxide evolution within the material in certain waste tanks and subsequent
hypothetical ignition is an unreviewed safety question. ''_:_ This letter
stated: "We do not believe that this situation creates an undue risk Lo
public health and safely, All activity in the a';f:ected tanks has been cur--
tailed...except that necessary to mainLain them in a safe condition, and to
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conduct the investigations into this problem," DOE-RLmade the following
commitments: (I) WHCwould provide a Safety Analysis Topical Report on the
consequences of a hydrogen/nitrous oxide burn in tank I01-SY, subject to
DOE-RL_s independent review; (2) DOE-RLwould conduct an operational readi _ess
review prior to resumption of routine operations at the tank farm; and
(3) prior to resumption, revised permanent OSR_swould be in effect,

Current Status of Followup Actions

In May 1990, the NS team informed EMof its concern that a hydrogen burn or
detonation could possibly Initiate a secondary exothermic reaction involving
sodium or ammoniumnitrate in the crust, and that this issue deserved
analysis. The waste crust in tank I01-SY is known to contain sodium nitrate,
and ammoniumnitrate had been observed in the solids in other Hanford tanks.
The implications of the presence of ammonium, cesium, and strontium nitrates
in dry crystalline form on the surface of the crust are currently viewed as

potenti_l_ significant contributors to either a primary or secondary burn int_,_ tan On May 24, in response to this issue and the previously existing
Loncerns regarding hydrogen, DOE-RLannounced several actions including:

!

Sampling to determine the extent of chemical compositions and
potential chemical reactions and options to eliminate gas

. buildup in the tank wastes.

Performa:_ce of a safety analysis to determine whether a wet-
ting system applied to the surface of the crust can be safely
installed and operated until sampling and corrective actions
are implemented.

Application of a wetting system, if the analysis confirms the
feasibility of this option ....

Establishment of a technical panel to review Hanford's plans
to address safety issues for waste tanks.

Implementation of operational restrictions to significantly
reduce the potential risk to we,'Ker health and safety from
release of radioactivity and toxic fumes through unfiltered
release paths.

Continuation of the management review being conducted by DOE's
Office of Nuclear Safety and Environment, Safety and Health. 25

Around the same time, EMformed a Technical Advisory Panel for High-Level
Waste Tank Issues. This panel was asked to:

review and evaluate issues related to the safe, efficient oper-
ation of high-level waste tanks at DOEfacilities, Activities
will include but not be limited to reviewing operations to
independent-ly determine hazard potential. Adequacy of



mitigation actions are to be evaluated, and recommendations will
be provided where appropriate, _B

On May 30, DOE-RLsubmitted to DOEHeadqUarters a draft safety evaluation that
WHChad written to justify installation of a wetting system for tank I01-SY,
The transmittal noted:

[DOE]-RL believes that the proposed water additions, which are
designed to maintain the Tank I01-SY waste crust in a wet
condition, can reduce the potential for secondary exothermic
chemical reactions which could be initiated by a hydrogen burn
event, In particular, the potential for ammoniumor sodium27
nitrate reactions is reduced by the present [_] of water,

On June 13, the Director of EMreceived a recommendation from his staff that
WHCand DOE-RLbe permitted to install spray equipment in I01-SY prior to
approval of the draft safety evaluation in order for there to be "water spray
capability in event of an emergency." The recommendation stated that after
installation EMwould only allow "water addition to commenceupon adequate
resolution of issues. ''_ Following objections from a DOEHeadquarters office
that the analysis that had been submitted to DOEHeadquarters provided
inadequate justification for the proposed system, the Director of EMapproved
a staged approach to implementation, subject to resolution of the expressed
objections, WHCand DOE-RL line managers later decided to revise the

evaluation and incorporate lt into ansOngoing safety evaluation needed topermit sampling of the tank s content .

This episode heightened concerns within DOEHeadquarters that middle and lower
level line managers in both EMand DOE-RLdid not sufficiently understand the
level of technical detail that was necessary to support safe operation of the
tank farms. In submitting the safety evaluation of the water spray, for
example, WHChad provided no calculational data or bounding analysis to
support the proposal to immediately install the equipment as a compensatory
emergency response capability. Moreover, the DOE-EMproject manager stated
that the water spray system might be used to mitigate potential burning of the
waste crust subsequent to a hydrogen combustion event, even though there was
no technical basis for assuming that a water spray system would be effective
for this purpose. (As this Report details, efforts to take action prior to
having in hand a valid safety evaluation of that action are not new at the
tank farms. Lancing, crust breaking, and in-tank photography were all under-
taken without a proper evaluation of their potential safety implications.)

In the meantime, on June 7, WHChad transmitted to DOE-RLa revised plan for
safety improvements at the tank farms. This plan, entitled "Safety
Improvement Plan--Hydrogen In Waste Tanks," was prepared under the direction
of the WHCWaste Tank Safety Task Team formed in late March, The plan stated:

The scope of this plan (now revision I) includes work to evaluate
the hazard of the hydrogen and nitrous oxide mixture, to identify
the means to mitigate this hazard, and to implement the
mitigations, The scope also includes gathering and analyzing
information about the wastes and waste tanks to assure that the
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hazard is fully understood, that the means of mitigation will be
productive, and that the mitigation will be effectively
implemented, The plan deals primarily,with the 23 tanks which

have the highestlikelihoodof trapping a s,ignificantquantity of
hydrogen and nitrousoxide (the "@tch list' tanks) and is focused
at the outset on tank 241-SY-I01, _'

The plan noted that various milestones were interrelated and that budgetary
resources and existing environmental compliance agreements imposed constraints
on remediating the problem of flammable gas generation in the Hanford waste
tanks,

As this Report was going to publication in late July, considerable work was
underway to evaluate the contents of tank I01-SY arld to remove the threats
posed by slurry growth and flammable gas generation in the Hanford waste
tanks,
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II. MANAGEMENTASSESSMENTOF FLAMMABLEGASCONCERNS

Chapter II examines contractor and DOSmanagement of flammable gas generation
in the Hanford waste tanks, lt begins with an evaluation of the safety
documentation that Hanford contractors developed over the years to govern
operation of the double-shell tanks. This is followed first by an evaluation
of the operating contractors' role in the management of flammable gas genera-
tion and then by an assessment of DOEmanagemer_t's handling of the issue.

J

A. SAFETYANALYSISAND DOCUMENTATION

There are a number of safety documents that contain requirements applicable to
tank farm operations. These range from functional criteria used to design the
tanks to safety analyses governing specific operations. The NS team found
that DOE-RLand _ontractor safety documentation did not conform to DOE
standards and, in a number of specific instances, operations did not meet
documented requirements.

Background

Functional Design Criteria (FDC) set forth the specific conditions to which
the final design of a facility must ronform. The design of the facility must
also adhere to certain specified national codes and standards and include a
sufficient margin of safety.

The Functional Design Criteria for the SY Tank Farm were issued in November
1973 in a document establishing requirements for three l-million-gallon
double-shell tanks (DST's) that DOEplanned to build at the SY Tank Farm.

A Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for a nuclear facility is a formal document
that a contractor must prepare prior to the initiation of operations. The SAR
is intended toensure that the risks associated with postulated accidents have
been conservatively analyzed, that a margin of safety has been identified, and
that the basis for safe operation has been defined.

The SARmust include a safety assessment of the site, a description of the
facility, the design basis for the facility, and the possible accidents or
hazards associated with the facility, lt must also provide an analysis that
adequately envelopes those accidents or hazards, and specify the required
operational constraints (limits or margins of safety) that must be applied to
keep the risks to an acceptable level and to mitigate the consequences of any
credible accident over the lifetime of the facility.
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In the judgment of the NS team, the SAR for a waste ,tankshould also include a
descriptionof"

o The nuclear processto be performed;

o The instrumentationand control systems, includingventilation,filters,
electrical,auxiliary,emergency,and radioactivewaste handling
systems;

o The means availableto detect radioactivereleases;

o The kinds and quantitiesof radioactivematerialsexpected to be stored
in the tank;

o The methods to be used to limit radiationexposuresof individualsbelow
specifiedlimits;

o The organizationalstructure,responsibilities,authorities,and
personnelqualificationsrequirementsof the operatingcontractor;

o The managerial and administrativecontrols necessaryto assure safe
operations;

o The preoperational testing required;

o The maintenance program;

o The operational safety requirements;

n The methods to be used to monitor, control, and evaluate hydrogen
generation and corrosion;

o The measures available to make emergency transfers of stored wastes; and

o An emergency plan.

A Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for double-shell waste storage tank facilities
was prepared in 1977. _ A revision (Rev. O) was prepared in December 1985 and
submitted to DOE-RL for review and approval. ° Based on DOE-RLcomments, a new
SAR (Rev. i) was issued in May 1986."

Operational Safety Requirements (OSR's) are a formal set of requirements that
must be followed to ensure the safe operation of a nuclear facility. The SAR
provides the basis for preparing the OSR's. The requirements included in the
OSR's must derive from the analyses and evaluations that are provided in the
SAR.

OSR's consist of (I) safety limits, (2) limiting control settings, (3) limit-
ing conditions for operations, (4) recovery actions, (5) surveillance
requirements, (6) design features, and (7) administrative controls.
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o Safety limits are limits on operatingparametersor systemsthat are
required to protectthe integrityof the physical barriersthat guard
againstthe uncontrolledreleaseof radioactivity. If a safety limit is
exceeded,the facilitymust be placed in a safe conditionuntil the
cause is determinedand appropriatecorrectiveaction has been taken to
preclude recurrence.

o Limiting controlsettings are requiredfor significantsafety functions
and will often automaticallyalarm when a predeterminedsetting is
reached. However,the specificsettingchosen either must correct the
situationautomaticallyor permit manual correctiveactionsto be taken
before a safety limit is exceeded. Proceduresmust be definedto
determinethe cause of the conditionand the basis for correctiveaction
to precludea recurrence.

o Limitingconditionsfor operation(LCO's)are defined as the lowest
equipmentperformancelevels that will sustainsafe operationof the
facility. If an LCO is exceededthe facilitymust be placed in a safe
conditionor the correspondingremedialaction required by the OSR's
must be followeduntil the conditioncan be met. The appropriate
remedial actionsfor each LCO must be specifiedin the OSR's.

o Surveillancerequirementsdefine the test, calibration,or inspections
needed 'toassure that the necessaryqualityof system and component
performanceis maintained,that facilityoperationwill be within the
safety limits,and that the limitingconditionsfor operationwill be
met.

o The facilitydesign featuresthat must be specifiedin the OSR's are
those such as constructionmaterialsand geometricarrangementsthat
would have a significanteffect on safety if alteredor modified and
that have not been coveredelsewherein the OSR's.

o Administrativecontrolsdescribethe organizationand management
systems, procedures,recordkeeping,review,audit, and reporting
requirementsnecessaryto ensure safe operationof the facility.
Administrativecontrols should include:

• Managementcontrols for prompt updatingof the SAR as new
informationand data become available;

• Managementsystems to ensure prompt correctiveaction if a limit
or other requirementof the SAR is violated;and

• Prompt reporting to DOEHeadquarters of all occurrences for which
an LCOhas been exceeded (a written followup report is also
required).

The facilityOSR's for the Hanford double-shelltanks are contained in Chapter
11 of the 1986 SAR. These OSR's do not providemany of the above elements.
The historicalpracticeat Hanford had been to includemost operational
controls for the tank farm in an OperationalSpecificationsDocument (OSD);
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the 1977 SAR, for example,did not containany OSR_s. The four OSR's that
were included in the 1986 SAR were previouslycontainedin the OSD. Although
the OSD is technicallya lower tier documentthat, unlike the OSR's, does not
require DOE approval,it still contains many of the operationalcontrols,
includingthe safety limits,that are necessaryfor safe operation and are
supposedto be includedin the OSR's.

The OSD has been used at the HanfordTank Farms since at least 1973. The 1973
OSD stated'

Specificationsdefine process and operatinglimits which have been
establishedto meet acceptedcriteria in order to protect
personnel,environs,and facilitiesfrom potentialdamage while
producingthe desiredquality products....Section5.0 containsthe
standardsdefiningprocessand operatinglimits establisheda_
control points whicn, when exceeded,providewarning of
approachingspecificationlimits,s

Modified many times, this specificationsdocumenthas been continuouslyused
by all subsequenttank farm operatingcontractors. A 1977 revision of the OSD6
was the first to includespecificationsand standardsfor the SY Tank Farm.
The 1977 OSD document stated'

Specificationsare not to be violated. If an operational
specificationis violated,an orderlyand immediateshutdownof
the involvedprocessor laboratoryis requireduntil the situation
is formally investigated(occurrencereport)and correctiveaction
taken....A violationof standardslimits is an indicatorthat
specificationscould be in jeopardy but does not necessarily
require a process shutdown. Prompt correctiveaction and
documentation(nonconformancereport)by responsiblemanagement
are required.7

Functional Design Criteria for the SY Tank Farm

Figure A 'is a schematic of tank I01-SY. As can be seen, each double-shell
tank consists of three concentric structures: (I) an outer tank structure of
reinforced concrete; (2) a carbon-steel secondary tank, lining the concrete
structure; and (3) an inner, free-standing, primary tank completely enclosed
with carbon steel, which is located within the secondary tank and separated
from it by an annular space. The upper dome of the DST is not doubly
contained. Both the primary and secondary tanks are contained within the
reinforced-concrete structure, which supports the bottom and the wall of the
secondary steel tank, as well as the primary tank and its contents.

As required by the 1973 FDCfor the SY Tank Farm, the primary tank would hold
radioactive wastes identified and characterized in the FDCdocument. The tank

: was to have a 50-yearlife expectancyand was to be able to withstand
corrosion, stress corrosioncracking (causedby high concentrationsof sodium
hydroxideand nitrates in the radioactivewaste), hydrostaticloads, internal
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pressure, thermal loads, and stresses associated with a seismic event as
defined by the Safe Shutdown Earthquake specification for the site,

The primary tank was to have dome penetrations to permit tank monitoring and
processing actlvities. Waste-monitoring facilities for the primary tank were
required to monitor liquid level, sludge level, temperature, and pressure and
were to include observation ports. A primary tank ventilation system would
control radioactive particulate emissions to the environment. Gases and
vapors vented from the tank were to be double filtered by high-efficiency

ar'_iculate air (HEPA) filterS,eSampled, and monitored for radioactivityefore they were released to th atmosphere, Measurement of the airflow and
in-place testing of the HEPAfilters was also to be provided. The primary
tanks were required to be operated under a slight negative pressure to ensure
containment of radioactive airborne materials within the tank.

The secondary tank was to be designed to contain and support the primary tank
and its contents. Specifically, the secondary tank would collect and detect
any materials that might leak from the primary tank into the annular space.
The secondary tank must contain the radioactive Caustic liquids that might
leak as a result of failure of the primary tank and must serve as an effective
backup until the waste can be safely removed to a reserve tank. The purpose
of the secondary tank was to ensure that no radioactive materials escaped to
the environment in the event of a primary tank failure.

Air supplied to the annulus was to be sufficient to permit moisture removal
and thus prevent condensation. Upon exhaust from the annulus and prior to
release to the atmosphere, the air would be monitored for detection of any
radioactivity, passed through two stages of HEPAfilters, and sampled.
Measurement of the airflow and in-place testing of the HEPAfilters would also
be provided. (Table I summarizes the structural design criteria for DST's.)

Table I. Functional Design Criteria Requirements _

Selected Design Limits:

Liquid storage capacity for each tank 1,000,000 gallons
Earth cover (backfill) for radiation 6 I/2 feet minimum
Live loading on backfill over tank 40 psf uniform plus 50

domes tons concentrated
Internal vacuum 6 inches H>O
Internal pressure 60 inches H_O

Waste Characteristics'

Temperature 250o F maximum
Heat generation rate per tank 50,000 BTU's per hour
pH 8 to 14
Specific gravity 1.7 maximum
Liquid viscosity 2-20 centipoise
Slurr} _,.'scosity 100-300 centipoise
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Channels between the primary and secondary tank bottoms would convey any
leakage from the primary tank to detection points in the annular space and
would be used for air purge to remove residual moisture. The design required
that the liquid eventually drain to a leak detection pit, which in turn
required pumping capability, leak detection, liquid level measurement,
temperature measurement, and radiation detection equipment.

The FDCfor the SY tanks also required that integral wall, dome, and haunch
thermocouples be installed in the reinforced-concrete tank to facilitate
administrative control of thermal gradients and the resulting stress to the
tank. The reinforced-concrete tank base was also to have thermocouples.
Design requirements for the primary tank included installation of thermo-
couples, as well as requirements for liquid level and sludge level measuring
devices to monitor the waste contents of the tank, The annulus between the
primary and secondary tanks was to be supplied with detectors to identify
leaks from the primary tank. The leak detection pits were required to have
leak detectors, liquid level measuring devices, thermocouples, and radiation
detectors to detect and measure any leakage from the secondary tank.
Installation of radiation monitors and air samplers were also required for the
ventilation systems for the primary tank and the annulus in order to detect
radioactive releases to the atmosphere.

Findinq II(A)!: The Functional Design Criteria for tank I01-SY developed by
the contractor did not take into account the mixture of waste types
subsequently stored in the tank and, consequently, did not specify design
features and limits to mitigate or prevent the effects of those waste
combinations.

Safety Analysis Report

The failure of a HEPAfilter and/or a de-en trainer, resulting in a release of
contamination to the environment, is the maximumcredible DST accident
analyzed in the SAR. This type of accident could occur as a result of
excessive moisture in the ventilation system or vessel pressurization, either
of which could rupture the exhaust HEPAfilters. Filter contamination itself
is limited because the filters are changed whenever the dose rate exceeds 100
millirem per hour at the point monitored. Only a fraction of the contamina-
tion available for release would be released by failure of the de-entrai,_er.

As defined by the SAR, limits for human exposure assume the maximum allowable
radiation contamination to be equivalent to that contained in 0.06 gallons of

137Cs)double-shell slurry (0.1 Ci, 9°Sr, and The dose commitment (summation
of external radiation and inhalation doses for on-site and off-site personnel)
to an individual, calculated for the first year following a filter rupture
(assuming a 30-minute exposure), is illustrated by Table 2.
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Table 2. Calculated Ist Year Dose Commitment to an Individual
Following Filter Rupture (in rems)_

Total body. _
On-site 0,2 2,4 0,1,4
Off-site O,O00B 0,002 0,00015

SomeDST's were equipped with airlift circulators. Airlift circulators are
relatively simple devices composed of two basic components: a vertical, lift-
riser pipe measuring 30 inches in diameter and an air nozzle I foot long,
located within and near the 'lower end of the pipe, A 6-inch pipe suspends the
lift-riser from the tank dome. A l-inch pipe extended into the 6-inch pipe
supplies forced air,

The introduction of air into the circulator serves to decrease the specific
gravity of the solution within the tank. As a result, a hydrostatic head at
any point within the pipe will be less than that at the same elevation outside
the pipe and vertical movement of the liquid in the tank will be initiated.
The vertical movement provides sufficient agitation to prevent the formation
of "hot spots" and tends to keep solids entrained.

The ventilation system for each tank farm consists of two completely separate
systems, a primary tank ventilation system and an annulus ventilation system.
The primary tank ventilation system is designed to remove vapors from the
waste and to provide a tank pressure that is negative relative to atmospheric
pressure. Each primary tank exhaust system for the SY Tank Farm consists of a
moisture separator, heater, filter bank, and fan. This contrasts with the
primary tank exhaust system for the AN, AP, and AWTank Farms, which have two
de-entrainers, two heaters, two filter banks, and two fan systems, (One of
each device is always in service; the other is on standby.)

The annulus ventilation system is used to cool the primary tank, minimize
moisture condensation in the annular space, and serve as a sensitive method
for detecting leakage of radioactive materials from the primary tank. The SY
Tank Farm has four air supply lines per tank, while the AN, AP, and AWTank
Farms have eight per tank. Adverse conditions that can occur during operation
of the vent system include breach of HEPAfiltration, high differential
pressure across the HEPAfilters, excessive dose rate from the filters,
moisture buildup on the filters, high differential pressure across the
de-entrainer, and failure of the exhaust fan or stack monitoring equipment.
At all double-shell tank farms except SY, failure of the HEPAsystem results
in diversion to the backup exhaust system. For the SY Tank Farm, a portable
exhaust system could be connected to the tanks while the filters were being
repaired.

Tank instrumentation and alarm systems are provided to monitor operating
parameters for each tank. These include liquid level detectors, sludge level
detectors, temperature detectors, leak detection equipment, airflow dif-
ferential pressure indicators, and radiation monitoring instruments. Ali
instrument readouts for the tank farms are available at a local instrument
building and/or at a nearby continuously manned facility.
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Each tank is equipped with an automaticliquid level gauge, Sludge level
detectors are installed'tomonitor the height of the solids in the tanks.
Each tank is also equippedwith thermocouplesfor monitoringtemperatures
throughoutthe tank structure, A single probe containing18 thermocouplesis
used to monitorwaste temperaturesat variousdepths in the primary tank, All
thermocouplereadoutsare monitoredat the Control Room or at the Computer
AutomatedSurveillanceSystem (CABS)monitors located in a nearby building,

Drain channelsare embedded into an insulatingconcrete structureand are
designed to carry any leakage from the primary tank to the annulus, The
annulusalso houses three leak detectionfacilities (in the form of conduc-

tivity _robes extended into each tank annulusand installedat 120-degree
intervalsaround the tank), There are 17 of these probes at Bach location,
with readoutsprovided at the tank farm instrumentbuilding. An analysis of
liquid level in the annulus is obtainedby rotatingeach of the three probe
selectorswitchesthrough 17 positions. Each position coincideswith a
differentprobe elevation,and turningthe selectorto a probe elevationthat
is in contactwith liquid will activateboth an indicatorlight at the
panelboardand an alarm at the controlbuilding annunciator, These selectors
are checkedonce per shift.

Find inq II(A)2: Rapid combustion of hydrogen and nitrous oxide (pccurring
above or.below the .crus%.and resulting in failure of the primary tank and HEPA
filters) was not considered in the SARanalysis of worst-case accidents, m

o Table 3 is an adaptation of a hazard analysis table originally published
in the 1986 SAR, lt includes seven accident events, The event titled
"Burping and Liquid Level Increase" describes the following possible
sequence: "Complexant degradation reactions produce gases and rapid
increase in liquid level occurs and explosive mixture is produced."

ft
Under the corresponding column labeled "source term, nitrous oxide is
listed among the gases released during the event, The "preventative
features" for this accident sequence are stated to be "sampling of tank
content and liquid level allows operators to take action,"

l'henext accident event listed in the table is "Burpingin Tank IOI-SY
Only," The accident sequenceis describedas "complexantdegradationand
radiolysisproducegases and crust entrainsgases, which are released
when liquid level decreasesand hydrogen concentrationexceeds 5% and
ignitionsource is available," Under the corresp(_ndingcolumn "labeled
"sourceterm," the table states that the hydrogenconcentrationin the
bubblemay range from 5 to 50 percent,

The next accident event identifiedin the table is "HydrogenExplosion
and Dome Damage," The "preventativefeatures"column for this accident
notes that "tapingof pits does not prevent in-leakagebut restricts it;
in-leakageto the pits will purge hydrogen into the ventilationsystem,
Hydrogengeneration rate is limitedby fission productconcentrationof
liquid and by the exhaust air," Under "mitigating measures" that can be
taken to respond to the accident, the table states that the "hydrogen
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Table 3. Storage Tankl Hazards Analyelsa
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Event sequence termb consequence(s) Preventativefeatures Mitigatingmeasures

i ii i i JIIllll ................... , .................... III I I ,I
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Isproduced radioactive
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concentration,
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Table 3, Storage Tanks Hazards Analysis (oontlnued)
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Table 3. Storage Tanks Hazards Analysis (continued)
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aSource: Table9.3, "Double-ShellTank FarmFmolllty(241-AN,AW,AP, andSY) SafetyAnalysisReport(Rev,1)," pp, 9-8, g.9, 0-10, See
R,T,Klrnura,"Characterizationof ShieldedDouble-ShellTank VaporSpace Radionuclides,"Internalletter 65950.85-586to W,H,Troth
RockwellHanfordOperations,Richland,Washington,January1986,for sourceterm definitionsand assumptions,

bThe CladdingRemovalWaste(CRW)feed>180dayscooled,but< 1year,



accumulation rate (30 cubic feet per day) requires 23 days without
ventilation to accumulate concentration of 2% hydrogen,"

lt is evident from the descriptions of these three accident sequences in
Table 3 that the contractor knew and considered the following
information in the 1986 SAR for double-shell tanks:

u Degradation of complexants in the waste produces gases under the
salt crust that represent a potentially explosive mixture and
include quantities of hydrogen and nitrous oxide,

u The hydrogen concentration in the gases can be 5-50 percent and is
released from under the crust in what is referred to as a "burp,"

o The NS team found that a bounding analysis of a rapid burn of hydrogen
and nitrous oxide was not performed, Until 1990, formal safety analyses
for the tank farms did not consider a rapid burn of hydrogen and nitrous
oxide as a credible event, even though an RHOengineer had calculated
the large amount of energy that would be released in such a burn as
early as 1979, 11

o For the postulated hydrogen explosion, the analysis in the 1986 SAR
assumed that the hydrogen generation rate was limited by the fission
product concentration of the tank liquid and that 23 days with no
ventilation would be required to accumulate a hydrogen concentration oF
2 percent, Given what was known at the time (1986), this analysis of a
hydrogen explosion presented an inaccurate and incomplete description of
the potential risks involved,

o Prior to March 1990, safety analyses governing operation of the double-
shell tanks focused only on radiolytic decomposition of water as a
potential source of hydrogen generation, Samples of the gases released
during the April 19, 1990, pressurization event at tank I01-SY were
obtained using more sophisticated instrumentation. The analysis of
these samples revealed the presence of large concentrations oF hydrogen
and nitrous oxide, WHCincorporated this new and significant data into
an analysis of the consequences of a hydrogen and nitrous oxide burn and
its implications for the structural integrity of tank I01-SY. (WHChad
initiated this process in late March 1990.) The preliminary results of
this updated analysis indicate potentially severe yielding of the
primary tank (plastic deformation), including possible failure or
distortion oF the dome, damage to the secondary tank, and considerable
damage to the reinforced concrete tank (with breakup of the concrete,
including yielding and distortion of the rebar).

o Although the presence of hydrogen and nitrous oxide in double-shell
tanks had been indicated in various documents since the late 1970's and

" the enerqetics of a hydrogen and nitrous oxide reaction was calculated
in 1979, r_ insufficient action was taken to address the potential
threat. A sample of the gases causing slurry growth could and should
have been obtained years ago, a bounding analysis should have been
performed when the possibility of a hydrogen/nitrous oxide combustion
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event was first identified in 1978, and immediate, appropriate
corrective actions should have been taken at that time to resolve the
problem.

Finding II(A)3: The need for a tank sampling program stating how and when
waste samples were to be taken and used was not analyzed in the SAR and not
included in the OSR's.

o The 1986 SARrelied nn the sampling of tank contents as the basis for
tank farm operators to take appropriate preventive action inresponse to
potential hazards. However, if tank farm operations staff are to
determine the correct preventive actions to take, then data on waste
characteristics must be monitored on a continuing basis. The SARmust
establish and define the basis for a formal waste sampling program to
monitor waste characteristics in DST's. The OSR's must outline
requirements for such a program, including sample frequency and the data
required to be obtained from each sample. The Hanford SAR and OSR's for
the DST's were deficient in these respects.

Finding II{A)4: The 1986 SARdid not identify dedicated tank space for the
immediate transfer of waste in the event IOI-SY were to leak, and the
contractor did not ensure that a reserve tank was available.

o Although the 1986 SARtakes credit for having spare tank space to
mitigate leaks (it states that "spare tank space is maintained at all
times to contain the normal volume from the leaking tank"), the only
spare tank space available with respect to IOI-SY was located in the
East Area tank farms, a considerable distance from the West Area where
tank I01-SY is located, Since 1980, when I01-SY was filled, there has
been no means available to 'transfer waste to spare tanks in the East
Area in the event of an emergency. The waste in IOI-SY would first have
to be diluted and a viable means of transferring it would have to be
installed. Until the waste in I01-SY is properly characterized, any
transfer of the waste ought to be to an empty tank, thus precluding
further unanticipated problems owing to incompatible waste mixtures.

o This deficiency was documented by a RHOengineer in 1983 in response to
pressurizations of tank I01-SY:

I do not know of any planned corrective action for the
waste tanks. Wecould dilt_te and pump a tank. That
is what was done in S and SX tanks when they grew. If
all three tanks in the West area are filled, transfer-
ring [to the] east would be difficult. There is only
the small tank for cross site transfers. Maybe
pumping out directly from the [tank] is possible [but]
it has not been attempted. These tanks become a
[special] case of the question "What do you do when a
DS tank leaks? ''13
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Finding II(A)5: The 1986 SAR did not analyzethe detrimentaleffects of the
mixture of waste materials (corrosive,radioactive,alkaline slurry plus
organics)in tank I01-SY.

o The documentationof additionsto tank I01-SY indicatesthat there were
no effecti.vecontrols on the mixtureof slurry and complexedconcentrate
wastes. The followingis a summaryof the additionsto I01-SY:14

April 1977 274,000gallons Double-shellslurry
November 1977 365,000gallons Complexedconcentrate
June 1978 131,000gallons I06-SXcomplexedconcentrate
August 1978 60,000 gallons 111-U complexedconcentrate
November 1980 230,000gallons Double-shellslurry
September 1984 8,000 gallons Water
to May 1988

o The contractordid not take adequate precautionsfor the storageof
radioactivewastes, suchas conductingsufficientresearch and testing
to determinethe effectsof waste mixtures that were expected to be
stored in the tank. Controls over differentwaste combinationswere
never analyzed in any of the SAR's or subjectedto OSR's.

Findinq II(A)6: The 1986 SARdid not address the detrimental effects of crust
formation nor provide contingency plans to ensure the performance of
surveillance activities necessary for safe operations (e.g., liquid and sludge
level measurements and waste-sampling requirements) if a crust were to form.

o Accurate tank level measurements, sludge level measurements, and
sampling of the tank contents were not being performed on a regular
basis, presumably owing to the presence of a crust of undetermined
thickness that had formed on the waste in tank I01-SY. Such data is
necessary to ensure safe operations and to reduce the risks associated
with the potential for corrosion, gas combustion, and changing waste
characteristics. The only sampling of I01-SY after the tank was filled
in 1980 occurred in late 1985, and the purpose for taking that sample
had nothing to do with mitigating either slurry growth or hydrogen
generation.

o The frequency for measurements and for samples of the waste and it, s
byproducts were not covered in the OSR's.

o The 1986 SAR required some double-shell tanks to use airlift
circulators. An airlift circulator provides sufficient movement to
prevent "hot spots" from forming in ',he waste and tends to keep solids
entrained. Such a device was used in the SST's to prevent the formation
of a crust. Ample evidence existed to indicate that crusts would form
in all of the DST's in which double-sheilslurrywas stored and that
some amount of slurrygrowth would occur. Neither possibilitywas
mentioned in either the FDC or the SAR for the double-shelltanks.

z
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Finding II!A)7: The 1986 SAR did not establishrequirementsfor monitoring
systems to detect the presenceof hydrogen and other flammablegases, and
these phenomenawere not addressedin the OSR's.

o Hydrogengenerationwas known to occur both from radiolysisof water and
complexantdegradation,and it was known that other gases, including
ammonia,were being generatedfrom the waste. Flammableand toxic gases
should have been addressedin th_ SAR, and methods for monitoring the
emissions should have been specifiedin the OSR's.

FindinqII(A_: Although the 1986 SAR assumed a corrosionrate, the SAR did
not identifyor require any means (e.g., use of base-metalcoupons) to deter-
mine the extent of corrosionof the primary tank below the surfaceof the
waste.

o Corrosionbelow the surfaceof the crust in tank I01-SY is of particular
concern becausethe extent of such corrosionis essentiall_unknown.
Storage of concentratedradioactivewaste presentsthe potential for
reactionsthat consumehydroxideand/or nitrateand thereby increasethe
corrosionrate. If the effectsof corrosionwere found to be
significant,a re-analysisof the primarytank would be indicated. Such
a re-analysiswould have to addresscurrentcorrosiveeffects and
determinewhether the tank was within design limits. The tank's
structuralintegrityand its abilityto withstandoperating loads, loads
that would be predictedfrom a seismicevent, and loads from other
extremecircumstanceswould need to be considered.

Findinq II(A)9: Cont_'aryto the 1986 SAR, only one conductivityprobe was
installedat one location in the annulus of tank I01-SY.

o The 1986 SAR requireseach of the SY tanks to have three leak detection
devices (in the form of conductivityprobes)extendinginto each tank
annulus. These were to be installed120 degrees apart,with 17 probes
at each location. Data obtainedfrom all 51 probeswere to be read at
the tank farm instrumentbuilding. However, tank I01-SY has only one
string of conductivityprobes installedin the annulus.

Findinq II(A)IO: The 1986 SAR requiresonly a singlethermocoupletree. One
thermocoupletree is insufficientto monitor the contentsof tank I01-SY
realistically.

o Temperaturedetectorsare a criticalelement of the overall design of
any waste tank. The detectorsused in all DST's to monitor temperatures
are thermocouples. Only one thermocoupletree, located 20 feet from the
center line of the tank and approximately17 feet from the tank wall,
serves to monitor the tank waste and vapor space of tank I01-SY.
Therefore,only a portionof the primarytank and its contents can be
monitored. Using a singlethermocoupletree assumesthat the thermal
conductivityof the waste is such that equilibriumtemperaturesare
achievedthroughout the waste, effectivelypreventinghot spots from
occurring. A technicalbasis for this assumptionhas not been made.
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Until it is, more thermocoupletrees would be needed to provideadequate
temperaturemonitoringof tank I01-SY.

OperationalSafety Requirementsand the OperationalSpecificationsDocument

A November 1989 versionof the OSD lists the limited set of OSR's for the SY
Tank Farm aswell as a series of other requirementsthat would be considered
safety limits, limitingcontrol settings,limitingconditionsfor operation,
and surveillancerequirementsat other nuclearfacilities.15 The actions that
must be taken in responseto violationsof the specificationlimits are listed
separatelywithin the same document.

Finding II(A)11" Despite numerous revisionsof the specificationsdocument
during the past 13 years, informationon slurry growth and hydrogengeneration
was not incorporatedor used to developoperatinglimits for the waste tanks.

o The 1977 OSD listed a "specificationlimit"of 2 percent of total vapor
space volume as the limit on concentrationsof hydrogen. To provide an
additionalmargin of safety, a lower operating "standardlimit" of I
percentwas specified.16 Although informationexisted since at least
1983 that concentrationsgreater than 2 percentwere being generatedin
tank I01-SY,hydrogen limitswere not reviseduntil 1986, when the limit
for hydrogenconcentrationwas replacedby a specificationlimiting how
long the primarytank exhaust system could remain inoperable. This new
limit was also based on preventionof a 2-percentconcentration. The
rationalefor the new limit was'

Adequate analysis techniquesfor the determinationof
hydrogenconcentrationsare not readily available. By
specifyinga limit for exhausterdowntime the
specificationcan be readilymonitored.17

o The operatingstandardfor hydrogenconcentrationwas eliminated in 1982
and the operatingspecificationlimit on exhausterdowntimewas
eliminated in 1988._ Throughoutthis period, a 1980 document served as
the technicalbasis of the hydrogenconcentrationlimit. The relevant
'limitson hydrogenderiving from the 1980 document were based solely on
radiolyticdecompositionof water even though that document referred to
the generationof hydrogen by other processes'

There have been severalexperimentsconductedto
verify mechanismsand rates of H2 generationother
than water radiolysis. [A January 1979 report]19
summarizesan experimentwhich confirmsH2 generation
during double shell slurrygrowth. However, a
quantitativeH2 generationrate equation has not been
established. Experimentsare being conductedto
determinethe factorswhich affect H2 generation. The
document to be issued on this subjectwill be
evaluatedand incorporatedinto the annual review.
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Double shell slurry and concentrated complexant are
being studied. 2°

Contrary to assurances in the 1980 document, neither the technical bases
nor the operating specifications were changed to reflect the results
developed, and there was no "annual review" of the technical bases.

o In November 1978, the Manager of Tank Farm Process Engineering wrote a
memorandumstating that, on the basis of laboratory analysis of the
slurry growth phenomenon, the vapor space in each SY tank should be
sampled for hydrogen:

The test results indicated carbon dioxide and hydrogen
concentration of 0.29 and 4.2 volume percent, respec-
tively. The conclusion stated by the Chemical Science
Group was that the surface level rise noted in TK-
I01-SY was due to gas entrapped within the slurry.
Because the reported level for hydrogen [in the
laboratory study] exceeded both the 1601 Section J
[OSD] Specification and Standards limits (and was, in
fact, within the explosive range), Tank Farm Process
Engineering (TFPE) has concluded that the vapor spaces
in tanks containing material of this type should be

periodically checked regardless of the2fact that they
are connected to operating exhausters _.

Nevertheless, 18 months later this same manager approved use of
radiolytic decomposition of water as the basis for the hydrogen

concentration limit. 22

Finding I!(A)12: OSDrequirements have been written generically and therefore
do not accurately portray or take into account the physical characteristics of
the waste in many of the tanks. DOEand the contractor allowed operational
specification limits to remain in effect that were unachievable and failed to
provide a margin of safety.

o Between 1977 and 1982, th_ !i_iting specification and standard for
hydrogen concentration required that gas samples be taken and analyzed
on a frequency established by Tank Farm Process Engineering. However,
no means existed at that time for sampling or analyzing hydrogen
concentration, and consequently a surveillance frequency was never
established. After 1982, sampling was required only if the exhauster
were inoperable for 23 consecutive days, with additional sampling
required for each 23-day period of continued inoperability. A 23-day
period was considered "adequate lead time to prepare for sampling...
[and] to implement emergency procedures if H_ [was] found in the tanks,
before the concentration reached 4%. ''23

o Hydrostatic head is the pressure exerted by a column of liquid and is an
important physical property to consider when determining tank integrity.

, The OSDrevision of March 1988 changed the specified method for
determining specific gravity of tank contents for the purpose of
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calculating the hydrostatic head. Previously, it had been permissible
to test just the feed material for specific gravity. This document and
subsequent revisions (in June 1988 and November 1989) stated that
"stored wastes are sampled periodically per FSS-T-080-O0001 [Tank Farm
Sample Schedule], andothe waste SpG [specific gravity] is obtained from
the sample analyses. ''_" These documents also contained a recovery
action section that stated that "hydrostatic head above the maximum
shall be reduced by transfer of a portion of the stored waste to another
tank, and dilution of the remainder to decrease the waste SpG, as

1,25necessary.

Whenthese new requirements were approved in 1988, there was no readily
available means either for sampling tank I01-SY for specific gravity or
for transferring I01-SY contents to another tank. These deficiencies
also existed for other tanks containing double-shell slurry on which a
crust had formed. In fact, the referenced sample schedule, FSS-T-080-
00001, called for sampling I01-SY and several other tanks only on an "as
requested" basis. _6 The requirements remain in effect even though they
cannot be met. Despite these problems, for most of 1989 the operating
contractor had an active plan to transfer a portion of the contents of
tank I01-SY to tank I03-SY. Safety analyses governing tank sampling,
waste compatibility with the receiver tank, and waste transfer are only
now in the process of being developed.

o Ali OSDrevisions since 1977 have contained specified limits on
allowable concentrations of nitrate, nitrite, and hydroxide ions to
inhibit corrosion and stress corrosion cracking of the various tank
structures. Since 1980, the OSDspecification on tank composition has
stated that "tank contents must comply with the given composition
limits. Sampling of the tank contents is performed per,..[the] Tank
Farm Sample Schedule. ''27 This sampling requirement was not readily
achievable for any tank containing waste with a solid crust.
Nonetheless, contractor management neither changed the specification
requirement nor developed alternative means for assuring that the
composition of the tanks met specifications. Thus, the contractor
failed to provide sufficient protection against corrosion and stress
corrosion cracking irl these tanks. Prior to consolidation of OSD
requirements in 1982, it was considered acceptable to sample only the
input feed to the SY Tank Farm. Such sampling was not capable of
detecting changes in waste composition that might result from subsequent
radiolytic and chemical degradation of waste solutions after the feed
material was deposited in the tank.

Findin Ig__LLCIA_]]__' The technical basis for certain operational specifications
in the OSDremain flawed because they do not take into account information
that has become available regarding some of the stated limits.

o Since 1977, the lower flammability limit of hydrogen in dry air
(4 percent) constituted the technical basis for preventing hydrogen
combustion in a waste tank. Even after contractor studies demonstrated
that hydrogen, nitrous oxide, and other gases were being generated by
the slurry growth phenomenon, no apparent effort was made to revise the
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flammability limit to reflect actual conditions inside the tanks, A
1985 RHOstudy of equipment used at Three Mile Island referred to a
3-percent lower flammability limit of hydrogen in nitrous oxide, _ An
earlier 1979 assessment calculated the energy release from a hydrogen
and nitrous oxide combustion event. 2_ These studies and calculations
should have triggered a reevaluation of the applicability of the
4-percent limit and its viability as a basis for operating I01-SY.

o The OSDspecification for the maximumhydrostatic head at the primary
tank wall was designed to preserve tank integrity by preventing
excessive dynamic loading during movement of tank contents resulting
from a seismic event. The ]973 Functional Design Criteria for the SY
Tank Farm specified a maximumhydrostatic head equivalent to i million
gallons of liquid, with a specific gravity of 1.7, The 1977 SY Tank
Farm OSDincorporated this limit, specifying a maximumliquid level of3O
365 inches and a maximumhydrostatic head of 617 inches water gauge.
A 1980 OSDrevision changed these limits to 422 inches and 720 inches,
respectively. 31 The new 1980 limits were based on an analysis that

apparently did not consider any of the following: (I) the presence of a
sludge layer and a solid crust (each with its own specific gravity);
(2) possible changes in the waste composition due to radiolytic and
organic decomposition and polymerization; (3) inability to measure the
respective heights of the sludge, liquid, arid crust layers; and
(4) possible changes irl specific gravity due to the presence of
solids. 32 Ali these conditions were known to exist at the time of the
analysis. The failure to consider how a seismic event might cause a
solid crust of unknown thickness and density to break up and impinge on
the tank walls is a significant deficiency, lt is also significant that
in 1980, within a few days of receiving the technical basis for new
level limits with a specific gravity of 1.7, the contractor began
filling tanks I01-SY and I03-SY with 230,000 and 365,000 gallons of
slurry, respectively, with a specific gravity of approximately 1.85. 33

Finding II(A)14' Existing OSDlimits relative to slurry growth and hydrogen
concentration have been routinely violated.

o Between 1977 and 1988, the hydrogen concentration specification was
2 percent; an operating standard limit of I percent was eliminated in
1982. Prior to 1983 laboratory studies noted the possibility that
hydrogen concentrations could be higher than the limit. After 1983, the
reality of hydrogen concentrations above the limit was recognized.

o The November 1980 double-shell slurry campaign34 resulted in additions
of 230,000 and 365,000 gallons of waste with a specific gravity of
approximately 1.85 in tanks I01-SY and I03-SY, respectively. This
operation violated the OSDspecific gravity limits (less than 1.7) for
the two tanks. Indeed, a reduction of the specification for specific
gravity to less than 1.7 was recommended for future double-shell slurry
campaigns--not because the limits had been exceeded but because of
concerns about the adequacy of available tank volume:
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The tank growth phenomenon has the greatest bearing on
the future of the DSS [double-shell slurry] process_
If all DSSwill grow, then the process needs to be
examined carefully, Somemethod must be devised to
predict and estimate the extent of growth, The growth
will affect the number of tanks necessary to store
waste, lt may not be advisable to concentrate the
waste past a certain point (perhaps a specific gravity
of 1.7) if all or most of the space savings are voided
by [subsequent] growth [of the waste]

Findinq II(A)15: The new OSRIs developed by Westinghouse and under review by
DOE-RL still contain many of the deficiencies outlined above. For example,
they apply generically to all double-shell tanks and are therefore
inappropriate because they are not uniformly achievable in all those tanks.
Furthermore, these limits do not take into account the existing state of
knowledge about the waste,

o In May 1988, following the transition from Rockwell, Westinghouse sought
permission from DOE-RLto update Chapter 11 [the OSRsection] of the
1986 SARto reflect its own organizational structure and to make a
relatively minor technical change to the OSRfor primary tank minimum
liquid level. 36 On September 20, 1989, before this change could be
implemented, DOE-RLresponded to a Headquarters Technical Safety
Appraisal finding that the OSR's for the tank farms were inadequate by
direct!_g WHCto expand the number, specificity, and coverage of the
OSR's. _" The development and _proval of this new set of OSR's is st!ll
in progress, On May 21, 1990,_° DOE-RLproperly rejected the new OSR's
that WHChad proposed on April 16, 1990.3_ New operating restrictions
on tank I01-SY and other tanks have the status of interim OSRIs until
new OSR's have been approved by DOE.a°

B. CONTRACTORMANAGEMENT

In a March 20, 1989, presentation to members of a DOEHeadquarters Technical
Safety Appraisal (TSA) team, the Manager of the WHCDefense Waste Management
Division noted that safety performance at the Hanford Tank Farm was assured
through "management overview, trend analysis, root-cause analyses (Event Fact
Sheets, Critiques, and Unusual Occurrence Reports), independent safety

assessments, oversigh_4_y independent quality assurance and safetYhfuncti°ns'\'-salaand external reviews. The Hanford "Oversight Management Approac was
to include "systematic policies, requirements, manuals, procedures,...separate
oversight organizations with strong review/approval authority,...[and] active
performance evaluation and improvement programs."

In its review of safety issues related to tank I01-SY, the NS team found that
WHCmanagement performance in many of these specific areas was wanting, In
fact, lack of management attention to tank farm operations extends back
through the past several DOEoperating contractors.
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Background

The Hanford Tank Farm is currently operated by WHCunder a cost-plus, award-
fee contract signed in 1987 for a B-year term, WHCassumed responsibility for
operationsf omRo kw 11H  fordop   tlon(RHO>,which t nk
farms for 10 years (1977-1987). The change in contractors in 1987 was part of
an overall "consolidation" of the site, aimed at bringing all major Hanford
operations under a single operating contractor, One impetus for site
consolidation was to achieve an enhanced and more uniform level of
environment, safety, and health performance for operations at Hanford,

Since 1987, when WHCtook over, tb#rehas not been any significant infusion of
new management at the tank farms."r Staffing shortages persist, reflecting a
high turnover of engineers, a work force reaching retirement age, and limited
recruitment in certain technical trades. WHCorganizational changes to
enhance line program accountability for operations and safety have not
fundamentally changed the way management addresses safety issues like those
encountered at tank I01-SY, nor have they changed how those issues are
communicated and reported. During and immediately after the transition, WHC
reviewed all corporate-level policies, but lower level requirements and
procedures are being revised more slowly. Training remains largely "on-the-
job" and is not based on performance requirements.

One of the principal changes WHCmade was to establish a safety oversight
organization reporting to a Vice President for Safety, Quality Assurance, and
Security (SQS), A nuclear safety division, WHC-NS,now reports to this vice
president and provides nuclear safety oversight of WHCoperations independent
of the line programs that run Hanfordts reactors and other nuclear facilities.
Tank Farm Nuclear Safety (TFNS), which is a subdivision of WHC-NS, provides
independent nuclear safety oversight of tank farm operations. TFNS consists
of a supervisor and a four-person technical staff--two each for single-shell
and double-shell tanks--who perform sur_,eillance and safety review functions
in oversight of tank farm operations. Tile NS team found the effectiveness of
this overall approach hampered by lack of line performance and responsiveness
to the safety organization, which was aggravated by the safety organization's
lack of "clout." Upper management of the various safety organizations (TFNS,
WHC-NS, and SQS) has failed to support lower level staff in their efforts to
see that major safety concerns, such as I01-SY, were meaningfully addressed by
tank farm operations and engineering.

This section of the Report examines line management's response to flammable
gas concerns, the role of engineering and safety oversight, and the nature and
evolution of contractor programs to report those concerns to upper management
and to DOE,

Management Response To Safety Issues at Tank I01-SY

Finding ll(B)!: The tank farm operating contractors have failed to resolve
operational safety issues at tank I01-SY in a responsible period of time.
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o The issue of hydrogen generation at tank I01-SY dates to the mid-to-
late 1970_s (as chronicled elsewhere in this Report), and the issue of
radionuclide and 'toxic gas venting during tank pressurizations dates to
1983:

m In 1983, a surveillance engineer noted that "the fact that the
tank [I01-SY] has pressurized and the pressurizations are

cyclic, ,.are _ajor safety concerns relating to loss ofcontainment," "

[] In 1984, the frequency and degree of overpressurization of tank
I01-SY led Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO) to form a task force
to recommend preventive measures, Although the task force
recommended further investigation into the potential for release
of airborne contamination, little was accomplished, aside from the
collection of a few grab samples.

[] A series of internal letters in 1985 from Tank Farm Surveillance
challenged inaction on the part of Hanford management to resolve
the issue, 44 The NS team could find no response to these
expressions of concern,

[] In 1985-1986, an RHOsafety engineer conducted an assessment that
concluded that "pressurizations, although not an emergency
condition at the concentrations measured, may pose a health hazard
and must be prevented. ''45 Further characterization of tank
contents was recommended, but the contractor failed to pursue it.

[] In April 1986, the Waste Management Health Physics Division noted
that "detecting releases due to pressurization is uncertain; we
have very low confidence in the negative results obtained to date,
The best solution...is to prevent the problem in design ....
Safety has been remiss In failing to apply [industry
standards], ''4G The NS team could find no response to this
memorandumeither.

[] In 1988, the issue of radionuclide and ammonia venting during
pressurization events resurfaced in a major review of tank I01-SY
by a WFICengineer. Fie concluded that, "given enough pressure and
time, discharge of the tank gas and radionuclides into the .41

• environment and subsequent contamination spread is inevitable.
He recommended increasing negative pressure and ventilation,
sealing tank penetrations, increasing the height of the stack (to

" control ammonia concentrations at ground level), installing gas
monitors, and placing workers in masks until physical improvements
could be completed. These and other recommended actions were not
vigorously pursued because tank farm engineering management gave
them low priority, 4_

WHCengineering staff believed that the venting of airborne radionuclides
during pressurization events was not of concern, not Ing that; personnel and
area monitoring had not detected contamination, Similarly, the WHCstaff
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osition on ammonia was that it was not an unresolved worker safety issue
ecause dangerous concentrations would not be present until well after an odor

was detected, The NS team could find no documentation reflecting a well-
analyzed, technical basis for these positions, Nor did it find evidence that
such issues were elevated either within the contractor organization or raised
with DOE-RL,

_1,n_Ing II(B)2_: WHCfailed to resolve safety issues at the Hanford Tank Farm
in part because it failed to establish and maintain adequate staffing and
funding,

o Chronic shortagesin technicalstaFfingand budget have plagued the
Hanford Tank Farm organizationsince the early 1970's, One reason for
this situationhas been the high turnover rate of engineersin several

safety support staff, _ A shortage of experienced personnel in_,_In
key disciplines (such as chemical engineering) has been yet another
factor,

An obvious result of these shortages has been a persistent lack of the
kind of technical expertise at the tank farms that is necessary to
identify, address, and resolve problems such as those that arose at tank
I01-SY, These shortages have also undercut the effectiveness of
operations In such key areas as maintenance, surveillance, and
engineering support, Although contractor management has recognized the
gravity of the problem, particularly since the fall of 1988, resolution
has been lacking, as illustrated by the following chronology:

i As part of a transition checklist during the 1987 contract
consolidation urlder WHC, the question was posed: "Are engineering
personnel available with defined responsibilities and objectives?"
The response was that the "Tank Farms have experienced high
turnover [30 percent or greater], inefficient use of manpower to
provide mentors For training the new engineers, discontinuity oF

engineering support to,,_operations, and a general lack of trained,
experienced personnel,

In connection with a 1987 transition question aimed at safety
personnel staffing, the response was that "SaFety Analysis Reports
are out of date at both B Plant and tank Farms, and their update
•is not receiving priority, DeFense Waste Management support in
these areas must receive priority or additional manpower must be
assigned,"'_l

N In a June 1988 assessment of fiscal year (FY) 1989 staffing for
the Nuclear Facility SaFet,y (NFS) organization, the manager of
that organization raised concerns over the absence of adequate
staff, She noted that "concern has been expressed about the
quality, objectivity and independence of facility appraisals done
by [saFety] engineers" and estimated a need for an increase oF 5,5
Full-time posit:iorls eclLvlvalents (80 percent:) in FY 1989
staFFing,'_
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= On November4, 1988, in responseto projected FY 1989 budget and
staffing shortfalls,processengineeringman_._ementprovideda
list of scheduledactivitiesto be deferred,=_ Despite the
serious safetyconcerns raised 'Inthe October 1988 memo discussed
elsewhere'Inthis Report, which had been reissued only 2 weeks
earlier,the Manager of ProcessEngineeringexpressedthe view
that, unless upper management intervened,budgetaryeconomies

H
would include reducedOSR/OSDcompliance,no engineering
studies/improvements,and FloI01-SYslurrygrowthremedi_
[emphasisadded]," A February1989 memo from the same manager
again reportedto upper managementthat "no or minimal I01-SY
slurry growth remedialactions"could be supp_Jrted,The memo
emphasizedthat "If processengineeringis to produce quality

_roductswith the exis_4ingwork scope,more money and people needbe made available,"

= As a result of personneltransfers,the processengineering
organizationlost its cognizantengineerfor I01-SY in early 1989,
The Managerof Tank Farm Engineeringattemptedto issue a change
request to initiateengineeringservicesfor a hydrogenmonitoring
system, but his requestlacked cost data, This was information
that the manager lacked but that a cognizantengineerwould
readily be able to provide, This servedto delay implementation
of the hydrogenmonitor.55

m In response to a query from the Manager of Defense Waste
Management concerning the need for a "first-class review of
options and hazards" associated with tank I01-SY, the head of
Waste Management Engineering informed the manager in July 1989

that a study had been done thet_revious,,, year that some actionitems had been completed, an at some remalned open,SG He
recommended completion of tw_ outstanding items (installation of a
hydrogen monitor and the transfer of 30 inches of waste to another
tank) before any further actions at I01-SY were contemplated, The
memoalso provided the status of both the monitor and the pump
needed to transfer any waste from I01-SY; the monitor was said to
be "competing with a 'lot of other tank farm work for both funding
and manpower,"

= An April 1989 TSA of the Hanford Tank Farm noted "staffing
•inadequacies in the maintenance cogn!zant engineering personnel
protection and safety organizations, ;_7 The TSA noted 'that
"inadequate staffing in the WHCNuclear Facility Safety Group
limits the ability of this group to proactively pursue safety
issues," The TSA concluded that "the Tank Farm is not considered
to include high priority facilities relative to other Hanford
facilities For additional personnel resource allocation," The
DOE-RL's corrective action was "staffing for the [NFS] will be
increased to projected levels,"

= The Manager of Tank Farm Process Engineering sent a memoon
September 11, 1989, to upper WHCmanagement, providing
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information intended to help them prioritize his work, '_ He
stated that his engineerswere capableof performingapproximately
50,000 hours of work per year but currentlyhad projectedwork
that amountedto 100,000hours, Accordingly,he outlined the work
that was not going to be done, 'Including1,000 hours of I01-SY
remediation, as well as routine engineering support for the SY
Tank Farm,

= The Manager of Double-Shell Tank Engineering informed his
supervisor in a memodated November 2, 1989, that revisions to the
OSR1s required by DOE-RLwould impact staffing of other efforts,
includjcpg "routine operational engineering support to,,,SY Tank
Fafm, "5..,

On November 30 and December 5, 1989, in response to projected FY

1990 budget and staffing shortfalls, 'he WHCprog_oammanager
prepared two assessments of programmatic impacts, In the second
of these reviews, he noted:

Key projects have been deferred, Cross-site
transfer line secondary containment has failed;
Four of the seven lines have failed, SY Tank
Farm is subject to frequent ventilation
pressurizations, The lines and the ventilation
system must be replaced to avoid potential major
environmental damage,

m Although NFS staffing levels were incYeased, a memorandumdated
March 20, 1990, expressed concern ove__ "inexperienced cognizant
engineers in Tank Farm Nuclear Safety" who l_cked experience in
chemistry, radiation safety, or engineering u.

o From the foregoing, it can be concluded that, despite the urgency
expressed at the middle management and staff level about the need to
resolve attendant safety concerns, the tank farms have continually
received insufficient staffing and budget priority From upper WHC
management, and that this situation has applied particularly to I01-SY
slurry growth remedial activities, Inadequate staffing has been '
exacerbated by a management system that has not provided enough
continuity to ensure that safety issues get resolved, regardless of
whether an individual is transferred or management changes the
priorities of particular engineers, Issues were in effect forgotten or
"lost" until symptoms of the problem recurred, necessitating yet another
round of response, Such a system sparked intermittent flurries of
activity, but as tank I01-SY shows, without an established mechanism to
evaluate progress and hold individuals and groups responsible, an issue
could ge unresolved for a long time. WHChas developed revised
procedures for its cognizant engineers, which, if pl'operly implemented
may help resolve one aspect of this particular problem. _

Findinq II(B)_3_: WHCmiddle and upper management failed to be responsive to
tank farm safety issues raised by lower level staff and middle management,
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o The October 1988 WHCmemorandumdiscussed elsewhere in this Report
raised serious safety concerns with respect to I01-SY, including the
potential for a hydrogen burn or detonation during a pressurization

event for u_3filtered radionuclide emissions, and for emissions of
ammonia gas. The memostressed tile need for a permanent solution and,
short of that, concerted actions to control the potentially hazardous
effects of slurry growth, lt identified certain corrective actions that
should be implemented, including pumping out a portion of the waste and
atten_pting to seal off all tank in-leakage points, lt also called for
the installation of additional level detectors and gas monitors,
mandatory respiratory protection for operators, higher ventilation flow
rates, and improved methods for air lancing, Management_s response to
this memorandumwas wholly inadequate, as demonstrated by the following:

m After an initial meeting to discuss followup actions to the
October 1988 memorandum, the author was transferred to another
tank farm project and was no longer involved with the corrective
action program, °" (There is no indication that this transfer was

, related to the concerns he raised.)

m A change request to design and install a hydrogen monitor in
IOI-SY was approved by the operatiorls department, However, the
installation of the monitor was in competition with other tank
farm work for funding and manpower and was not pursued, Oddly, an
internal memofrom the Manager of Waste Management Engineering to
the Manager of the Waste Management Division suggested that
increased priority for the monitor was needed, 6_ as though the
engineering manager lacked the authority to determine engineering
priorities for I01-SY. The hydrogen monitor was not installed
until March 1990.

m Management took limited action to address potential airborne
emissions of radionuclides and ammonia during a pressurization
event In tank 101-SY--a key concern repeatedly raised by four
different engineers from tile mid-to-late 1980's. Instead,
management took the position that no measurable contamination had
been detected in the SY Tank Farm, ignoring a number of studies
that had questioned whether the existing monitoring program was
capable of detecting such emissions. Management response was
limited to pursuing grab samples for radionuclide ana'lysis,

-_ obtained following pressurization events in 1984, and Draeger-
tube readings for ammonia obtained during lancing operations.

I Prior to the proposed transfer of waste from I01-SY to I03-SY, a
" transfer pump had to be identified, modified, and tested. This

was not completed until 1989, Cold weather further delayed any
transfer of waste, (A safety analysis of such a transfer was
initiated only after the issue of I01-SY became public.)

m Management rejected the 1984 and 1988 recommendations that the
I corltents of IOI.-SY should be characterized by taking and analyzing
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core samplesof the waste. WHC managementacknowledgedthe need
to characterizeI01-SYonly after the issue became public. Core
sampling is scheduledto begin in July or August 1990 as part of
the WHC "Safety ImprovementPlan" for the tank farms.

o The WHC Manager of DefenseWaste Managementmaintainedthat the 1988
memorandumdistributedto over a dozen members of his staff was never
providedto him.66 He said that had he received it, he would have
shared it with DOE and acted on it immediately. Apparently,the
memorandumwas elevatedonly to the level of the Manager of Waste
ManagementEngineeringseveralmonths after it was written. This
official had no explanationof why he failed to share it with the
manager.67 Although the manager said that he did not receive the memo,
he did inquirein the summer of 1989 about the status of corrective
actionsaimed at resolvingthe problemsthat were the subjectof the
memo and was notified at that time of its existence. The manager's
inquiryabout the status of options for remedyingproblems in I01-SY
during the summer of 1989 indicatesthat he was aware of the problem,
even if he was not aware of the memo. There is no evidence that, once
having learnedabout the slownessof WHC's efforts at remediation,he
did anything to expedite matters.

o Management also did not review recommendations for addressing problems
in tank I01-SY that had been made in 1984 or examine the effectiveness
of previous corrective actions. Nor did it initiate an operational
safety assessment, despite the seriousness of the issues discussed in
the 1988 memo(i.e., potential hydrogen explosions and radionuclide and
toxic chemical releases). Based on discussions with WHCengineers who
were asked to develop a plan of action in response to the 1988
memorandum, it is apparent that emerging concerns over the level of
waste in I02-SY, a DOE-RLrequirement to revise Operational Safety
Requirements (OSR's), and preparation for a cross-site transfer of waste
were accorded higher priority than corrective actions at I01-SY. 68

Finding I!(B)4' WHC's failure to respond effectively to the 1988 memorandum
repeated Rl40's failures during the mid-1980's.

o On July 13, 1984, RHOformed a task force to address the problem of gas
formation and pressurization in tank I01-SY. 69 The 1984 task force was
directed to identify an innovative, cost-effective method to prevent or
decrease the severity of gas buildup and to devise means for the
subsequent release of the gas. The primary concern identified by the
task force was the potential release of airborne contamination through
unfiltered tank openings ouring a pressurization event. Short-term and
long-term recommendations ranged from continued lancing of the crust in

• IOI-SY to investigation of the potential for radionuclide emissions
during pressurization events. Contractor management's response to the
recommendations was ad hoc at best, with no formal tracking procedures
for corrective actions and with little evaluation of the adequacy of
actions implemented. These deficiencies are illustrated by the
following'
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[] Managementdid not direct that any formal peer or safety review of
the recommendedcorrectiveactionsbe conducted,nor that a
tracking systembe establishedto follow implementationand its
results.

[] Managementdid not establisha formal fundingmechanismto
implementthe recommendationsof the task force. Corrective
actionswere carriedout solely accordingto the good-faith
efforts of individualteam members.

[] In July 1984, RHO installeda temporaryair sampler to determine
whether radionuclideswere being releasedthroughtank openings
after pressurizationeventsl When initialsamples failed to
reveal radioactiveemissions,the air samplerwas removed. A
replacementhas still not been installed.

[] A temporary hydrogen monitor was installed in the vent line from
IOI-SY. However, no formal engineering study was conducted to
determine the appropriate operating specifications for the monitor
or the proper placement of the monitor to ensure that representa-
tive samples were obtained. As a result, the wrong type of
monitor was installed. With no preventive maintenance program in
place, the monitor was frequently inoperable.

[] A core sample was taken in 1985 at different depths in tank
101-SY--not to understand slurry growth better, but in connection
with a study of corrosion. Earlier attempts to take a sample
using a "bottle-and-string" technique failed to penetrate the
overlying crust, and two attempts were made to breach it
physically by using a weighted sampling device. When lead weights
of II and 22 pounds, respectively, proved unsuccessful, a truck-
mounted drilling rig was used to obtain the needed samples.
Throughout these successive attempts, no apparent consideration
was given to the presence of hydrogen and the possibility that
ignition might result from the procedures being used.

• The six samples resulting from the waste coring operation were
sent to Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) for use in their
studies of corrosion. Due to other priorities, slurry growth
laboratory studies had previously been canceled, a_,d the samples
were not used to obtain analytic results characterizing IOI-SY
waste.

o Management attention to the problem--as reflected in priority setting,
resource evaluations, action-tracking systems, and regular progress
reports--was generally ineffective. A formal safety evaluation was not
conducted and a resource management plan was not put in place to
identify priorities, establish schedules, and ensure funding. With the
exception of a temporary hydrogen monitor and limited grab sampling, key
recommendations, including characterization of tank I01-SY contents and

• radionuclide emissions as well as photographs of the tank surface, were
not completed in a timely manner. Hence, although formation of the task
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force in 1984 reflected a high degree of management attention, failure
to follow through on the task force's findings reflected just the
opposite.

Finding II(B)5: WHCfailed to ensure that tank farm line management was fully
responsive to concerns raised by .its independent safety organization.

o Safety oversight at Hanford independent of the line programs has been
the responsibility of a series of successive organizations, including
Tank Farm Surveillance Analysis (RHO, pre-1987), Defense Waste Storage
Safety (WHC, 1987-1989), and Nuclear Safety (WHC-NS,1989-present).
These organizations have served an important function at the tank farms,
providing management a self-assessment capability and access to an
independent professional safety perspective on operations.

Management appears to view the current nuclear safety organization as
more of a support organization than an oversight organization. Thus,
management emphasizes "cooperation and negotiation" rather than the
development of firm, technically sound positions on safety issues that
have programmatic impacts. This appears to be true even in those
instances in which WHC-NSstaff have produced compelling technical7odocumentation.

o Management has failed to resolve the following list of issues that have
been repeatedly raised by tank farm safety staff over a long period of
time:

m Reporting of deficiencies at I01-SY (scope, content, root-cause
analysis, and corrective actions);

m Flammable vapor sampling and monitoring deficiencies at IOI_SY;

• Con,trol of modifications to essential components at the Hanford
Tank Farm;

• Evaluation of the potential for fire and chemical explosions in
SST's; and

)

• Review of electrical power failures at Hanford.

o The following chronology relates to two IOI-SY issues--radionuclide
emissions during pressurizations and event reporting--and illustrates
how legitimate issues raised by the safety organization were not
resolved in a timely manner.

Radionuclide emissions during pressurizations:

• In a September 1983 internal communication on tank I01-SY, a
safety engineer advised a WHCproject manager of "major
safety concerns relating to loss of containment (airborne
contamination released to the environment). ''71
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m In 1984, a safety engineer identified lack of redundant

exhauster components, uncontroll_d tank penetrations, anduncharacterized waste contents.

m In a January 1985 internal memo, the Manager of Tank Farm
Surveillance reported a "potential airborne release which
was unsampled and unmonitored. ''73

m In May 1985, the Manager of Tank Farm Surveillance asked the
Tank Farm Manager why airborne contamination during a
pressurization event had not yet been sampled. TM

m In July 1985, the Manager of Tank Farm Surveillance informed
his supervisor that the "general attitude toward this issue

[containment of airborne radionuclide_l sappears to be that
it would be too expensive to address.

m In 1986, a safety engineer recommended rejection of the 1986
SARrevision because it did not adequately treat7_radionuclide emissions.

m In a 1988 review of an Event Fact Sheet, a safety engineer
noted that possible releases of radionuclides during tank
pressurizations needed to be addressed. 77

m In 1989, a safety engineer included "unsampled, unmonitored,
and unreported" radionuclide emissions among a list of

78
outstanding, significant safety issues.

Event reporting:

m In a June 1988 internal memoto the Tank Farm Manager, a
safety engineer expressed the view that events exceeding

operatin@ limits should at least be reported as Event FactSheets.

[] In August 1988, a safety engineer advised the Tank Farm
Manager that an event reported on an Event Fact Sheet should80
be reported as a Critique.

[] In December 1988, a discrepancy report stated that
nonconformance with operating limits for tank I01-SY would
be reported in discrepancy reports and not Event Fact Sheets
because slurry growth was an ongoing problem.

• In a January 1989 weekly report, a WHCstaff engineer cited
the Tank Farm Manager's approval to downgrade reporting of
I01-SY nonconformances with specification limits. _ (This
was disapproved by upper WHCmanagement after consultation
with DOE-RL.)
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. In a March 1989 review of an Event Fact Sheet, a safety
engineer noted that the rise in I01-SY'slevel above the

422-inch #_ecificationlimit should have been reported as a
Critique.

[] In March 1989, a safety engineernoted that a pressurization

event at I01-SY should have been reported in a Critique
instead of an Event Fact Sheet•B4

o Contributingto the lack of progresson safety issues identifiedby the
safety organizationswas an apparentadversarialrelationshipthat was
allowed to develop betweenthe WHC-NS staff and the various engineering
and operatinggroups at the HanfordTank Farm. This problem is
documented in WHC internallettersduring the 1988-1989timeframe.8s
One source of the problem apparentlywas the tendency for the safety
organizationto attempt to work problemswith line management,rather
than to provide independentfindingsto which they must respond• In
June 1989, tank farm management attemptedto promote better relations
between the two groups, as evidencedby an internalmemorandumentitled
"Teamwork,"which was sent from the Manager of the DefenseWaste
ManagementDivision and the Manager of the Safety Division to tank farm
personnel8s However,recent discussionswith tank farm staff indicate• 87
that the problempersists•

Incident Reportinq Program

From August 1981 to November 1984, the criteria for reporting unusual events
were contained in DOEOrder 5484.2, "Unusual Occurrence Reporting System."
This order was replaced by DOEOrder 5000.3 on November 7, 1984, and remained
in effect until May 30, 1990. (DOEOrder 5000.3 was replaced by DOEOrder
5000.3A on that date). The NS team evaluated the WHCincident reporting
program against the standards in DOEOrder 5000.3, which listed examples of
events that organizations should use in developing their reporting programs.
Among the examples of events that must be reported are the following:

o Failure of effluent monitors, high radiation alarms, and evacuation
signals;

o Degradation of a barrier designed to contain radiation or toxic
material, or unplanned release of radioactive or toxic materials past
this barrier;

o Release of toxic material that results or could result in exposure of
personnel;

o Leaks from pipes, valves, tanks, cells, or drains that could create on-
site, off-site, or public concerns and failure of control or isolation
valves; and
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o Unplanned or unexpected change in a process condition or variable of
importance to performance, reliability or safety, whether abrupt or long
term.

i

Ali of these examples applied to events at I01-SY.

WhenWestinghouse became the principal operating contractor at the Hanford
site in 1987, it established a reporting system that included the reporting of
events of lesser significance in Event Fact Sheets. WHCprocedure GA-2.18
replaced RHOprocedure RHO-GM-MA-2,establishing requirements and responsi-
bilities for analyzing, reporting, and developing actions in response to
design criteria deviations, surveillance anomalies, and suspect trends in
waste tank leak and intrusion surveillance data. 88 The procedure states that,
"in general, if there is a satisfactory explanation for the anomaly, only an
Event Fact Sheet (EFS) will be required. An Unusual Occurrence Report (UOR)
is to be issued only if there is no satisfactory explanation for the anomaly."

WHCManual WHC-CH-I-3 defines the procedure for reporting events that could
adversely affect or potentially affect the health and safety of WHCemployees,
visitors, or the public; the environment; equipment or facilities; or
programs. An Event Fact Sheet is defined as a brief report on an event and
includes a description of the event, recovery actions, consequences, and
management decisions on the need for further investigation and corrective
actions, using the best information available to ensure prompt reporting
(within one working day). A Critique is defined as an evaluation of those
events that do not meet the criteria for an Unusual Occurrence Report but
require investigation beyond that identified in the EFS. An Unusual
Occurrence is defined as any unusual or unplanned event having programmatic
significance such that it adversely affects or potentially affects the
performance, reliability, or safety of a facility. An Event is defined as a
deviation from planned operations that may have significant safety, quality,
environmental, programmatic, or public implications.

DOENotice N5480.4 was issued in June 1988. lt directs that contractors
must promptly notify DOEof any nonroutine events with potential safety
significance. The notice was issued in light of continued failure by some
contractors and operations offices to divulge safety incidents and issues to
DOEHeadquarters promptly.

Finding II(B)6: The identification of unusual events at the Hanford Tank Farm
has frequently resulted in underreporting. Events meeting the requirements
for a UORhave been routinely identified and reported in Critiques or EFS's.

o Events related to slurry growth and hydrogen gas formation occurring at
Hanford fall into one of several categories listed in DOE5000.3
pertaining to Unusual Occurrence Reports. Past failures of equipment,
such as the recent failure of the isolation valve on I03-SY and its
associated supports, appear to be similarly reportable as UOR's.

o In August ]987, it was determined that a vacuum monitor had never been
installed on the SX Tank Farm exhauster system, although the Operational
Safety Requirements required daily readings of such a monitor. Similar'
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discoveries had been reported at the Hanford Tank Farm between 1987 and
1989, and the Unusual Occurrence Report describing those nonconformances
was even referenced in the Critique for the SX event.

o Another example of inconsistent reporting involves reporting of worker
exposures to toxic vapors, such as ammonia. Several events have been
reported in the last few years, yet some of them, such as a September
1989 worker exposure, were subjected only to Critiques when UOR_sshould
have been issued.

o A note dated January 10, 1989, from the Manager of Tank Farm Surveil-
lance to the Tank Farm Manager, stated that continuously writing Event
Fact Sheets on multiple occurrences of slurry growth in IOI-SY was not
recommended and subsequent occurrences should only be reported in a
discrepancy report--a document that is customarily not transmitted to
DOE-RL.°= This position was accepted by the Tank Farm Manager. Such an
approach violated WHCprocedures related to event reporting. 9U

o The first Unusual Occurrence Report related to problems in tank IOI-SY
since 1979 was issued on April 4, 1990, after the problems in the tank
had become public. WHCdid not issue a separate Unusual Occurrence
Report to record the pressurization event of April 19, 1990, arguing
that none was needed because the April 4 UORwas "open." Such an
interpretation of UORreporting requirements violated DOEpolicy and
ignored the fact that UOR's serve to inform DOEHeadquarters and other
DOEsites of significant events. 91

o An internal memodated June 29, 1988, from a TFNSengineer to the Tank
Farm Manager regarding a review of a recent Event Fact Sheet, 92 noted
that the event violated a limiting condition for operation (actuall_it
violated a design limit, which was a more severe safety violation).
The engineer pointed out that the report should have been elevated to
the attention of WHCmanagement and required immediate action.

o The findings above are supported by a 1989-1990 self-assessment by the
Hanford contractors and DOE-RL, which found:

Inadequate reporting and guidance for trend analysis
exists at Hanford; problems exist in the discipline of
operation at the Hanford facilities; in many cases,
safety documentation and, to a lesser extent,
procedures for Hanford facilities, are inadequate. _j4

Finding II(B)7' Root-cause analyses and corrective actions described in Event
Fact Sheets, Critiques, and UOR's are seldom comprehensive; corrective actions
frequently take years to implement, and as a result, events recur.

o In June 1989, WHCstaff completed a review of WHCCritiques and Unusual
Occurrence Reports issued since July 1987.9_ As part of this review,
reports were reexamined to ensure that closeout documentation did in
fact support the belief that corrective actions had been completed. The
reexamination was completed in early 1990.36 A February 1990 DOE-RL
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audit of WHC DefenseWaste Managementfound that the earlier review of
event reportshad been ineffective._7

o The NS team reviewedroot-causeanalysesof severalevents and found
them to be weak. Often the real root cause had not been determined. In
some cases, the first and most obviouscause was addressedbut deeper,
underlyingfactorswere never considered. In instanceswhere a detailed
review of event reportsby the WHC Tank Farms Nuclear Safety staff had
revealed significantdeficienciesin the contentof the root-cause
analysis,the team found no evidencethat those individualsresponsible
for the originalwork had made the requisitecorrectionsor that WHC-NS
management requiredline managementto make any improvements. For
example, one event involvedbreakertripping in an exhaustercircuit,
which caused loss of facility ventilation. The breaker was checked and,
when no problemwas found, reinstalled. Shortlythereafter,it tripped

again, causingthe same loss of facilityventilation. Eventsfrequently
have been repeated severaltimes before action was taken to expano the
investigationto determinethe root cause.

o A February 1990 DOE-RL audit of WHC DefenseWaste Managementfound the
following:

m "The requirements for identification of root cause and actions to
preclude recurrence of events/deficiencies reported on event
reports are not being effectively implemented at the tank farms."

m "Lower tier procedures describing the application of root cause
analysis and for recording, monitoring, assessing and reporting
the status of corrective action items have not been developed. ''_

o Even when the root cause has been properly identified, there have been
problems with corrective actions, Corrective action tracking systems
have recently been established; however, the actions taken are poorly
documented. These kinds of reporting-system deficiencies at Hanford
were cited by the EH site safety representative in a December 1989
report. 99

o The NS team found instances in which a hardware configuration had been
determined to be inadequate to meet design or SAR requirements, and
management changed the requirement instead of fixing the broken
equipment. For example, a letter from the Tank Farm Manager to DOE-RL,
dated August 1988, included an attachment that stated:

Investigation also determined that an error existed in
the basis of the OSR [SAR] for double shell tanks.
The OSRindicated that three conductivity probes were
installed in the double shell tank annulus. However_
the three tanks in SY farms were built with only one

conductivio_y probe. A change to the OSRis in
progress.

This observation was reported in a Critique.
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o The NS team findings concerning weaknesses in the WHCreporting system

are support_o_ by a 1989-1990 self-assessment by the Hanford contractorsand DOE-RL, The self-assessment team observed that:

m "An effective sitewide corrective action program has not been
impl emented."

m "Root cause analysis has been a long-standing weakness at
Hanford,"

o Until recently, there was no effective mechanism in place at Hanford to
track the closeout of Unusual Occurrence Reports, Critiques, or Event
Fact Sheets. Until the recent revision of WHCManual WHC-CM-6-1, EP-
5.2, I°_ the responsibilities of the tank farm cognizant engineers were

either vague nonexistent, or ill-defined with respect to coordinationof interdisciplinary interfaces, specific responsibilities,
documentation of decisions, and transfer of responsibilities,

Finding II(B)8: Contractor policies and procedures pertaining to the incident
reporting program fail to provide the necessary elements to ensure adequate
review and resolution of safety issues.

o Current WHCprocedures do not require safety review of all events, nor
do they ensure that comments by safety reviewers are reflected in theio3
final disposition of the reporting documentation. There is no
requirement that safety reviewers concur in actions taken by the
cognizant engineer. I°4

o Cognizant engineers have the responsibility to assign Impact Levels,
which determine the extent of review required, for actions taken to

resolve events. Suclh° system co us o av p review by
other organizations, sa uld be ed t oid roperIn the view of one senior WHCengineer, abuses106
of this type have in fact been occurring at the Hanford Tank Farm.

o WHCmiddle and upper management have deleted or ignored safety concerns
expressed by the WHCsafety organization during internal reviews of
events reported in the incident reporting program. Technical peer

review of concerns expressed by reviewers are not always perform_ prior
to WHCmanagement_s decision to accept or reject those concerns.

o The 1989-1990 self-assessment by the Flalnofordcontractors and DOE-RL
included findings similar to the above:

[] "A significant need exists at Hanford for a more proactive
approach to completing corrective actions."

[] "Safety features required to be operational by DOEOrders are
generally not identified withln the SAR and managed (e.g.,
designated as safety class systems) in a manner that assures a
high degree of reliability."
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m "A significant number of lesser known Hanford nuclear facilities
currently have OSRpackages that place no formal limits of any
kind on facility operations, Reference to a lower-tier document
is usually used to help define the facility safety envelope .-

Responses to DOEAppraisals

A significant amount of the interaction between the tank farm operating
contractor and DOEhas been through the routine reporting system and responses
to DOE-RLand DOEHeadquarters surveillances and appraisals, The NS team
examined WHCresponsiveness to three significant reviews: two surveillances
conducted by the DOE-RLWaste Management Division in June and October 1989 and
a 1989 Technical Safety Appraisal conducted by DOEHeadquarters,

Finding II(B[9: WHChas been insufficiently responsive to DOEsafety
concerns.

o DOE-RL issued a surveillance report on JUneS_3.. 989, citing findings ofa surveillance inspection conducted at 101- I°91 The surveillance
noted that the tank was being operated outside of approved limits,
specifically the limit on the maximumliquid level of the waste in the
tank, The report noted that the technical basis for operating beyond
mandated limits was not established and that the resolution of
outstanding operational issues at I01-SY was receiving low priority.

As discussed elsewhere in this Report, the contractor did not respond to
the DOE-RLreport until January 29, 1990, well beyond the 30-day
requirement, WhenWHC's response was received, DOE-RLjudged it to be
wholly inadequate; among other things, the submission included an
engineer's sketch as a technical basis for the 422-inch specification
for maximumwaste height, WHCwas also not responsive to concerns that
had been raised regarding formal remedial actions for I01-SY, the need
to maintain continuity of process engineering support, and the lack of a
master plan for I01-SY, DOE-RL informed WHCthat "WHCquality on
responding to this surveillance needs greater improvement. This
surveillance has been outstanding by WHCsince June 13, 1989, ''11(_ (The
planned safety analysis activities encompassed in the WHCSafety
Improvement Plan include provision of _ technical basis for I01-SY
operating limits and specifications.) l"

o Another surveillance report was issued by DOE-RLon October 31, 1989,

This report included findl_gs of a surveillance of tank 244-BX
ventilation requirements, DOE-RLquestioned the technical basis for
•the operating specification that required active ventilation only if
waste temperatures equaled or exceeded 140° F and requested the relevant
operating and surveillance procedure.

The contractor responded to the aforementioned DOE-.RLreport on December
. 5, 1989, submitting a 1981 internal letter describing the basis-For the

operating specification l_nd providing a copy of the operatingspecification document i. DOE-RLresponded by objecting to tile
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outdated status of the standardsreferencedin the 1981 'letter,the lack
of any surveillancerequirement,the failure to resolvewhether a study
recommendedin 1981 to establishbetter ventilationrequirementshad
ever been conducted,and the open status of a requirementfor hydrogenq

monitoringof the tank vapor space,

Thus, this response also was judged by DOE-RL to be inadequateand
unresponsiveto the concerns raised, A revised resDonsowas requested,
and WHC transmittedit to DOE-RLon March 16, 1990,_14 The revisedWHC

responseacknowledgedthe lack of a surveillanceprocedure,the lack of
hydrogenmonitoring,and the inappropriatenessof the table of standards
referencedin the original response, lt acknowledgedthat the study

referredto In the earlier responsehad not, in fact been _erformed;
WHC maintainedthat 9Reratingexperiencesuggestedthat suc,,a study was
no longer necessary,"_

o As noted earlier, the TSA for the Hanford Tank Farm was conducted by the
DOEHeadquarters Office of Environment, Safety, and Health from March to
April 1989, Operational safety performance was appraised against 12
performance objectives,, including maintenance, radiological protection,
training, and emergency readiness, The appraisal resulted in a total of
68 concerns that DOE-RLsubsequently a_l,c!ressed in a corrective action
plan submitted to DOE-HQin July 1989,_'_

A March 1990 NS review of WHCand DOE-RLfollowup I,o the July 1989

commitnlents found that a formal _)ir_ogramfor verifying corrective actions
did not exist at the tank farms, Actions that had been portrayed to
DOE-RLas having been completed were not verified, (A subsequent DOE-RL
review rejected over 50 percent of the WHCactions that had previously
been submitted as complete,) rho NS assessment showed that WHCalso
lacked a management system to track and verify completion of externally
generated safety concerns, and little attempt was being made to identify
the root causes of safety deficiencies as a means to develop more
lasting institutional solutions to problems, Thus, deficiencies found
by the TSA team in April 1989 were also observed by the NS team during
its on-site walkthrough in April 1990, These deficiencies included

problems with e_uipment and instrument maintenance, lack of monitoringof flammable an_ toxic gases, manpower shortages, and improper control
panel labeling,

C, DOEMANAGEMENT

For reasons discussed below, this section of the Report deaIs almost wholly
with DOEfield office management of the Hanford Tank F'arm, The DOEfield
office that manages the DepartmentJs many diverse facilities at Hanford is the
Richland Operations Office (DOE-RL), The senior official in this office Is
the DOE-RLManager, who reports to DOEHeadquarters in Washington, D,C,
Reporting to him are the Deputy Manager and the heads of the principal
administrative units--the Assistant Managers for Administration, Operations,
Research and Projects, and Safety, Environment, and Security,
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The NS team's findings with respect to DOE's management of issues related to
slurry growth, especially in tank I01-SY, are discussed below, Those findings
largely parallel the findings discussed in the Contractor Management section
of the Report, lt should be emphasized that although this section focuses on
weaknesses in field office management, the line program offices at DOE
Headquarters--in this case the Office of Defense Programs and, more recently,
the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management--are responsible
for the conduct of field office oversight at, the tank farms, The NS team
found almost no evidence of program office leadership of, involvement 'in, or
responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the tank farms,

Fjj3_d/[]ig__l[j_(_C_)_[:DOE..RLfailed to establish formal systems to ensure that
safety issues were routinely raised to DOE-RLupper management either by lower
level DOE-RLofficials or by the tank farm contractor,

o Until just before his press conference of March 23, 1990, the DOE-RL
Manager was not aware of key developments with respect to gas generation
in the double-shell tanks, particularly in tank 101..SY, He had not
learned about a WHCstudy that highlighted the possibility of explosions
below the slurry crust until the day before the press conference,
although WHChad informed a nliddle level and an upper level DOE-.RL

manager lall_out the results of that study on March 6, 1990, 2 weeks
earlier, The DOE-RLManager was also unaware that documented tank
pressurizations had occurred repeatedly since 1983, that tank limits had
routinely been exceeded, that potentially flammable concentrations of
hydrogen had been measured in the vapor space of tank IOI-SY at least as
early as ]985, and that concerns had been expressed within WHCabout

dangers to workers arising from pressurizations an_ other phenomenaassociated with gas generation in the tank farms
i

In part, the DOE-RLManager's lack of knowledge about t.hese issues
reflected the contractors' failure to keep DOE-RL fully informed, as
well as their f;ailure to convey important inf'ormation In a manner that
clearly conlmunicated the significance of t,he information to DOE-RL
personnel, For example, the agenda of tile meeting held on March 6,
1990, at which WHCbriefed DOE-RLon the problems in I01-SY, was
unrelated to the hydrogen issue; the briefing materials t:hat WHCbrought
to the meeting failed tc)discuss it,, WHCraised and (liscussed the issue12O
witll DOE-RL In a manner that did not convey its seriousness,

o Nevertheless, sufficient information was communicated to DOE-RL t.o have
alerted It much sooner Lo safety issues associated with gas generat:ion
in tank 101-SY, Throl,gh 1985, DOE--RLrecelved status reports on various
contr'acLor experimenl:s concerning slurry grow Lh, and after 1987 Event
Fact Sheets were routinely written docunlenting the t,ank's repeat, ed
pressurizations, In January ]984, t]ockwell Hanf'ord Operations (RHO)
formally brief:cd DOE-RI.managers on the slurry growth problem, includtng

t:he fact that: when the tank pressurized the _otentlal existed for
unfilt:ered releases of radioact:ive mat.erial, AdcliLionally, DOE-RI_
had staff assigned to t:he t.arlk farms as monlt.ors, and t:he NS team was
informed that these monit:ors rout. inely ai:tended cont.ract.or meet:ings ai.
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which hydr_.gen generation and slurry growth were 'In all likelihood
discussed i_ Former DOE-RLmonitors acknowle,_ed to the NS team that
they were aware of the pressurization events, '_'_'

o Despite the fact that DOE-RL_smanagers had multiple sources of
information concerning tank I01-SY, none of them viewed gas generation
as serious enough to require protective measures until March 1990, when
outside groups focused attention on the issue, Most of the DOE-RL
managers were under the impression that hydrogen released into the vapor

For them,
space above the crust was controlled by dilution and venting,,, d ,,the significance of the Issue was not heightened until WHC_s iscovery

that both hydrogen and a strong oxidizer (nitrous oxideS4 were presentbelow the crust and that combustion could occur there, As discussed
in detail elsewhere in this Report, the generation of nitrous oxide and
hydrogen below the crust had been known and documented by the contrac-
tors over a period of marly years, This information was apparently not
transmitted to DOE-RLpersonnel in a manner that would reasonably put
them on notice of its significance,

o [he below-the-crust phenomenon, however, was not the only, or even
necessarily the most important, safety issue related to gas generation
at the Hanford Tank Farm, Other phenomena (such as tank pressuriza-
tions, potential radionuclide and hazardous gas releases, and flanHnable
concentrations of hydrogen In the vapor space) were indicators of

potentially hazardous conditiolns _ in the waste tanks that were known to
at least some DOE-RLmanagers, These managers apparently did not
view these issues as serious enough to present to upper DOE-RL
management--for example, as an Unreviewed Safety Question requiring
additlonal analysis and precautions,

o _OE-RL's overall handling of the gas generation issue suffered from
lack of a formal, systematic method for ensuring that potential safety
issues were properly evaluated and brought to the attention of upper
management,

F.Lnding II(C)2: DOE-RL lacked adequate staffing, expertise, and training to
ensure adequate oversight of the wast,e management facilities,

o DOE-RLmanagers frequently cited lack of expertise resulting in
dependence on information provided by their contractors as a key reason
the "new" issue brought out at the March 1990 press conference--theJ21.;
below-the-.crust phenomenon--was not spotted ear'lier,

o Lack of sufficient expert:ise was compounded by inadequate staffing,
DOE-RI.'s llne overseer for the DST's was greatly overburdened even in

thatsingle..,;hellJOb,yet tanksaton,el_point he was also responsible for oversight of' the

o DOE-RL's inadequate staffing and expertise were noted in a 1989-.1990
self-assessment by the Hanford contractors and DOE-RI.as follows:
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There is a shortageof personnelin the safety area
who have adequateor above adequateexperienceand

site knowledgeto fulfillthe staffingrequirements
both at the DOE-RL and contractorlevels.

Finding II(C)3: DOE-RL lacked a formal surveillanceprogramthat provided
regularcoverageof the tank farm facilities.

o Over the past year, the lead engineer for DOE-RL's Safety and
Ii, l .F._Environment Division conducted no surveillances at a The

cognizant engineer for DST's in the Waste Management Division was
supposed to do 20 surveillances per year, as specified in a plan
developed in 1987, but was only able to do a few surveillances in
response to events at the tank farms, 13° The absence of a systematic
and adequately staffed surveillance program reduced the likelihood that
DOE-RLwould discover safety issues that the contractor had not
communicated to DOE-RL,

o The DOE-RL'sOffice of NuclearFacility Safety has a staff of only four
safety engineersfor the entire Hanford site,

o Membersof the DOE-RL staff seldomvisit the HanfordTank Farm, partly
becauseof the distance from the DOE-RL officesand partly because of
the heavy workload of safety reviewsand other administrativeduties.
Individualstaff members are attemptingto make as much impact as
possible in selected areas, but they are generallyoverburdened,

o Occasionally,individualstaff members have had a positive impact on
overallperformance. One such example is a 1990 DOE-RL directive to WHC
concerningthe need to improvethe revisedoperationalsafety
requirementsunder developmentfor the DST's.

o DOE-RLpermitted WiICto respond slowly and incompletely to DOE-RLsafety
concerns, Inadequate WHCresponses to significant issues were not
rapidly elevated to higher management for resolution.

Finding II(C)4: DOE-RL failed to properly manage its support services
contractor,

J

o Findings from an August 1988 DOE-RLsurveillance were not responded to
until approximately 6 months after the surveillance was conducted.
DOE-RLhad delegated the responsibility to review WHC's response to the
surveillance to its support services contractor, Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation, Stone & Webster, which had been retained
because of a DOE-RLmanpower shortage, was expected to report the
results of its review to DOE-RL. Instead, the contractor incorrectly
closed out the surveillance and did so without obtaining DOE-RL
approval. TM Allowing one contractor to close out a surveillance of
another contractor's work amounted to an abdication of DOE-RL's
oversight role.
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Find'ing II__L_]__' DOE-RLmiddle and upper management attention to operational
safety issues, both within the line and in the independent safety
organization, has been inadequate.

o As noted above, the DOE-RLstaff member who monitored the DST's was
overburdened, conducted few surveillances, and in general was unable to
provide adequate oversight of contractor operations. In addition, the
key overseer of the tank farms iri the DOE-RLsafety organization
conducted no surveillances during the past year. These deficiencies are
symptomatic of an overall lack of attention by DOE-RL's upper and middle
management to operational safety issues.

o The monitor for DST's was essentially on his own, receiving little
apparent support or direction from higher level DOE-RLmanagement to
assist him in ensuring prompt resolution of safety issues by the
contractor. 132 The DOE-RL independent safety organization was unable to
compensate; between December 1989 and March 1990, there was no mention
of tank I01-SY in their weekly reports.

Finding II(C)6' DOE-RL's sensitivity to safety issues, was generally
inadequate.

o DOE-RLmanagement failed to recognize the safety implications of
information provided by the contractor. A prime example occurred on
March 6, 1990, when DOE-RLmanagers were told by WHCthat Westinghouse
engineers at the Department's Savannah River site had expressed concerns
related to the potential for combustion below the crust in tank I01-SY.
A DOE-RLmanager at the briefing properly inquired whether the new
development constituted an Unreviewed Safety Question. The Acting
Assistant Manager for Operations and the Branch Chief of the Waste
Management Division, along with the other DOE-RLpersonnel present, were
erroneously assured by WHCthat the matter was not an Unreviewed Safety
Question. However, the DOE-RLofficials present did not explore the
implications of the new information--such as whether, reviewed or not, a
significant hazard was presel,t that required corrective measures,
briefing of upper management and external groups, reporting to
Headquarters, or other action. 133 One week later, when the contractor
provided written notification that safety restrictions had been taken at
the tank farms, DOE-RLmiddle management again failed to bring the issue
to the attention ofthe DOE-RLManager. 134

Finding II(C)7" DOE-RL failed to investigate root causes of problems
properly.

o Although the contractor's communication of problems associated with
slurry growth in tank I01-SY was in many respects deficient, DOE-RLdid
not adequately investigate the problems that were communicated.
Numerous pressurization events that occurred in tank I01-SY were
documented by WHCin Event Fact Sheets, and these were distributed to
DOE-RLmarJagers.13s Notice of these repeated pressurizations did not
trigger an attempt to determine the root cause of the problems.
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Finding II(C)8: DOE-RLdid not ensure adequate reporting by its contractors
to DOEHeadquarters.

o DOE-RL tolerated widespread nonreporting and underreperting of tank farm
conditions, demonstrating in the process that it did nct appreciate the
importance of operating information to DOEHeadquarters and to other DOE
facilities.

Finding II(C)9' DOE_RLhas been overly dependent on external pressure to
heighten the priority of safety issues.

o As noted elsewhere in this Report, documented pressurizations of tank
I01-SY occurred as early as 1983. In 1985, a concentration of at least
5-percent hydrogen was measured in the tank's ventilation area,
indicating a much higher concentration below the crust. 136 The repeated
pressurizations of the tank and other phenomena associated with slurry
growth were known to some DOE-RLpersonnel, but no decisive action was
taken to mitigate these hazards until March 1990, when the possibility
of an explosion below the crust became the focus of attention.

o This possibility of an explosion was highlighted in the December 1989
WHCissue paper discussed earlier. However, DOE-RLIs knowledge of the
concerns engendered by that paper did not elevate DOE-RLattention to
the issue, lt was not until consultants to the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) asked for and received a briefing on the
matter that DOE-RL felt compelled to act. 137 The DFNSBbriefing took
place on March 20-2], 1990, and it covered both the history of the
slurry growth phenomenon--including the 1985 5-percent reading--and the
potential for below-the-crust explosions. 138 More than anything else,
it was the DNFSBconsultants' reaction to this briefing--they openly
referred to the handling of the issue as equivalent to NASA's handling
of the O-ring problem prior to the Challenger disaster--that triggered a
call to the DOE-RLManager, who was then in Washington, D.C., and the
subsequent public release of information. 139 Until the DNFSB
consultants raised the issue, DOE-RLmanagement did rot treat slurry
growth as a priority concern.
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_.L___OVER!/IEWOF EXQTHERMIC.REACTIONSIN SI.NGLE-_SHELL;;TANKS_

This section of the Report discusses the NS team's findings concerning DOE-RL

and contractor handling of issues related to the potential for exothermic
reactions in single-shell tanks (SST s), especially the possibility of furro-
cyanide explosions, Although the ferrocyanide issue is distinct from the
slurry growth problem discussed in previous sections of this Report, they are
related in that public discussion of the ferrocyanide issue 'led to contractor
studies, which eventually surfaced the fact that hydrogen and nitrous oxide
generation was a serious potential hazard in tank I01-SY,

identification of theSafetv Issue

In the 1950's ferrocyanides were ?_cled to some single-shell tanks !SST's)aspart of a ceslum recovery campaign Under certain conditions, ferrocyanides
can react exothermically with other chemicals present in the tanks and cause a
runaway reaction or explosion. _ This can occur when the temperature inside
the tanks is sufficiently high, :_ Actual tank temperatures have generally been
considerably less than what is required to precipitate such a reaction, in
part because of the liquid present in the wastes

In a 1983 report, the then-Manager of the Pacific Northwest Laboratories'
(PNL) Analytic_l Chenlistry Laboratory expressed concern that "recent planned

or ongoing act-vities involving stered wastes have poss;Jbly increased the
potential for exothermic reactions in the waste tanks, _' Although he did not
believe that a ferrocyanide explosion or other hazardous exothermic reaction
was likely under then prevailing tank conditions, he was concerned about the
potential for such reactions If conditions changed, If, for example, all
remaining liquids in the wastes were removed and the tanks were backfilled
with rock--steps that were under active consideration because the SST's were
leaking--temperatu_'es might increase to the point where exothermic reactions
would be possible, _

Fie and other PNL chemists recommended studies to evaluate the potential for
exothermic reactions under various tank conditions." Although there was a
divergence of opinion among contractor organizations about the need for such
studies, _ the recommendation eventually won approval from PNL, Rockwell
Hanford Operations (RHO), and DOE-RL. DOE-RLprovided PNL with funding to
conduct a literature review, which was to be the first phase of' the studies.
In addition, beginning in December 1983, the planned studies were included Irl
the Hanford Waste Management Technology Plan (HWMTP),signifying that the

concerns raised by the PNL chemist would be tracked until satisfactorilyresolved.
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]'hB Burg!Tr and Martin Reports_

The literaturereview was carried out in two parts The first part, which
focusedon the potentialfor a ferrocyanideexplosion,resulted In a November

IgB4 rep_irtby PNL chemistL Burger (a documentknown as the Burger
Report). A second report,dated June 19Be and authoredby E Martin,dealt
with organic complexantsin the tanks and is referredto here as the Martin
Report2<

The Burger Report discussed a worst-case scenario in w_3ich "a possible energy
re]BaSe equivalent to 36 [tons] of TNT is calculated, Although the report
stated that the sequl_/Ice of steps needed to produce such an explosion was
"highly improbable."i"-tl stressed that knowledge about both tile nature of the
reactions and relevant tank conditions was incomplete, Accord!jlgly, the
report recommended followup laborat, ory work _.nd tal;k sampling.'_ In contrast,
the Martin Report concluded that the potential for explosive combinations of
the complexants studied was "nonexistent or neg'ligible" and that "the presence
of organic material in the high-level defense waste does not constitute undue
hazard under the present storage conditions, ''IG

The Martin Report was cleared by DOE-RLfor publication and was cited as a
reference in a 1987 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) issued by DOE-RL,17
The Burger Report, as discussed below, was denied clearance by DOE-RL, and no
reference to it appeared in the EIS,

DOE,-RLDenial of Clearance to the. Burcjer Repoct

_he Burger Report had been c!,e_red by PNL and RHOfor limited disseminationto DOEand DOEcontractors, but even with this limitation, the then-ElS
Program Manager for DOE-RLrecommended that the clearance request be disap-
proved, He provided no explicit written Justification for his recommendation,

and when interviewed by _member of the NS team, he could not recall why the
request was disapproved, However, on May 18, 1985, In a handwritten note to
the DOE-RL's Director of the Waste Management Division, he wrote:

Report PNL-5441 [the Burger Report] has been submitted for
clearance and I recommend that it be disapproved, The safety
significance of the issue, however, must be considered by
Rockwell/PNL, I recommend that Rockwell/PNL develop a R&Dplan to
technically address subject issue and then after results are
available, publication of facts (not speculations) be considered,
We should assure ourselves that this issue is visibly tracked by
contractors and [DOE-IRL, I see potential problems with (interim)
tank drying and ISD [In situ disposal] as weil, Meanwhile, the
HDW[Hanford Defense Waste].,EIS considers a similar explosion
scenario, P,S,--I believe PNL should have handled this smoother

]

The Director of the DOE-RLWaste Management Division accepted his recommenda-
tion for disapproval and addressed the following handwritten note to PNL's
Manager for Nuclear Waste Technology:
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If such a potential exists pNL should propose the work necessary
to evaluate the potential, However, to publish an open report
which speculates on such an explosion without any real basis 'Is to
'Invite misuse of the data and concept, I do not want to hide this
'If this Is a real potential issue but let's channel "lt in a
direction to resolve the questions not just raise them, sl

Pacific Northwest Laboratories' Manager for Nuclear Waste Technology, 'In turn,
made the following handwritten comment about the Burger Report:

After looking through this report I can well understand why DOE
did not approve it, (The summary alone leaves you hanging,) We
need to establish some guidelines for handling such sensitive
information (e,g, the work was done for Rockwell--a report and

proposal to Rockwell might have been the best routE_, Do we
report things openly just for the sake of science? _

At some point during consideration of the Burger Report clearance request, the
EIS Program Manager for DOE-RLconsulted the DOE-RLChief Counsel about the23
possibility that disapproval of the request might be Viewed as a cover-up,
The Chief Counsel later expressed his view in a handwritten note as follows:

OCC [Office of Chief Counsel] doesn't have any legal objection to
the proposed handling of this provided it is clear that PNL must
follow up with a study proposal, lt must be demonstrated that DOE

•Is not s4uppressing this report, but merely redirecting the' effort,

_ttem._Lt!,to_ Followup. Studies to,the Burger Report

The cumulative effect of the notes described above was to suggest that the
Burger Report was incomplete, speculative, and in negd of followup studies
before lt could be cleared for publication, In apparent response to this
suggestion, PNL prepared a June 1985 proposal for followup work, This or a
similar proposal was sent to RHO in December 1985, A cover letter transmit-
ting the proposal stated:

A proposal to evaluate the hazards was prepared in response to a
DOE,-RLrequest and is attached for your consideration, Wewould
be glad to make the appropriate staff avail able at your conven-
ience to discuss the matter, __:'

lhese were not the first attempts to obtain funding for the foIIowup work
recommended in the Burger Report, In April ]984, after the report was
essentially complete (though not yet in final Form), DOE-Rf.approved $50,000
for that purpose c.. A week later, however, after a mid-.year bt!dget meeting,
RHOshifted all but $10,000 of these funds to another project, (' The
remaining $I0,000 was not sufficient to undertake the laboratory and sampling
work recommended In the report, __ lhus, when the Burger Report was disap-
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proved for publ_cation in 1985, the recommended followup work was neither
complete nor in progress.

The 1984 withdrawal of funds for fol!owu p studies led to some consternation
within the contractor organizations among the project's backers, but this was
tempered by a realization that there was no immediate need for the studies as
long as tank conditions remained stable. Moreover, because a tank sampling
project was scheduled to commencethat summer, at least one supporter of the
ferrocyanide studies agreed that it made sense to wait for the results of the
sampling and to proceed with the followup work on the basis of the new:data. 29

The sampling proju::t was delayed for more than a year, however, and when it
finally began ferrocyanides had been dropped fromthe list of substances to

ed 3o 'be sampl . Some ferrocyanide sampling was finally undertaken in December
1988, after the issue was revived earlier that year.

Removal of Exothermic Reaction Project from the HWMTP

The prospects for conducting the followup studies recommended in the Burger
Report suffered another blow when the exothermic reaction project was listed
as "completed"--and therefore effectively "closed out"--in the December 1984
HWI_Tf_._T The project was again listed as "completed" in the September

i ..... 32198_ nWPIIH. _ LisCing of the project was dropped entirely from the 1986
and 1987 HWMTP's.33 Thus, despite suggestions offered by DOE-RL(as expressed
in notes accompanying the denial of clearance for the Burger Report) that
followup studies be proposed, such proposals were made bt_t were not funded and
the entire project was closed out of the HWMTP.

Persistence of the Safety Issue

During this period when the ferrocyanide studies were being discontinued,
DOE-RLand the contractor continued to evaluate plans for removing as much of
the remaining liquid as possible and backfilling the tanks. As discussed
earl ier_ these plans were part of the impetus for the Burger Report because
such actions would change tank conditions and could elevate tank temperatures34
to the point where a ferrocyanide explosion was possible.

In January 1935, PNL initiated a test plan for RHOthat would examine the
suitability of using basalt as a backfill material in the SST's. This plan
stated:

The reference plan for disposal of the single-shell tank wastes
is on-site stabilization and isolation .... RHOcurrentlyplans
to demonstrate in-situ disposal of...single shell tank wastes
by filling the tanks with basalt gravel (McKenily 1984). When
Murthy et al. (1982) assessed in-situ disposal of single-shell
tank wastes, they concluded that dome collapse was a credible
accident which could result in a significant radiation dose to
_he public. To eliminate or mitigate the effects of dome
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collapse, it was proposedthat the tanks be filledwith rock
(Rouston1983).35

This study was finalizedin October 1986 and concludedthat basalt was not a
good choice for the backfillmaterial.36 A September1986 letter, transmi_
ting the final draft report to RHO and requestingclearancefor publicatio.n,
reported that "additionalexperimentalstudiesare required before a final
domefillis selected.''37Therefore,almost 3 years after the issue was
"closedout" in the HWMTP and after fundingwas canceledfor the recommended
followup studies,DOE was continuingits SST stabilizationprogram without
resolvingthe associatedferrocyanidesafety issue.

Treatment of the Issue in the 1987 EIS

A ferrocyanide explosion in an SST was treated as the worst-case accident in
the 1987 EIS. 38 While conceding the possibility of such an explosion, the EIS
stated that "the presenceof [ferrocyanide]in quantitiessufficientto pro-
duce a large explosionis still the subjectof some debate," and that a

"recentPNL report [theMartin.9Report]suggeststhat the [ferrocyanide]explosion is highly unlikely"3

The EIS referenceto the Martin Reportwas erroneous.4° That report did not
address the potentialfor ferrocyanideexplosions. Instead,much of the data
underlyingthe EIS discussionof ferrocyanidecame from another PNL report.41
That report, in turn, relied on the Burqer Report but, because of DOE-RL's
denial of clearance,could not cite it._2 The erroneousreferenceto the
Martin Report in the ferrocyanidesectionof the EIS was apparentlyan
editorialmistake,m3 At least two persons in the contractororganizations

noticed and pointedout the mistakedurinagthe draft stages of the EIS, but
the error remained in the Final version.

Rockwell resisted havingto refer to a possible ferrocyanideexplosion,even

as a hypotheticalworst-caseaccident in the EIS.as A PNL manager stated that
it was includedonly after he "went to the mat" over the issue.

Renewed Attention to Ferrocyanide Issue in 1988

In 1988, several factors combined to focus renewed attention on the ferrocya-
nide/exothermic reaction issue. I rst, the December 1987 EIS had elicited
public comments during its draft s_age and was subjected to further public
scrutiny after its publication. Somecomments were directed toward the ferru-
cyanide section of the EIS. 47

Second, in early 1988, during the preparation of the SARfor the SST's, the
ferrocyanide issue was brought up for discussion. 48 In order to address
questions arising from these discussions and the EIS comments by mid-1988,
Westinghouse Hanford C_mpany (WHC), which had replaced RHOas the lead
contractor at Hanford, had agreed to fund limited ferrocyanide studies,
including a literature review and preliminary laboratory experiments. This
work was completed between July and October of 1988. 49
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Third, in late October 1988 a private citizen, who had previously worked at
Hanford for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), appeared before a local
civic group and presented a critique of certain statements in the 1987 Hanford
Defense Waste Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). S° He astutely focused on
the passage from the EIS that mentioned the potential for a ferrocyanide
explosion as "still a subject of some debate. ''si He also noted that the EIS
reference to the Martin Report was erroneous:

EIS CONFUSESISSUE--However, not to purposely confuse the review-
ers of the EIS I am sure, the referenced PNL (1985) report, PNL
5453, DOESaddress the likelihood of an ammoniumnitrate
explosion, but DOESNOTmention the possibility of a ferro/ferricb_
cyanide explosion,

Public attention to the error, however, triggered a series of events culminat-
ing in the "rediscovery" of the Burger Report by DOE-RLand the eventual
public release of that document. This occurred after the former NRC
employee's critique was processed through DOE-RL's Employee Concerns Program,
which prompted a joint PNL-WHCinquiry into the history and status of the
ferrocyanide issue. $3 The inquiry confirmed that the EIS reference to the
Martin Report was in error. With respect to the Burger Report, the PNL-WHC
team stated' "The report [was] disapproved by DOE-RLin May 1985. The reason
for disapproval given to the author [was] that the studies were incomplete and
therefore questions were left unanswered "sm

This focused atter_tion on the ferrocyanide issue and resulted in the prior-
itization of the followup studies recommended in the Burger Report, with a
timetable set for their completion.

Whatever the exact reasons for the 1988 revival of the ferrocyanide issue, the
October 1988 critique by the former NRCemployee appears to have ensured that

the issue would receive a highs_riority. The ferrocyanide issue was restoredto the HWMTPin December 1988.

1989 Release of the Burqer Report

Following the concerns raised in 1988 and the internal investigation they
prompted, DOE-RLrequested that the contractors coordinate their efforts "in
updating and issuing [the Burger Report]. ''sG A reply from WHCstated'

Because of its speculative nature, PNL-5441 [the Burger Report]
was not originally cleared and released, lt will be revised to
include the results from the investigations recommended in [a
November 1988 letter from WHCto DOE-RL].s7

In January 1989 at DOE-RL's request, WHCsubmitted a plan to "revise and
issue" the Burger Report by February 1990.s8 The plan called for completing
laboratory work and analyses before releasing the Burger Report, which was
rechristened a "draft," apparently reflecting DOE-RL's and WHC's position that
the report had not been cleared in 1985 because it was "incomplete" or
"speculative."59 By the spring of ]989, however, the State of Washington's

i
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Departmentof Ecologyhad become aware of the report's existenceand had
requested a copy.6° Faced with a specificrequest, DOE-RL acceleratedthe
clearanceprocess and provided WashipgtonState officialswith a copy of the
Burger Report in the summer of 1989

A congressionalcommittee and the news media obtainedcopies of the report
soon thereafter,and in October 1989, news articles appearedabout the
ferrocyanideissue. DOE-RL's earlierdisapprovalof the Burger Report was62
prominentlyfeatured in these articles.

DOE-RL Response to 1989 PublicityConcerningthe FerrocyanideIssue
J

The release of the Burger Report and the attendantpublicityabout possible
ferrocyanideexplosionsgeneratednumerousrequests for informationdirected
toward DOE-RL from governmentaland news media organizations.63 In response,
DOE-RL informallymade inquiriesabout the history of the issue and focused
more attentionand resourceson currentstudiesof ferrocyanidein the
tanks.G4 (As discussedearlier in this Report,the result of one such study
was identificationof a hydrogenexplosionin the double-shelltanks, rather
than a ferrocyanideexplosion in the SST's, as the greatest potentialhazard.)

A key issue arising from the news media and governmentalinquirieswas DOE-
RL's reason for disapprovingthe Burger Report in 1985. Initial statementsby
DOE-RL staff were that the Burger Report had failed peer review and had been
refutedby a 1985 report,aS In a letterto a U.S. Senate committee,the DOE-
RL Manager conceded that this statementwas incorrect. He stated that the
Burger Report "was not made public until recently, in part because of expecta-
tions that additional studies would verify that the conditions necessary for
explosion were neither present nor expected during interim storage. ''6G

The pressure from outside sources focused additional managerial attention on
both the history and current status of the ferrocyanide issue. In December
1989, DOE-RLrequested that WHCdo a probabilistic risk assessment on the
ferrocyanide issue, with the deadline set for January 16, 1990._7 In February
1990, DOE-RLreguested a detailed schedule for revising and updating the
Burger Report; 6_ the schedule was ready on March 17.

As the events of 1988 and 1989 demonstrate, the former NRCemployee's critique
and other external pressures were not the sole reasons for the revival of
ferrocyanide studies in SST's. Public pressure did, however, provide the
impetus for reexamining the Burger Report, and this pressure ensured a
thorough consideration of the recommendations made in that report.

Current Status of FerrocyanideStudies

At the requestof DOE-R_, WHC and PNL have prepared a detailed plan to close
the ferrocyanideissue. This plan, which consists of approximately50 tasks
and subtasks keyed to a timetableextendinginto 1991, includesexplosives
testing, energeticswork, and analysisof tank contents.7° The work was
planned for completionby February1991 but has been delayed.71
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Find ing II I(I___' The NS team believes the evidence indicates that the fer-
rocyanide issue was revived more in reaction to external events than as a
result of an orderly closing out of an unresolved safety concern.

o Although the evidence found by the NS team did not warrant a finding
that DOE-RLpersonnel intended to suppress the informatlon in the Burger
Report, their handling of the report itself and their overall management
of the ferrocyanide issue from 1985 to 1990 helped to create the appear-
ance of a cover-up. The key actions and circumstances contributing to
this appearance are discussed under the findings below.

Finding III(2): In 1985 DOE,RLdisapproved the release of the Burger Report
for further dissemination, ostensibly because it required followup work. Yet
when PNL requested funding for such work none was provided.

o In recommending that the clearance request for the Burger Report be
disapproved, DOE-RL's EIS Program Manager acknowledged that the "safety
significance" of the issue raised in the report "must be considered by
Rockwell/PNL. ''72 He recommended that the contractors "develop a
[research and development] plan" to address the issue and stated" "We
should assure ourselves that this issue is visibly tracked by Contrac-
tots and [DOE-]RL."73

that PfNuLr__ehrOuI dThe Waste Management Division Director agreed, statingz4
propose the work necessary to evaluate the potential. He
stated that he did not want to "hide" the ferrocyanide issue but wanted
to "channel it in a direction to resolve the questions not just raise
them. ''75 A similar recommendation was made by DOE-RL's Chief Counsel
when the EIS Program Manager took the unusual step of consulting him

about the _ossible appearance of a cover-up if thteharteP?'t were deniedclearance. The Chief Counsel's reply stressed ' must be "clear
that PNL must follow up with a study proposal. ''zz He added' "lt must
be demonstrated that DOE is not suppressing this report, but merely
redirecting the effort. ''7_

These comments implied that the Burger Report consisted of unsupported
speculations and that no plan existed to conduct the technical analyses
required to evaluate the actual risks posed by ferrocyanides in the
SST's. In fact, the Burger Report contained recommendations that
followup analyses be performed, and these recommendations became the
focal points for the ferrocyanide studies that were79eventually funded
beginning in 1988, and that are still in progress. Additionally, more
than a year prior to 'the 1985 DOE-RLdisapproval, PNL had submitted a
formal proposal to conduct the kinds of followup technical studies
recommended in the Burger Report. As noted earlier, the proposal was
initially funded in April 1984, but most of the funding was withdrawn a
few weeks later in order to fund another project. Thus, PNL had already
attempted to do what DOEofficials suggested needed to be done before
the Burger Report could be cleared for publication.
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o Nevertheless,in responseto the DOE-RL suggestions,PNL prepared new
proposalsto conductthe followup studiescalled for in the repbrt.°U
These proposalswere never funded.,°I'

Extensiveinterviewingand document searchesfailed to establishwhy the
proposalswent unfunded. By !tself,the denial of fundingto a particu-
lar project is unremar'1_,_ble._,.,/othel' projectsmight legitimatelyhave been
given a higher priorit_y,ihqi:_ever,becauscDOE-RL personnelused the
need for followup stud,i',,_.,_,a_',areason to disapprovethe Burger Report
and urged that the issue'be_."viisiblytracked,"the later denial of
funding for reasonsthat were not highly visiblecontributedto the
appearanceof irregularityin DOE-RL'smanagementof the issue. As
discussed below, other event.sand circumstancesenhanced this
appearance,

Findinq III(3)' Both prior to and after DOE-RL'sdisapproval,the ferrocya-
nide issue was erroneouslylisted as "complete"in the Hanford Waste
ManagementTechnologyPlan, indicatingthat no additionalfunding was
intended.

o Just as importantas the lack of funding for the followupstudies was
the absence of any "visibletracking"of the issue by DOE-RL and the
contractors,as recommendedby the EIS ProgramManager when he denied
the clearancerequest. The HanfordWaste ManagementTechnology Plan was
designed to be a mechanismFor such tracking. Inclusionin the HWMTP
was supposed to ensure that an issue would be monitoreduntil it was
satisfactorilyresolved._2 The exothermicreaction/ferrocyanideissue,
which includedthe Burger and Martin studies,had been in the December
1983 and April 1984 HWMTP's but was inexplicablylisted as "completed"
in the December 1984 HWMTP.83 The Burger and Martin Reports had in fact
been completed by that time (althoughthe Martin Report was not
finalizeduntil 1985), but the followuplaboratorywork and other
analysesrecommendedin the Burger Report,which were contemplatedwhen
the issue was first put in the HWMTP, had not been done becauseof lackB4
of funding.

o Although it could not be determinedwho made the specificdecision to
close out the ferrocyanideissue, the evidence indicatedthat no item
was listed as "completed"or otherwiseclosed out of the HWMTP without
DOE-RL knowledgeand approval,as Thus, DOE-RL'sdisapprovalof the

_ Burger Report in May 1985, ostensiblybecause it needed followupwork
and "visible tracking,"occurred after DOE-RL and the con%r_ctor had
alreadydenied fundingfor the work and removedthe issue_from,the most
obvious tracking mechanism,the HWMTP.

o This apparent mistakewas compoundedwhen, after the May 1985 disap-
proval of the Burger Report the September1985 HWMTP containedan86
identicallisting of "completed"next to a listingof the issue.
Thereafter,the issue disappearedfrom the HWMTP altoget_qer,until some
ferrocyanidestudiesreappearedin it in December 1988.°"
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_Finding111(4): When the Burger Report was disapprovedin 1985, DOE-RL's
Chief Counsel advised DOE-RL managersto ensure that steps were taken to make
it clear that DOE-RL was not "suppressing"the report but was merely "redi-

" however the issue wasrectingthe effort." Insteadof being "redirected,
apparentlydropped until 1988.

o As noted above, DOE-RL and the contractor had already"redirected"the
ferrocyanideissue in 1984 (beforeDOE-RL disapprovedthe Burger Report)
.bywithdrawingfunding that was for intendedfollowupstudies and by
closing the issue out of the HWMTP. The only way to "redirect"it again
in 1985 would have been to reversethese decisions,and that was not
done.

o In addition to the repetitionof the "completed"entry in the September
1985 HWMTP and the absenceof any referenceto the ferrocyanidestudies
in later editions of the HWMTP, PNL's requests for funding--whichhad
been prepared in responseto DOE-RL suggestions-went unheeded and were
apparentlynot "tracked"by DOE-RL. Moreover,ferrocyanidewas removed
from the list of substancesto be sampled in the SST's.8° Awaiting the
resultsof such samplinghad earlier been advancedas a reason to delay
the followup studiesrecommended in the Burger Report.89

o In a note dated May 18, 1985, recommendingdisapprovalof the Burger

Report, the EIS ProgramManagerwrote that the draft EIS "considersa
similar explosionscenarlo.''_vWhen interviewedby a member of the NS
team, he suggestedthat a reason for disapprovingthe report might have
been that the ferrocyanideissue was being handled in a more rigorous
manner as part of the EIS process,91 The evidence,however,does not
supportthe conclusionthat the ferrocyanidestudieswere in any
meaningful sense "redirected"into the EIS. On the contrary, the
authorsof the ferrocyanidesectionof the EIS and the PNL report (which
provided key data underlyillgthat section) reliedon the Burger Report's
data but could not cite the report itself becauseof DOE-RL's refusal to
clear it._2 No followup studiesto the Burger Reportwere conducted
during the preparationof the EIS; indeed,that document'sdiscussion of
the conditionsthat could potentiallycause a ferrocyanideexplosionwas
far less detailed than that of the Burger Report._3

Findinq III(5)' The NS team believesthe evidence indicatesthat the fer-
rocyanideissue was revived, funded,and elevated in priority in 1988 and
1989, principallyin reaction to externalpressures.

o The followup studiesrecommendedin the Burger Reportwere eventually
funded. The actual work started in 1988. These studieswere elevated
in priority as a result of publicityand official inquiriesthat accom-
panied the release of the Burger Report in 1989.

The revival of this issue, and the provision of sufficient resources and
management attention to resolve it, occurred principally in reaction to
external pressures and events, not as a result of the "visible tracking"
or "redirection of efforts" envisioned in the comments accompanying DOE-
RL's 1985 disapproval of the Burger Report.
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Finding 111{6): The NS team believes the evidence indicates that the actual
reason for DOE-R[_s May 1985 disapproval of the request to clear the Burger
Report was concern about the public relations impact of the report's
discussion of the potential for a ferrocyanide explosion.

o When interviewed by the NS team, both the EIS Program Manager and the
Manager of the Waste Management Division, the principal DOE-RLmanagers
involved in the decision to disapprove the report, stated that they
could not recall the decision itself or the reasons for it, _ On the
basis of his review of the pertinent documents, however, the division
manager acknowledged that the Burger Report was not technically flawed
but that, in his opinion, it could have been misinterpreted if made
public, gr This is consistent with the recollection of a former RHOand
WHCemployee who reviewed the Burger Report during the 1984-1985 DOE-RL
clearance process. She recalled that there was a concern that the
public would be alarmed by the worst-case scenario discussed in the
report. 96

Excerpts from the notes written at the time support the conclusion that
public relations considerations, not technical deficiencies, were behind
the report's disapproval. The DOEDivision Manager wrote that "to
publish an openreport which speculates on such an explosion without any
real basis is to invite misuse of the data and concept. ''_7 The EIS
Program Manager stated cryptically' "I believe PNL should have handled
this smoother [sic]. ''98 And the PNL manager, who agreed with the posi-
tion taken by the EIS Program Manager, asked the rhetorical question'
"Do we report things openly just for the sake of science? ''_9

o Moreover, the public relations sensitivity of the report was revealed by
repeated denials in the handwritten notes of an intention to "hide" or
"suppress" anything and by the EIS Program Manager's visit to DOE-RL's
Chief Counsel to discuss his concern about the appearance of a cover-
up.

Findinq 111(7)' In response to governmental and media inquiries about the
Burger Report, DOE-RLand the contractor provided inaccurate and misleading
information concerning the reasons for its disapproval in 1985,

o When the reasons for the Burger Report's disapproval became an issue,
beginning in late 1988 after the public critique of the EIS's treatment
of a ferrocyanide explosion, DOE-RLrequested that the contractor
investigate and provide a response, l°° That response, which was based
upon a cursory investigation that did not include interviews of the DOE

principals or examination _Ofthe contemporaneous notes made in connec-
I stated that the reason for disapprovaltion with the disapproval_ "

[of the Burger Report] giv,_n to the author is that the studies were
incomplete and therefore questions were left unanswered. ''I°_ This
suggested that a technical deficiency, rather than public relations
considerations, was the principal reason for the report's disapproval.
Moreover, the suggestion that the report was "incomplete" ignored the
fact that DOE-RLand the contractor withdrew funding, removed the issue
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from the HWMTP, and failed to carry out the followup actionsrecommended
in the report.

o The theme that the Burger Report was "incomplete"or "speculative"was
repeated in later DOE,RL and contractorstatements,especiallyafter the
reportwas made public in 1989. A 1989 DOE-RL press statement,for
example, containedthe inaccuratestatementthat the Burger Report had
been disapprovedbecause it had failedpeer review andwas contradicted
by a later report. In a letter to a committeemember of the U.S. Senate
staff, the DOE-RL Manager correctedthis error. In doing so, however,
he again put forwardthe "incomplete"rationalefor the report'
disapproval,which does not accordwith the availableevidence._°3
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IV. RISK COMMUNICATION

Because the NS investigation was in part prompted by concerns about the
reliability and candor of DOE-RLand contractor statements concerning the
risks posed by slurry growth and exothermic reactions, the NS team examined
these statements and compared them to findings resulting from the investiga-
tion. In so doing, the team attempted to evaluate DOE-RL and contractor
statements within their proper context, recognizing that the persons who made
them did not have the benefit of the in-depth factual record developed during
the NS investigation. Even with this understanding, however, the team found
preventable deficiencies in DOE-RLand contractor risk communications. These
findings are discussed below.

The hazards associated with slurry growth in double-shell tanks (DST's) and
potential exothermic reactions in single-shell tanks (SST's) were communicated
in a variety of ways within the contractor organizations, from the contractors
to the Department of Energy's Richland Operations Office (DOE-RL), and ulti-
mately from DOE-RL to DOEHeadquarters, Washington State officials, the news
media, external oveYsight groups, and the general public. The NS team
examined the accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of thesecommunications.
Although the team focused on communications relating to slurry growth and
exothermic reactions, the findings have general implications for DOE-RL's
overall management of information concerning safety issues.

The findings set forth below are organized to reflect three areas of analysis:
first, the extent to which the contractor provided DOE-RLwith accurate,
complete, and timely information; second, the adequacy of DOE-RL's investi-
gation of safety issues prior to briefing the public or external agencies; and
third, the accuracy, completeness, and candor of DOE-RLbriefings.

Finding IV(1): The contractor failed to transmit significant information to
DOE-RLregarding the potential hazards associated with slurry growth in
double-shell tanks.

o On July 19, 1988, the acting head of Tank Farm Prucess Engineering asked
an engineer to conduct a review of files pertaining to slurry growth in
tank I01-SY. I The engineer responded on September 7 with a nine-page
memorandum, plus charts and a photograph. _ The memorandumidentified
four principal safety concerns associated with slurry growth and trapped
gases in tank I01-SY: (I) hydrogen flammability and detonation;
(2) tank level in excess of specifications; (3) overpressurization of
tank vapor space, with the potential for subsequent contamination spread
to the environment and personnel; and (4) ammonia releases potentially
above threshold limits at the stack. 3
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The WHCengineer stated that tank I01-SY "has been studied long enough
and characterized enough to be able to justify taking action to correct

the,,_as generation problem now, if the risk warrants the cost of doing
so. In the remaincler of his memorandum, he analyzed the potential
hazards and proposed steps to address each one of them.

On the basis of his analysis of data covering the previo,s 5,-year
period, he stated that "in all likelihood, portions of the vapor space
go above the 4 percent flammability limit [for hydrogen]; further, it is

likely that, at some point, the whole vapor space could go above 4
percent. He summarized with the statement that "this is an identified
hazard that should not be left unattended. ''6

The engineer also discussed the pressurization events that were occur-
ring in tank I01-SY, concluding as follows"

Given enough pressure and time, discharge of the tank
gas and radionuclides into the environment and subse-
quent contamination spread is inevitable .... lt is
obvious to most observers...that it is just a matter
of time until a burp contaminates the area. Th____ee
attendant publicity and cleanup combined with our
eiqht-year advance notice mar prove embarrassing.
[Emphasis added.] z

He also pointed out the potential risks to workers at the site, analyzed
the potential effects of ammonia production within the waste, and out-
lined a series of recommended corrective actions to ameliorate the
risks. Concerning these proposed actions, he stated that ,'taking no
corrective action to at best control the symptoms is not defensible in
view of the risks. ''8

o The September 7 memorandumwas circulated within WHC, and one of the
engineer's colleagues made the following comment'

I suggest that the distribution [of the memorandum] be
broadened--the more champions you can get into your
corner, the more 'likely this work will go forward. !
agree with [.you that] WHCis at risk on this problem
that we have recoqnized for a long time. [Emphasis
added. ]_

o The September 7 memorandumwas reissued on October 25, 1988, with es-
sentially the same content, except that the passage about the possible
embarrassment to the corporation that might result from a contamination
incident was deleted. I° The revised memorandumwas circulated widely

within WHC. lt was formall_ distributed to eight persons in the WHC
Waste Management Division,1 but interviews conducted by the NS team
revealed that many others also reviewed it. 12

One such WHCofficial was the Manager of Defense Waste Engineering. 13
He did not advise DOE-RLof the report's conclusions, and when
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interviewed,he could not recallwhether he had discussedthem with hi_
supervisor,the WHC Manager of the DefenseWaste Management Division.
The latter, however,was unequivocalin his denial that he had ever seen
the report,contendingthat he would have taken immediatecorrective
actionsif he had been aware of it.15

o Regardlessof the level of knowledgeconcerningthe report within WHC's
management ranks, the evidence indicatesthat DOE-RL personneldid not
receive a copy of the report,nor were they otherwisebriefedon its
conclusions,until after the slurry growth issue becamewidely publi-
cized in March 1990. When the DOE-RL managerwas shown a copy of the
report for the first time, he indicatedthat had he been aware of its
conclusionsearlier, he too would have directed that corrective actions
be taken earlier.16

By failing to make DOE-RL personnelaware of the contents of the 1988
memorandum until externalevents forced its disclosure,the contractor
deprivedDOE-RL and DOE Headquartersof significantinformationabout
risks associatedwith tank farm operations. Apart from the specific
technicalanalyses containedin the document,its tone and conclusions
emphasizedboth the seriousconsequencesthat could result from slurry
growth and the fact that the contractordid not have the phenomenon
under control and needed to take correctiveaction. These facts were in
direct contradictionto the prevailing impressionamong DOE-RL personnel
that slurrygrowth presentedno safety hazardsand that the situation
was being adequatelyhandled by the contractor.

o Another instanceof the contractor'sfailureto transmit significant
informationto DOE occurredin the fall of 1989, approximatelya year
after the 1988 memorandum. In late October 1989, Westinghouse"initiated
a "detailedreview of organicmaterialsdecompositionand potentialfor
gas pocket generation,"as well as a study of the "potentialfor
explosivevapors in DST's.''17The resultingissue papers, along with
other issue papers,were transmittedin January 1990 to Westinghouse
engineersat the SavannahRiver site for their review--butnot before
referencesto the 1988 memorandumand other internalWHC decuments on
I01-SYwere deleted.

A WestinghouseSavannahRiver Company representativeinformedthe WHC
Manager of Waste Management Engineeringon February6, 1990, of the
significancethat SavannahRiver reviewersattachedto the flammability
of slurry growth gases in the presence of an oxidizer in tank I01-SY. A
WHC engineer assignedto get more detailsFrom Savannah River did not
attemptto contact the SavannahRiver reviewersuntil February 9 and
actually failed to speak to anyone there until February12. After
learning the bases of the SavannahRiver concerns,the WHC engineer
spent severaldays attendinga training course and did not brief the
Manager of Waste ManagementEngineeringon what he had learned until
February27--2 weeks later. Yet anotherweek passed before a briefing
was arranged for upper WHC management. Meanwhile,the WHC Manager of
Waste Management Engineeringfailed to mention the issue to the Advisory
Committeeon NuclearFacilitySafety at a meeting held on February8, to
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members of a State investigation team, or to DOE-RLstaff with whom he
spoke prior to March 6.

Finding IV(2): DOE-RLbased some public statements and briefings on
inadequate investigation of the facts.

o Although the contractor did not always provide accurate and timely
information to DOE-RLabout the safety issues associated with slurry
growth, the information it did provide should have alerted DOE-RL
personnel to the significance of the issues. Because DOE-RL failed to
recognize the situation promptly and because an adequate investigation
of the slurry growth phenomenon was delayed, the information conveyed to
the public in hastily prepared briefings and statements contained
inaccuracies and distortions.

o The NS team recognizes that it was not always possible to delay public
briefings until all facts relating to a given issue were known. In some
cases, however, DOE-RLand WHCapparently were unaware of certain facts
only because they failed to investigE_te the matter sufficiently.

As detailed elsewhere inthis Report, the WHCbriefing of DOE-RL
lower and middle level managers on March 6, 1990, should have
triggered a thorough reexamination of the safety implications of
the slurry growth phenomenon. Instead, the DOE-RLofficials in
attendance kept the information to themselves, so that the DOE-RL
Manager was not made aware of the contents of the March 6 briefing
until more than 2 weeks later.

As detailed in the sectionon exothermicreacLions,inaccurate
public statementswere made concerningthe reasonsfor DOE-RL's
disapprovalof the 1984 Burger Report. Although the DOE-RL
Manager correctedthese misstatements,he did so on the basis of a
cursory investigationof the facts. As a result, his correction
was itself incompleteand misleading.

Finding IV(3)' DOE-RL and the contractorprovided inaccurateand misleading
informationto the news media and other external groups.

o The provisionof inaccurateand misleading informationabout slurry
growth ranged from minor misstatementsof little consequenceto
statementscapable of seriouslymisleading the public about the nature
of the hazards involved. Among the relativelyminor inaccuracies,for
example,was zhe statementmade on March 22, 1990, during a presentation
to the Defense Nuclear FacilitiesSafety Board, that the "tank vapor
space pressure first increasedabove atmosphericfrom [the] July 4,
1983, gas releaseevent.''I_Contrary to this statement,the first
overpressurizationevent at tank I01-SYoccurred in January 1983.19

Another statementmade as part of the same briefingadvised that the
contractorhad implementeda lancingoperation in September1984 in an
effort to control slurry growth. Lancingwas actually initiatedin
October 1983._°
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o These inaccuracies,however,were less responsiblefor misrepresenting
the hazards posed by slurrygrowth than were others that, althoughthey
may have been technicallytrue,omitted importantinformation. Note,
for example, the March 1990 DOE-RL presentationto the DefenseNuclear
FacilitiesSafety Board (DNFSB)indicatingthat since 1981, tank I01-SY

had experiencedla3-9 inch rise of the crusted surfaceover aboutav3-month period.2 DOE-RL failed to point out, however, that the l el
had risen 9 percent since 1980 and that the upward trend continued
through early 1989. WHC had projectedin late 1988 that if this trend
continuedunabated,by 1993 waste levelswould routinelyexceed tank
operating limits. Similarlymisleadingdata indicatedthat three gas
releaseswere monitoredfor hydrogenin 1985.22 In fact, five releases
were monitored,and two were not recordedbecause operationspersonnel
failed to follow proper procedures.

At the March 1990 briefing of the DNFSB, it was also stated that the
lancing operationsconductedbetween1984 and 1988 were not very
successful. What went unsaid was that lancingcontinuedfor more than 4
years after contractorpersonnelhad concludedthat lancingwas
ineffective. Yet anotherexampleof statementsthat were factually
correct, but left out importantdata on the nature and extent of the
hydrogengas phenomenonin tank I01-SY,was the observationthat
"laboratoryslurrygrowth estimatr of hydrogen in gases releasedranged
from 4.8 percent to 21.1 percent.''_ In fact, estimatesof hydrogen
levels based on laboratorystudieswere significantlylower than later
estimatesbased on calculationsthat assumedgases were generatednear
the bottom of the tank. When conservativeassumptionswere applied to
the same results,the 4.8-percentestimateof hydrogen concen_}_ation
based on laboratorystudieswas calculatedto be 34 percent.

o Both WHC and DOE-RL officialsmade other statementsto the press that
underestimatedpotentialhazardsand reflectedan inaccurateview of the
potentialdangers posed by slurrygrowth and potentialexothermicre-
actions in the waste tanks. For example,a DOE spokesmanwas quoted as
drawing a questionablecomparisonbetweentank wastes and flour: "To

say that [wastes]carlexplode is as useful as saying the flour2inthe
kitchencan explode,which it can under the right conditions.

Although not intentionallyinaccurate,such statementshad the potential
to mislead the public about the nature of the potentialhazards and the
circumstancesunder which these risks were discovered.

Finding IV(4): In its statementsand briefingsto external groups and the
public concerningthe safety issuesdiscussedin this Report,DOE-RL sometimes
failed to make clear what was known,what was not known, and what was
uncertain.

o DOE-RL's handling of informationconcerningpotentialexothermic
reactions in SST's, particularlythe 1984 Burger Report,provides
examples of DOE-RL'smanagementof uncertainor incompletedata.
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Statementsto the press and oversightgroups were characteristically
upbeat.

• A Seattle Post Intelliqencerarticledated October 24, 1989,
stated that the Directorof the WashingtonState Departmentof
Ecologycomplainedthat the DOE-RL Manager had assured her that
tank temperatureswere being monitored. She is quoted as having
said, "I took that to mean, frankly,that temperatureswere being
monitored in every tank, not just four out of 22.''2sShe recom-
mended that Governor Booth Gardnercommence a full State in-
vestigationof the matter. 26

[] A DOE spokesmanstated that "constantmonitoring ensuresthe
safety of the tank material.''27This is anotherexample of how
the false impressionthat temperaturemonitoring ai;the tank farms
was frequent,complete,and accuratewas encouraged. In fact,
temperaturesfor only 4 SST's were being monitoredon a monthly
basis; the remaining18 SST's in questionwere monitoredevery 6
months.

• In fact, thermocouplesin many tanks were either defectively
calibratedor inoperable. In some tanks, where thermocoupleswere
operating_roperly, temperatureswere being monitoredonly twice
per year.La

o Another exampleof a statementcapableof creating a misleading impres.-
sion occurredduring an October 1989 meetingwith a representativeof
the WashingtonState Departmentof Ecology. WHC's Manager of Defense
Waste Engineeringstated that "operatingconditions...donot allow the
presence of these explosives [includingammoniumnitrate] in the
tanks.''29In view of the facts that ammoniumnitratewas known Lo have
accumulatedin the riser of one single-shelltank and that waste
characterizationstudieshad not been done on several tanks, such a
statementcould not be supported.3°

o An October 1989 article reported in the SeattleTimes attributedsimilar
categoricalstatementsto DOE that were technicallyinaccurate'

In hearingsearly this year about a multibillion-
dollar cleanupof Hanford, the EnergyDepartmentwrote
that "there is little hazard"and the presence of
certainchemicalsdoes not pose a hazard under the
currenttank operatingconditions. The potential...to
form explosivesubstancesis nonexistent.31

This last sentence is false, lt is well documentedthat some of the
waste tanks at Hanford containsubstancesthat are potentiallyexplo-
sive. More important,however, is the implicationthat sufficient
informationexistedto supportsuch a categoricalstatement. In fact,
as discussedelsewherein this Report,studiesto address this very
issue are only now being completed.
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o A presentationby an RHO seniorchemist at the "WasteManagement '85"
conferenceprovidesyet anotherexample of how public discussion of
safety issueswas conductedin a manner that could have created a
misleading impression. In January 1985, RHO measuredhydrogen concen-
trations in tank I01-SY exceeding4 percent,the lower flammability
limit in air. Throughout1985, RHO conductedvarious studiesto find a
method to resolve the hydrogenproblem. These studiesand subsequent
efforts failed to achievethat goal. Nonetheless,at the conference
referredto above, the chemistofferedthe followingassessment:

Slurry growth, althoughnot completelyeliminated,is
being safely and effectivelycontrolled,...theparam-
eters affectingslurrygrowth have been defined,and
predictiveequationshave been established.32

As has been pointed out previouslyin this Report,there was no
justificationfGr such.a blanketassurance. In reality,the slurry
growth phenomenonwas not well understoodand was not under control.
Inexplicably,the RHO presentationat the Waste Management '85
conferencereceived prior review and approval from DOE-RL as well as
RHO and its seniormanagement.33
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V. CONDUCTOF TANK FARMOPERATIONS
i

Background

Operations activities should recognize that safety, the environment, and
productivity are compatible goals. To achieve these goals, DOE facility
operations must be formally implemented and controlled. Experience has shown
that the better operating facilities have well-defined, effectively adminis-
tered policies and programs to govern the conduct of operations. Effective
control of operating activities is primarily achieved by establishing
operating standards, communicating operating standards to the working level,
ensuring that personnel are well trained, monitoring performance in operations
closely, and holding worPers and their supervisors accountable for their
performance.

Operations

Overall responsibility for operation of the SY Tank Farm is assigned to the
Tank Farm Surveillance and Operations Department. Within this department,
Tank Farm Processing Operations is responsible for the following tasks:
(I) receipt of waste transfers into the tank farm facilities, (2) shift
coverage for the tank farms, (3) collection of surveillance data from waste
storage tanks, (4) control and operations of the Computer Automated
Surveillance System, and (5) surveillance of tank farm processing facilities.
Tank Farm Services is responsible for providing support for radioactive waste
storage and disposal, for contamination control operations, and for
maintenance operations. The tank farm facility is manned 5 days per week,
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Off-shift coverage is provided by the Computer
Automated Surveillance System and by centrally located operations personnel.
Although the day-shift operations supervisor is responsible for activities
within the SY Tank Farm, in fact several different organizations exercise
control over specific activities, including health physics, maintenance, and
process engineering.

Finding V(1): The SY Tank Farm does not have a well-integrated, central
organization in which one individual is responsible for establishing work
priorities and allocating resources. This shortcoming has resulted in
conflicting requirements among different groups who control activities at the
site and in the diminution of the authority of the facility's central Control
Room.

o During its inspections, the NS team found that operations personnel were
not fully cognizant of the reason for each alarm condition within the
Control Room. In addition, some alarm annunciator window light bulbs
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were inoperable, effectively rendering the annunciator itself
inoperable.

o Logsheets in the 242-S Evaporator Control Room, where many of the alarms
for the SY Tank Farm are monitored, wera incomplete, lt could not be
determined from the logs whether an ala, °mw_s valid or invalid, whether
corrective action wasrequired, or whether such action had been
undertaken to correct the deficiency.

o Several strip charts for active equipment had been out of paper for
several weeks.

o lt was unclear which instruments on the control board were abandoned in
place and which were operable. Furthermore, it was not clear whether
instruments judged to be operable were properly calibrated.

o The area behind the control board was extremely cluttered with loose
wiring, miscellaneous instruments, and equipment in various stages of
disassembly. Additionally, significant q_Jantities of dust and dirt were
evident in and around electrlcal devices.

Audits and appraisals of the tank farms have been conducted on a regular basis
for several years. These evaluations have included quality assurance, safety,
and program appraisals, both internal and external. They have identified
significant deficiencies in material conditions and programs in all areas of
the Hanford Tank Farm. Many deficiencies have been repeatedly identified.

Finding V(2): Weaknesses in tank farm operations identified by past audits
and appraisals still exist, particularly with respect to the inoperability and
overall poor condition of monitoring systems.

o In some cases, important plant equipment, including some safety

equipment, is not reliably maintained; in other cases, the equipment's
ability to perform its function is indeterminable.

o Equipment performance cannot be assured due to inadequate procedural2
controls and manpower for maintenance and calibration activities.

o The calibration and preventive maintenance programs are inadequately
implemented. Inoperable instruments are frequently not repaired within
the calibration interval .3

o Inaccurate readings and erroneous alarms from the exhauster stack
monitors, liquid level monitors, and radiation level monitors may occur
due to the equipment's exposure to weather. 4

In order to mitigate the effects of gas formation and subsequent pressuri-
zation in tank I01-SY, tank farm personnel have conducted in-tank operations
under the direction of Tank Farm Engineering, including tank sampling,
lancing, and photographic observations. The only sampling of waste since tank
I01-SY was filled, however, was conducted in connection with a study of
corrosion. Lancing operations were conducted to break the waste crust and
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provide a vent path for gases to escape, and photographicobservationswere
conductedto determinethe profile of the crust and to assess the effective-
ness of lancing operations.

Two differentsamplingmethodswere used to obtain samplesof the tank's con-
tents. The first method involveda weighted (11 pound) "bottle-and-string"
sampler,designed to sink throughthe viscous slurry to a desired depth. Once
at the desired level, a string attachedto a cork stopperon the sample bottle
would be pulled, allowingthe bottle to fill. In an effort to accommodatethe
presence of the solid crust, this samplingmethod was modified by adding a
second 11-poundweight to the bottle and string. This modificationproved
unsuccessful,even after repeated attempts.

L

The currentlyapprovedmethod for tank samplinginvolvespositioninga truck-
mounted drill over the tank. As the drill is lowered into the tank, it is

pushed or rotated into the waste, where it obtains a waste sample I inch in
diameter and 19 inches]on_. This method or a similar one was used to obtain
the 1985 samples.

Differentlancingmethodswere used to creatr,vent paths for accumulated
gases. Theoretically,lancingcreateseddl_s within the slurry,which in turn
create pathways and allow trappedgases to escape. Early lancing operations
involved insertinga portable lance (a 50-footsteel tube) throughone of the
tank's conduit "risers." Once insertedinto the tank and prior to penetrating
the crust, the portable lance was pressurizedwith water and forced through
the crust to a specificdepth. Routinelancingoperationsled to the instal-
lation of three permanentlances,each set at differentdepths. Water was
initiallyused as the primarymedium for tank lancing. Concern over how
adding water might affect the waste level of the tank, however, forced
operations staff to switch to air as a lancingmedium. Air lancingwas
continueduntil 1989, when (5 years after it began) lancing of all kinds was
determinedto be counterproductive.

In-tankphotographswere taken on severaloccasionsto help determinethe
profileof the crust and to assessthe effectivenessof lancing operations.
Photographswere obtainedby opening a riser on the tank above the area to be
photographedand loweringa remote-controlledcamera and flash into the tank.

FindingV(3) Operatingproceduresfor the tank farms do not contain "notes"
or "cautions"warningoperatorsabout gas generationwithin individualtanks
and the potentialsafety implications.

o The only safetyprecautionsundertakenduring in-tankoperationswere
those designedto preventthe spread of contaminationresultingfrom
physical contact with waste.

o Overpressurization of the tank vapor space, with subsequent contamina-
tion of the environment and potential radiation exposure of personnel,
was not satisfactorily addressed by plant management. When the pressure
in I01-SY exceeds "0" inch water gauge, the normal downward flow of air
through vents, drains, and plugs is reversed. Given enough pressure and
time, the discharge o,_ the tank gases and radionuclides into the
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environmentand a subsequentspread of contaminationis inevitable.
Since the timing of the ':Durps"is not sufficientlypredictable,
operatorswho periodicallyperform maintenanceand surveillancearound
the tank could be inadvertentlycontaminated.

o There are no precautionsin the in-tankprocedurescontrollingthe
timing of in-tankoperations. If a tank "burp"occurredduring an in-
tank operation,the open riser would providea relativelylarge unfil-
tered and unmonitoredvent path for escapinggases and entrained
particles.

o Despite documentedconcerns about the flammabilityof trappedgases, no
evidence could be found that precautionswere taken prior to 1990 to
preventthe introductionof ignitionsources.

Surveillance

Surveillance-related systems include a Process Instrumentation Surveillance,
Calibration, and Evaluation System (PISCES); a Preventive Maintenance System;
a Job Control System; and the Computer Automated Surveillance System (CASS).
PISCESwas implemented at the Hanford Tank Farm in 1985 to provide a tracking
system for scheduled calibration and maintenance activities. The Preventive
Maintenance System has been in _ffect since 1976 and is being 'incorporated
into PISCES. The Job Control System was implementedin June 1989 to track
work orders for repairand correctivemaintenance. CASS has been implemented
to record readingsfrom process instrumentationand transmit certain alarms.
Process instrumentation,which is monitoredby CASS, includesthe liquid level
monitors and the radiationmonitors on both annulusexhaustersand leak
detectionpits.S

FindinqV(4): Surveillanceactivitiesat the HanfordTank Farm do not have a
high priorityor receivethe necessarysupportfrom WHC management to maintain
the operabilityof currentsurveillanceequipmentand instrumentationor to
obtain additionaldata-collectionequipmentand instrumentPtion.

o Historically,the surveillanceprogram at the HanfordTank Farm has not
had adequate equipmentto obtain the data necessaryto characterizethe
reactionsand contentsof the wastes stored irlthe differenttanks. The

surveillanceequipmentthat has been installedhas not been included in
a preventivemaintenanceprogram,nor has it received timely maintenance
when it has become inoperable. Surveillanceequipmenthas not been
upgraded or replacedas new problems and events have occurred in the
varioustank farms. This has been the case for both single-shelland
double-shelltanks. Some obsoleteequipmenthas not been upgraded or
replaced.

o During the April 1989 TechnicalSafety Appraisal (TSA) of the Hanford
Tank Farm, findingsand concernswere expressedregardingthe lack of a
preventivemaintenanceprogramor effectivepredictivemaintenance
activities. The appraisalteam consideredthe proceduralcontrolsand
manpower for maintenanceand calibrationactivitiesto be insufficient.
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The appraisal team found that proper and updated requirements for
instrumentation and equipment were not provided and that procedures,
documenLation, and reference materials for maintenance activities were
lacking. Concern was also expressed by the appraisal team regarding
inadequacies in the Operational Safety Requirements (OSR's), the
existing inconsistencies for incorporating the OSR's into procedures,
and the relationship of the limiting conditions For operation and the6
surveillance requirements in the OSR's.

o The results of this general neglect of surveillance at the Hanford Tank
Farm can be illustrated by the following events at tank I01-SY:

w Photographs of the tank contents were taken routinely until 1987.
Photos requested in June 1388 were not obtained until April 1989
because of problems at the tank site, lack of personnel (specif-
ically radiation protection technologists), and other delays.
(Photographic surveillance in the tank has recently been suspended
due to concern over hydrogen detonation from stray ignition
SOUrCeS. )7

[] Surveillance equipment failure and time out-of-service has been
excessive for the tank, but this situation has been typical for
the Surveillance equipment at the Hanford Tank Farm. For example,
the Gastech hydrogen monitor/chart recorder installed in January
1985 malfunctioned on February 11, 1985, and was out-of-service
for over a month. In April 1985, maintenance of the hydrogen
monitoring system was suspended due to other manpower require-
ments. From January through September 1985, the hydrogen

monitoring system was operable for onl_ 69 days. The system was
removed from service in February 1987.

Currently, Tank Farm Surveillance Analysis and Support provides a
Daily Surveillance Analysis Anomaly Report to the Tank Farm
Operations Manager, listing all out-of-service equipment. _ The
list dated May I, 1990, included a critical radiation monitoring
instrument in the tank annulus that had read "0" since March 26,
1990. I° In 1989, this instrument was out-of-service from April
through July. This same group provides a similar list to all
Hanford Tank Farm and WHCmanagement on a monthly basis and
arranges a monthly meeting to discuss the Tank Farm Surveillance
Analysis and Support investigations. Members and former members
of this group indicated to the NS team that the level of
maintenance for Hanford Tank Farm surveillance equipment andIi
instrumentation has not improved during the past 25 years.

o In the April 1989 TSA, several concerns were expressed that relate to12
the surveillance program:

[] The CASS is not under configuration control in accordance with
WHC-CM-6-1, Procedure EP 2.1, "Configuration Control."
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m Administrationof the Job ControlSystem by shift managers and
plant engineershas a negativeeffect on their duties.

o A February 1990 audit of WHC DefenseWaste Managementby DOE-RL found13
the followingdeficiencies:

m "Importantplant equipmentincludingsome safety equipment is not
mainta!ned in a reliableconditionor the equipment'sability to
perform its functionis indeterminate." The NS team found five
instancesof this deficiencyat the tank farms.

m "Internalsurveillancesare not always performed,tracked, or
closed out by the operationsorganizationas requiredby adminis-
trative procedures." The NS team found 12 instancesof this
deficiency atthe tank farms.

o In a 1989-1990self-assessmentperformedby the Hanfordcontractorsand
14

DOE-RL, the self-assessmentteam made similarfindings:

• "Hanford facilities continue to be hampered by inadequate main-
tenance of equipment and facilities."

i "Fundinghas not been adequateto properlymaintain and update
either facilitiesor the basic infrastructureat Hanford."

Finding V(5)" WHC managementdoes not supportstaff efforts (operations,
maintenance,radiationprotection,and surveillance)to obtain needed data and
analysis for the evaluationof events and anomaliesbeing reported for the
Hanford Tank Farm.

o In the April 1989 TSA,Isthe appraisalteam found that the cognizant
engineerwas no longer involvedin or requiredto track performanceonce
an instrumentor equipmentwas logged into the PISCES,nor was he
requiredto recommendpreventivemaintenanceunless a work request was
prepared. The assessmentalso found that there was no assignmentof
responsibilityto maintenance,maintenanceengineering,or operations
organizationsfor tracking performance. At that time, the cognizant
engineerdid not scheduleperiodicreviewsof instrumentand equipment
performance. Some of these deficienciesstill exist, even though
proceduresassociatedwith the responsibilitiesof cognizantengineers
were revisedon August 21, 1989.16 (lt should be noted that 7 months
may not have been sufficienttime to fully implementthe new
procedures.)

o Inadequatesurveillanceequipmentand instrumentationhas long been a
problemat the Hanford Tank Farm. Tank I01-SY has only a single
thermocoupletree for monitoringtank activity. As noted above, the
radiationmonitoring in the annuliof double-shelltanks is accomplished
by a single instrumentwith no backup capability. The OSR that applies
to leak detection instrumentationdoes not requirebackup radiation
monitoring,restrict time out-of-service,or requiregrab sampling
during inoperableperiods.17 When sampling has been re(_ommendedin
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order to understand more completely the events occurring in I01-SY, the
WHCstaff has been told that the acquisition and installation of the
requested surveillance equipment was too expensive or not needed, since
a safety concern had not been absolutely demonstrated. 18

Finding V(6): Staffing levels for operations, maintenance, and radiation
protection are insufficient to maintain the equipment and instrumentation
required for surveillance of safety-related parameters in waste tanks at the
Hanford Tank Farm, including IOI-SY.

o There is a severe shortage of certified radiation protection technolo-
gists (RPT's) supporting the operations at the Hanford Tank Farm. With
the recent implementation of the Radiation Area Management Program, RPT
resources will be further strained, resulting in adverse impacts on the
ability to conduct operations and maintenance in the tank farms. The
Radiation Area Management Program has been designed to upgrade radiation
protection activities; however, the lack of RPT's reduces not only the
effectiveness of the program but also affects the ability of the
operating organizations to initiate needed corrective actions, i he
staff of RPT's currently assigned to the tank farms is highly qualified
and, like that of maintenance, is being forced to provide expanded
services without a commensurate increase in support.

o There is a severe shortage of qualified staff within both the
maintenance group and the operations organization.

Maintenance

The maintenance staff for the 200 West Area at Hanford Tank Farm is respon-
sible for all SY, SX, S, U, TY, TX, and T Tank Farms as well as T-Plant, the
evaporators, vaults, diversion boxes, transport lines, and laundry facilities.
The 200 West Area includes 83 single-shell tanks and 3 SY double-shell tanks.

Three systems are used to schedule and conduct maintenance activities:
PISCES, the Preventive Maintenance System, and the Job Control System. PISCES
and the Preventive Maintenance System are used for scheduled calibration and
maintenance activities, and the Job Control System is used for repair and
corrective maintenance.

Finding V(7): Field inspections of the SY Tank Farm revealed that material
conditions have not improved and that nl_merous deficiencies identified during
previous inspections remain unresolved.

o Members of the NS inspection team performed field inspections at the SY
Tank Farm to assess the current status of its material conditions.
At the SY instrumentation building, wiring behind the instrument panel
was in complete disarray. Numerous wires were cut off or loose. Wires
were not run in cable trays or conduits and many were unsupported. The
floor and the lower wiring behind the instrument panel were covered with
about an inch of feathers, dirt, and bird droppings.
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o Few Of the numerous valves and devices in the building were supplied
with any permanent labeling. Many had no labeling at all, and some were
identified by taped or handwritten notes affixed to adjacent structures.
Handwritten scale changes appeared on or near several instruments.

o A design modification had been made to supply air to the I01-SY lancing
system. This 100-psi (pounds per square inch) air-piping assembly,
which included valves and instrumentation, was supported by a roll of
heavy tape and a wooden wedge; a permanent pipe support had not been
installed.

o In the primary (K-I) and annulus (K-2) exhaust areas, sample pumps were
unbolted and lay on the bottom of every continuous air monitor (CAM)
cabinet. These and other cabinets were all found with a significant
accumulation of dirt, trash, and debris, including at least one
tumbleweed. Cabinet doors are routinely left open, effectively by-
passing cabinet air filtration. Additionally, three vent-and-balance
sample ports upstream of the K-I and K-2 exhaust CAM's were missing,
allowing potential dilution of air samples.

o The portable exhauster inlet valve was found partially open, with the
fan windmilling as the K-I system drew air backwards through the port-
able exhaust fan and subsequently through the ducting into tank I01-SY.
The condensate drain line back to tank IOI-SY was also open. Both
provide unmonitored release paths in the event of a tank pressurization.

o Several structural supports have "settled," causing failures of the
supported structure. Two significant examples are provided by the K-I
exhaust duct from tank I03-SY and the annulus air-inlet ducts on tank
I01-SY. Settlement of at least two adjacent supports has caused failure
of the isolation valve in tank I03-SY's K-I duct. This valve is now
leaking and is wrapped in plastic to control the spread of contamina-
tion. Although the valve has been broken for about 8 months, a new one
has not yet been obtained. This situation constitutes a failure of
primary tank containment, and since all three tanks are interconnected,
it could result in an unmonitored release in the event of a
pressurization in tank I01-SY.

o Ali junction boxes and instrument cabinets in the SY Tank Farm show
weather damage that varies from minor to substantial. Enclosures are
frequently left uncovered, with exposed, frayed, or loose wiring. The
cabinet for the specific gravity instrumentation for tank I02-SY was so
badly deteriorated that it is being abandoned.

o The gas sample lines entering the primary exhaust duct on tank I01-SY
were found detached, allowing air leakage that could dilute actual gas
samples. If this occurred during the pressurization event of April 19,
1990, the 3.9-percent hydrogen reading in the duct may have been
unreliably low. As a temporary corrective action, the connection has
since been taped. However, no permanent, leak-tight connection has been
made. Furthermore, the instrumentation has not yet been calibrated.
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Finding V(8): A program to track equipmentperformanceand failuresdoes not
exist No predictivemaintenanceis performed. The equipmentat SY Tank Farm
thus has a historyof neglectedcorrectivemaintenance.

o The manual tape level indicatorfor tank I01-SYwas out-of-servicefor
at least three extended periods: from July 24, 1985, to september 17,
1985; from July 19, 1986, to February 19, 1987; and from July 20, 1987,
to June 20, 1988.

o The first hydrogenmonitor installedon tank I01-SY in 1985 was func-
tional for only 69 days in the 8 months betweenJanuary 11, 1985, and
September11, 1985. lt was finallyremoved in February1987.

o The leak detector probes in the annuli of tanks I01-SY and I03-SY were
inoperablefrom at least July 1987 throughAugust 1988.

o A formal equipmentperformancetesting,monitoring,trending, and
analysisprogram is not implementedfnr all aspectsof the tank farms,
even though such a programwas scheduledfor completionby the end of
July 1989.19

The maintenancestaff consistsof about 25 electricians,millwrights,welders,
instrumenttechnicians,and fitters. Due to training,vacation,and nonmain-
tenanceduties, the number of workers availableduring any given day is
reduced by about half. Several staffersare on loan to the 200 East Area for
a specialproject, and a few additionalspecialists(such as sheet-metal
workers) are availablefrom the centralshop for specificjobs. When radio-
logical dress-in/dress-outand other health physics and industrialsafety
requirementsare met, each worker is able to provide a maximum of 5-6 hours of
productivework per day. After allocationof personnelto all tank farm
facilities,the three tanks in the SY Tank Farm can expect to receive less
than 10 man-hoursof maintenancesupportper day.

Technical and Engineering Support

Technical and engineering support for all activities and facilities associated
with the SY Tank Farm is the responsibility of Waste Management Plant
Engineering. Waste Management Plant Engineering is divided into two groups:
process technology, which has responsibility for long-term issues, and process
engineering, which has responsibility for day-to-day activities at the tank
farm. Activities performed by these groups include the following: (I) to
prepare engineering studies defining the needs of and scope for new or
modified facilities, to evaluate alternatives, and to recommend appropriate
actions; (2) to provide process engineering and technical support for tank
farm operations; (3) to provide overall design engineering and technical
direction for the design, fabrication, and installation of electrical and
mechanical plant systems and components; (4) to maintain design configuration
control of production facilities; and (5) to develop and coordinate reviews,
provide comment resolution, and assure issuance of engineering instructions.
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For each tank farm, there is a single engineerwho is assignedas the cog-
nizant person throughwhom tank farm operationsand tank farm engineers
communicate. Over the past 8 years, five individualshave held the post of
cognizantengineerfor tank I01-SY.

Finding V(9).: Although the cognizantengineer is clearlyvital to effective
communicationbetween tank farm operationsand the engineeringgroups, his/her
importancewas not adequatelyrecognizedor supportedby line management.

o The cognizantengineer'spost in Waste Management Plant Engineeringis
consideredan entry-levelposition. Five of the six engineersassigned
to the role were recent collegegraduateswith little or no experience.

o A formal training programwas never implementedfor engineersassigned
to this position. Furthermore,a formal turnover processdid not exist
to relievecognizantengineersof their duties. As a result,the tank
farms have failed to develop an historical"corporateknowledge"of
operationalproblems and solutions.

o Cognizantengineer supportfor activitiesnot directly associatedwith
the tank farms has taken precedenceover supportfor actual tank farm
activities,as exemplifiedby the delay in identifyinga suitable pump
for use in slurry removalduring preparationsfor the 1988 cross-site
transfer.

In 1984, after concernwas raised over the continuingpressurizationof
101-SY,a task force was formed to identifyand implementcorrectiveactions.
The correctiveactions included lancingthe surfaceof the tank to provide an
escape path for accumulatedgases, monitoringthe vent path for the presence
of hydrogen,and samplingthe tank in order to determine the chemical
consistency. The responsibilityfor implementingthe task team's corrective
actions was assigned to Waste ManagementPlant Engineering.

FindingV(IO): Waste Management Plant Engineeringimplementedthe 1984 task
force recommendationsin an ad hoc manner.

o No formalmechanismwas establishedby Waste ManagementPlant
Enoineeringto support the implementationof correctiveactions.

o Lancingwas ordered and supervisedby Waste ManagementPlant Engineering
without a formal evaluationof the operationin light of the unique
operationalhistory of the tank and the suspectedpresenceof flammable
gas.

o The hydrogensampling monitor installedat the directionof Waste
Management Plant Engineeringwas a lab monitor, not an industrial
monitor suitablefor the application. As a result, spare parts were
unavailableand the deLectorwas soon declared nonfunctional.

Finding V(11): Despitedocumel_tedconcernsabout the flammabilityof trapped
gases and about possible tank pressurizationand subsequentspread of'
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contamination, no formal safety evaluations were conducted to assess in-tank
operations for potential ignition sources.

o No formal evaluation was conducted to determine the ignition potential

of the weighted "bottle and-string" sampling rig; the truck-mounted,
high-speed sampling driil, or the portable lance. In addition, no
evaluation was conducted to determine the effect of a photographic flash
on flammable gases in the vent space.

o A 1988 review of I01-SY noted that a 9-inch drop in liquid level is
sufficient to produce an 11-percent hydrogen mixture in the vapor
space. 2° The report concluded that if the hydrogen should find an
ignition source, the vapor space pressure would rise above atmospheric
pressure. If tank pressurization occurred, the open tank riser, through
which in-tank operations are conducted, would provide an unfiltered and
unmonitored vent path for the tank's contents.

Finding V{12): Despite concern over the rising level of waste in the tank, no
formal safety evaluation was conducted to determine the effects of water and
air as a lancing media.

o Lancing of tank I01-SY on a regular basis was recommended by a letter
dated October 7, 1983,21 Between October 20, 1983, and April 17, 1986,
at least 27 separate lancing operations were conducted with a portable
lance. Each operation added approximately 400 gallons of water to the
tank. The only evaluation to address the safety implications of these
operations was an engineering study conducted to determine the maximum
flow rate for water running through the lance. (The engineers were
concerned about exceeding the capacity of the tank's ventilation exhaust
system.) Waste Management Plant Engineering did not conduct a formal
safety evaluation of the procedure because lancing was accepted as a
routine operation.

o The effects of the added water and the usefulness of air lancing were
first discussed in a memodated April I, 1985. Investigation of the
air-lancing option resulted from concern that I01-SY was approaching the
maximumliquid level permitted by specifications. The memonoted that
the relationship between water lancing and the observed increase in
IOI-SY's liquid level was unknown, lt further stated that "additional
water wouldcontribute to an increase in slurry volume," noting:

Air lancing instead of water [lancing] had the advan-
tage of not adding to the total amount of waste in the
tank but...it raises some safety concerns that should
be addressed before air is added to ]01-SY. Lancing
using air instead of water could increase the chance
of tank pressurization or cause an increase in liquid
level due to air entrapment. I don't know if using
air would increase the risk of the tank burping during2_
lancing.

o On August 7, 1986, a WHCengineer stated:
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Lancing is currently the only means used to control or
limit the impact of gas release, lt had usually been
effective in lowering the liquid level but not in
preventing pressurization, The permanent, stationary,
lances., .do not appear to be as effective as the

_ortable lances,_3..Alternative lancing methods shouldinvestigated,

o On July 18, 1986, another WHCengineer concurred that permanent lances
had not been as effective as the temporary lances and suggested that
this could bebecause of differences in lance nozzles or because of the
low volume of water used, 24

o On November 25, 1986, following increased concern about the effects of
water 'lancing on 101-SY_s waste level, the tank was lanced with air
using the permanent lances. No formal safety evaluation was conducted
prior to conducting 'the air lancing; instead, only an engineering study
was performed to determine the maximumairflow rate that would not
exceed the capacity of the tank's discharge ventilation system.

o in 1988, as a result of the concern about the continued rise in tank
level and after an incident in which a gas release resulted in a
positive pressure event, a second task force was formed to identify and
implement corrective actions. As was the case with the 1984 task team,
Waste Management Plant Engineering was responsible for drawing up and
impler_enting the associated corrective actions. No formal review of the
effectiveness of the 1984 task team corrective action was conducted by
Waste Management Plant Engineering management.

Finding V(13): As with the 1984 task team recommendations, the 1988 correc-
tive actions were implemented by Waste Management Plant Engineering in an ad
hoc manner.

o A hydrogen monitor was removed from the Hanford T-Plant and reinstalled
in I01-SY l_sing duct tape. The sampling configuration was fabricated
from available spare parts and can only be described as an "interim
fix." The configuration employed could not have provided valid quan-
titative results and r_fl only have indicated whether a particular gas
was or was not present.

o Alternate methods were studied to improve the efficiency of lancing.
However, lancing was halted at the direction of tank farm engineers
after the cognizant engineer expressed the view that lancing itself
might contribute to the rise in tank level. No formal safety evaluation
of the decision to begin or the decision to terminate lancing was
performed by the management of Waste Management Plant Engineering,

o The identification and installation of a pump for use in the removal of
waste from I01-SY was delayed by Waste Management Plant Engineering
owing to other work priorities. The process for setting priorities was
informal and not risk based,
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Worker Safety

Worker safety at the Hanford Tank Farm focuses in large part on ensuring tank
containment, providing appropriate instrumentation and monitoring equipment
for personnel, applying conventional occupational safety practices, and
instituting emergency preparedness programs. Although deficiencies have been
cited in each of these areas of worker safety (e.g., in the 1989 DOETechnical
Safety Appraisal), those associated with the first two categories are

articularly important in minimizing the potential for exposure of workers toazardous levels of radioactive and toxic material s.

For tank _I01-SY, operational anomalies, including slurry growth, pressuriza-
II

tion events, and gas "burps, were not addressed in the original design and
were not covered by the prevailing Safety Analysis Report (SAR). As a result, 1
derivative operating requirements, limits, procedures, and instrumentation for
protection of the public and the workers were not based on a valid assessment
of risk. The issues raised by I01-SY involved unpredicted and uncontrolled
operational behavior to which management was obliged to respond promptly in
order to mitigate potential hazards, By the same token, management should
have thoroughly evaluated the potential risk and demonstrated whether such
risks were adequately mitigated in the existing SAR.

Tank I01-SY demonstrates a failure by management at the Hanford Tank Farm to
act promptly when it encountered worker safety issues. Although some action
was taken, no formal resolution was achieved and the issues resurfaced.

Finding V(14): Radionuclides and potentially dangerous concentrations of
ammonia and other toxic fumes may be vented during pressurization events at
tank I01-SY.

Radionuclides

o The single-shell tanks at Hanford were not originally designed to pre-
vent unfiltered leakage of in-tank gases to the atmosphere from pump
pits, sampling and monitoring pits, and other penetrations. A number of
incidents involving radionuclide venting from passively ventilated
single-shell tanks occurred in the 1970's and early 1980's. 2'_ Irl 1981,
there was "substantial evidence that tank vapor radioactivity con-
centrations sometimes exceed [RHO-MA-139, Part D, Standards Pertaining
to Radioactive Airborne Emissions] Table II [where technically and

t_26
economically practical] and perhaps Table I [mandatory] limits.
Further parametric studies of slurry growth were recommended and
included as an FY 1980 award-fee objective for Rockwell Hanford
Operations (RHO). The objective was addressed through a two-phased
sampling program consisting of vent space radionuclide sampling of 42
single-shell tanks and through quantifying emissions from selected
tanks. Phase I results indicated that SST vent spaces contained
"significant radionuclide concentrations, ''2z Based on these and other
confirmatory studies, actions were initiated in 1982 to install high-
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and to strengthen controls
(e.g., tape pit block crevices), thus preventing direct radionuclide
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venting, Due to what were judged to be higher priorities,Phase II of
this program (emissionquantification)was not funded._o

o Unlike single-shelltanks, double-shelltanks were designed with HEPA-
filteredventilationsystemsto maintaina negative pressure in the vent
space. However,containmentintegrityis defeated(through penetrations
similarto those noted above)when sufficientin-tankpressurization
takes place to displace vent space gases, Pressurizatiopevents were
common for double-shelltanks: 131 incidentsoccurred in 1984, though
the number progressivelydeclined to about 30 verifiableincidentsin
1989.2_ Most pressurizationevents have been attributableto exhauster
failures or to overpressurizationassociatedwith inappropriatewaste
slurry feed rates. For tank I01-SY,however,the cyclical
pressurizationobserved since 1982 has been due to in situ gas
generation,which builds up under and periodicallybreachesthe crust
overlyingthe waste.

o The safety implicationsof pressurizationas it pertains to radioactive
gaseousemissionshave been raised repeatedlyover the past 7 years.
The followingchronologyillustratesthis fact:

m The question of radionuclide venting during pressurization events
at I01-SY was first raised in 1983 by the Manager for Tank Farm
Surveillance, who also had conducted the Phase I study that
characterized vent spaces in single-shell tanks. Henoted that
"the fact that the tank [I01-SY] has pressurized and the pres-
surizations are cyclic...[presents] major safety concerns relating
to loss of containment (airborne contamination released to the
environment). ''3° These concerns were raised to the responsible
program office manager for Rockwell Hanford Operations. NS
interviews with those involved indicate that in 1983 an informal
proposal by RHOto upgrade the ventilation systems for existing
double-shell tanks and to design new systems for those tanks yet
to be built, thus preventing overpressurization, was rebuffed by
the Department of Energy's Richland Operations Office as too
costly. 31 A related proposal to sample and analyze gases vented
from I01-SY during a pressurization event was also rejected. 32

i In 1984, the frequencyand degree of overpressurizationin I01-SY
led to the formationof an RHO task group to recommendpreventive
measures. Recommendations included (I) periodic lancing of the
crust to release gas pressure and (2) further investigation into
the potential for release of airborne contamination. A particu-
late sampler was subsequently used to monitor venting during a
pressurization event, and the results were within emission
requirements. 33 Because of the technique used, however, questions
were raised about Lhe validity of these grab samples.

m A subsequent series of internal letters from Tank Farm Surveil-
lance challenged tank farm management's failure to resolve the
issue of airborne radionuclide emissions. 34 On JElly 8, 1985, this
exchange culminated in a request that the Tank Farm Surveillance
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Division assume responsibility from process engineering for
sampling tanks (including I01-SY) for containment, A surveillance
engineer suggested using the sampling technique proposed in
1984. _° In response, a joint audit by Tank Farm Surveillance and
process engineering was requested to devise a commoncharacteriza-
tion plan for airborne radionuclide emissions. The resulting plan
established two operational phases: the first phase sampled
radionuclide particulate concentrations in the AN and AWTank
Farms, and the second attempted to calculate potential leakage
rates due to pressurization events, Tank I01-SY was sampled in

Phase I and calculated to emit UD tG 14 percent of the _3a/ximum
instantaneous concentration for 239puand 3 percent for cs. The
lead investigator concluded that thecalculated maximum releasable
concentrations were well within "emergency environmental
limits. ''36 He also noted that "pressurizations, although not an
emergency condition at the concentrations measured, may pose a
health hazard and must be prevented. ''37 Further work to
characterize radioactive gases was also recommended but had not
been performed. 38

According to several sources, the minimum particulate size that
Hanford is capable of sampling (3 microns) precluded the complete
sampling o_Fradioactive gases and other respirable aerosol
emissions._ This limitation was first identified at Hanford in
the late 1970's and was the basis for a 1981 feasibility study to
determine whether a newly developed cryogenic gas collection
system could lower detection thresholds and provide better
monitoring for radionuclide gases. These recommendations and a
1986 applied-research proposal for improved airborne radionuclide
monitoring were set aside because of budgetary priorities. 4° In
1987, the issue was again raised when the Westinghouse staff noted
that existing samplers were incapable of effectively collecting
radioactive gases other than iodine isotopes and cesium gas,
leaving tritium, carbon-14, tellurium, technetium, and selenium
unmonitored. 41 Again, the recommendations included real-time gas-
sampling systems. In-house and industry surveys were conducted by
WHC, and it was concluded that existing sampling programs in the
tank farms were adequate and that they were consistent with42
state-of-the-art technology.

u Although the study mentioned above is referenced in the 1986
revised SARfor the tank farms, the Manager of Tank Farm
Surveillance )lad "strongly recommended rejection of the proposed
[SAR] revision" because of inadequate discussion of pressuriza-
tions and because the SAR identified significant radionuclide
venting as "incredible for a single event. ''_3

J An April 1986 position statement on behalf of the Waste Management
Health PhysicsDivision noted as follows:

Detectingreleasesdue to pressurizationis
uncertain;we have very low confidencein the
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negative results obtained to date, The best
solution,,,is to prevent the problem in
design, To accomplish this,_ the first step is
to define ventilation as an 'essential safety
system I and provide special design
criteria .... Safety has been remiss in failing
to apply, ,.industry standards [DOE Order
6430,1 and Nuclear Air-Cleaning Handbook] to
tank farms in the absence of specific
guidance. 44

m The issue of radionuclide and ammonia venting during pressuriza-
tion events at I01-SY resurfaced among a number of Other safety
concerns discussed by a WHCengineer in his October 1988 review of
]01-SY. 4s He concluded that, "given enough pressure and time,
discharge of the tank gas and radionuclides into the environment
and subsequent contamination spread is inevitable." His claim was
that "this tank [I01-SY] has been studied and chararterized
sufficiently to be able to justify taking action to _orrect th_
gas generation problem now," Recommendedactions included
increasing the negative pressure and ventilation in tank I01-SY in
order to minimize the potential for pressurization during periodic
"burps." Other recommendations entailed sealing penetrations open
to the atmosphere, installation of a controlled filtered-air
inlet, increased stack height (to control ammonia concentrations
at ground level), installation of gas monitors, and placing
workers in masks until physical impYovements can be made. The
first recommendation, apparently originally suggested in 1982, has
not been implemented. The rest have only recently been under
active study for implementation at I01-SY. As discussed in the
main body of the Report, these corrective actions were not of
sufficient priority to receive support, a6

o WHCengineers currently believe that the venting of airborne radio-
nuclides during pressurization event,s is not a major concern for the
following reasons: (I) contamination has not shown up on smear samples
taken after pressurization; (2) air-monitoring stations have produced

negative results for airborne radioactive particulatesiland (31, no
biological uptakes have taken place in the work force. This position
has been regularly challenged by members of the WHCsafety staff at the
tank farms, who have cited past assessments to support their positions.
In a November 1989 listing of key safety issues at the tank farms, a WHC
engineer in the nuclear safety group noted'

A recent study by PNL [Pacific Northwest Laboratories]
demonstrates that more than 90 percent of the radio-
nuclides discharged in some waste streams may not be
detected by current sampling equipment. The radio-
active particles are smaller than the 0.3 micrometer
filters and can pass through the filter to the
environment. These discharges would be classified as
unsampled, unmonitored, and unreported. 4_
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To date, the only samplingsthat havebeen conductedto characterize
radionuclideventing at I01-SY and other DST's have been the "particu-
late" grab samplestaken in 1984 (afterpressurizationat I01-SY)and in

. 1985 (for selectedDST's, includingI01-SY). Those taken in 1984
constitute the only attempt to monitor radionuclide venting during a
pressurization event at I01-SY, and they yielded negative results.
However, the length of time of the sampling, its isokinetic nature, and
the lack of sensitivity of the technique to lower micron particulate
sizes raises questions about the validity of those results.

, ,

Ammoniaand Other Toxic Gases

o Ammonia is a prevalent constituent of waste stored at the tank farms.
Sources of ammonia include neutralized PUREXdecladding wastes generated
from the processing of zirconium-clad fuel elements, as well as chemical
degradation of concentrated complexant and double-shell slurry mixtures.

o The safety implications of ammonia for waste managementoperations at
Hanford were evaluated by an RHOengineer in 1983. Ammonia buildup in
the tank vapor space and ammonia nitrate buildup on HEPAfilters were
projected to be "far below" explosive levels. Occupational and
environmental hazards were likewise ruled out in consideration of the
containment and ventilation system provided, and the "pungent" odor of
ammonia was found at concentration levels below the hazard threshold for
workers. 49

o Notwithstanding the conclusions of that hazards assessment, ammonia and
other organic chemical fumes have proven to be a frequent occupational
concern at the tank farms. On July 3, 1987, two electricians complained
of nose and throat irritation after inhaling fumes near tank C-I03. _° A
similar incident occurred on July 15, 1987. On November 9, 1987,
workers detected ammonia fumes at the SY Tank Farm after lancing
operations were performed in tank I01-SY. 51 More recently, on September
28, 1989, an employee near the same farm was overcome by what was
assumed to be organic chemical fumes, s_ The most recent hydrogen "burp"
at I01-SY, on April 19, 1990, reported!y included the release of ammonia
fumes that were detectable by workers. _°

o Despite evidence of ammonia emissions during lancing operations and
periodic hydrogen "burps" at I01-SY, remedial measures have been
directed primarily at aging waste tanks in the AP and AWTank Farms,
where the more serious incidents have occurred. However, the 1988
memorandumon tank I01-SY once again raised concern about hazardous
ammonia releases during pressurization events, particularly during
atmospheric inversions, which are commonat Hanford. Recommendations
for continuous ammonia monitors and for the distribution of masks to
worker's were not implemented at I01-SY, apparently because of budget
priorities and because of the perception that ammonia at the54
concentrations released was not dangerous.
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o A DOE HeadquartersTechnicalSafetyAppraisalconducted in April 1989 at
the HanfordTank Farm found that "WHC has not implementeda periodic
monitoring program, as requiredby DOE 5480.10, to assure the continued
effectivenessof controls for physicaland chemical stresses [to
workers].,,5s

o Two WHC task teams have recentlyevaluatednecessarycorrectiveactions
in responseto overallammoniahazards at the tank farms. Both
concludedthat the AP, AW, and C Tank Farms are of primary concern.
(Tank I01-SYwas excludedbecause the calculatedinstantaneousrelease
concentrationat 4 percentof the permissiblelimit for ammoniawas not
considereda potentialproblemduring pressurizations.) Recommendations
included increasingthe height of the exhaust stacks and the use of56
carbon absorptioncanistersfor tank filtration.

o As a result of the NS team assessment,the 1988 recommendationshave
been given renewed attentionand _ppr()priatecompensatoryactionswere

I_90 lhese actions included aordered at the tank farm or_ May 14, _ .
requirement for all workers in the proximity of I01-SY to wear filtered
masks and a recommendation for further investigation into the risk posed
by the presence of. ammoniumnitrate on the waste crust in tank IOI-SY.
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VI, MANAGEMENTOF LABORATORYSUPPORT

As described in the Historical Overview section of this Report, a series of
laboratory studies on slurry growth was conducted first by Atlantic Richfield
Hanford Company (ARCO) and later by Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO), These
studies were initiated to investigate the causes of slurry growth, to develop
methods for predicting the extent of the potential problem, and to implement
control measures.

Analyses of slurry growth actually predated the observation of growth in
double-shell slurry (DSS), including that observed in tank I01-SY. However,
it was the extent of the growth of DSS in tank I01-SY that led RHOto conduct
the first of several parametric experiments on synthetic and actual slurry
compounds. These studies, conducted from 1978 to 1983, found that gases were
being generated through chemical reactions, that gases could be trapped under
the waste surface, and that this entrapment was responsible for the observed
"growth" of the waste. These early studies also concluded that hydrogen was
among the gases generated and that it was present at flammable and potentially
detonable concentrations. The simultaneous generation of significant
concentrations of nitrous oxide was also identified as early as 1979, and at
least one RHOengineer and two RHOchemists were aware that nitrous oxide was
capable of increasing the likelihood and consequences of a hydrogen burn.

The generation of hydrogen through radiolysis of water was a well-known
phenomenon in high-level wastes. Studies at Hanford that predated the I01-SY
issue had raised questions about the safety significance of radiolytic
hydrogen accumulation and whether there was any need to maintain tank vapor
spaces below the prevailing l-percent operating limit for the tanks; operating
experience demonstrated that natural ventilation of the vapor space in SST's
could keep these limits from being exceeded. Then-current understandings
about hydrogen generation rates and maximumconcentrations of hydrogen in the
vapor spaces of SST's were used to develop design criteria and safety analyses
for double-shell tanks. Operating limits, requirements, and procedures for
DST's (including tank I01-SY) were derived from these basic documents.
Although later laboratory experiments undermined the technical bases for those
criteria by showing that radiolysis of water was neither the sole nor the
principal source of hydrogen generation, the base documents were not revised
to take that into account. Thus, the early discovery that flammable gases
were associated with slurry growth did not lead to immediate steps to remove
the potential hazard.

Finding VI(I): The early Hanford analytical research program for studying
slurry growth consisted of a disjointed series of individual research
projects. Contractor management failed to develop a coherent approach to
research aim(_c_at resolving the slurry growth problem in a timely manner.
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Research was undermined by a weak quality assurance program that failed to
assure valid results or to preclude avoidable difficulties in data collection
and interpretation. Key safety information (e.g., the significance of nitrous
oxide as an oxidizer for hydrogen flammability) was neither widely recognized
by RHOnor conveyed to DOE-RL,

o Between 1974 and 1977, Hanford chemists made few laboratory efforts to
determine the origin of hydrogen detected in the vapor spaces of single-
shell tanks, This was apparently because radiolysis of water was
believed to be the sole source of the hydrogen, and radiolysis was
generally well understood. There was little focus to this early work,
which was primarily concerned with how much hydrogen could be generated
by radiolytic means and whether tank ventilation could sufficiently
handle the amount generated,

u In 1974, an ARCOresearcher evaluated hydrogen evolution from salt
cake in single-shell tanks. He concluded that "atmospheric
Iressure changes may provide enough tank breathing to assure
ydrogen dilution at low evolution rates." However, he cautioned

that this mechanlsm may not provide adequate ventilation for high
evolution rates ,,

u In 1975, another' ARCOresearcher recommended a "literatur_ survey

and some preliminary calculations to determine the scope of t_e
radiolytic [emphasis added] hydrogen problem 'In waste tanks,

N A 1976 report discounted potential exothermic reactions between
sodium nitrate and the organic compounds left in the salt cake
that remained in SST's after water was removed. The report noted
that "the greatest explosion hazard, if any exists, is a hydrogen-
oxygen explosion resulting from radiolysis of water in the
waste."3

- In 1977, an RHOresearcher from the Chemical Sciences Department
hypothesized that radiolytic hydrogen might be accumulated as
bubbles under the waste crust of certain tanks, leading to the
"liquid level cycling phenomenon" then being observed. Fle
discounted earlier RHOevaluations that the maximumhydrogen
concentrations that could be generated were less than 2 percent,

i

Wemust assume that H_.concentrations do exceed
the LEL [lower explosive limit] of four percent
in localized areas near the top of the tanks,
unless further study yields contrary evidence.
lt has already been calculated that the smallest
of such explosions would collapse the dome of
any tank. 4

• Later in ]977, the Manager of RHOChemical Sciences noted that
"gas produced by radiolysis and trapped beneath the crust is
potentially more dangerous" than growth of the crust as the cause
of waste level variations. He noted that his investigations to
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date were "unfundedexploratorywork" and t_at there was a need
for a "refinedexperimentfor Tank I01-SY,

o In 1977, double-shellslurry was producedand deposited in I01.,SY.The
rapid and sizableincreasesin the volume of this material led to more
focusedlaboratoryresearchon slurrygrowth, As a result, radiolysis
of organics replacedradiolysisof water as the postulated source of
hydrogen and cause of slurry growth, Studiesfrom 1979 to 1980
confirmed this hypothesis,

m In early 1978, an RHOresearcher submitted a laborat,o,_y proposal
to study "liquid level variation in Tank 241-SY-I01, One of
three experiments proposed was to determine "the rate of
radiolysis of the organic complexants N-hydroxyethylene-
diaminetriacetic acid (HEDTA)/ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid
(EDTA) and the rate of CO2 evolution,"

m In an assessmentof experimentson slurry growth performedin

1978, a seniorchemist observedthat these experimentsdemon_
stratedthat gas trapped in the slurry caused volume growth, He
Furthernoted that "a diluted gas samplewas analysed as 4,2%
hydrogen....[B]ecausethis level of hydrogen is potentially
explosive,the air space in Tank I01-SYshould be checked for
hydrogen build-upperiodically," Fierecommendedfurther gas
identificationexperiments,determinationof gas generationrates,
gas samplingof I01-SY, and investigationof "salt-complexant"
interactionsand gas retentionmechanisms.

m The minutes of the 15th Waste ManagementConsultants'Meeting of
October 17-18, 1978, indicatethat the consultantswere critical
of the RHO gas analysesthat served as the basis of RHO's
explanationfor the cyclic natureof slurry growth, The
consultantsnoted that "if it is verifiedthat,.,the gases from
these complexantresiduesdo contain hydrogen in significant
fractionamong the gases generated,then a real hazard may
exist.,,8

In responseto the consultants'concerns,RHO initiateda "hazards
assessment"of the hydrogen problem,assigningthe work to a young
engineerrecentlygraduatedfrom college, The engineerworked on
the assessmentduring 1979, but his report was never formally
issued, The NS team found among his papers a calculationof the
amount of energy that would be releasedshould a hydrogen and
nitrousoxide burn occur, This calculationIndicatesthat he was
not only aware of l:he presence of nitrous oxide, he also under-
stood that nitrous oxide was an oxidizer that wouId enhance the
flammability of hydrogen,

• A January 1979 assessment of synthetic slurry growth experiments
performed over the previous year indicated that off-gases from the
experiments were "high in hydrogen," with concentrations of 12
percent, based on mass spectroscopy, "well above the lower explo-
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sive level (4 percent hydrogen), ''9 A nitrous oxide concentration
of 21 percent was based on the same a_alysis,

m An evaluation of laboratory studies that same month by a senior
operations engineer addressed the question of whether atmospheric
breathing alone would maintain the hydrogen concentration within
the tanks at less than half the LEL for hydrogen or whether some
form of monitoring or additional exhaust system would be
required, _ Calculations in this study were based on hydrogen
generation resulting from radiolysis of water, not from chemical
degradation, The evaluation concluded that there was not
"conclusive evidence requiring exhausting of any tanks during
isolation; however, enough evidence does exist to indicate a
potenti,_'l hydrogen problem," A parametric study of hydrogen
formation and a confirmatory process test on a selected tank were
recommended,

m A 1980 RHOsummary of "laboratory studies of slurry growth in tank
I01-SY again reported that slurry growth was "due to gas genera-
tion caused by the oxidative degradation of the complexant

HEDTA.... The reaction products are an unident_f!e_ complexant andseveral gas species; principally N2, N20, and . l

o By 1981 the impetus behind the contractor's laboratory studies of
slurry growth shifted from identifying the gases being generated and the
cause of the problem to predicting the potential extent of the growth,

, Slurry qrowth had become a threat to waste minimization, which was a
centerpiece of the Hanford waste management program, Inadequate quality
assurance was a major problem that plagued the contractor's laboratory
work, producing results that were often invalid and not reproducible,

m In a review of prior slurry growth experimental data, a senior
member of Waste Processing Technology concluded that only 15
percent of measured slurry growth for four tanks--101-SY, I03-SY,
101-A, and 101-AX--could be accounted for on the basis of
experimental results, He recommended further data analyses and
laboratory experimentation, 12

m A May 1981 review of recent RHOstudies of slurry growth criti-
cized studies reported in December 1980 and February 1981 on the
basis of inadequate laboratory procedures, 13

m A July 1981 assessment of plans for future slurry growth experi-

ments noted that "past slu_ry growth studies cannot fully explain
or predict slurry growth, Prediction of "slurry growth was
considered important for "projecting future waste volumes and to
safely achieve the maximumdouble-shell tank fill volume," A
series of experiments was recommended to establish a "firm basis
for deciding whether to let the slurry grow and, if not,,,,the
best method of reducing or eliminating the growth."
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m An August 1981 requestto performexperlmentsfor determininggas
productionrates from organicdegradationwas forwardedto Tank

,Farm ProcessEngineeringfor approval, lt noted that the "rela-

tlonshi_)betweengas productionand chemical compositionis not
clear,"

= A December 1981 report on the Just-completed"Double-ShellSlurry
Campaign"acknowledgedthat "the tank growth phenomenonhas the

greatest bearing, on the future Of [the] DSSprocess." The author
concluded that some method must be devised to predict and
estimate the extent of growth .... ET]he growth will affect the
number of tanks necessary to store waste." Fie recommended that
key aspects of tank growth be studied before the next DSS
campaign.-o

u A January 1982 assessment of "gas production/slurry growth scout-

ing experiments" stated that "Ilo conclusion can be drawn From the
analytical data at this time."

= A month later, the same researcher proposed "a laboratory study to
examine in a detailed yet timely fashion, quantitative measure-
ments of' slurry growth. ''l° He noted that information gathered in

this study, plus data from gas generation exleriments would allowa quantitative prediction for slurry growth y April 1982,

. A 1982 statistical analysis of Irevious slurry. OTwhtehfound basic deficiencies with t e experiments l_rgr experiments" statistician
who did the analysisrecommendedthat, while quantitativepredic-
tions of slurry growth were needed,qualitativeresultsought to
be emphasizeddue to weaknessesin experimentalprocedure,
documentation,and "progressionof logic,"

u Late in 1982, a senior RHOchemist observed that "a significant
amount of laboratory work has been done, attempting to provide
data for a predictive, quantitative model of slurry growth, ''_;° He
went on to note that "many problems were encountered during the
study." These problems included mechanical difficulties with
laboratory apparatus (e,g., plugging of lines with slurry),
uncontrolled gas releases during experimentation, and varying
slurry composition. These problems affected the reproducibility
of the experiments and even led to small-scale explosions in the
laboratory,

u Pilot studies of slurry growth In 1982 were subject to other
problems, including discrepancies in sample labeling and
documentation, as well as lack of coordination between the
researchers and the engineering staff who performed the actual
sampling, _I

u A July 1982 memorandumnoted that "conclusions are difficult to

generate from this study The product samples were virtuallysolid after sitting in l'le oven for a month ''z_
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o In July 1983, tank pressurizationsand flammablegas releases in tank
IOI-SY finallybegan to be seriouslyviewed as safety issues that needed
to be addressed, Laboratorystudiesdesigned to better predictand
mitigate or eliminateslurry growth,as well as characterizein situ
hydrogen concentrations,continued, Rockwellbegan to look to external
contractorsfor analyticalsupport,,Formal research programson slurry '
growth were initiatedin FY 1984 and 1985, Although one objectiveof
these researchprogramswas to find solutionsto I01-SY,that objective
went unful f i I Ied,

m On June 14, 1983, the DOE-RLDirector of the Waste Management
Division requested that monthly technology reports be submitted to
him by Rockwell These monthly reports provided the status of
laboratory studies being conducted, 'Including progress to date,

major problem area_o and _lanned work, Slurry growth studiesincluding efforts develop methods to control it, were routinely
23

referenced in these monthly reports,

m An October 1983 internal letter on the safety of double-shell
slurry admitted that, although much had been learned about slurry

II
growth from past experiments, some aspects, including that of
slurry collapse and tank pressurization, have not been studied, ''_4
The letter noted that "gas generation occurs at all levels in the
waste, with major gaseous products being N_O, H_, and Np," lt
also noted that no corrective actions were planned at that time
for the SY tanks and that regular lancing or crust breaking
offered the most, likely means to i'control the severity of gas
releases and minimize the likelihood of loss of containment."

m An informal note from a senior chemist in October 1983 responded
to an internal RHOletter that expressed safety concerns with
respect to slurry growth and pressurizations in tank I01-SY, The
note began by observing that "many of the [safety] issues brought
up are true, Technology has not been following the actual process
very close [_s.!c]," He pointed out that he was "unaware that the
tank had pressurized three times" and that he did not know of any
planned corrective action for the waste tanks, He concluded:

This points out that we have been trying to predict
how much tFle slurry growth will qrow. Little or no
effort F,as been spent on how well we control it when
it grows, I Feel that the pressurizations are a
complete surprise, Perhaps we could have predicted
that if more attention had been paid to the process
rather than the lab, _'_

m Another October 1983 RHOmemorandumoutlined objectives and
proposed approaches to sampling the vapor space of I01-SY, One
objective was to permit a comparison of actual gas composition
with experimental results, Another objective was to measure
maximumhydrogen concentrations In the vapor space after
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pressurizations occurred. The memonoted that the use of
automatic gas chromatography had been ruled out as too costly "due
to the problems encountered in comparin,q _:!_scompositions to those

observed in laboratory experi, ments and _w,::e a flammable H_-airmixture is unlikely to occur ,,2o

m A November 1983 memocriticized the technical basis for production
of double-shell slurry, noting that "the existing studies provide
insufficient information about slurry growth and,..cast uncer-
tainties on the present [waste management] program plan to make
DSS.,,27

A subsequent memoduring that same month noted that the RHO
chemical laboratory had recently performed additional experiments
to characterize more accurately specific gases generated during
slurry growth. 28 lt noted that "slurries that contain glycolic
acid (hydroacetic) generate hydrogen and N20." Mass spectroscopy
of DSS-generated gases were found to be as high as 15 and 13
percent volume for hydrogen and nitrous oxide from decomposition
of HEDTAand 32 and 10 percent, respectively, from decomposition
of glycolic acid.

N In response to a request for additional DSS analyses, an RHO
chemist summarized the situation at the tank farms in January 1984
as follows:

The complete composition of each and every waste in
each and every tank is not known. Chemical reactions
have occurred in-situ, spurred by radiolysis, thermal
impetus, and catalysis. The reactions have caused
changes, of unknown nature, in the wastes. Throughout
the years, wastes have been blended, processed,
transferred to and fro; gene_ally creating a
hodgepodge of nuclear waste ._,

M Thermal destruction of the organic complexants that had been mixed
with DSSwas one of the potential measures to control slurry
growth then being studied. Based on a meeting held in March 1984,
the contractor planned %0 proceed with a "scouting" _ffort to
examine the effects of heating prior to concentrating the DSS feed
material. 3° Ibis scouting effort was completed and reported on

June 29 1984, and the resulLs indicated that com_)lexant destruc-
tion did not occur until temperatures reached 24_ C (with 77
percent reduction in total carbon, complete destruction of IIEDTA
and EDTA, and no slurry growth observed after 48 hours). Sig

nificant gas generation was observed although the identity and
source of the gases were not identifled.

m Results of ongoing gas generation experiments were repor_:ed in a
March 1984 memorandum.:_z The memonoted that five studies "showed
that there were large quantities of gases generated during
growth"; however, it emphasized that these results were in doubt
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because of poor experimental controls (e.g,, reaction vessels were
not airtight and gas analysis was not sensitive enough), Gases
generated from decomposition of glycolic acid we_'e as high as 53
and 7 percent (volume) for hydrogen and nitrous oxide, respec-
tively, and as high as 63 and 5 percent (volume) from HEDTA, A
somewhat higher value was recorded for hydrogen generation from
glycolic acid (72 percent) but was considered suspect because of
an equipment miscalibration on the day of the measurement,

M An August 1984 report titled "Slurry Growth Scale-Up Results"
described the production and growth of synthetic slurry during
experiments designed to address observed discrepancies between
laboratory slurry growth results and actual observed growth in the
tank, Slurry growth measurements were obtained for use in
correlating slurry growth with vessel volume and geometry to allow
scale-up effects to be incorporated into equations for waste33
volume prediction,

m A_November 1984 memorandumnoted that "slurry-growth caused gas
entrapment and sudden gas releases observed in Tank ]01-SY create
two safety concerns"--releases of airborne radionuclides during
pressurization events and elevated hydrogen concentrations in the
vapor space as a result of a tank burp. The memoobserved that
there was "uncertainty about the amount of hydrogen produced and
how the anlount varied with reaction conditions and slurry com-
position," lt further noted that recent work with synthetic DSS
had shown hydrogen concentrations of about 50 percent, Nitrous
oxide was listed among the gases being generated. 3_

[] The objective of an RHO"Technology Program Plan for Fiscal Year
1985" was to "monitor and evaluate slurry growth and problems
associated with...]O1-SY and other slurry-containing tanks" and to
"evaluate possible long-term solutions to Tank I01-SY pressuri-
zations. ''3_ The plan noted that slurry growth studies would
continue at Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) and would address
waste characterization (using actual and synthetic DSS), gas
compositions, and slurry growth control techniques.

[] RHO terminated FY 1985 support for analytical work aimed at
resolving the problem in tank I01-SY. The second quarterly report
of laboratory work for FY 1985 noted that no hydrogen had been
detected in tank I01-SY's vapor space and that, "due to higher
priority work on another task, the planned pilot plant work will
not be done and other laboratory studies have been postponed
indefinitely. ''_

[] PNL completed its work, submitting a "Double Shell Slurry Growth
Milestone Report" to RHO, on September 27, 1985. The report
summarized the results of experiments using actual and synthetic
waste that were aimed at determining the influence of temperature,
inorganics, and stirring on observed slurry growth. Further
studies were recommended to augment what PNL scientists considered
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an "insufficient" data base on slurry growth. The report noted
that "accurate predictions of the cause and magnitude of the
phenomenon are not possible" and that "all previous studies have
omitted the effects of radiolytic decomposition on the rate Of DSS
growth.,,37

• RHOhad budgeted funds to support further analytical work in 1986
An August 1986 summary of the status of slurry growth studies
noted that work conducted in 1985 by PNL was discontinued because
of "cost and schedule overruns. ''38 lt pointed out that "studies
of slurry growth control methods have not been performed." An RHO
chemical engineer recommended an FY 1987 program to study methods
to control slurry growth, but that work was not pursued.

In 1986, coincident with water and steam lancing, RHOachieved a measure of
success in minimizing slurry growth in tank I0i-SY. However, this success was
short-lived, and labor_tory efforts to characterize the waste in I01-SY were
not reinitiated until after the problem of I01-SY was made public in '1990.

Finding VI(2)' Nitrous oxide can lower the threshold concentration at which
hydrogen will burn. Despite current claims by WHCstaff that it had only
recently recognized the role of nitrous oxide as an oxidizer of hydrogen, a
number of former RHOengineers_ scientists, and consultants to the tank farms
had explicit knowledge of the chemistry of oxidative reactions involving
hydrogen and nitrous oxide as early as 1976.

o In a December 1976 review of hydrogen flammability concerns associated
with tank I05-A, a consultant observed that "assuming that the trapped
gas is essentially hydrogen, then the introduction of an oxidizing
atmosphere (HNO3

NdOe even in smallquantities could02, etC.)e,NO2'u r the bulg of I05-A s steel liner, which hadcause local ignition
been distendeddue to steam-inducedpressure.39 One of his conclusions
wasthat "if it could be demonstratedthat the assumptionof oxygen
present below the [tank] liner is not a credibleone then the penetra-
tion throughthe top could be made [only] if the quantity of oxidizer in
the tank is limited." These same considerationswould apply to hydrogen
and nitrousoxide below the crust of tank I01-SY.

o In a January 1979 report summarizingresults of studies to identify
slurry growth gases, a seniorRHO chemist noted that the "hydrogenwas
well above the lower explosivelimit in air. Hydrogencombustion can
also be supportedby N20 which was present in significant
quantities."4°

o A Rockwellengineer who was asked to do a hazardsassessmentof I01-SY
in 1979 calculatedthe energy releasethat would result from combustion

of hydrogen and nitrous oxide, clearly indicatingthat he understoodthe
oxidativenature of nitrousoxide in the presenceof hydrogen.

o A December 1985 report preparedby an RHO chemist addressedin some
detail "hydrogenreactionswith variousoxidants.''42His report cited a
1964 Bureau of Mines report dealingwith the flammabilityof hydrogen in
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the presence of oxidants. The report included a table of the lower and
upper flammability limits of hydrogen in the presence of nitrous oxide.
This report was extensively distributed within RHO, including key tank
farms managers and engineers, lt was also sent to members of the DOE-RL
Waste Management Division staff.

Findinq VI(3): Scientific peer review of the contractor's experimental
research program that was aimed at understanding slurry growth was allowed to
lapse for over a decade.

o In the early 1970's, ARCOestablished a Tank Farm Consultants' Panel to
provide review of Tank Farm Waste Managementissues. Between_April 1977
and October 1979, the panel met five times and made repeated recommen-
dations related to hydrogen generation and slurry growth, including the
following:

1977--Perform studies of radiolytic decomposition and
carry out IOI-SY hydrogen analysis;

1978--Hydrogen generation was an "overwhelming"
potential hazard and therefore should be investigated;
and

1979--Various experimental approaches should be
explored to characterize slurry growth and flammable
gas generation.

o A standing peer review committee was not reestablished at the tank farms
until April 1990, when WHCformed a Senior Chemists' Panel in response
to an earlier proposal growing out of the Washington State's investi-
gation of potential exothermic reactions in single-shell tanks.
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Another view of the contents of tank 101-SY, The riser on the right is used for the manual tape level indication,
A previously used tape was inadvertently dropped into the tank and is visible on the crust surface, (False
color photograph)



Double-shell tanks under construction,



SY Tank Farm annulus ventilation filter unit, Extensive damage to insulation from filter changing operations
and weather,



Junction box in SY Tank Farm damaged by mobile crane,
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Tank 103-SY primary exhaust duct isolation valve inoperable due to settlement of supports, Taped and
covered to limit spread of comtamination,



SY Tank Farm Instrument panel showing damaged thermocouple Instrument cable for tank 101.SY,



Conr_ec'tlon tubl_ng for the 101.SY hydrogen _snalyzer, showing use of duct t_lpo to see_ltt}_ tubing to the
pnm_:ffy e×haust duct. The NS.EH team originE_lly found it unse_lled.





Top view--.-concrete pump pit on 101-SY, Cover block partially sealed with duct tape,





APPENDIXA:

CONDUCTOF THE INVESTIGATION

The Offices of Nuclear Safety (NS) and Environment,Safety,and Health (EH) of
the U.S. Departmentof Energy began this investigationon April 10, 1990, when
members of the NS team assembledin Richland,Washington. During the first
phase of the investigation,the team attendedbriefingsgiven by DOE-RL and
contractorpersonnel,conductedpreliminaryinterviewsand began to collect
and analyze relevant documents.

In succeedingweeks, based upon the resultsof the preliminaryshape of the
investigation,the team was abie to identifymore preciselythe major and
subsidiary issues that requiredadditionalfact-gatheringand analysis. More
comprehensiveinterviewsand document searcheswere conductedin an attempt to
resolve those issues.

By May 18, 1990, when the field investigationended, the team had gathered
approximately2,000 documentsand had interviewedover 100 individuals. Most
of those interviewedwere currentor formeremployeesof DOE-RL or one of the
contractororganizations. Extensivenotes were taken of these interviews,and
many witnesses were contactedtwo or more times for the purpose of clarifying
statementsor obtainingadditionalinformation,

The members of the NS team are:

S. Blush Director,Office of Nuclear Safety

F. Anderson NuclearEngineer,Office of Nuclear Safety
H. Anderson Attorney,Stier, Anderson& Malone, Consultantto the

Office of Nuclear Safety
C. Burger NuclearEngineer,Office of Nuclear Safety
J. Fitzgerald Director,PerformanceAssessmentDivision,Office of

. Nuclear Safety
D. Hagerty Staff Assistant to the Director, Off',ce of Nuclear

Safety (detailed from Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)

T. Heitman Special Assistant to the Director, Office of Nuclear
Safety

M. Hillman Nuclear Engineer, Office of Nuclear Safety
J. Keating Program Support Specialist, Office of Nuclear Safety
D. Ruscitto Senior Resident Inspector at Richland, Office of

' Environment, Safety, and Health
J. Stefano Deputy Director> Division of Resident Programs, Office

of Environment, Safety, and Health
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
orlqct OF THe I_ERNO_

'OLYMPIA
ll&_lO4._13

BOOTH GARDNER
(_MEI_NOA ,,

March 27, 1990

Admiral .TamesD. Watkins (Retired)
Secretary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue
W_htn'gton, D.C.. 20585

Dear Jim: ..

LastFriday,Depa.nmentofEnergyofficialsatRJcl_landannouncedthat hydrogen
buildupintheHanfordwaste,_tkswaspotentiallyexplosive.Thisisthesecondtlme
instxmonthsWashingtondtizcnshavehadto considerthepotentialforexpladonin
wastestoragetanks,Thisincidentisonlythelateszinaseriesofrevelationsabout
safetyandhealthrisksatHanford.Iam troubledthatsafetyconcernsfrequently
appeartoberevealedonlyaftertheyareraisedbyindependentreviewers.

Thispat_rnundercutstheprogresswe havemade alHartford.ltstymiesoureffortsto
resolvenuclearwasteissues,ltjeopardizesoutemphssbon new researchand
developmentactivitieson thesite.ltimpedesourefforttoattractpeopleand
businessesintoadjacentcommunities.And itisdeadlytothe=e&'bflityofthe
DepartmentofEnergy.

Yourcallforaculm,ralchangeempb-_dn_safetyandcandidbehaviorinthe
Depa_-_mentof Energy has not reached ali levels of the agency at Hanford. It appe.an
thatupperlevelmanagementisfarmoreattentive_ theseconcernsthanthosefa.,_er
downtheorganization.We needm heJghmnthesensitivityofIda_ordstaffand
contractorstohealthandsafetyconcerns.Thealternativeistoleavethepublic
perpetuallyalarmedaboutHanford.

What we need is really very simple. We need to know ell there is to know about
Hanford problems. We need to be assured that the Department of Energy is
vigorouslypursuingallleadsregardingpotentialts.leW andhealthproblems.We need
concurrentanalysisandassessmentbyout,depattie,s,includingthestate.We needa
cooperativemeansofcommunicating aboutthe.soimmitivehealthandenvironmental
issueswiththepublic.



Secretary James D. Watkins
March 27, 1990
Page 2

q

Now is the time for some interces.cion on your pan. I am requesting that you _ake the
following actions:

• Immediately take the steps necessary to mitigate any danger from tank
explosion at Hartford, including commkting the necessary, additional resources.
The additional funds needed for this effort ,should not come at the expense of
the cleanup effon now underway.

(

• Conduct a thorough, independent, and public review of the procedures, as
well as the management strucT.ure, for handling health and safety issues at
Hanford.

, To assure that all potential dangers are brought forward in a timely:
coordinated, and responsive way, create a communication and decision structure
of Hartford and non-Hanford people to accomplish the following: (I) technical
evaluation of health and safety risks; (2) policy evaluation; and (3) coordinated
dissemination of public information,

l.nvol'dng the State of Washington more actively in these issues would greatly improve
. the way the Department of Energy conducts its business at Hanford, and would help

deal v,ith the issue before us.

I appreciateyour personal attention tc}this matter.

S}D,,cerely,

Bo_h Gardner
Governor

ce: Washington Congressional Delegation
Mike Lawrence



, i " -', . The Secretary of En_ergy

_ _/ Washington,DC 20585__ _ April 2 1990

l

The Honorable Booth Gardner
Governor
State of Washington

Olympia, Washington 98606-0413

or/r/r/_Garn_e r
Dear Govern _ >_/_

I believe you realize how hard we have been working within the
Department to change the manner in which we deal with States and
the public. Given this effort, it is especially regrettable that
we did not do a better job of coordinating last Friday's
announcement on gas generation in a Hanford high-level waste
storage tank. Wewere anxious to inform the public as soon as we
realized that we had a potentially serious problem to address.

Before making the announcement, however, we contacted the Di rector
of the Washington Department of Ecology and your personal
representative on Tri-City issues. We assumed -- incorrectly, it
would appear -- that you had already been advised of the situation
since the head of the State review group investigating the
presence of ferrocyanide in Hanford high-level waste tanks had
been present at a briefing we conducted on hydrogeI'l buildup in
Hanford waste tanks three days prior to our public announcement.

The lack of specific answers on the risk and potential impact of
gas buildup in the Hanford storage tanks is frustrating. As you
know, we have studied gas buildup in these tanks for many years
and an attempt was made to address a maximumcredible accident in
our 1986 Safety Analysis Report on double-shell tanks. Since that
report analyzed hydrogen buildup in the vapor space, but not in
the waste salts, we need to revise our documentation to address
this concern.

I have identified a group of experts to help me assess whether
there really is a problem in the double-shell tank in question. I
have also directed that we reassess wllether this situation could
occur within waste storage tanks at the Savannah River Site. We
do not fully understand why hydrogen gas is being generated, and I
am taking immediate action to develop those answers. We will work
with your staff every step of the way.

I believe we have taken all the steps available at this time to
mitigate any danger from a tank explosion at Hanford. In
addition, I have directed the Office of Environment, Safety, and
Health and the Office of Nuclear Safety to form an independent



2

investigativeteam to provideme with an interimevaluation of the
management structure for handling informationconcerning gas
generation in the Hanford waste tanks, A broader review of
Hanford safety procedures and management structurefor handling
health and safety concerns will be conducted in May, when my
"tiger team" arrives. State officialswill be asked to observe
this assessment of environment,safety, and health activities at
Hanford.

I have directed that the Department do whatever is needed to
identify problems early on and then develop aggressivework plans
and schedules to resolve them. Due to the nature of the problems
we are finding, there will be occasionswhenwe have to inform the
public of our findings promptly. More can be done to coordinate
these announcementsbetter with State and co,unity officials, and
I agree that we must do a better job in the future, I am
convinced that the best way to avoid confusion in the future is
for your staff to establish a permanent presencein Richland to
monitor our efforts first-hand. I am encouraged to hear that you
are consideringthis, and I promise to do my part by expediting as
best I can the processing of security clearances for your staff.
I believe this is the most productive "next step" in our joint
efforts to improve environmentalmonitoring and waste management
operations at Hanford.

The Department is continuing to pursue improvementsleading to
excellence in its waste management operations. The full
cooperation and openness of personnel at the Hanford Reservation
is an indication of how I want all employees to conduct
themselves. I regret that we did not do the best job coordinating
last Friday's announcement,but intend to use this lesson well-
learned to improve our relationshipin the future.

Sincerely,

Zm e <s D, Watkins

/_Admiral, IJ.S. Navy (Retired)CC'
Senator Brock Adams
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Senator Slade Gorton
United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Honorable Sid Morrison

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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t'; jt' ' Rockwell inierna onal[llternal Letter -, ).,4
dl_,,_

:.,,_, November 17, 1978 60411-78-

TO _,.m_ O,_.,,,.ho., l.l.,,,., AaO,r_, FIROMI lNllm. Ol_Jn,lllhOtl,Itlt_lnll' AOtlotjl #hOtltl

, D, J, Washenfelder , G, T, Dukelow
, Tank Farm Operations , Tank Farm Process Engr'g
, 2750-E/200 East , 2750-E/200 East

, Ext, 211

suu_.c_ Request for Vapor Space Air ?,ampling in Selected U6S Tanks

Ref: (a) SOP 200,1,25,2, "H2 Analy;is Using Vacuum Pumpand Redundant
Systerns"

(b) Letter, November'IO, 1978, T, A, Lane to K, G. Carothers,
"Synthetic Double Shell Slurry Gas Identification"

lt is requestedthat Tank Farm Operations (TFO) schedule testingof vapor
space air 'Inthe tanks listed below per SOP 200.I,25,2 [Reference(a)]
and prior to December 20. The processequpment to be used in conjunction
with this procedure is mounted on a plywood panel stored in Building
801-C (Ref, H, L, Winters, 942-2820),

TK-IOI-SY ;r_,._-p TK-IO2-SX TK-IOI-AX
TK-IO2-SY rK-_*J'#
Tk-IO3-SY 7_,,uY'_' T_'-IO3-SX TK-'IOI-A' TK-IO4-SX

I K, I:>" L; TK-IO5-SX

Note: SOP200,1,25 has been voided and only the Reference (a)
procedure is now applicable,

The tanks listed above have received evaporator-crystallizer slurry Of
the type described in Reference (b), which states results of a laboratory
test undertaken by the Chemical Sciences Group to determine the cause
for increasing surface levels in TK-IO1-SY, Here, synthetic DSS feed
was processed per the evaporator flowsheet to produce a simulated TK-IO1-SY
slurry, The pet was sealed after evaporation and held in a controlled
temperature bath for a period of sixty days, and the contained gas was
then sampled for mass spectrographic analysis, The test results indicated
carbon dioxide and hydrogen concentration of 0,29-a-n_l--4i'_,VSlume
percent respectively, The conclusion stated by" the Chem_ca_'"Science
Group was that the surface level rise noted in TK-IO1-SY was due to
gas entrappedwithin the slurry,

,1¢"" _ °J



D, O. Washenfelder
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C I

Becausethe re_or_.e.dj.ey,e,)_f.o,rby,dro_lenex.._e,.ed.e_d...boththe.J601 SectionJ
__ t_-t_T6n- ana"St a.nd_r_d'Clt mtts"( an'd_,S..L___tn,._,C._I,;.w{tht n '.._.'_/l'.e._iil .- /_; _'_

.-p_l9s1_','__ra, nk,.i.F_zFD.._Er;.-Q_I_-_s--En-_l_eer_f FPE,)has.c'o'riciude,.dt_hat
'th.evaporspacesIn tankscontlanlnghiai_er'i'6_"o'_f"_li_"s"'_'vpeshouldbe......
pi_-61o--BI__TTg'_B'B'cl_ed"ferga_'d"ie__'o_"th6 _a"at"Zh'aT'th'e_"'are"c'onnected to ,
o'_-p-_a'Tf_--_a_s__rs................................................................................,

The Reference (a) procedure was developed for application in conjunction
with the Tank 105-A bulge penetration program, and was based upon re-
quirements stated by outside consultants having expertise tn the area
of hydrogen hazards, Mtnor revisions are being made to render it suitable
for generaluse, However,it can be usedas now issuedif a PDA is
attachedto statetheseminorchanges,

G, T, Dukelow,Manager
Tank Farm ProcessEngr'g

GTD/CMW/db

Cc;
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_L_,\ ,..,,,al Letter __:_ ,Rockweff International
_-- o_,e ' January"24_ 1979 60120-79-012

• • G. Carothers _FJJ'2_ _ .T.A. Lane
Z. --, Kaste Process.Engine_rlngJ Chemical,Sciences Group

_ 2750-E, 200 E_'_;_ .222-$,200 West
2-7811 .Z-1571

p

Su_jecl. Synthetic Double Shel_ Slurry Gas Identification

Ref: (A) Letter, November I0, 1978, T. A. Lane to K. G. Carothers, Same
Subject

(B) Monthly Report, June, 1978, T. A. LaneI A

c._V___'_-_l,/...-..__' k_ (C)Letter, January 18, 1978, F. M. Jungfleisch to J. L. Deichman,
"Laboratory Proposal for Study of Liquid Levo1 Variation in
Tank 241-SY-lOl"

A rise in the surface level of the Double SheilSlurry (DS'S)
' in Tank lOI-SY has been observed. Experiments to model the

growth using synthetic feed have been completed. The results,
reported in Reference B, showed the growth could be modeled with
cold synthetic material. They also showed the rise was 'due
to gas being trapped in the slurry. Based on this information,
an experiment was designed to.identify the gas(es) causing the
rise. Preliminary results, reported in Reference A, indicated

;_ >, _ thegas was high in hydrogen.

V ,_ _ A quantitative experiment to determine the amount of hydrogen

present, as well as other gases, has been completed. The gas
from this experiment has been analyzed by mass spectroscopy.

_'X___,_ _ The an'alysis'showsit contains lZ percent hydrogen, which is
we--e-Tl-a_-o-v-e-.t_eI Ower ex-I)l os-fve ] evel -[4 ._..ercen_.t hxdrogen).

; _ _ _gen _pounds-;--_Y_TchHi1i _up-port-l_vdrogenc()mbust|on, _Y;o

_\_ ___ "w-erealso ld-entifled. Th-_UTI gas--_r_al,sis is s-how__n-..... .....
Table I. Details of the gas identification experiment are

, presented below.

A synthetlc.Feed of the composition shown In Table II was
prepared. The feed was reduced 25 volume percent at 70 torr
following the evaporator flowsheet "The evaporator pot was
then removed from the rest of the _vaporator system, sealed,
reevacuated to 70 torr, and placed in a constant temperature
bath at 70_ C. A gas sample was removed 47 days later and ana-

' lyzed by mas.s spectroscopy. The anal_cs_t___,_bOW.e._d__t_herewere
several components in the gas (see Table I). The h_
(_a-T-_-6llTaI_oVe-_lie---I_-_ef-e-_p-10sIve--IImlt--IiiaIr,--T--]:Fdr..z_gg_n 1
Icb_-u-stion-ca-halso-l)e-s-ul_t_-cr-6_/N_O,-w-hIch--was present._
'_'_/3Sl--_inqfTc-a-nm_:--_O--a-ih-_ II"lI i e--s: _,,--.c_-----

. ,

RECEIVYD
-i /

?"FEB0_ 1_7_!' ! _JAI_3 11979
D. O H '.,,pi._ Ok,',./_ _, ,,,",,,_,.,'.,,
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Recommended future work includes studies of "salt-complexant"
in.teractionsand gas retention mechanisms. A run to verify
that the growth phenomenon is not light sansitive wit| also
be run.

T. A. Lane, Advanced Chemist
Waste Chemistry Unit

TAL:jkr .....

Attachment

Information: H.. Babad" .._
J S Buckingham -_"

J. O. Honeyman _,,Z7_,_
F. M. Jungfleisch "ZM/ , ___.............

D. L. Merrick_-- / _¢,-p,_.M. J. Smith ,'_"'_"
R. A. Zinsli



Table I

MASS SPECTROSCOPICGAS ANALYSISRESULTS

(MolePercent)

---COz ( 0.01

Ar 0.40

Oz 2.39

Nz 62.8
C0 < 0.10

He < O.Ol

-'-"--'-Hz 11.8
i

CH4 < 0.01

"_"hizO '20.7

"_H 3 1.89

Table II

SYIITHETICFEED AIIALYSIS

+ 1.50 MAl3
OH- 2.50 M

t(02" 2.70 M_.

t(03" 2.47 M_

co ," 0.26
TOC* 58.8 g/l

•Total OrganicCarbon
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April 20, 1979 60411-79-0284

. C. R. Carter . G. T. Dukelow

. Tank Farm Surveillance& Operations . Tank Farm Process Control

. 2750-E/200 East . 2750-E/200 East

a

Hydrogen Gas Evaluation In Underground Storage Tanks

Ref: (a). Rockwell Hanford Occurrence Report 79-17, February 2, 1979,
"TK-IO3-SY Liquid Level Decrease."

(b). Letter, January 24, 1979, T. A. Lane to K. G. Carothers,
"Synthetic Double-ShellSlurry Gas Identification."

Refer'ence(a) dealt with the sudden decrease in TK-IO3-SY surface
level readings taken at two different locations onFebruary 2, 1979.
The significant features of the occurrence were the general subsidence
as evidenced by the widely spaced data points (manualand FIC are 45
feet apart), the very short duration of about ten hours as compared
with a prior long term increase trend, and the existanceof a hard
surface crust. The report described the investigationsof the tank
leak detection systems, which failed to identify any leak mechanism.
Also discussed was the possibility that the prior surface level in-
creases and the sudden subsidence were the results of gases generated
by radiolytic and organic decomposition,and their entrappment in or
below the surface crust. The fact that this TK-IO3-SYcrust had been
penetrated by efforts to obtain deep liquid samples on the day preceed-
ing the occurrence was discussed.

The occurrence itself is not the concern addressed by this letter. In.___
stead, the real problem is the possibility that the gaseous release
_h-_ized t-6-1_-69-e--caused--tlie-l-4quidlevel decrease could present a pot-
enel e_los-_-h_%ard,-jeopardizing the tank structureand overall....
-s_ys-t-emconta_nment.-Reference(b) describes teststhat were performed
"to-identify.ancI-quantifythe gases evolved by decompositionof the organic:
constituentsin 242-S Evaporator products. The test material was radio-
logically cold synthetic Double-ShellSlurry (DSS) based upon TK-IOI-SY
assay data, and having a Total Organic Carbon (TOC) of 58.8 grams per
liter. After 25% volume concentration to simulate the evaporator product,
the testm_Lterialwas sealed for 47 days and then gas sampled. The mass
spectrocopyresults indicated 11.8% hydrogen,____l._9%_a._m_._.ni.a.and20.7_%_.
nitrous oxide. These data, wh_-_F_-l)-a-sed-u-ponvery high complexant content
s_l-e_, 'a-r-_-c6nsideredapplicable to all tanks that have received evaporato
slurries and have varying quantities of organic constituents. These tanks
are listed in the attachment.

l"

_)'_'__ _ 0 RECEI_D
APR2? 1979

ni_. N['_R.RI_K
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C. R. Carter
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The implied presence of flamable air-hydrogen/anTnoniaconcentration _"
in the tanks themselves must be tempered by the considerationof
certain facts. First, the slurry receiversare connected to vessel
ventilation systems which normally provide sufficient dilution air to
prevent formationof an explosivemixture. In the case of TK-101-SY
where the laboratory data indicateda hydrogen generation rate of
19 ft3/day, the normal air flow rate of 180 cfm is calculated to re-.
duce the H2 concentration to less than 70 parts H2 per million parts
air. The negative re'sultsobtained by gas sample analysis (i.e. no
needle deflection for a o to 42"Hz scale range) of the tank's vapor
space support the conclusion that no explosive air,hydrogen mixture
exists. Similar tests performed on the vapor spaces of TK-102-U,
TK-103-U, TK-105-U and TK-106-U, after 121 days without forced ex-
hausting also showed no _asureable hydrogen concentrations. The
second fact is that the TOC of 58 8 grams per liter is not typical
of all tanks. Classificationson the basis of T0C has not been
finalized, but preliminary assessments indicate that most of the
subject tanks contain material with less than 10 grams per liter TOC.
The existance of air-gas mixtures in excess,of lower explosion limits
is therefore not considered to be a viable probability.

However, the test results do suggest a possibility for flan_nablegas
generation that must be investigateduntil a data based conclusion
of no hazard potential can be developed. The questions to be answered
are the following:

I. Do the vessel ventilation systems provide adequate dilution air to
the tank vapor spaces to prevent the buildup of explosivemixtures,
including the theorized 103-SY gas release situation?

2. What is the nature of the gas(s) entrapped within the surface crust,
and can a potentially explosive mixture of air and Hz/NH3 exist with-
in or at the surface curst that is not detectable by vapcr space
sampling?

3. Can a crltical limit for T0C be assigned on the basis of gas gen-
eration rate, and is it possible to predict a point where flammable
gas generation by organic phase decompositionwould be insignificant
when compared to radiolytic decomposition?



C. R. Carter

'Page 3
April 20, 1979

The tanks identified in the attachment will be the subject of an

investigationdesigned to provide a.basis for evaluation of the
gases-'evol-ge'cl--fr-__'_,_p'6r'atorslurry,"Al l-tanks that have-been in
evaporator bottom service are included, regardless of their product
designation and the time that they were last used as receivers. The
investigationwill include the following:

I. Routine vapor space gas analysis per SOP 200.1.25.2, "Hydrogen
Analysis Using Vacubm Pump And Redundant Systems." The tanks
will besampled at the frequency denoted in the attachment,
Those identified for quarterly analysis are either designated as
"High Complexant"material storage tanks or have no caFability
for measurement of vessel vent air flow rates. The tests will

require the installationof special gas sample ports on designated
tank riser.s_."Ho_vever,these fixtures are of simple construction,
an-6T-E-_-beinstalledprior to June l, 1979 'ifsupported by the.
Surveillance And I,iaintenanceProgram Office.

2. The Waste ProcessingTechnology Unit (D..L. Merrick) is presently
investigatingtechniques designed to characterizethe gases gen-
erated by organic phase decomposition in an actual tank environ-
ment. The developmenteffort involves preparation of a process
for extracting samples directly from the waste surfaces without
interactionof the tank vapor spaces. Tank Farm Process Control
will provide assistance as requested. A report of this work is
scheduled for issue by September l, 1979.

G. T. Dukelow.

Tank Farm Process Control

GTD/CrIW/meo

att:

cc: J. W. Bailey
G. T. Dukelow
J. H. Garbrick
D. L. Nerrick
J. E. Mirabella

R. J. Thompson
C. M. Walker
LB



242-AAND 242-SEVAPORATORSLURRYRECEIVERTANKS
ii i i , ,i i ii J i

_br I (1) GroupII (2)

). WastedesignatesHigh Complexant. ,

). VesselVentilationflow rate cannotbe measured.

)

;tArea Tanks West Area Tanks West AreaTanks

.I.O]_-A(a) (b) TK-IOI-SX (a)(b) TK-IOI-S
- mm_WWI_l,..N- V..,.mM

-I03-A (b) TK-IOI-SY (a)(b) TK-102-S

•IOI-AX (a)(b) TK-.I.O3-S_Y(a)(,b) TK-I06-S

.IO_2.-A_X(a)(b) T.K-IO2-sx.;(a) TK-I07-S

.I03-AX (a)(b) TK-IO3-SX (b) TK-IO8-S

•lOI-AZ (b) TK-IO4-SX (b) TK-I09-S

.102-AZ (b) TK-IO5-SX (b) TK-IIO-S

TK-106-SX'(b) TK-III-S

TK-IO6-U (a) TK-II2-S

TK-lll-U (a) TK-IO2-U

TK-IO3-U

I'K-IOS-U

TK-IOB-U

TK-IOg-U

Group I: Tank vapor space sample analysis for hydrogen to be scheduled
at a quarterly frequency.

Group II: Tank vapor space sample analysis for hydrogen to be scheduled
at a semi-annual frequency.

Notes: I). Ali tanks shall be sampled by June I, 1979 per
SOP200.1.25.2.

2). Sampling frequency to be reviewed annually.
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TFPCFile . T. a. Ehlt
• Tank Farm Process Control
• 2750-E/200-East
.942-1149

s_o,e:_ HydrogenConcentrationProcessSpecificationBasis

The attachmentsupportsthe followinglimit,which is presentedin
RHO-MA-151,SectionG, ProcessSpecification2.1.I.

Variable Speclfic.ationLimit

Hydrogen Maximum: 2 vol %

This limitappliesto the primarytank vaporspace,

f
T. J. Ehli
Tank Farm ProcessControl

TJE/Ijo

ApprovedBy _ _f)._/,_,)/_._r- Date -_ _L-_
G. T. Dukelow-Manager TFPC %/_h//_

cc: G. T. Dukelow
• .T_,j_,Ehli_.
D. L. Nerrick
T. B. Veneziano
LBp
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_HydrogenGeneration Rates

To simplify calculations, it wt11 be assumedthat all Hz generated wtll
remain in _he tank (no diffusion out of the tank). This ts a consePvattve
assumption due to the fact that H2 wtll diffuse out of the tank.

A "worst case" condition of a full tank wtth material generating 100,000
BTU/hr and complete failure of the HVACSystemwtll be assumed. Haxtmum
heat generation of material to be stored tn the AN Tanks ts estimated at
100,000BTU/br(Reference1), A full tank_11 give the minimumvol,me
thus minimumtime for reachingthe maximumconcentration.The following
H2 generationrate equationis takenfrom Reference2. Radlolyslsof
water is assumedto be the predominantmechanismof H2 generation.

ft 3 H2 evolved/ht= (1,26x I0-s ]FI_U)ft3 (Rate,He_'tGeneratlon)BTU/hr

= I.26 ft3/hr

Volumeof H2 generated per day = 30,2 ft3
- ,] ,, l_

Therehave been severalexperimentsconductedto verifymechanismsand ratesof
H2 generationotherthan waterradiolysis.Reference3 summarizesan experiment
which confirmsH2 generationduringdoubleshellslurrygrowth, However,a
quantitativeH2 generationrate equationhas not been established. Exper.lments
are being conductedto determinethe.factorswhich affect H2 generation.The
documentto be issuedon thissubjectwill be evaluatedand incorporatedinto
Lhe annualrevlew. Doubleshellslurryand concentratedcornplexantare being
studied.

The 30.2 Ft3/dayH2 generationratewith no leakageout of the tank is a
reasonableworstcase condition. This rate is higherthan the Hz generatlon
ratesFor'a concreLematerialmade up of Hanfordsludaeand for Purexshipping
casks (Reference4). Reference2 also statesthat the H2 generationrate used
is higherthan encounteredundernormalconditions.

The maximumliquidlevelassumedis 1.16milliongallons,or a liquidheiphtof
35' 2". Althouqhat the presenttime the 1.0 milliongallonlimitis used,
there existsthe possibilitythat the tankwill be filledto the 1.16million
gallonmark. This ITmitwas chosenalso becauseit providesa more restrictive
analysis(smallervaoor volume). The vaporsnaceabovethe liauldformshalf of
an ellipsoid.The 35' 2" helg_Itis at the ._rlmarytank tangentline.

Ellipsold:Majorsemiaxls= 37.5 ft = a

Minorsemiaxis= 11.6ft = b

Volume= h/3 _ a2 b

=68,330ft3

VaporSpaceVolume= I/2 EllipsoidVol. = 34,165ft3
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Referetl_e5 states that the lower flammabilitylimit for H2 is 4% concentra-
tion, Incorporatinga safety factor,the tanks w_ll be checked before the H2
concentration reaches 2% per Standard Operating Procedure T0-080-240.

A H2 concentrationof 2% in the tank vapor space would amount to:

0.02 x (34,165 f't3) _ B83 ft3 H2

NOT___EE:The calculatlons are for a tank generating I00.000 BTU/hr.

If the exhauster for the primary tank becomes inoperative, H2 sampling
should be done according to the followingschedule (gives worst case
situation):

683 ft3 H2/30.2 ft_ _ _ 23 days

The tanks should be sampled if the exhauster has been inoperativefor twenty-
three (23) consecutive days. Additional sampling should be conducted once
every twenty-three (23) days if the exhauster continues to be inoperative,

The high difFuslon raF.eof H2 ensures equal mixing v_ithinthe tank. Therefore,
a sample taken at any point in the vapor space would represent the conditionof
the enti'revapor space.

If the hear.generation rate of the tank is not lO0,O0 BTU/hr or the vapor space
volume Is greater tharl34,165 ft3, the sampling schedule can be calculated with
the equation ment!oned previously.

The 2% _12li.liltwas set to provide adequate lead time (3 weeks) to prepare for
sampling. Three weeks will also be available to implement emergency procedures,
iF H2 is 'Foundin the tanks, before the concentration reaches 4%. The lead time
for enlergencypr'o(:eduresIs calculated for a heat generation rate of I00,000 BTU/
hr. lt should be noted tll,_tno H2 has yet been detected in the tanks with the
existing sampling eQulpmenC (]owerdetection limit of I000 ppm or 0.1%).
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INTRODUCTION

In early April 1977, a new Hanfordwaste tank, 241-SY-lOl,was put

into service.'Two batchesof Hanfordwaste slurrywere introducedto _

this tank from concentrationof waste'liquorby the 242-S evaporator'.

crystallizer. The first batch showeda steadygrowth in waste depth,

and thuswaste volume,of about 0.8% per month. When the secondbatch

was added,the total groWthrate remainedabout 0.8% per month. Analysis

of the evaporatorfeed for the secondbatch showed it containedsignifi-

cant organiccarbon.

Previouslaboratorystudieswere successfulin simulatingthe

growth behaviorusing syntheticwaste containingthe complexantsEDTA

and HEDTA*as the sourcesof the organiccarbon.(1) These earlier

studiesbrieflyexploredthe effectof temperatureon the reactionrate

and noted the reaction'sproductionof H2 and N20.

The objectiveof the followingstudywas to determinethe charac-

teristicsof this growthreactionand, if possible,to determineits

kineticsand mechanism.

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

The growthof waste volume in complexantladen Hanfordwaste slurry

was found to be due to gas generationcaused by the oxidativedegrada-

tion of the complexantHEDTA. The complexantEDTA was found to be stable

in this slurry. The degradationproceedsaccordingto,firstorder kine-

tics in both NaAlO2 and HEDTA concentrationund requiresnitrateand/or
nit_i_eto proceed. The dependenceof reactionrate on NaOH concentra-

tion goes througha maximum imnlyingthe formationof an aluminum-HEDTA-

hydroxideintermediatereacti\_species. The reactionproductsare an

unidentifiedcomplexantand severalgas species;principlyN2, N20 and

H2. At 120°C HEDTA has a half-lifeof _lO0 hours in simulatedTank lOI-SY
slurry. The reactionshows an Arrheniusdependenceof reactionrate on

*EDTA' ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, tetrasodium salt.
HEDTA" N-(2-hydrcxyethyl) ethylenediaminetriacetic acid, tri-

sodium salt.
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temperaturein the range 60-120°Cimplyingthat the reactionmechanism

is unchangedin that span. The Arrheniusactivationenergy is

24.5 Kcal/mole. The growthrate of the genuinewaste in Tank lOI-SY

is consistentwith the rate predictedfrom the Arrheniusplot.

EXPERIMENTAL

REAGENTS

Syntheticwaste slurrieswere used in thesestudies. The slurries

were made using distilledwater, technicalgrade NaAlO2 and reagent

grade NaOH, NaNO3, NaNO2, Na2CO3, EDTAand HEDTA.

The syntheticwaste slurrieswere formulatedbased on the composi-

tion of the secondbatch of Tank lOI-SYcomplexedwaste. The concentra-

tions of the complexantsin Tank lOI-SYwere inferredfrom the total

organiccarbon (TOC)concentrationsof the waste. This is deemedvalid

as the comDlexantsEDTAand HEDTA are the predominantsource of organic

carbon in Hanfordhigh-levelwaste. The mole ratio of HEDTA'EDTAis 2"I

in accordancewith B Plant processflowsheets. However,earlierB Plant

flowsheetsdid not call for EDTA and, therefore,other wastes may have

higherHEDTA'EDTAratios.

The compositionof the simulatedwaste slurryused for most of

these studies is given in Table I. The components NaNO3, NaNO2 and

Na2CO3 comprise the solids in the simulated Tank IOI-SY slurry.

TABLEI. Composition of Simulated
Tank IOI-Sy Slurry.

..

Concentra ti on,
Component moles/

NaAIO2 2.27
NaOH 3.49

NaNO2 3.55

NaNO3 3.89

Na2CO3 0.31
EDTA O.17

HEDTA 0.35
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PROCEDURES

The syntheticwaste slurrieswere reactedin I00 m_ flaskswhich

were connected,via a three-waystopcockwith gas samplingsidearm,to a

lO0 m_ gas measuringburet. To minimizeabsorptionof productgas, the

fluid used in the gas measuringburet was saturatedaqueousNaCIO4 solu-
tion. The flask was held in a thermostattedoil bathat the reaction

temperature.The experimentalapparatusis diagramedin Figure I.

At high reactiontemperatures(I00or 120°C),reactionprogresswas

followedby measuringthe volumeof productgas evolvedas a functionof

time. The volume of gas was measuredby noting the liquiddisplacement

in the buret. Correctionsdue to the rapid initialthermalexpansionof

the reactantslurryand enclosedgas were made. At low reactionrates,

correctionsdue to atmospherictemperatureand pressurechangesbecome

significantand were also made.

' IIl'II,, I_ 'I _I , nll
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At lower reactiontemperatures(60 or 70°C), the ,_lurryentrapped

productgases. Reactionprogresswas followedby meas_,ringthe volume

of expansionof the slurrycausedby the gas productiorJ.The slurry

volumewas followedby using lO0 mL reactionflasks havi_,gvolumecali-

bratednecks (CassiaFlasks).

Gas productsampleswere taken in evacuatedlO0 ma gas sampling

bulbs throughthe gas samplingsidearm.

Reactionprogresswas also followedthroughanalysesof EDTA and

HEDTA concentrationsin the slurry. For reactionsin which gas genera-

tion was not followed,the syntheticslurrieswere reactedin tightly

cappedglass vials.

The effectof light on the reactionwas determinedby comparing

reactionprogressunder fluorescentlight and dark conditions.

ANALYSES

Reactionprogressis expressedas volumeexpansion(eitheras

evolvedgas or slurryexpansionthroughentrappedgas) per unit slurry

volume per unit time. Reactionprogressis more convenientlyexpressed

as volumepercentincreaseper unit time.

The EDTA and HEDTA concentrationswere determinedthrougha high

performanceliquidchromatographic(HPLC)separationof their ferric

iron complexes. The separationwas followedby UV absorptionand, oc-

casionally,iron atomicabsorptionspectrometricdeterminationof the

respectiveFe(III)complexes. This techniquealso allowedobservation

of the in-growthof an HEDTA decompositionproduct.

Analysesof the gaseousproductswere done by mass spectrometry.

The contributionof air to the compositionof the gas samplewas de-

ductedbased on the argon contentsof air and the sample.
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

PARAMETRICSTUDY

A fractionalfactorialdesign of experimentswas undertakento de-
.l , i i'

terminewhich component.__,,_e,re responsiblefor the slurryexpansionreac-

tion observedin TaR_'_O]_,_Y'"'/' 'The Sevencomponentsstudiedwere NaAIO2,

NaOH, NaNO3, NAN02,Na'2C03,/ EDTA_andHEDTA.

A series of 16 experimentswere run in accordancewith a Plackett-

Burmanfactormatrix. High and low concentrationcombinationsof t_,e

variouscomponents,valuesof which are shown in Table 2, were run ac-

cordingto the Plackett-Burmanfactormatrixgiven in Table 3. Each of

the reactionswas run about one week at lO0°C. The gas productionrate

was recordedand a gas sampletaken for mass spectrometricanalysisfor

each experiment.

Three experimentalresponseswere used as measuresof reactionpro-

gress. They were gas productionrate, hydrogenproductionrate and

N2'O2 ratio in the productgas. Earlierstudieshad shown that nitrogen

was producedand oxygenconsumedin this reaction. Thus, the N2'O2 ratio
is a measureof reactionprogress.

Accordingto the Plackett-Burmananalysis,the factors (components)

most responsiblefor gas productionare, in order,NaAlO2, NaNO2, HEDTA

and NaOH. The factorscontributingmost to H2 productionrate are, in
' •

order,NaAlO2 and NaOH. The factorsyieldinghighestN2 02 ratio are,

in order, NaAlO2 and NaNO2. Unfortunately,none of the factors'effects
were statisticallysignificantat the,O.90significancelevel in the

t-distribution.However,the data were useful in determiningon which

slurrycomponentsfurtherexperimentationshould be done.

!
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TABLE 2. FactorConcentrations
in PIackett-Burman
FactorMatrix.

Concentration,
moles/_,

Component
+

NaAIO2 2.27 0
NaOH 3.49 2.0

NaNO2 3.55 0

NaIlO3 3.89 0

Na2CO3 0.31 0
EDTA O.17 O.0067

HEDTA 0.35 0.013

TABLE 3. Plackett-BurmanFactorMatrix.

Component
l,,al

_aOH NaAl02 NaNO2 NaNO3 Na2CO3 EDTA HEDTA
,,,, ,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, ,,,

l - - - + + + -

2 + .... + +

3 - + - - + - +

4 + + - + - - -

5 - - + + - - +

6 + - + - + - -

7 - + + - - + -

8 + + + + + + +

9 + + + - - - +

lO - + + + + - -

II + - + + - + -

12 - - + - + + +

13 + + - - + + -

14 - + - + - + +

15 + - - + + - +

16 .......
... ,,,
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EFFECTOF COMPONENTCONCENTRATIONS

Followingthe parametricstudy,studiesof the effectsof component

concentrationson reactionrates,as measuredby gas generation,were

begun. To study the effectsof componentconcentrationson reaction

rate, the concentrationof the componentof interestwas variedwhile

the concentrationsof the remainingcomponentswere heldconstant. The

reactionrateswere notedas a functionof componentconcentration.The

componentsstudiedin this mannerwere NaAlO2, NaOH and NaNO2. Sodium

nitratewas also studiedwhen experimentsshowed that the reactionpro-

ceededin the abseneeof NaNO2. Initialreactionrates were used in
this study to eliminatepossibleinterferencesdue to interactionsof

productsor reactionintermediatesas well as effectsdue to decreasing

reactantconcentrations.Valuesfor the initialrates at variousini-

tial concentrationsare given in Table 4.

The kineticreactionordersfor EDTA and HEDTA were determinedby

isolation. That is, the concentrationsof the other reactioncomponents

(NaAlO2, NaOH, NaNO2 and NaNO3) were kept high, and thereforeconstant
as the reactionprogressed,relativeto the complexantconcentrations.

This is the conditionfound for Tank lOI-SYslurry. The change in com-

plexantconcentrationwith respectto timewas then determined.

The plot of the naturallogarithm,In, of the initialgas genera-

tion rate versusIn[NaAlO2] givesa straightline with slope 0.91

(Figure2). The reactionrate, therefore,dependslinearlyon the

NaAlO2 concentration.The reactiondoes not proceed,eitherthrough

gas generationor decompositionof complexant,in the absenceof NaAlO2.

The effectof NaOH concentrationon initialgas generationrate is

more complex(Figure3). The initialgas generationrate increases

linearlywith NaOH concentrationto about I.SMNaOH. At NaOH concen-

trations>l.5M,the rate decreaseswith increasingNaOH concentration.

The significanceof thisma-imumin reactionrate with changingNaOH

concentrationwill be discussedin the sectionon the proposedreaction

mechanism.
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TABLE 4, InitialReactionRates_ 120°C,

Componenta Concentration, InitiaIpercentReactionVolumeRate'
moles/6 Increase/Hour

__ ,,, i i ,, , ,, ii__

NaAl02b 2.27 1.09, 1.14

NaAlO2 1.13 0.66

NaAl02 0.57 O.40

NaAlO2 0.28 0.153

NaAl02 0 0

NaOHb 3.49 1.09, 1.14

NaOH 2.87 1.49

NaOH 2.26 2.12

NaOH l.38 2.30

NaOH l.02 1.85

NaOH O.51 O.80

NaNO2b 3.55 1.09, 1.14

NaNO2 l.78 l.O0

NaNO2 0.89 0.83

NaNO2 0.44 0.91

NaNO2 0 0.39

b 3.89 l 09, l 14NaNO3 . .

NaNO3 0 2.31

NaI402/NaNO3b 3.55/3.89 1.09, 1.14

NaNO2/NaNO3 0/0 0

aThe concentrationsof the other componentsare as
statedin Table I. Slurryvolume- lO0 rez.

bsimulatedTank lOI-SYslurry,Table I.
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The effectsof NaNO2 and NaNO3 concentrationson the gas generation
reactionrate are not easilyassessedsince,for the Tank IOI-SYslurry,

these componentsexceedsaturation, Varyingthe NaNO2 concentration

from about 0.5 to 3.5M_had littleeffecton the gas productionreactlon

rate (Figure4). However,even at zero NaNO2 concentration,the reac-
tion as measuredby gas generationand complexantdecompositionproceeded.

These rates were, however,slowerthan the rates found when both NaNO2 and

NaNO3 were present.

1,2 , •

O> 10 • "

¢ i • __ 0,8

<
_ -

_ 0,4

0,2 ......... I i_ ....... _ _ , _ I....
0 0,5 1 0 1 5 2,0 2,5 3 0 3.5 4(

[NINO_], M
RCPSO03.19

FIGURE4, Dependenceof Initial Reaction Rate on [NANO2]

Gas generationand complexantdecompositionalso occurred in the

absenceof NaNO3, providedNaNO2 was present. In fact, these two mea-
sures of reactionprogressproceededat higherrates than occurredwhen

both NaNO3 and NaNO2 were present. Presumablythiswas due to increased

dissolutionof the solidNaNO2 in the reactantslurry.

Neithergas generationnor complexantdecompositionoccurredto a

significantextentwhen both NaNO2 and NaNO3 were absent. Other experi-

ments showedthat both small amountsof N20 and H2 were generatedand

slightevidenceof complexantdecompositionoccurredin nitrateand

nitrite-freesimulatedTank lOI-SYslurry. Nitrateand nitriteions,

when present,are chemicallyconsumedin this reactioF_.

lO
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Plots of In (fractionEDTA remaining)and In (fractionHEDTA re..

malning)versustime are linearfor reactionsin which these speciesare

kineticallyisolated,that is, at low concentrationwith respectto

other reactantcomponents(Figure5). First order kineticsare observed

for HEDTA decompositionwith a half-llfe,tl/2, of about I00 hours at
120°C for syntheticTank lOI-SYslurry, The complexantEDTA does not

measurablyreact in these conditions.

0'21- i i i' i.....,_.... i I i "
I

.: .................. , ..... _

-(3,6- _-0,8- • -
_ ,..__.

•I.0- _NI:_IA -

, -1,2 - , • "

-I4 • _ -
I .... I i t ,i . i J J ,. i -
0 1 2 3 4 B B 7 8 9

TIME,DAYS
RCPBO03.20

FIGURE5. LogarithmFractionComplexantRemainingVersusTime.

Use of high performanceliquidchromatographycomplexantanalysis

allowedobservationof the in-growthof an HEDTA decompositionproduct.

The plot of In[(P®-Pt)/P®] versustime (wherePt : productabsorbanceat

time, t, and P® = productabsorbanceat infinitetime) is also linear

and coincidescloselywith the HEDTA decompositionplot (Figure6).

Thus, the HEDTAdecompositionproductis relativelystableand grows in

directlyfrom HEDTA accordingto first order kinetics. The HEDTA decom-

positionproductcomplexesFe(III)as shownby its atomic absorption

signaI.

II
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FIGURE6. LogarithmIFractionHEDTA Remaining)andLogarithm (P®-Pt)P®] Versus Time.

The locationof the productpeak in the chromatogramcoincideswith

a trace impuritypeak found in unreactedreagentHEDTA. The impurityis

most likelyN__-(2-hydroxyethyl)ethylenediaminediaceticacid, disodium

salt (HEDDA). That the HEDTA decompositionproductis HEDDA has not

yet been confirmed. However,chromatogramsof other possibledecomposi-

tion products;aceticacid, glycolicacid (HOCH2CO2H),ethylenediamine

(H2NCH2CH2NH2),iminodiaceticacid [HN(CH2CO2H)2],N__-(2-hydroxyethyl)

iminodiaceticacid [HOCH2CH2N(CH2CO2H)2] and nitrilotriaceticacid

[N(CH2CO2H)3];have shown that the decompositionproductis not one of
these compounds. The HEDTA impurity,HEDDA,is not commerciallyavail-

able in separatedform.

EFFECTOF LIGHT

Additionalkineticexperimentswere conductedin the absenceof

light. These experiments,using simulatedTank IOI-SYslurry,generated

gas and decomposedIIEDTAat essentiallythe same rate as the experiments

conductedin light (see Figure6). Photoninducedfree radicalreaction

pathwaysare thereforenot significantfor this reaction.

12
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EFFECTOF TEMPER/_TURE

The effect of temperatureon the reactionrate as measuredby ,qas

generationwas determinedat 60, 70, lO0 and 120°C usingsimulated

Tank lOI-SYslurry, The initialgas generationreactionrates found at

each temperatureare given in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Effectof Temperature
on InitialiieactionRate.

InitialReactionRate,
Temperature,°C Volume Percent

Increase/Month
_ ....

. 55a 1.2

60 2,5, 3.15

70 II.6

lO0 215

120 798, 814

aRate observedin Tank lOI-SYfor
secondlayer of complexedwaste slurry,
correctedto atmosphericpressure,

oK-lA plot of In rate versusI/T, , gives a straightline (Figure7).

The slope of this linewas obtainedby a least squaresfit of the data

points. The Arrheniusactivationenergy calculatedfrom this slope is

24.5 kcal/mole. The linearityof the Arrheniusplot impliesthat the

reactionmechanismdoes not changein the temperaturerange studied.

The expansionrate of the secondlayer of the genuineTank lOI-SY

materialin the tank is also presentedin Table 5 and Figure7. This

ratewas derivedfrom surfacelevelmeasurementsand is thus a measure

of the physicalexpansionof the slurry. The rate as shown has been

correctedfor'hydrostaticpressurizationof the productgas lying under

th_.slurrysurfaceas well as expansionnf the first layer of slurry.

As seen in Figure6, the reactionrate for the Tank lOI-SYslurry is

consistantwith the laboratoryderivedrate data.

13
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FIGURE 7. Arrhenius Plot for Reaction.

GAEZOUSDECOMPOSITIONPRODUCTS

The identity and quantity of the gaseous decomposition products are

showr _n Table 6 for three simulated waste slurries. For simulated

Tank lOI-SY slurry, the principle gaseous products are N2 and N20.
Oxygen gas is consumed in this reaction. A similar slurry, but lacking

NaNO3, produced a similar distribution of products but did not consume

02 . A simulated Tank lOl-SY slurry containing no NaNO2, however, pro-

duced primarily H2 and did not consume 02 .

PROPOSEDREACTIONSEQUENCE

The presence of a maximum in the rea.tion rate as a function of

NaOHconcentration, taken with the first order reaction kinetics of

NaAlO2 and HEDTA, suggest the formation of a specific hydroxide substi-

tuted aluminum-HEDTA complex as the reactive species.

14
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TABLE 6. ProductGas Compositions.

Gas Concentration,Mole Percent
ProductGas , ,

Component Sire.Tank Tank lOI-SY Tank I01'-SY

lOI-SY NaNO3 Withheld NaNO2 Withheld
''" '' " ,,,,i _ ,,,

N20 56.5 47.5 13.8

N2 19.2 41.1 2.0
CO II.4 - -

H2 4.8 II.2 84.0

CO2 3.3 - -

CH4 2.3 - -

NH3 2.0 - -

NOx 0.4 0.28 0.15
Relative
AmountOa 7 4 0 22 0 55
Consumed_ " . .

.....

A series of hydroxide coordinated aluminum HEDTAcomplexes have

been studied and their formation constants evaluated. (2) The simple

(AI HEDTA)complex is found between pH 2.2 and 4.8. The dominant species

found between pH 4.9 and 9.1 is (AI HEDTAOH)-. Above pH 9.2 and to at

least pH i0, the species [AI HEDTA(OH)2]2" becomes dominant. No data

for aluminum HEDTAspecies above pH I0 were found in the literature.

However, analogous iron (III) HEDTAhydroxide complexes have been

studied. (3) The [Fe HEDTA]complex is found below pH 3.8. The complex

[Fe HEDTAOH]- prevails from pH 3.9 to 9.0. From pH 9.1 to 10.2, the

species [Fe HEDTA(OH)2]2" is dominant. Above pH 10.3 and to at least

pH 11.3, the species [Fe HEDTA(0H)213" prevails. Due to the similar
behavior of the hydroxide substituted aluminum and iron (III) HEDTAcom-

plexes, therefore, the existance of [AI HEDTA(OH)3]3" appears likely at
pH >I0. Further hydroxide coordination is not unreasonable at the hicIh

NaOH concentrationsused in this study.

15
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Thus, the formationof a specificreactivealuminum-HEDTA-hydroxide

complexsuch as [Al HEDTA (0H)414"probablyaccountsfor the
_reac_ti on

rate increasefound as NaOH concentrationincreasesto 1.5M. Reactions

(1) summarizethe aluminum-HEDTA-hydroxideequilibrialeadingto the

formationof the postulatedreactivecomplex.

Al3+(aq)+ "02CCH2 CH2CO_ --_[Al HEDTA]
_NCH_CH_N/

. / c c\

02CCH2 (HEDTA3,iCH2CH20H pH 2.2-4.8 (l)

OH- OH" OH"

- z__ [Al HEDTA (OH)2]2" _-- [Al HEDTA (0H313"[Al HEDTA']L__ [Al HEDTAOH] __7
pH 2.2-4.8 pH 4.9-9.1 pH 9.2-? pH >lO

OH"

' Z-[Al H{DTA (OH)n]n'; n > 3; " "'7

,(reactive)

The decreasein reactivityas NaOH concentrationexceeds l.SM_could

be due to formationof the next aluminum-HEDTA-hydroxidecomplex;for

example,[AIHEDTA(OH)5]5" This equilibriumis shown in Reaction (2)• •

OH"

[AIHEDTA(OH)n]n- z.__._7[AIHEDTA(OH)n+I](n+I)" (2)
(reacti ve) (unreacti ve)

Alternatively,the reactivitydecreasefoundwith increasingNaOH

concentration>l.5Mcould be due to dissociationof the reactivealumi-m,

num HEDTA complexcausedby the formationof a more stablesolvated

aluminumspecies.

The solvatedaluminumspeciespresentedin uncomplexedbasic solu-

tion is generallybelievedto be tetrahedralAI(OH)4.(4) Laser Raman

and nuclearmagneticresonancestudieshave shown that, in systemshaving

0.75 to 3.2M NaOH, increasingaluminumconcentrationfrom _0.5 to 6M

- 3]_.favoredcondensationof AI(OH)4 to form the dimer [(HO)3AIOAI(OH) .(4)

16
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SimilarlaserRaman evidence for dimerizationwas foundwhen NaOH con-
(5)

centrationswere increasedfrombl to lOM_inl.TM_NaAlO2 solutions.
Therefore,dissociationof the reactivecomplexcaused by formationof

the aluminumdimer may be responsiblefor the decreasingreactionrate

shown as NaOH concentrationexceedsl.SM. The formationof the dimer

may also explainthe slightlydecreasingdependenceof reactionrate on

increasingNaAlO2 concentrationshown in Figure2. Reaction(3) de-
scribesthe dissociationof the reactivecomplexand formationof the

aluminumdimer.

2[AIHEDTA(OH)n]n"+ OH- _ [(HO)3AIOAI(OH)3]2- + 2HEDTA3" + (2n-7)OH"
(3)

The kineticstudiesin this reportshow that the reactivecomplex

of aluminum,HEDTA and hydroxideundergoesoxidationby nitrateand

nitrite. The productsof this reactionare a stablecomplexant,which

may be HEDDA,and variousgases;principlyN20, N2 and H2. Reactions(4)
summarizethe kineticand chemicalobservations.

[AIHEDTA(OH)n]n"+ NO3---Stable+ H2 + (N20+ N2)minor
Complexant
(HEDDA?)

and (4)

[AIHEDTA(OH)n]n"+ NO2--,-Stable+ N20 + N2 + (H2)minor
Complexant
(HEDDA?)

SUGGESTEDFUTUREWORK

Furtherinvestigationson the roles of 02, nitrateand nitritein
this reactionshould be undertaken.

Identificationof the stablecomplexantdecompositionproduct

should be done. A preparativescale HPLC could be used to separatethe

productcomplex. Mass spectrometricanalysisof the complexand nuclear

magneticresonancestudy of the correspondingacid shouldbe sufficient

to identifythis productcomplexantspecies.

17
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Other metal ion catalystsshouldbe tried. These metal ions should

have higherHEDTA formationstabilityconstantsat the waste slurry's

basic conditionsthan aluminum (III). Suchmetal ionsmight be Fe(III),

Cu(II),Ca(II)and Zn(II).(6)

Most importantly,laboratoryverificationof this reaction'sbe-

haviorwith full-levelcomplexedwaste slurryshouldbe done. Thi_

verificationwould necessarilyincludethe HPLC analysisof the complex-

ants presentin the waste.

18
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POTEI4TIAL FOR EXOT}II-IRi*IICCIIEHICAI. REACTIOHS IH WASTETAIJKS

t4. tt. Van Tuyl

February 3, 1983

Background

Organic chemicals have been added to Hanford waste tanks, particularly as

ferrocyanides and when processing sludges at B Plant. Recent planned or

ongoing activities involving stored wastes have possibly increased the

potent-i'al for reaction of these wastes with nitrate salts in the waste

tanks. Risk evaluations appear to be deficient in assessing the consequences

of a deflagration, and in determining the probability of either a deflagration

or detonation. The present question is whether current plans and recent

safety-related documentation have given proper consideration to the available

it,_orJnation abovL organic compounds in waste tanks.

The principal organic additions to Hanford waste tanks I are 1200 tonnes

of "organic carbon" and 500 tonnes of Ni2Fe(cI_) 6. Analyses 2 of total organic

carbon in certain waste tanks have shown up to 11 M total organic carbon (p.

50) in solution, and Tank 104-T is reported to contain 10.2 weight percent

total organic carbon in "water insoluble" material (p. 51). These numbers are

the maximum values for carbon concentration of which I am aware.

An early hazards evaluation 3 called attention to the cyanide problem

(pages 7, 12, 17-19), It stated on p. 18, "A tank sampling program could be

used to determine the presence or absence of cyanide. If it were found to be

present, an experimental laboratory program aimed at deterlnining the specific

chemistry of the hazard would be justified. As the first step in evaluating

this possible problem, it is recommended that a sampling and analytical

program be commenced to determine the presence or absence of cyanide in I)_-

241-[_'YR-]01. In addition, potential input vzastes to the 101 lanl< should be

sampled and analyzed for cyanide." ] am not aware of the existence, nature,

or results of such a program.

A later preliminary safety analysis 4 notc, d on p. 14 a maximu m permissible

salt cake temperature of 260°C, and stated, "Prior to evaporation, a

represer, tat ive sample of the contr-nts ft"era each tank will be col l (.c ted , dried,



and heated to temperatures of 260°C co assure that no significant exothermal

reactions occur." Tile exothermic reaction of principal concern in this study

was decomposition of ammonium nitrate. The means of assuring a

"representative" sample were not discussed.

A 1980 assessment of risks 5 states on p. 42, "Self-Explosion

(Chemical). This event represents an explosion of the mixture in the tank.

The basic constituent is sodium nitrate, and there is a very small admixture

of organic material. Powerful explosives can be made by mixing proper

proportions of organics and sodium nitrate, but this is not possible here

because there is too little organic material with respect to tile sodium

nitrate. There is also no way to reach the detonation temperature of 400°C

(Beitel, 1977). Ine release estimate is that <1% of the tank contents would

be expelled to air in the form of respirable particles." lt also addressed

(p.31) a thermal excursion without identifying the source or rate of

temperature rise. The thermal excursion is _dentified (p. 99) as tile

initiatiqm event with highest product of frequency and consequence.

Another 1980 report on technical status of environmental aspects of waste

management 6 did not refer to organics at all based on my rapid examination of

a microfiche copy in the library

Another 1980 report 7 described a reaction observed in Tank 241-SY-I01

between dissolved oxidants and organic material, reported to liave occurred in

April 1977.

Explosion Studi es

Kenneth A. Gasper of Rockwell Hanford Operations was recently requested

to supply copies of reports about organic constituents in tanks and reactions

that occur when they dry. He supplied the following"

T.C. Goodale, "Test Summary, _he Sensitivity of Huclear ktaste to

Detonation," Stanford Research Institute, PYD 3339, August 13, 1975.

Letter, December 15, 1975, L. E. _rLIns to G. L. _lanson, "Explosion and

Fire Hazards Associated with Z-9 Top Sediments Removal".



G. A. Deitel, "Sodium Nitrate Combustion Limit Tests," ;t., lantic Richfield

Hanford Company, AP,H-LD-123, April 1976.

G. A. Beitel, "Final Report on Investigation of Stability of Organic

Material in Salt Cake," Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company, ARH-LD-126,

April 1976.

The first item B describes two series of tests with sodium nitrate or

simulated salt cake and various organic materials. The first series (2" dia.

x 5" long) showed no detonation. Tl_e second series (6" dia. x 15" long) led

tile author to state, "We concluded that the ionized waves observed in the

second series of tests could have been detonation waves, their low velocities

being accounted for by the low energy of the detonation reaction per gram of

sample."

The second item refers to the top Z-9 crib sediments, and is only of

peripheral interesL to waste tank conce_'ns.

The third item by G. A. Beitel 9 includes useful background (pages 2-4) on

combustion, deflagration, and detonation. Beitel states on p. 4, "the fact

that a small quantity will not support combustion does not prove that the

large mass will not support combustion." Related to some experiments with

simulated salt cake rather than pure I_aI_03, he observes on p. 13,"These

effects were most likely due to the presence of _JaI_O2, which is more unstable

(reactive) than HallO3 even though it has a lower oxidizing power." One of the

recommendations he makes (p. 22) is, "Additional information should be

obtained on the pressure dependence of paraffin or resin combustion with

l_ai_O3, One-kg samples in seaied, pressure-limited containers should he tested

with a variety of compositions at pressures of one to 100 atmospheres. Again,

such tests have the potential of being destructively explosive and would

require the respect accorded to similar quantities of TNT."

The fourth item, also by Beite110, refers on p. 1 to the SRI te_ts., (itei:l

1 above) and states, "Ho evidence of detonation was seen in any of the

samples, a finding in agreement with the literature which states that blacl;

powder (a nitrate plus charcoal type explosive) is shock insensitive (cannot

be triggered by a shock '_avr.:)." This statement seems to l)e at variancr, with

the statement quoted above from the SRI report.
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A detonation is an unlike'ly but severe event, Tt_e studies discussed'

above leave uncertainties about the effects with cyanides, effects of scale,

and possible role of sodium nitrite. Cyanides were not. a part of the study.

Scale-up from 2" di a. to 6" dia. changed from no observed effect to a possible

low order detonation, but no extrapolation .is made to the' actual size of waste

tanks. Sodium nitrite is observed to be mnre unstable than sodium nitrate,

but the potential effects, are not fully analyzed.

Al though there are still some uncertainties about detonation, the studi es

do serve to answer the concerns about salt cake containing homogeneously

distributed organics at less than one weight percent. They do not answer

questi6ns at higher organic contents, such as sludges (e.g. ferrocyanide

precipitates) or the concentrated organic materials which inay deposit from

solutions.

Exothermic Reactions

A recent article by David W. Smith 11 describes runaway reactions and

thermal explosions, based on thermodynamic data, kinetic parameters, and

physical properties. Two observations are especially pertinent: {I)

"Typically for a runaway situation (e.g,, a polymerization), there is an

induction period with slow 'slipping away' of temperature control; then after

reaching a certain temperature, the reaction apparently takes off." and (2) "a

critical volume (or critical radius) exists for the product or reaction

mixture for each temperature above which a thermal runaway reaction or

decomposition must occur."

r.ly concerns are that a slow, apparently controlled temperature increase

may become a runaway reaction, and that the large system size (a million

gallon test tube) may cause the reaction to occur at a lower temperature than

would be predicted based solely on observations in much smaller systems.

The observed reaction 7 in Tank 241-SY-I01 apparently occurred when one

componr-nt of the organic material (HEDTA or hydroxyethyl ethylenediamine

triacetic acid sodium salt) was partially oxidized, involving only two of the

ten carbon atoms. Other 'organic components and the balance of the HEDTA were

apparently not affected. Ilo problems resulted from this reaction of orqanic

matter with oxidants, but the reaction is e×pected to be exothermic and

accelerating with increasing temperature. If thr_ rate of the reaction had
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been greater by either having a shorter half time or by involving a greater

fraction of the total organic carbon, the11 the tat l_, temperature could liave

increased appreciably. The important points are that a reaction of organic

colnplexant with oxidizing salts has been observed, that the reaction was

unexpected, and that the rate or extent of reaction was not known

beforehand. If corrective action (such as dilution) were necessary to control

the reaction rate, it is doubtful that adequate informal;ion is available to
i

the tank farm operators to assure prompt and correct remedial action.

Winters 2 identifies organic complexants actually added to wastes amount-

ing to 2,2 kilotons of organic, and states, "These complexants represent only

about 2% of the total weight of the waste inventory but may be as high as 24%

of the B Plant and Purex waste." Actual measurements of total organic carbon

in waste tanks are quoted by Winters as up to IIM total organic carbon in

solution, and up to 10.2% by weight as insolubles. At 11M carbon, a solution

would contain 500 g of carbon per gallon. 2he salts in the solution are

largely nitrates or nitrites, which provide the oxidizing power for causing

the organic carbon to explode.

Beitel 9 studied propogation of combustion through various mixtures of

sodium nitrate or salt cake with charcoal, paraffin, res.in and sugar. The
i

most reactive materials were sugar and charcoal. When sugar was mixed with

salt cake, it gave "violent combustion" with 25 wt% sugar, "very slow" reac-

tion with i r, wt% sugar, and no combustion with 10 wt% sugar. Beitel's tests

with sugar wer_ apparently limited to an 8 mm di a. tube. He reports compara-

tive tests for other materials in 8 mm and 16 mmdia. tubes, with consistently

more vigorous combustion in the larger sized tubes. The minimum weight frac-

tion of sugar required to sustain combustion in a large vessel cannot be

estimated from his data. He did not study any of the complexants listed in

Winters 2 as having been added to waste tanks.

Citric and tartaric acids are chemically similar to sugar, and might be

expected to behave similarly in reactic)ns with sodium nitrate. Winters 2

states that 3.3_,I06 moles (about 634 tons) of citric acid have been added to

the waste, and he uses tartaric acid as a component of his synthetic feed.

Thus, appreciable amounts of easily oxidized organics are Iii'ely to be present

in waste tanks, along with much larger amounts of organics which are more

difficult to ignite but which burn with a greater energy per gram of fuel.



Potential Consequences

Beitei i0 states, "...one kilogram of detonating material could

conceivably cause a waste tank dome .o fail..."..Thus, even one gallon of

solution with 11M total organic carbon poses a potential threat to the

integrity of a waste tank. Of course, a "trigger" must be available to

release this energy by detonation in order for this small amount to cause a

significant effect.

The quantity of organic material added per day while processing sludges

at B Plant 12 is stated as 3.87 tons, based on 4,000 gallons of feed per day.

If the waste were concentrated to a volume equal to the feed volume, a million

gallon waste tank would correspond to 968 tons of organic material used in B

Plant.

The existence of gross amounts of both organics and nitrates in waste

tanks has been confirmed by analyses. Detailed studies have not been found

which address the potential for releasing this energy at an undesirable rate,

using either the major or the most unstable organics which are indicated to be

present in the tanks. The actual composition of the organic in the waste tank

is unknown; in fact, Winters 2 cites chemical analyses to account for only 2.21_I

carbon of the 7.4M which was observed in a particular tank, with the remainder

being uncharacterized.

A 1964 hazards evaluation 5 states, "More than 100 tons of cyanide

{calculated as cyanide ion) were added during the waste scavenging program and

distributed among various tanks." lt also adds, "Mixtures of solid salts at

nitrate-to-Cs_ZnFe(CN) 6 mole ratios in the range of about 0.4 to 0.6 explodedC

when heated to approximately 350 ° C (660 ° F)." lt is not stated whether this

is the minimum ignition temperature under credible conditions.

One intriguing data point presented by Winters 2 is the 10.2 wt% water

insoluble total organic carbon in Tank I04-T which is stated to contain "ist

Cycle Bismuth Phosphate Sludge." This could represent ferro- and ferricyanide

precipitates used for cesium removal. If so, there is a potential for a

severe explosion in this tank if a suitable initiation source is ever present.

According to a recent study 5 (as stated on pp. 82-83) the consequence of

structural failure of a tank is 0.O014 potential latent fatal cancers (PLFC)

and the consequence of a chemical explosion throughout a tank is _3 PLFC.



This might help to place the physical consoquences in perspective. However,

the consequences with regard to futurefunding u_ to public perception are not

quantified.

Reaction Probabilities

Initiation of a combustion reaction requires a significant source of

heat. This may be supplied conventionally or by a detonation wave. A detona-

tion wave could be provided by an explosive compound such as nitrated organics

or heavy metal azides (possible decomposition products of hydrazine). The

more likely initiating event would be thermal initiation of a reaction of an

easily oxidized organic (e.g., citrates or tartrates), which would provide

enough heat to initiate reaction of more stable organics. The latter

meterials would react throughout the tank as either a defiagration or detona-

tion depending on conditions.

A side observation is that the existence of ._ignificant quantities of

organic anaterials in waste tanks does r,uL provide data on the probability of

exothermic reactions, lt does provide data on the maximum consequences of

exothermic reactions. Probability is dependent on presence of an initiating

event, and changes in any parameter may alter this probability. For example,

changes ir moisture content may be extremely important, lt would be much

easier to estimate the probability of an initiating event if ltwere known

what conditions were required for the initiating event.

The most recent report by Beitel that I have found 13 says on page 8,

"Although sodium nitrite may be present and is more reactive than sodium

nitrate, it is less energetic and to the extent it is present, reduces the

worst possible ha.'ard." While this is true, the presence of sodium nitrite

may be expected to increase the probability of an initiating event.

One data point exists. An unexpected exothermic reaction between

organics and _aste did occur, even though it had no significant impact. The

ne_.t une_,pected event may not be so benign. Statistics do not permit

estimation of the time to ne×.t failure or the magnitude of the next failure.

Is it prudent to assume this risk without further studi es?
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TO: KGC FPOM:DAR

SUBJ; letter from Ellinason on safety of DSS,

Many of the issues brought up are true. Technology has not been followina the

actual process very close.

COMMENTS:

I) I was unaware that the tank had pressurized three times. Are we

prepared to do anything the next time it pressurizes? lt looks like it should

happen in the Nov-Dec time period. What are the signs that lead up to the

Dressurization? Are we going to sample the aas? Measure how much the

tank pressurizes? Assure ourselves as to the calibration of the instruments?

2) What do we know for sure about slurry arowth. This is my summary and

may be di snuted.

a -- Tnak growth occured in single shell tanks, This phenomena is

not unique to double-shell slurry. However, tank arowth has occured in both

double-shell slurry campaians

b -- _rqanics seem to be imprtant to the growth. The tank that had

complexed concentrate has pressurized. The _ank that did not have the

complexant heel has not,

c -- Temperature appears to have a large affect on the rate of aas

generation

d -- The gasing is a chemical reaction, Radiation may play a role but

only a contributing one.

e -- We do not know for sure N what organic is envolved, We are iust beain-

ning to know what gases may be involved.

3) We do not know at what level in the tank this reaction occurs.

Gas generationmay take place throughoutthe tank. However,aases are more

soluble under pressure. There may be some level in the tank under enouah pressure



that e not presemt. I personnellyfell that the tnak is much like a

"Tootsie Roll Pop". lt has a curst around the cool sides, top and bottom

and a fairly liquid center. I have suggestedthat a neutorn probe either in the

annulusor a drywell be usedto look at the moisture profile ,

4) We don't know what the _aximum credible level, We only have a 13%

estimate based on past experience.

5) Large pressurizationsmay release contamination. I personnellydoublt

that the pressurizationsare large enough to damage the ta_k but I Lave no

basis for that belief.

6) The gasing reactin has been goSna on for three years now, The tank is

coolingwhich will slow the reaction. However, the cold cap seems to trap

the gas better so that pressurizationsmay continue, The chemical reaction

could continueuntil the temperaturecools or the organics are used up, This co

could take decades.

7) Eliminationof organicsmay minimize the problem but may not completely

solve the problem. We have seen at leastin the lab, that there is aasinQ

without organics.

8) I do not know of any plannedcorrectiveaction for the wa._tetanks,

We could dilute and pump a tank. That is what was done in S and SX tanks when

they grew. If all three tanks in the West area are filled,transferinqtorhe

east would be difficult. There is only the small tank for cross site tranfers

Maybe pk_Ipingout directly from the tnak is possible blut it has not been attemDted

These tanks become a specia case of the question "Whatdo you do when a DS

tank leaks?"

In one sense, this points out that we have been tryingto predict how much

the slurry will grow. Little or no effort has been spent on-how well we control

it when it grows. I feel that the pressurizationsare a complete suprise.

Perhapswe co_Id have predictedthat if more attentionhad been paid to the

processrather than the lab. _

_-__.
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D,,, July 13, 1984 NO . 65900-84-416

TO' ,m....o,...,_.,,o.,.,.,..__e,.,,j FROM: _Na.,.,o,¢.n,,..o.,._.,.._A¢¢,.,,,#ao..j

. Distribution . d.F. Albaugh, Manager

. . Process EngineeringDept.
• 2750-E/A203/200-E
• 3-I095

Su:t,c,:.lOI-SY TANK PRESSURIZATIONPREVENTION

A task force is being formed to address the problem of gas fon_.ationand
subsequent tank pressurizationin Tank lOI-SY. A confined layer of or-
ganic containingwaste produces gas which, unable to escape, lifts the
surface crust until a fissure developswhich allows gas release. If the
pressure has builtup sufficientlybefore the release, tank pressuriza-
tion may occur. Efforts to increasetank ventilationand lance the sur-
face to providean escape path have not al_ays been successful. The
task force should attempt to identifyan innovative,cost effective
method for preventingor decreasing the severity of gas pressurebuildup
and subsequentrelease.

The task force is charged with the followingactions:

I. Implementa short-term"solutionthat will prevent further tank
pressurizations(July 20, 1984).

2. Identifytasks necessaryfor implementinglong-termsolution
(August3, 1984).

3. Hold an organizationalmeeting in Room Alll, 2750-EBuilding
at 9:00 A.M., July 17, ]984, to assign all actions and re-
sponsibilities.

4. Hold daily update meetings until Item l is complete.

Assigned task forcemembers and their responsibilitiesare:

• N. E. Bell - Chairperson• W. j. Powell - Proceduresand Hardware

• L. M. Sasaki - Technologyand Laboratory Support

• R. E. Van der Cook - Technical Consultant

• C. M. Walker - Surveillance

• R. A. Van Meter- Research and EngineeringInterface

e O. Strunk - OperationsSupport

• D. R. Ellingson- Health, Safety and EnvironmentSupport
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Managementbriefings on task force progress will be held as required.

d. F. Albaugh, Manager
Process EngineeringDepartment

OFA:bjb

cc: N. E. Bell
D. R. Ellingston
W. J. Powell
L. M. Sasaki
R. E. Van der Cook
R. A. Van Meter
C. M. Walker

Distribution
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J. W. Patterson
R. D. Prosser
A. L. Reeser
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J. H. Roecker
T. B. Veneziano
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TO' ,,e.,p o,IR,,,_=t..,, s_.,,,,o__,,,_/ FROM: f,t=,,_ o,to.,.0,o..._.,.l 4air.n, pe,e.ej

. Distribution . No E, Bell
, . Tank Faro & Evaporator
. . Process Engineering

, . 3-1151

su=_j,cl. SHORT-TERMSOLUTIONOFTANK101-SY PRESSURIZATIONPROBLEM

The task force on prevention of pressurization in Tank I01-SY makes the
following recommendationsas a short-term solution:

1. Tank 101-SY should be routine1), lanced whenthe liqutd level is
between408.5 and 409.0 inches. Mater shouldbe used durtng
lancing to soften the crust. The prevtous lanctng criterion
was 41I tnches. Lancing at a lower liquid level should result
tn release of a smaller volumeof gas, which is less likely to
pressurize the tank.

2. A modified lanctng head (11ke that used for LOWInstallation)
should be used during the next lancing (expected tn 4-6 weeks).
Th_s type of lance tnjects water horizonta11,v as Jt ts lowered
andmakesa bigger hole. The modified lance should be
installed in riser 17C, which is on the far side of the tank
from the existing lance (riser 14A).

3. The next lancfng should be performed in stages tn order to
determine the depth of the .gas bubbles tn the waste. The tank
is believedto havethreelayers- a surfacecrust,a 11quld
center,and a solidbottom. The lanceshouldbe stoppedat six
feet underthe surfaceand held 36 to 48 hours. If no gas
re]easeoccurs,the lanceshouldbe loweredto four feetfrom
the bottomand held36 to 48 hours, If no releaseoccurs,the
lanceshouldbe loweredto the tank bottom. If the modified
lanceis ul_successful,the existinglanceshouldbe used to
releasegas from the waste.

4. In-Tankphotographyof the wastesurfaceshouldbe takenas
soon as possiblesincethe tank liquidlevelis now at the
lowestlevelin fouryears. Photographsshouldalsobe taken
Just afterlanclng.

5. Readingsat a11 thermocouplepointsIn the wasteand in the
tank bottomshouldbe takenweekly. Prellmlnarydata show a
correlatlonwith temperatureand liquldlevels.

W. J. Powell(TankFarmsand EvaporatorProcessEnglneerlng(TF&EPE))and
O. Struck(TankFarmSurveillanceand Operations)will be responsiblefor
fabricationand Installationof the modifiedlance. C. M. Walker
(TF&EPE)will be responsiblefor obtaJnlngand evaluatlngphotographyand
temperaturereadings.
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s=_=ct,LONG-TERMRECOMMENDATIONSOF THE TASK FORCE ON PRE$SURIZATI_:OF
TANK IOZ-SY

Ruference: Letter, July 23, 1984, N. E. Bell to Distributlon,'Short-
Term Solution of Tank Z01.SY PressurizationProblem"

Pressurizatlonof Tank I01-SY is believed to be caused by the reaction of

organics in the waste to form gases, These gases collec_ in the waste
causlng the waste surface to rise until a sudden gas release occurs and
the liquid level drops, Sharp rises in radiationreadingson the SY-Farm
exhaust filters after pressurizationare strong evidence that releaseof
airbornR contaminationthrough unfilteredtank openings may be occurring.
Calc=u]._;lonsshow that airborn contamlnatlonexceedingrelease limits
probably would not be measurable as increasesin ground contamination.
Ba_;edon the compositionof gases generatedduring laboratoryexperiments
and calculationsof the volume of gas releasedduring Tank I01-SY
pressurizations,there is also a possibilitythat hydrogen_:entrationsin
the tank void space exceed tank operatingspecificationsduring
pressurization,

Several methodshave been suggested to provide continuous,]ow-volumegas
release in Tank I01-SY. The existing ventilationsystem should be
capable of controllinglow volume emissions,thus preventing
pressurization,release of air borne contamination,and high hydrogen
concentrations. However, all these methods depend on the locationof the
gas buildup in the waste, which is unknown. Temperaturereadings in the
waste and radiationreadings in the annulus indicatethat the original
waste layershave mixed and then separatedto form a crust, a middle
liquid layer,and a bottom so'lidslayer, In this case, gases could be
collectingeitherjust under the cr_st or in the solids layer.

The task force recommendsthe followingactions:

I. As a short-te_'_nsolution,the tank should be routinely lancedbefore
the liquid level reaches 409 inchesto prevent pressurization. Hot
water shouldbe used.

2. No long-termsolution should be implementeduntil more is known
about gas buildup in the tank.

3. The locationof gas buildup s_ould be further investigated.

a. The tank should be lanced with a modified lance held in stagesto
'_ determinethe depth of the gases, This staged lancingshould

,._-._,',_'begin when the tank liquid level reaches408 inches. The first

_,_'_,,.<'_i_'lancing, should b_ done to a depth of six feet under the surface
e I _ '_ _ I f,.

,,( _ •
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in three different risers. If the gashasnot releasedafter a
36 to 48 hour wait, the tank should be lanced to a depth of 15
feet from the top in three risers, This should be'the center of
the liquid layer. If the gas has not released after a 36 to 4B
hour wait, the tank should be lanced to a depth of four feet from
the bottom in three risers. This should be thecenter of the
soltds layer, if this is unsuccessful, the tank should be lanced
to the bottom and the existing lance be used to force a gas
release.

b. Temperature readings should be collected at all available
locationsweekly.

c. Photographsof the tank surfaceshouldbe takenJustafter
lancing.

d. A steelLOW shouldbe installedjustafterthe next lancing.
Gammaand neutronscansof the tankshouldbe performedonce
everytwo weeksto showchangesin theWaste. Installationof a
fiberglassLOW for acoustic_density)readingsshouldbe
investigated.Densityreadingsshouldindicatehow thickthe
variouslayersare and wherethe gas iscollecting.

4. The potentialfor releaseof airbornecontaminationshouldbe
furtherinvestigated.An air samplershouldbe placedover a
releasepointin time to measurethenextrelease.

5. The potentialfor high hydrogenconcentrationshouldbe further
investigated.A hydrogendetectiondevice,perferablya meterwith
strlpchartrecordershouldbe placedovera releasepointor at the
exhaustfilters.

6. A core sampleshouldbe takenat eachof the threelayers. The
physicalpropertiesand chemicalcompositionof each layerare
importantin determiningwhichengineeringsolutionswill be
effective.

C. M. Walker(TF&EPE)will be responsiblefor continuedsurveillanceand
evaluationof TankI01-SY,W. J. Powell(TF&EPE)will be responsiblefor
installationof equipmentat TankI01-SY.
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SUMMARY

Up to 140 metric tons (t) of cyanide is containedin the early single

shell Hanfordwaste storageta,lkswith possiblyas much as 30 t in a single

tank. The materialwas added as potassiumferrocyanideduring the cesium

scavengingcampaignwhich began in 1954. The goal of this campaignwas to

produce additionaltank storage space by concentratingthe wastes and cribbing

the supernate. The programcontinued through 1957.

Mixed with nitratesor nitrites, both of which are present in the tanks,

cyanide has been shown to undergoexplosive reactionswhen heated. The

chemical and radiolyticreactions of the ferrocyanidesand the cyanideion are

examined in this report along with the thermodynamiccalculationsfor

potentialreactions. A worst case scenario is consideredwhich assumes that

all of the cyanidein one tank - along with sufficientnitrate-nitrltefor

reaction- is concentratedin one region;a possibleenergy release equivalent

to 36 t of TNT is calculated.

lt is not known whether such localizedconcentrationsare possible nor is

it known whether any initiatingevent, i.e., temperature>350°C, is likely.

Dilution with inert material may change the reaction to a thermalexcursion,

raise the initiatingtemperatureor otherwisemodifY, perhaps even prevent,

the reactions. Not enough is known about the nature of the reactions to make

such a prediction.

Sludge samplingof tanks known to have large quantitiesof cyanide will

help answer some of these questions. Questionsregarding the kineticswill

require laboratorytestingof mixtures.

lt is possiblethat hydrolysis,oxidation,and radiolysis may have

destroyedmost of the cyanVideover the 25-30 year span. Unfortunately,

neither the conditionsin the tanks, amount of aqueous phase, solubility of

the cyanide,etc., nor adequate basic chemicalinformationare known to

substantiatesuch a conclusion. However, simulatedlaboratory tests may

provide the necessaryinformation.

Recommendationsfor laboratorywork and for tank sampling are made.

iii
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INTRODUCTION

I'

Large quantitiesof ferrocyanide(hexacyanoferrate(II)) precipitates

were placed in the 200 Area single-shellwaste tanks over a period of

severalyears. The question of the long-termsafety of these residues has

been raised To assist in making decisions regardingthe management of

these tanks, it is desirableto review the safety aspect. In order to

predict conditionsthat might lead to rcpid exothermic reactionsbetween

these solids and nitrate salts, it is necessaryto review the chemistry of

the cyanidecomplexesand the thermodynamicsand kinetics of the possible

reactions, lt is also necessaryto determipe the amounts of cyanide solids

in a given tank along with the concentratioq,i.e., d11ution with inert

materials, that may exist.

The purposeof this report is to review the existing informationon

these precipitates,on the potentialreactionsthat may occur and to make

recommendationsfor a study which would better establish the chemistry

i_volved,determinethe precise location of the cyanide precipitatesand

thus permit the developmentof a long-range storage plan.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Up to 900 kmols of ferrocyanide precipitates_(~140 t of CN-) are known to

have been placed in Hanford waste tanks about 25 to 30 years ago. Although

the records show that large amounts were placed in at least 14 tanks, at

present, we are unable to conclusively state the quantities that reside in

individual tanks. The composition of the other constituents in the waste

tanks containing ferrocyanides is also unknown. Similarly, no information

exists on the possible layering of ferrocyanide precipitates in the waste

tanks or the potential for their intimate contact with nitrate salts.

The energy released by the reaction of cyanide ion and nitrate ion is

significant. The "worst case" scenario described in this report predicts the

energy re'leasefrom a single waste tank could be equivalent to that o'F36 tons

of TNT. The conditions necessary for reaction (or for "rapid" reaction) are

not known, nor are any kinetic parameters known.

At present, there is insufficient information to state that the hazard of

a potentially violent cyanide reaction does not exist. A better information

base is required to permit a safe program for long term tank management.

The following actions are required to obtain the information necessary

for a definitive hazard evaluation and are listed in order of decreasing

priority:

(1) Obtain and analyze the available information on tank histories for

to have held Fe(CN)4" in large quantities at onethose tanks known

time.

(2) Conduct radiolysis tests under simulated tank conditions to determine

the rate of disappearance of CN- and to identify the radiolysis

products. The radiolysis tests should be conducted both with an

aqueous phase present and on settled sludges alone.

(3) Determine the kinetic parameters of the CN- and IJO"reaction by both
3

experiment and calculation. The effect of inert materials is

especially important and must be included in these studies. The

information obtained from these studies would allow realistic



conclusions to be made regarding the potential for rapid exothermic

reactions in waste tanks containing ferrocyanide solids. In addition,

the conditions for potentially hazardous reactions would be knownand

could be precluded by tank managementpractices.

(4) Obtain tank samples and conduct chemical analyses for soluble and

Insoluble cyanides, cyanate, nitrate, fission products, and water

conten t.

(5) Obtain the temperatureprofileof the tank to give informationon

temperaturemaxima and on possible layeringof solids.

(6) Obtain the y profile to providemuch the same informationas (5) above.

lt is our recommendationthat continuedstudiesbe directed to obtaining

the informationindicatedin the above list.



HISTORICALPERSPECTIVE

In the early 50'sit became apparent that the impendingshortageof

undergroundstoragecould be a11eviatedby concentratingthe active wastes and

cribbingthe supernate. Ferrocyanidescavengingwas a practicalsolution to

the problem (Burns1953) and began with active operationin the uranium

recovery plant in September 1954 (Smithand Coppinger1954; Schulz 1955). The

flowsheetwas describedby Sloat (1954). T-Plantwas stlll operating,and

scavengingof T-Plantwastes probablybegan there In December1954. Both U-

Plant and T-Plantscavengingprocesseswere carriedout In-plant,and the

wastes sent to availableundergroundtanks. In general, the tanks were chosen
(a)

to be easily accessibleto usable crib sites.

In-farmscavengingstartedin East Area with the C-farmin November 1955_

and began in West Area the followingyear (Sloat 1955a).

During this period, other decisionsregardingHanfordproduction impacted

waste storage. For example,because of special productionruns a decision was

made in June 1955 to continueT-Plant through June 1958 and run B-Plant from

July 1955 to June 1957 (Peterson1954). Direct evaporationwas also employed

to developnew storage space. Evaporationswere startedon dilute wastes in

January 1955 (Abrams1956), although some evaporationwas apparently practiced

as early as 1949.

During a portion of _.hetime, calciumor strontiumsalts were added to

increase the strontumdecontaminationby carrying it on the phosphate precipi-

tate (Sloat1955b). The first calciumadditionswere made in March 1955

(Abrams1956). Occasionally,phosphatewas added to the tanks.

During the scavengingcampaignsmore than 100 tons of cyanide were added

to the tanks (Backmanet al. 1964). The final dispositionof these wastes is

largely unknown,because of the method of routing and reroutingof wastes.

However, some tanks can be designatedas probably having considerable

quantitiesof cyanideprecipitates.

('a) R. J. Sloat- personal communication,January 1984.



The scavenging flowsheet varied somewhat depending on the application,

but basically it consisted of the following steps (Sloat 1954, Schmidt and

Stedwell I954).

i. add K4Fe(CN)6 to obtain a concentrationof 0.005M

2. adjust the pH to 8-10, preferablyabout 9

3. add NiSO4 to obtain a concentrationof 0.005M

4, agitate10 mi_utes

5. dischargeby jetting to undergroundstorage.

A settling time of about 7 days was generallyadequate to permit the supernate

to be pumped to the cribs. Specificationswere set on the activity permitted

to be transferredto the cribs.



CHEMISTRY

The transitionmetal cyano con_olexesare very_strong. In the case of

Fe(II), the hexacyanocomplex is strong enough that the salts are often

considerednontoxic*

Metals such as Ni and Co also form stronganionic complexes. Most of the

heavy metal salts of these Complex acids are insolublein water. Thus,

nickel,zinc, and copper ferrocyanidesare easily precipitated, in early

laboratorystudiesa varietyof ferro- and ferricyanideprecipitateswere

tested and found to be excellentCs carriers. These included Fe(ll),

Fe(III),Cu(II),Ni(II),Co(II), Zn(II),and Mn(II) ferrocyanideand Fe(II)

Ni(II),and Co(II) ferricyanide. All but the Co and Ni ferrocyanideswere

rejected becauseof inferiorbehavior in the pH range required. Cobalt was

ruled out becauseof cost (Stedwell1956).(a)

Sill_n {1964)gives the solubilityproductof Ni2Fe(CN)6 as log K = -13.1

to -14,9. This gives a Fe(CN)4- concentrationin water at 25" of (0.7-3)xi0"5
6

mol/L. The simple cyanidesalts of the heavymetals are also quite insoluble,

but most form anioniccomplexeswith excess CN'. The solubilityof

Cs2NiFe(CN)6has not been reported.

Reactionsof interestinclude hydrolysisto form the CN- ion, oxidation

of the ferro complexto the ferri complex,replacementof one or more CIJ-

ligandsby H20, NO, NO" , etc., and oxidationof CN- to CNO-.
2

No data were found for the free energies or enthalpiesof the cyanide

solidsof interest. However, it is useful to examine the aqueous species.

(Data are from Wagmanet al. 1982). The reaction

E _,,- nFe(CN) + Fe(CN) + e (I)

z

(a) Later studiesconcernedwith Cs recovery from Purex wastes (Van Tuyl
1957a, 1957b) involvedzinc ferrocyanide. Cobalticyanideswere also
briefly considered.



representsa free energy change of + 8,2 kcal. For the'hydrolysisreactions:
i

s

Fe(CN)_"+ 2 OH" + 6 CN" + Fe(OH)z (2)

and

Fe(CN)_"+ 3 OH" + 6 CN" + Fe(OH)3 (3)

the free energies at 2gBK are +40 kcal and + 19 kcal, respectively. Using the

entropy values, the free energies at 350K were estimatedas 33 kcal and 14

kcal. Using these data, the equilibriumconstantsof Table 1 were calculated.

TABLE 1. HydrolysisConstantsfor Hexacyanoferrates

(CN')6 I
K = -x - (6-x)'

(Fe(CN)6 ) (OH)

HydrolysisConstantas
a Functionof Temperature

_ Species 29B K 350 K

Fe(CN)3- 1.2xi0-14 1.8xi0-9
6

Fe(CN)4- 3.8x10-30 2.5x10-21
6

At a pH of 10 and assumingthat the Fe(CN)4" concentrationis equivalentto

that given by the solubilityproduct of Ni2Fe(CN)6, about 2x10"SM_, the con-

centrationof CN- at 350 K is of the same order of magnitude, i,e., 10-6 to

10-5 M. Both solubilityand hydrolysisincrea'sewith temperature.
l

lt is possible that much of the ferrocyanidehas been oxidized to

ferricyanideby the results of radiolyticdecompositionof the water-nitrate

mixture, thus increasingthe tendency for decompositionin the highly alka'line



environment. However, the maximumCN" concentration will be controlled by the

complexes resulting from the presence of Nt2+ and Fe2+ in the tanks.

Another processthat contributes'tothe decompositionis the formation of

complexes such as Fe(CN)sH203"(I), Fe(CN)sN03"(II), Fe(CN)sN024" (III), etc.
Formationof I is promotedby radiation. II is reported to convert to III in

hydroxidesolutions(Sharpe 1976).

Removalof CN" and hence of the cyanidecomplexesdependson subsequent

CN" reactions. This can occur throughoxidationor as a result of

radiolysis. Oxidationproduces the cyanate ion and can occur by

.= m n

CN + 2 OH . CNO + H20 + 2 e (4)

for which AG = - 46 kcal. Thus, at a pH of i0

(CNO')= 5.4xi02s. (5)
(CN-)

However,the reactionis apparently slow under ordinary conditions. An

importantdriving force tending to solubilizeand permit the destructionof

cyanide 'Ionis the stabilityand insolubilityof ferric hydroxide.



RADIOLYSIS

One of the reasonsfor consideringthe solubilityis the potentialfor

radiolysiswhich is probablya mximum in the aqueous phase. Several studies

have been carriedout on radiolysis of diluteCN" solutionsover a wide pH

range. (Touhtll et al. 1969; Ogura et al. 1972; Behar 1974; Btelski and Allen

1977; Liaw and Woodbridge1977_ Draganic,Draganic,and Niketic 1977; and

Shen-chu,Shao-hua,and Jl-lan 19BI). Radlolytlcdestructionis quite

effectiveand G values for destructionin the vicinityof 6 are consistently

reported.(a)

The compoundsformed Include CNO', NH3, CHONH2, NH2CH2COOH,and smaller

amounts of COOH',CO2, urea, and probablyN2. The inltialn_chanlsmis appar-

ently the attachmentof the OH radical (from the radiolysisof water) to the

CN- ion, lt is perhapssurprisingthat the free radical complexrearranges to

form a high yield of organic compoundsrather than nmstly CNO" since the OH

radical is arlexcellentoxldant.

The cyanateion is quite stable while the organic compoundswill be

graduallydecomposed.

Using a G value of 6, a radiationdose of 106 rad would destroy6

mmol/L. A rough calculationwi'llillustratethe effectivenessof radiolysis:

Assume 106 g CN" in 1/10 tank volume, i.e. 2xi05 L of water-

saturatedsludge. Then the bulk cyanideconcentrationis 0,02

mol/L. If the aqueous phase 'is10% of the waste volume,

3.3xi07 rad would be required to destroythe cyanide.

The assumptionis n_de that the radiolysisat cyanide concentrationsof

10-6 - 10-5 _Ihas the same efficiencyas at 10-4 - 10-3 _where most of the..,...

measurementshave been nade. The data of Liaw and V#oodbridge(1977)and of

Ogura et al. (1972) suggestthat the G value may drop as the concentration

"(La)The G value is the number of moleculesdestroyed (or formed)by the
absorptionof 100 eV of energy, in the present case, energy absorbed by
the solution. A "normal" value for a pure substanceis about I.

11
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does. On the other hand, no credtt is Oaken for decomposition of the solid

phase. Unknownsinclude the radtolytic ytelds from complexed CN" and the

effect of NO_ radiolysis on the overall reaction.

It is seen that a radiation dose of 107 to 109 rad, depending on the

localized concentration, could convert mst of the cyanide to CNO',and other

low energy compounds. 108 rad over a period of 25 years would require an in-

tank dose rate of about 450 r, This ts ap_roxtmtely what 1 Ct of 137Cs/L

would produce.

As mntic, ned above, no credit ts given to radtolyttc decomposition of the

soltd. A brief mention was made of experimnts with ,Cs2ZnFe(CN)6 by Hepworth,

McClanahan, and Moore (1957). Surprisingly ltttle decomposition was

indicated. The conditions used were not ¢yptcal of the waste tank

envt ronment.

Thus, while the radiation received over the 25-30 year period could have

destroyed the cyantde under ideal conditions, it ts not knownwhat the

effectiveness has been. Besides the unknown effects of NO_and of complexing
of the CN" mentioned above, other uncertainties ace the amount of aqueous

phase and the actual cyanide solubility. Laboratoryexperimentsare required

to answer these questions.

I?



ENERGETICS

lt is apparent from the enthalplesand free energiesof +formationshown

In Table 2, that most cyanidecompoundsare thermodynamlcallyunstable,

Llttle work has been reportedon kinetics,but it is quite llkely that the

activationenergies are quite high. However, for the present it must be

assumed that the temperatureis adequateor that some other mchanlsm wlll

permit the reaction, We are then only concernedwith the heat of reaction,
AH.

Experiencewith explosivereactionsof the ferrocyanldeprecipitateswas

brieflyreviewed in RL-SEP-65 (Backmanet al,Ig64). The work was reported by

Wlrta and Koski (1957)and by Hepworth,McClanahan,and Moore et al, (1957). =

A secondcommen_appears in a Chemical Researchand DevelopmentSection

Monthly Report (Cooper1957) to the effect that for an aqueous phase of

greater than O.Og r._N03,in contactwith solid Cs2ZnFe(CN)6,the threshhold

temperaturewas 375'C. If solid nitrates were added to the dry Cs compound,

localizedexplosions and flames accompaniedby dense white fumes were
observed,

As furtherevidence that t_Tereactionsare potentiallyviolent, patents

exist for explosives,e.g. (Eiter,Vogl, and Michl 1954):

(a) Hixtures of NaNO2 and K4Fe(CN)6 (47%) or with Hg(CN)2 (73%)

(b) Ba(_402)2+ NaCN (2B%)

The patent abstractdoes not give furtherinformation. The explosive reaction

of molten NaNO3 and NaCN is mentionedby the NationalBoard of Fire

Underwriters,ResearchReport No, 2 (1950) and by Sax (1957). Thus, there is

no question that the reaction of cyanide compoundswith either solid nitrates

or nitritesmay be explosiveprovidedthe concentrationsand temperaturesare
adequate.

The productsof potentialexplosivereactionsare uncertain, but plau-,

sible ones can be assumed and a_lvalues calculated. Two examples are given

13



TABLE2, ThermodynamicPropert, ies of Compounds
(Nagmanel; al. 1982)

_Hf ....... AGr S"1L li

ll,iilll K :(a) kJ mo1"1 ka mo1"]' J _,_:!_"]' 'iCompound ........

(cN) 561.9 729.4 270°3
Fe(CN)_ 455.6 695.08 95.0

K4Fe(CN)6 -594.1 -453,0 418.8

K3Fe(CN)6 -249. e -129.6 426,1

Fe4 (Fe (CN)6)3 1184. -- ""

ZnzFe(CN)6' 2H20 "" -163.0 --

Cu2Fe(CN)6 .... 736.5 --
NaCN -B7.49 -76.43 115.6

CN" 150.6 172.4 94.1

OCN" -146.0 -97.4 106.7

Oil" -229.99 -157.24 -10.7 5

H20(£) -285.83 -237.13 69,91

H20(g) -241,B2 -228,57 IBB,B2

NaNO2 -358.65 -284,55 103,8

NaNO3 -467.B5 -367,0 116,52
NaOH -425,61 -379.49 64,45

Na20 -414,22 -375,46 75,06

Fe(OH)3 -B23.0 -696.5 106,7

Fe(OH)2 -569.0 -486.5 8B

FeO -272

Fe203 -B24.2 -742.2 87,4

NO(g) 90,25 86,55 2).0.76

NO2(g) 233.1B 51.31 240.06

CO(g) -110.52 -117.76 132.6
-393.51 -394.36 213.74

C02(g)

(a) The states not indicatedare crystallinesolidsexcept for the ions where
the referencestate is the i m solution,
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below. K4Fe(CN)6 is not the best chotce as the reactant stnce tt is not

present as a solid, and because it represents a reasonably stable compound.

However, Jt is one for which there are reliable data. The other extreme may

be Fe4(re(CN)6) 3 which Js_a possible reactant and probably represents the

stability of other potential ferro or ferricyanides.

K4Fe(CN)6 + 6 NaNO3 + 5 H20 + 6 NaOH + 4 KOH + 6 CO2 + 6 N2 + FeO(6)

AH - -2056 kJ

= -82 kcal per mol CN"

Fe4(Fe(CN)6)3 + 18 NaNO3 + 9 H20 * 3 FeO (7)

+ 2 Fez03 + 18 CO2 + 18 N2 + 18 NaOH

AH : -7398 kJ

-98 kcal per mol CN

NaCN + NaNO3 + H20 + CO2 + NaOH + N2 (8)
AH = -403.6 kJ

- -96.5 kcal per mol CN

Substitutionof ferricyanidesresults in an increaseof energy releaseof 40-

60 kJ per toolof CN-. Substitutionof sodium nitrite for nitrate increases

the energy by about 20-40 kJ per toolof CN-. Nitrite is presentin the tanks

as a result of the long-termradiolysisof nitrate. If NO is producedin

place of N2, the energy is greatly reduced- a factor of about 3. If Na20 is

produced in place of NaOH, the energy is reducedby 40-80 kJ per toolCN'. The

latter must result if the mixture is dried. Thus, a maximumenergy of about

400±60 kJ (95 kcal) per toolof Cii"may be expected. For comparison,

conversionof'I mol of carbon to CO2 by the NaNO3 reactionwill releaseabout
365 kJ (85 kcal).

The heat capacitiesof the sludge componentsare small. Typical values,

(Table 3) J/tool-K,are: Nal403,93; NaOH, 59; AIPO4, 93; A12(S04)3.6H2O, 493;

H20(_), 75; H20(g), 34. An estimatedCp for hydrated sludge is 1.2-2 J/g-K.
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TABLE 3. Heat Capacitiesof TypicalCompounds(a)

j  i-iK-I j K-I
NaOH 59.5 1.5

NaNO3 92.5 1.1

NaN03(_.) 154,8 1.8
Fe(OH)3 101.6 1.0

Fe203 103.8 0.6

Al(N03)3,6H20 433.0 1.4

AI203o3H20 183.5 1.2

AIPO4 93.2 0.8

A'I2Si4010(OH)2 294 0.8

H20(_) 75.3 4.2

H20(g) 33.6 1.9

N2 29 1.0

NaOH(_) 87.8 2.2

Fe(OH)2 97.0 1.1
NaCN 68.5 1.3

(a) Typical temperatureeffects would increaseCp by 10-30% at 1000 K. 20%
was used as an average in the AT estimate.

Other heat sinks are: volatilizationof water, 40 kJ/mol; fusion of NaNO3, 15

kJ/mol;and fusion of NaOH, 7 kJ/mol.

Three adiabaticreaction cases were calculated,I-pure reactants,II-pure

reactantsplus I toolH20 per toolof C)¢-,and III-2 toolsof H20 per mol of CN-

plus 2 extra mols of NaNO3. Maximum calculatedtemperaturerises are roughly

1800"C, 1200"C,and 500"C, respectively. The effect of increasingCp with l

was only estimated. The melting and vaporizationof various componentswould

reduce the temperaturerise especially for the upper values, lt may be signi-

ficant that the materialshaving the greatest heat capacity (includingphase

transitions)are those that may be present in appreciableamounts, such as H20

and NAN03. NaOH and the product gases contributeto the heat capacityof the

reactionproducts, lt is seen that even with appreciabledilution,the
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potentialtemperaturerise is great. The real impactof the diluents is not

so much the reductionof temperatureri_e - since even a AT of 500°C would

seem serious- but rather on the rateof reaction. The latterdetermines to a

large extent the ultimate consequencesof the exothermicreaction. Unfortu-

nately,nothingis known of the reactionmechanism.

Anotherquestion is the initiationof the reaction. Any source of heat

that could producea temperatureof 350 to 400°C Is the most likely. This has

not been identifiedalthough a sludge temperatureas high as 315"C has been

measured (Dahlkeand DeFigh-Price1983). Shock waves and contact frictionare

two additionalmethods that could give temperaturesin this range, maybe only

in a very small region.

Kineticdata and the effectsof dilution can be obtained from laboratory

tests. The questionas to whether a sufficientquantityof ferrocyanideis

concentratedin one place to be a hazard can perhaps be answered by tank

samplingand by laboratoryradiolysistests.

17



TANK SURVEY__ ,,

A brief review of early HV#documentsand discussionswith presentand

former Hanfordpersonnelindicatesthat the cyanide scavengedwaste was spread

over many tanks in many tank farms in both E and W Areas.' The available

informationgave no obvious pattern for the disposal of cyanidesludges. The

decision to use a particular tank, or to empty a given tankD was influencedby

specialtests, locationof the scavengingoperation,available crib sites,

etc. A number of tanks have beenidentified that at least at one time con-

rained sizableamountsof nickel ferrocyanidesludge. These include 101C,

108C, I09C, 112C, 105BY, I06BY, 107BY, 108BY, 1tOBY, 112BY, 101T, I01TY,

I03TY, 104TY, I05TY,and 106TY.

An effort was made by F. M. Jungfleischof Rockwell HanfordOperations to

determinethe state of some of these tanks through the records used for the

TRAC program. The initialresults were encouraging,and suggestedthe actual

recordsare better than the informationcontainedin the early Hanford

documents. As this report was being completed,results of this tank survey

were made available(Pickett 1984)o Some 59 in-plant tributyl phosphate (TBP)

waste campaigns,one in-plant test, and 29 in-tank campaignswere reviewed.

Table 4 lists the effective scavengingvolumesand the amounts of hexacyano

ferrate (II) that could be present. Twelve tanks received the solutionsjust

after treatmentand it is assumed that all of the ion precipitatedin these

tanks. Two tanks, BY-lO4 and BY-lO5 received cyanide by transferfrom BY-lO6,

BY-1DT, BY-lOB,and BY-110. The total amount of hexacyanoferratethat is

presumed to have been added is 9xi05 moles or 5.4xi06moles of CN (140 t).
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TABLE 4. Hexacyanoferrate(II)Additionsi i ii

Volume of Fe(CN)4T

Tank Solution (Liters) (MolesYta) Campaign Type

BY-lO4(b) 4E+7 2E+5 , TBP Process

BY-lO5(b") 3E+7 .1E+5 TBP Process

BY-lO6 7E+6 3E+4 TBP Process

BY-lO7 2E+7 8E+4 TBP Process

BY-lO8 1E+7 7E+4 TBP Process

BY-110 2E+7 9E+4 TBP Process

BY-112 7E+5 3E+3 TBP Process

C-108 4E+6 2E+4 In-Tank
r #

C)C-I09t 9E+6 5E+4 In-Tank

C-111(c) 6E+6 3E+4 In-Tank

C_112(-c) IE+7 7E+4 In-Tank

T-I01 2E+6 1E+4 T-Plant Test

TY-I01 .6E+6 3E+4 ZC Process

TY-Z03 5E+6 3E+4 IC Process

TOTAL 2E+8 9E+5 All

(a) Assumes that solutionsare brought to 0.005r4in Fe(CN)4-6

during scavengingand that all Fe(CN)4-settlesin the
first tank that received it.

(b) Received as solidstransfers from BY-lO6, BY-lO7, BY-lO8 and BY-IlO.

(c) Correctedfor supernatesof BY-Farm that were not treatedwith

Fe(CN) 4-6
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"WORST CASE" SCENARIO

Greater than 105 kg (100 netric tons) of ferrocyanidewas placed in

undergroundwaste storageduring a few years starting in 1954. lt is known

that it is spreadover many tanks, but it is not known whether a large

quantityremains in any one tank. lt can be deduced from the flowsheet that

greaterthan 105 moles of CN" could have been placed in onetank per

scavengingsequence. The total nitrate availableis not known because the

supernatewas pumped off. However, a second or more batchesof scavenged

waste could have ended up in a given tank.

The most hazardoussequence (worst case scenario)would seem to be:

I) The Ni2Fe(CN)6 sludge representingthe Cs from, for example, 3 tanks

containing_largeamounts of Cs2NiFe(CN)6 was transferredto another

tank. The total amount of ferrocyanideprecipitatecould amount to

(6-8)xi04moles of Fe(C)t)6.

2) The sludge settled in a a pocket of ~100 m2 area, 10,20 cm deep.

3) The other major constituentin the sludge was a nitrate salt which

depositedwith the ferrocyanideprecipitate.

4) Withoutfurthermixing, the material compactedand dried before appre-

ciable decompositioncould take place.

5) Heat from the Cs and other activities increasedthe temperatureas the

water was removed.

6) The ignitionpoint was reached, and the 1.5x108 kJ (from 85 kcal/mol

C)_-)is released in less than a second, (equivalentto 36 tons TNT).(a)

The complete sequence is highly improbable. Any of steps 1 through 5

might have occurred.(b)

(a) Whetherthe energy is released as a "detonation"or a "deflagration"is a
matter of rate of propagationof the reaction. The question is not
addressedat this time. Likewise,the efficiencyof the reaction is not
considered. 100%, which is very unlikely,was assu_d in the estimates.

(b) lt should be noted that the tank survey (Pickett1984) indicated
that a process similar to step one, did in fact, occur and resulted
in more CN in one tank than the assumption made here. Five

tanks possiblycontain as much CN as the example.
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An equally reasonable sequence is that the sludge settled in 2-7 days _

with the ferrocyanide precipitate dtluted by a factor of 2-10 with other

solids. A reasonably uniform deposit may have resulted. Early laboratory

tests indicated that a fine precipitate was formed which settled slowly

(Copptnger and Smith 1954). If the deposit were 50% ferrocyantde lt might be

of the order of 5-10 cm thick over the entire area of the tank. Calculations

have not been done to assess the geometry effect for the system.

If other conditions are favorable for a reaction, then the drying step

may be critical. Although tt is reassuring that nothing has happened in 25-30

years, it must be emphasized that there are no data to indicate the actual in-

tank condition as it relates to cyanide deposition or chemical environment.
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Internal Letter RockwellInternational

o,_, January 9, 1985 No , 72420"85"004 _.__
TO _.-. o,_. ,.,,_. t_t.,_J Ate,_.a0 FROM ,*...,t o,io.,lof o_ ,_,._, Ala,ejj _.one,

, G. T. Dukelow , J, F. Dtckman
, W. F. Heine , Tank Farm Surveillance
, , Analysts

, 2750E/200E/3-1008

Suo_,c_, Double-Shell Tank Pressurization

Ref: a) Letter, D. R. El!tngson to G. F. Boothe, "Effluent Sampltng
October 18, 1984

b) Department of Energy Order 5484.1, Chapter 3, "Effluent and
Environmental Monitoring Program Requirements," February 24, lgBl.

Attached for your informationis a summaryof the double-shelltank
pressurizationevents which were identifiedfrom pressure strip chart
reviews during 19B4. Eighty-threeof the two hundred and forty pressure
strip charts (approximately35%) generatedduring 19B4 were reviewed. The
remainingone hundred and fifty seven strip chartswere not submittedfor
review.

Review of the pressure strip charts revealed_3] indicatedpressurization
events. The maximum indicated pressurizationocurred in Tank IOI-AZ (the
aging waste tank)on Sep___ember14, lgB4. T_he)_p_tessuriz.at'i.onaveraged3
inches water gauge_'{w_:g-.-T-f6r'IT_hoursand-h-(id-a-pe-a-k--pressureof F_Q'Inches
w.g. that lasted for approximatelylO minutes. The cause of the i6dicated
pressurizationis unknown.

The maximum indicatedduration of a pressurizationalso occurredin Tank
IOI-AZ. The pressurizationapparentlylastedfor four days from November l
to November 4_'_4. The indicatedpositive pressureduring this time

var-'_'PTe-6-Tr-cxn--C)_-Inchesw.g. to be2"Oainchesw.g..The cause of thepressurizationwas reported to plugged ventil-a-_T6n_loop seal drain
resulting in isolationof the tank from the ventilationsystem.

Each of the indicated 131 pressurizationevents representsa potential
-alrbornerelease which was unsamoledand unmonitored. Departmentof Energy
Order 5484.1, Chapter III (Ref._a)requiresall effluentsto be monitoredto
det-ermin_-'whethercontainment and controlof release of,radioactivityfrom
site operations are functioningas planned.W ReferenceXb) provideda
descriptionand an attached sketch of a sampling systemwhich may assist in
determiningthe significanceof potentialreleases. Anothersketch is
provided with this letter. In order to increase the visibilityand tracking
of the problem to a satisfactorysolution,Tank Farm SurveillanceAnalysis
will enter two findings on AATS. The first findingwill containwords to
the effect that funding is requiredl_odevelop and implementsamplingof
potentiallysignificanteffluent releasesfrom tank farm pressurizations.A
due date of April l, 1985 will be assignedand action assignedto W. F.
Heine. The_s.ec.g_n.(L_f_indi.r_gwill be listed as follows: "Implementsamplingof
tan_ space concentrationsduring pressurizationevents to aeterminethe
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significanceof potential airborne releases as required by DOE 54B4.1,
Chapter 3, A due date of May I, 1985 will be assigned and the action
a_r_n_F/_,G.T.Duk_!ow.

C',zIT"i ,

_,.....J,/F, Dickman,Manager _
'-Tank Farm SurveillanceAnalysis

JFD/dJ

Art,

cc: G. F, Boothe ,_._
J, C. Fulton
W, D. Killand
R. P. Knight
R. H. Sudmann
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JULY 5 7 0 0 CNS

AUG 14(I) 2(3) 1 1 CNS

SEPT CNS CNS CNS 9 CNS

OCT 0(2) 21 2 6(4) CNS

(¢)
NOV 0 9 0 7 CNS

DEC 3 2

Maximum indicatedpressure - 60 inches water gauge (w.g.)(lOl-AZ,Sept. 14, lasted
approximatelyI0 rain.at this pressure)

Maximum indicatedduration - 4 days (Agingwaste tank, lOI-AZ,November I-4, pressure
varied from 0.5 to 2 inches w.g.)

CNS - Charts not submitted for review
(I) - 5 of 7 charts submitted for review
(2) - 3 of 7 charts submitted for review
(3) - 4 of 6 charts submitted for review (lOl & I02 AW charts missing)
(4) - All pressurizationoccurred in the Aging Waste Tank (lOI-AZ)
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o,,, September 16, 1985 No . 65611-85-1 57

TO: '_l_lq4# O_'lle_iOt'O* Inie_nlf Altdtell) F_'_O_: INSmq,.(_#gen,tlfsO_. Inle_f_#l ACllfteJj, PttOlte_

. K.G. Carothers L.M. Sasaki

, _-C i Waste Management Process
. . Technology Uni t

2750- E/A- 2271/ 3- 3429

s_o,,c,., Resultsof Hydrogen Monitoring in Tank IOI-SY

Refs: (a) Letter, 65611-84-211,November 26, 1984, L. M. Sasaki to
K. G. Carothers, "Tank lOl-SY HydrogenConcentration
CaIculations"

(b) J. O. Henrie, Personal Communication,September 13, lg85.

Introduction

Resultsof calculationsperformed earlier (referencea) indicated that
suddenreleaseof accumulated slurry growth gases might cause the hydrogen
concentrationin the vapor space of Tank lOl-SY to exceed the 2%
specification.Monitoring of the tank vapor space was recommended. This
letter describesthe resultsof the hydrogen monitoring which began in
Januaryof this year.

Description

The monitoring system consistedof a Gastech hydrogenmonitor and a chart
recorderto continuouslyrecord the hydrogen concentration. The monitor
was set to measure hydrogenconcentration up to four percent, which is the
lower flammabilitylimit of hydrogen in air. Samples were pulled
continuouslyfrom the 8-inch ventilationllne on Tank lOI-SY.

Severalproblems were encounteredduring the hydrogen monitoring period.
After a few days of operation, the cold weathercaused the reading to
drift downward. Low concentrationsof hydrogen would not have been
detectedduring this period. Concentrationsof two percent or above would
have been detected but would have appeared So be of much lower
concentration. However, no gas releases occurred during this time. On
FebruaryII, the chart recorder began malfunctioning;about one month
passed before a replacement recorder could be found, tested, and installed.
In April, the sample tube was found disconnectedfrom the tank vent line;
it is estimated that the line had been disconnectedfor as long as a
month. Finally,due to other manpower requirements,maintenanceof the
recorderwas suspendeduntil the work was formally scheduled;about two
monthspassed before maintenanceof the recorder was resumed, As a result,
hydrogenconcentrationdata was obtained for only sixty-nine of the'days
betweenJanuary II and September II.
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Other data availablefor Tank lOI-SY were liquid levels (measuredthree
times a day for the FIC and daily for the manual tape), tank temperature
profiles (takenweekly), and vapor space pressure.

Results

Since the hydrogenmonitoring began,five gas releases have occurred in
Tank lOI-SY. They took place on January31, March 15, April 14, May 31,
and July 16. Two of these have caused pressurizationof the vapor space.
Hydrogenconcentrationinformationis availablefor three of the gas
releases;problems with the monitoringresultedin no informationon the
hydrogen concentrationafter the other two releases. Figure l shows the
liquid levels as a function of time during the gas releases. This and
other informationare also included in the table.

Liquid levels and temperaturesfor the monitoringperiod are shown in
Figure 2. Both FIC and manual tape liquid level readings are shown and the
temperaturesare those recordedfrom thermocoupleslocated 28, 76, and 124
inches from the bottom of the tank. This graph was provided by H. A.
Anderson of the Tank Farm and EvaporatorProcessingEngineeringGroup
(TF&EPE). The liquid levels are not graphed as frequently as in Figure l
but the temperaturedrops that occur with gas releases are shown. The fact
that temperaturesat the bottom of the tank rise and fall with the liquid
level suggestthat gases accumulate at the bottom of the tank. The
temperaturesdropped after all the gas releasesexcept the one in July.
The temperaturefell at two of the thermocouplelocations but rose at the
thermocouplenearestthe bottom of the tank. There has also been a
noticeabledecline in the average liquid level and temperature in the tank
over the last eight months.

The three gas releases for which there is hydrogen informationare the ones
which occurred in January,March and July. The first two gas releases
were a result of lancingsin the tank; no hydrogen was detected after these
releases. Hydrogen was detected after the last gas release. The gas
release in July may have been the largestof the three; the liquid level
drop is comparable to the January drop and the change in pressure was the
largest.
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Figure 3 shows the hydrogen concentrationas a functionof time for the
July 16 gas release. A sharp peak occurred about 22 hours after the
pressurization.The sharpnessof the peak indicates that gas was released
at a locationalmost directlybelow the vent line and that a gas plume
must have entered the vent line, mixing very little with the air in the
vapor space (referenceb). The hydrogenconcentrationreached a maximum of
5%. The concentrationdropped rapidlyto 0.2 to 0.3%and remained at this
level for over a day. This concentrationmost likely represents the
maximum hydrogenconcentrationreached throughoutthe vapor space. The
fact that the hydrogen concentrationremained level for so long indicates
that the gases were not releasedall at once but over a number of hours.
Very low concentrationsof hydrogenmay have been presentafter the other
gas releasesalthough they were not detected.

lt is estimatedthat about lO00 ft3 of hydrogen was released during a forty
hour period. Using a rough estimate of the total volume of gases released
(3800 ft3), the hydrogen concentrationin the gases released would be about
26%. These numbers are comparable to those calculated in reference a and
observed in laboratory slurry growth experiments. The average hydrogen
concentrationin the vapor space remained small because gases were released
over a long period of time. If the gas release had been instantaneous,a
hydrogenconcentrationof 2.5% might have been reached.

Summary

Of the three gas releases which were monitored for hydrogen, only one had
detectable levels of hydrogen in the vapor space. After the July 16 gas
release, the vapor space hydrogen concentration was 0.2 to 0.3%, well below
the flammability limit and tank specifications. Similar concentrations
would be expected from other gas releases in the tank. However, as the
peak concentration of 5% indicates, small "pockets" of gases at higher
hydrogen concentrations may exist until they become mixed with the air in
the vapor space.

Because of the fairly large amounts of gases which can be released, it is
important that the ventilation system for Tank IOI-SY not be shut down when
gas releases are expected. Continuous operation of the ventilation system
will remove hydrogen and other slurry growth gases and minimize the
possibility of hydrogen accumulating in the vapor space.
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Monitoring of liquid levels,temperature,and hydrogen concentrationsin
Tank lOI-SY will continuein order to oather more informationabout slurry
growth.

L. M. Sasaki,Engineer
Waste ManagementProcessTechnologyUnit
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file/Ib

Mr, R. O. Wojtasek
Program Manager
Applied Technology and Strategic Planning
Rockwell Hanford Operations
P.O, Box BOO
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Wojtasek:

Subject: Cyanide Analysis in TY Tank Farm Samples

Reference: Letter, L. G. Morgan to C. J, Geler,Same Subject, March 29,1985

During the TRAC Team meeting on December 6, 1985, it was announced that a
number of elements had been deleted from those to be analyzed in the
single-shell *:nk samples, Among those deleted was Cyanide.

As was stated in the reference letter, PNL .feels there may be potential hazards
involved in those tanks which received significant quantities of ferrocyanides.
Large quantities of cyanide are involved; up to 140 tons estimated,
Implementation of the reference disposal technology on the single-shell tanks
may increase the hazard.

We recommend that analysis of samples from those tanks predicted to contain
large quantities of ferrocyanides include cyanide, and that additional studies
to fully determine potential hazards be completed prior to implementation or
testing of dome filling techniques.

A proposal to evaluate the hazards was prepared in response to a DOE-RL request
and is attached for your consideration. We would be glad to make the
appropriate staff available at your convenience to discuss the matter.

Very truly yours,

M. S. Hanson, Program Manager
Defense Waste Technology
Hanford Environmental and Technology
Applications

MSH:gmh

cc: WW Schulz
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From,, Double-Shell Tank Process Engineering Unit 13331-88.476
phone: 3-3816 2750E/200E R1-51
Date; October 25, 1988
Sublect: TANK1.01-SYSLURRYGROWTH

To: D, G, Batde 1-51 'X/ _ :>

cc: R, J, Baumhardt R2-40 _ .--l)unf_rd RI-51
F, E. Boyd S5-04 iT. A. Carlson _ RI-51
T, E, Blankenship R2-40 _'t-x,--M,__VI R2-11
D, E, McKenney R2-11 KOF: LB/File

References: See attached reference section.

SUMMARY

In accordancewith a requestof July 19, 1988, the Tank I01-SY 'slurry
growth" files have been studied. This tank has not been at its original
fill level for the past eight years due to trapped gas bubblesthat have
the effect of increasingthe volume of material in the tank. The breakdown
of the organics and productionof gases have been documented in various
studies (referencesg, 10) and correspondence(referencesI, 2, 3). These
gases raise severalconcerns:

o flammability/explosionof hydrogen;

o tank level rising above specifici=tions;

o over-pressurizationof tank vapor space with subsequent
contaminationspread to environment,and personnelradiation
exposure;

o NH3 potentiallyabove threshholdlimit values at stack.

This t_nk has been studiedand characterizedsufficientlyto be able to
justify taking actionto correcte_e-nera%ion p_oblemnow, if the
risk warrants the cost of doing so. A rationalefor 'fixing"the problem
is presented below. Severalsuggestionsfor possible fixes that can be
individuallyor collectivelyaccomplishedto addressthe slurrygrowth are
included. Each optionwould requirea cost estimate to be prepared,and
better definition of what is involvedprior to proceeding,

HYDROGEN

Currently the I01-SY tank has a gas releaseevent approximatelyeve-y
B.5 weeks (the most recentwas October9, 1988) in which the liquid level
drops on average approximately4,5 inches. If that was all that occJrred
with this tank, there probablywould not be a problem, but occasionallythe

Hanford OI>efIIons,In(_Er_llr_Nl,f¢_lC,,_r_cloftor_ JS ::NtI:WlrTn_enl:WEn_rt_y
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liquid level drops 9 incheswith a coincidentalrelease of considerably
more gas than.4.5 inches can produce. Reference2 indicates that if all
the gas were to exit at once (_ich in the past has taken severalhours),
the tank vapor space could rise to 3.5 percent hydrogen for a 2.9-inch
liquid level drop (based on bubblesat the bottom of the tank). With a
9-inch drop, an 11 percent hydrogengas mixture could occur in the tank
vapor space. Figure 5 shows the last 5 years of liquid level drops as
taken from the raw data recordedby the surveillancesystem. The trend,
although slow, is toward increasinglylarge liquid level drops. Figure 6
is the display of the linear regressioncalculation(by the computer
program "STATGRAPHICS"). On Figure6, BO is the "Y" intercept,and BI is
the slope of the li_e fittingthe data by the methods of linear regression
(or least squares fit). The bounds representsthe 95 percent confidence
level that the slope will be insidethe inner bounds,and that a new data
point will be inside the outer bounds. Accordingto the data then, large
liquid level drops can be expected. Reference3, which was reportingthe
resultsof actual in-t_nkhydrogenlevels (as opposed to the calculations
of reference2), shows that overalltank hydrogen is lower than the
theoreticalmaximum. This is probablydue to the extended duration of the
event (a few hours) and to continuousventilationof the vapor space, lt
is possible, however, that the tank couldburp bigger and faster and exceed
the flammabilitylimit of 4 percenthydrogen. (The 4_percent limit is
based on dry air. A high water contentwill affect this and may warrant
further study.) In all likelihood,nothingwill happen; but, if the
hydrogen should-findan ignitionsource in a pu_ or fan or static
discharge,the vapor space overpressurewill rise considerablyabove 0 inch
of water.

As seen on Figure I, the overallhigh point of the tank is rising, as is
the average tank height taken from the weekly surveillancedata. Average
tank height in 1988 was 412.5 inches,and the tank low in 1984 was
403 inches. Possibly, over a periodof time, the tank is burping less and
less completely and is retainingmore and more gas. There is no guarantee
that, at some point, anevent will not occur in just the right order to
more completely eject the gas. This could result in a liquid level drop
of 15 to 20 inches which, as above,Bay yield considerablymore than a
4 percent (the minimum flammabilitylimit) hydrogen vapor space. Finally,
the hydrogen monitor has detectedMat was called a "plume'of hydrogen at
5 percent (reference3). lt seems clear that, at numerous times during the
year, Tank I01-SY could have been technicallyout of compliancewith the
2 percent hydrogen limit (reference7). In all likelihood,portionsof the
vapor space go above the 4 percentFlammabilitylimit; further, it is
likely that, at some point, the whole vapor space could go above 4 percent.
This is an identified hazard that should not be left unattended.

TANK LEVEL SPECIFICATIONS

Figure I, and the associatedlinear regressioncalculated and graphed in

l
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Figure Z, would indicatea long-termthreat to the 4EZ-inch limit on the
tank level. From Figure 2, the upper bound of the 95 percent confidence
level intersectsthe 42Z-inchpoint in early 1990. And the expected
maximum tank height (heavyline on Figure I) will cross 422 inches in
approximatelyOctober of 1993. In other words, the 422 inches _ill be in
occasionalJeopardyduring the next year or so, and by 1993 will be in
frequentJeopardy. The I01-SYtank will not fail structurallyat 422
inches,making the risk of exceeding422 inchesprimarily a kroblem of
analysisand paper work to documentthis occurrence.

i

PRESSUR][ZATIONOF TAJ_ VAPORSPACE

The tank is normallymaintainedat -1.85 incheswater and approximately
550 cfm of air. A ventilationsafety switch turns off the ventilationat
-6.0 inches. The maximum ventilationflow rate from SY-I01 is 700 cfm
(reference5).

Risk to Env.i.ronment

A few months ago and severaltimes during the past few years, Tank IO]-SY
burped sufficientlyto pressurizethe vapor space above 0.0 inches. This
has the effect of reversingflow that is normally down through vents,
drains, plugs, and leaks. Ultimately,given enough pressure and time,
dischargeof the tank gas and radionuclidesinto the environment and
subsequentcontaminationspread is inevitable. The tank farm grounds are
surveyedafter each positiveburp and no contaminationabove background
level has yet been detected, lt is obviousto most observers, however,
that it is just a matter of tin_ until a burp contaminatesthe area.

Work Exposure

Operators are periodicallyperformingmaintenance,taking readings, etc.,
above the tank, and remain in that area for many minutes.

With larger 'burps'occurring,it is possible to expect several pres-
surizationsper year. Since the lancing is not working predictably now
(reference4FB/4BC)the timingof the burps is unknownand could catch
people in the area unaware. This would release a radiationexposure that
has not been quantified. Analysis of the potentialsource term and
exposure to workers should be calculated.

NH3 Potential

Reference11 indicatesthat ammonia productionmay be a part of the break
down of the HEDTA in the I01-SY tank. The report shows there is wide
variabilityin relativedistributionof gases betweenNOx, NH3, H2, and
others. One data point indicatesNH3 will be present at approximately
40 percent of the level of hydrogen. Therefore,an ammonia concentration
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spike in the tank vapor space may be occurlng with the tank burps at the
same time thehydrogen puffs out. Ammonia concentr_tlonsof 0 to 4 percent
might be expected in these puffs. At these levels,the flamablllty
potential is very low (reference12), but umonla will detonate
(reference12) at higher concentrationsand may thereforeadd some energy
to any hydrogenburn that might occur. Over a two-week period in which
lancingwas conducted bi-weekly,the averageconcentrationof NH3 was
found to be 102 ppm. This yields 5 pounds per day on a contlnuous basis.

Two other ammonia considerationswarrantmention. The environmental
reportingrequirementshave been stated {reference4RW) as: "a IU0 pound/
day releaseof a_nia must be reportedper CERCLA' At a 4-percent
concentrationpuff (which is about the largestpossible puff, but not
necessarilythe largest relativeabundanceof hydrogen/ammoniathat might
occur), approximatelyI00 pounds of ammoniawill be discharged. There is
some chance, therefore, that the tank would qualify as an ammonia generator
under the CERCLA,which would entail additional reporting requirements.

The other consideration is the potential for personnel occupational hazard
from ammoniafumes. These fumes wlll primarilybe exhaustedthrough the
ventilationstack at high velocityand dissipate in the air. Any reverse
pressurizationof the vapor spacemay push a portion of the ammonia into
the occupied areas. The 0 to 4 percentconcentrationin the tank vapor
space equatesto up to 40,000 ppm concentrations. At 140 ppm, ammc ia is
extremely irritatingto the eyes and mucuous membranes (referenceIz). The
OccupationalSafety and Health Administration(OSHA) limits occupational
exposure to 50 ppm and continuousexposure should be kept under 25 ppm
(reference12). lt would appearthat worst case circumstancescould mRke
the ammoniahazard a significantproblem. Occasional atmospheric inversion
conditions in the tank farms brings stack ammoniadown to grade level in
concentrationsthat are detectableby the operators.

RECOMMENDATIONS

lt seems that, at tl,isti_, preciseknowledgeof the root cause of the
slurry growth is not as importantas defendingagainst its effects.
Obviously it is desirable to know exactlywhat is happening to avoid
reoccurrencesand perhaps eliminatethe problem. However, the nature and
location of gas production,the trip mechanism,the releaseof puffs, the
hydrogen content, and the contaminationlevels of the vapor space have been
examined for 8 years and may never be exactlyknown. What is known is
that:

- the tank level is rising;

- gas forms in the slurry and is irregularlydischarged;

- the gas discharge is contaminated,c_ntains hydrogen and
ammonia,and can overpressurizethe ventilation.

n
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These effects are toleratedbecausethey were unplanned. We would not
receive nor would we ask for authorityto set up a similar situation in
another tank. In view of the risks to the tank, the environment,and the

working personnel, it i,sreco_nded that the effects of the tank's burps,
if not the cause, be eliminated. Actions that could be taken to ameliorate
these effects are listedbelow.

The short-term,low-costoptionsare listed first, followed by long-term
more expensivethat are 'shoulddo" choices, followed lastly by long-term
expensiveoptions that 'shouldbe considered'.

Short-Term,Low-Cost

o Reduce tank level by pump out to approximately400 inches.

o Reduce leakagepoints for positivepressure to escape.

o Reduce the slurryviscosity(by dilutionwith water or other
wastes) to allow bubblesto rise more readily.

o Install additionallevel detp,ctors.

o Place all I01-SYarea workerson mask.

Lonq-T_rm '.,ShOuldDo"

o Increasethe negativepressure and Flow capacity for
I01-SY ventilation.

o Mechanicallybreak holes in the crust in several locations.

o Improvelancing techniques.

o Installgas monitors.

Long-Term "Consider'

o Initiatea recirculatingpumped degassificationsystem.

o Installmixer/agitatornear tank bottom to disengage bubbles.

o Increaseair flow from lances or installALC's to cool tank
and thereby reducetank gas productionrate.

o Photographtank before and after a gas event (during an event
would also help),
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DISCIJS_IONOFCORRECTIVEACTIONS

Increase N_aattve pressure andVentilation

For Tank IOI-SY, no outage of the ventilation system ts acceptable. An
operating ventilation system ts undoubtedly responsible for minimizing the
effects of prevtous postttve burps. A htghly reliable, dedicated venti-
lation system that could maintain 4 tnches negative and whennecessary
exhaust atr tn the range of 3000 cfm should be Installed. A htgh capactty
fan with a flat vacuumcurve could accomltsh thts. The higher vacuumwill
providesome room beforethe tank is overpressurlzedand the largermir
flowrate (whenmlr is mvmllable)wlll flushhydrogenand umonlm mt m much
fasterrmte. At 3000Cfm,the vmporspacewill be exchanged(orwithdrawn)
in aboutI0 minutes,as opposedto the 40 to 50 minuteslt currently
requires. Increaslngthe stackheightwouldalso reducethe likelihoodof
havingammoniadrop backto gradelevelin the tank farms. The systemmay
haveto be redundantand havelocalemergencypoweravailable.

ReduceT_llk Level

This tank and its slurry are headedup in height. The low level of
403 inches has not been seen since 1984. The average tank height for 198B
is 412.5 inches. If the crust is mostly level, the margin For expansion
has been reduced by 9.5 inches since ]981, and at a minimumthe tank ought
to be lowered by that amount. Projecting that the slurry will continue to
generate gas to 1995 (reference I) and that the slurry will continue to
increase its viscosity (and/or the gas retention mechanisms),the tank
level could rise an additional 8.5 to 9 tnches between 1988 and 1995. This
will put the average tank height at 421 inches with peaks and valleys o6
_+4.0inches, If a destination for part of the slurry can be found, the
tank should be reduced tn level to a point at which a later future and
additional reduction is not necessary.

ReduceL_akage Poin_

Attention could be directed to sealing drains, gaskets, and leaks into the
tank to defend against atmospheric/environmental releases during a pres-
surization event. If most of the unfiltered flow paths are sealed the
affects of the event will be minimized, This would ensure that the
environment and the operators would be passively protected in the event
that all the mchanical systemproved inadequate. This would require
installation o6 a controlled filtered air inlet which does not nowexist.

Break Cru_t

Thereis some possibilitythatthe crustis temporarilycatchingthe
bubblesthat seemto spontaneouslycome out of the slurryevery8 weeks.
By cappingthe gas and thenpuffingit out in bursts,(seephotographs-
Figures9,I0,II,and 12 for evidenceof puffsat the sidewalls)the
releasemay be exacerbated.If a "vent"can be put intothe crustby
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wchanicmlly breaking the crust in perhaps 3 places rand ren_ perlodi-
cally, the puffing light be ltntli:Ped. Severml floiting vents with a probe
reaching 4.0 feet do_ could possibly be dropped in or pushed into the
crust as in alternative. This corrective action, breaking the crust, is
not guaranteed to have any affect, Most of th e others wtll

Beduce the Slurry Viscosity

With a high enough viscosity,bubblescan grow mhd be imbedded in the
slurry and will not migrate. Eventumlly,enough bubbles agglomerateand
the large bubble's tendency to rise overpowersthe slurry. If the bubbles
grew at the same rate all over the tank, the shock wave from the air lances
or from the collapse behind the first large bubble leaving could initiate
an area or the whole tank to suddenlyreleasethe gas. This trapping
effect can only occur in viscousor 'chunky"material, lt does not occur
to an great extent in water. Unfortunately,reducing the viscosityby
dilutionwill probably double the volumeof waste which would require a
second tank to hold the excess. This would be a better-than-nothing
solution,however, and could be verifiedin the laboratory prior to
beginninga program.

ImproveLancin_

With the lancingcurrently being done daily and burps coming every
8 weeks, it is obvious that lancinghas become ineffective. The lancesmay
have isolatedthemselves (reference4BC) in encapsulatingcolumns of waste.
Regardlessof the mechanism, they are not tripping the tank until the tank
is ready. When they are working, it was the lancing that caused at least
one instance (October ZO, 1983) of overpressurization. If the tank will
not trip until there is a hazard,the trip mechanismneeds to be examined.
New lances could be installed in new locations,or perhaps a larger effect
system could be installed in the existingnozzles (more air, lateral
piping, pulsed air).

Recirculatinc]_)_qassification

A small quantity of slurry could be pumped througha vacuum degassification
chamber (or other suitable approachsuch as heating and recoolingor just
returningto the top of the crust) and reinjectedinto the tank on the
opposite side. By processingthe tank volume every 4 to 8 weeks, it should
be possibleto completely avoid any futureburping. This would take a 12-
to 25-gpm system that could accommodatethe physical and chemical proper-
ties of the slurry. This approachhas been recommended (reference4WE) for
somewhatanalogouswater systemshaving outgassingevents+

Increase Air FIgw

The gas generation rate is reportedto be highly temperaturedependent
(reference8). Since airliftcirculatorsare routinelyutilized to remove
tank heat, it is possible that airliftcirculatorscould be installed(in
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conjunctionwith the Imrgerventilationsystem)to coolthe tankcontents
and reducethe gasgenermtlonrate. Perhapsthe al+ lancesnow in place

couldpartlmllyservethis functionif continuouslyInst mir was
sufficientlycool (orcooled). If tmpermturescoul.-- reducedby 20°F,
the gas generationratewoulddrop by ms _ch ms SO percent(reference9).
The disadvantmgeis thatcoolerslurryis more viscous, lt wms suggested
(reference4BV) thathemtlngthe tank tc reducethe vlscosltywouldbe
beneficialto enablingto bubblesto escape. _re laboratoryWork and mn
examinationof the literaturerelmtlngto retmlnedbubblesin a viscous
mediumwouldbe in orderto definethls subject.

InstallGas Monitors

Equlp_nt shouldbe permanentlyinstalledand properlyhousedto continu-
ouslyuonltovthe ventilationstrew for hydrogenand mmmnonla,lt is
importantto knowthe specifichazardto be dealtwith afterthe
documentationthata hazardexists.

PlaceWorkerson Mask

Masks/respiratorsthatare capableof filteringboth particulateand
ammoniacouldprotectworkersfromthe inhalationof hazardousmaterial.
Consideringthe uncertaintyof thetimingof the burpsand the potential
for riskfromreleasedmaterial,masksare probablywarranted.However,
maskswillnot protectoperatorsfromthe externalgammadose receivedfrom
beingin a potentialcloudof releasecontaminatedair.

InstallLevelDetectors

The singleFIC leveldetectorshouldbe backedup by a minimumof one and
preferablyseveraladditionalleveldetectors(all uniformlycalibrated
and operatingon the sameprinciples).More data on tanklevel,hydrogen
levels,and temperaturewill proveusefulin trackingthe eventualdemise
of the gas problem.

Ti_kePhot_oqraohs

Photographsof the inside of the tank just before, during, and after an
outgassingeventcouldprovideinformationon the roleof the crustduring
an event. Perhapsan automatictrip couldbe placedon the camera,or the
tankpannedcontinuouslywith a closedcircuitTV thatrecordsits viewing
on videotape. The tapewouldbe visuallyscannedand recycledif it did
not containpertinentinformation.
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CONCLUSIOM

AlthoughTank IOI-SYis amongseveraltanksthathave had some slurry
grovth,the problm mt IOI-SYis presentlyuncontrolled.The tank burpsin
itsown time and to itsown extent. Takingno correctiveactionto at
least control the symptomsis not defensible in view of the risks discussed
above. WesttnghousHanford Coqmpanyshould investigate the cost of the
options listed, identify funding, and implement a solution. The minimum
actions to be taken should include pumpingout a portion of the tank
volume, and attempting to seal all tank In-leakage potnts. In addition,
Installing ,,)re level detectors and gas monitors, and placing operators on
mask should be considered as possible short-temactions.

Two of the long-term'shoulddo' optionswarrantattention:higherventi-
lationflowrateand improvedair lance. Thiswall not cure the problem,
but it will keepthe tankfrom achievingover-heightlimits,defendagainst
a hydrogenproblem,and protectthe workforceand environmentfromany
contaminationloss. TankI03-SYmay have roomfor someof the solution
(reference4BP),and theventilationneed notbe elaborateto tie into
existingpipingand conformto existingqualitylevels. In the long-teM
'consider"options,the ideamost likelyto eliminatethe burpingis the
pumpeddegassification.This,of course,willbe fairlyexpensive,but it
is the one optionthattreatsthe problemandnot the s_iptoms.

K. O. Fein,Engineer
Double-ShellTank ProcessEngineeringUnit
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From: TankFarm Operations 13230-Be-FEB-145
Phone: 3"1071 $5"04
D_Io: November!7, 1988
Subject=TANK IOI-SYSLURRYGROWTH

To D, G, Baide RI-51

cc: R, J, Baumhardt R2-40 J, S, Lee T4-01
T. D, Blankenship$5-04 D, E, McKenney R2-11
G, L, Dunford RI-51 T, K. Orgill T4-01
P. HinoJosa SB-04 D, J, WashenfelderR1-43

REF: Letter,K, O, Fein to D, G, Balde,"TankI01-SYSlurry
Growth",dated10/25/88

In accordancewithrecommendationsof correctiveactionsstatedin
the referencedletterby K, O, Fein,the actionslistedas short-
term and long-termneed to havecostestimates,Actionsrequired
to controlslurrygrowtheffectsshouldhavehigh priority,

Pleaseprepareestimatesfor the actionslistedAandwdiscussat ameetingTuesday,November22, 1988,in the 272- conferenceroom
at 10:00a,m, If you havequestions,call F, E, Boydon 3-1071,

F, E. Boyd
Asst,Mana_.r
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memorandum
OATS,June 6, 1990

RI_PL¥TO
ATTNOF

EH-322
BUBJEO°r,,

Review of the Hanford Tank Fa_ Flammable Gas Issues

To: Steven Blush, Director, NS-I

The attached EH Report, prepared by Dave Ruscitto and John Stefano who
participated in the joint ONS/EH investigation of the subject matter, is
hereby forwarded, Please note that the photographs referer_ced in Paragraph
D,?..a, of the report are being developed and will be furnished at a later
date, A similar set of photographs was provided to you by Da_e Ruscitto
during your most recent visit to the Hanford site,

A copy of the report has been furnished to the Tiger Team appraising the
Hanford site,

J ' J k"l /c.
Peter N. _"
Acting Assistant Secretary
Environment, Safety and Health

Attachment:
As _tared

cc w/attachment:
. L. Duffy, EM-I

M, Lawrence, RL
j. Fitzgerald, NS
J. Hulman, EH-,32
R, Poe, EH-342
O, Lynch, EH-331
R. Bowser, EH-321
R. Hanson, EH-342
O. Thompson, EH-331
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PRE-DECISIONALINFORMATION"

A. INTRODUCTION

I. Purpose

The purpose of this inspectionwas to evaluate the circumstances
surroundingthe discovery of potentiallyflammable gases in the
Hanford double-shelledtanks (DST).. The inspectorswere participants
in a joint investigationteam composed of members of the DOE Office
of Nuclear Safety (NS) and Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Environment,Safety and Health (EH). The participationof EH
representativeswas _,1o-fold'

a. Evaluateworker health and safety response on .thepart of the
Richland OperationsOffice (DOE/RL)and the principal
contractor,WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC).

b. Provide technical input in severalfunctional areas to the
combined overall NS/EH investigation, In this respect, safety
performance _as well as areas indirectly related to safety were
evaluated.

This r[:po't is a combined assessment covering both areas.

' 2. Scope

Thc charter of the NS/EH Team was to evaluate all relevant aspects of
the hydrogen generation issue which would allow understanding of how
technical information, particularly as it relates to safety issues,
flows between DOE/RL and both DOEHeadquarters and WHC.

The EH representatives were assigned to evaluate contractor and DOE-
RL pe_formancc in the functional areas of safety, operations,
maintenance, design control and event reporting. The evaluation was
primarily focused on the hydrogen generation issue, but also involved
the West Tank Farms and the SY farm in particular.

Activities undertaken in response to the current understanding of the
problem are not within the scope of this report. This report is
concerned with lessons to be learned from how the issue was handled
from the time of its initial identification until the recent concerns
were expressed.
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3. Background

In March 1990, DOE/RL reported that potentiallyexplosive gases,
primarily hydrogen (H2) and nitrous oxide (N20), were being evolved
within certain double shell tanks (DSTs) in the Hanford Tank Farms.
These tanks store nuclear wastes resulting from the reprocessing of
nuclear fuel. Reprocessing operations have been conducted at Hanford
since the time of the Manhattan Project. The gases are the product
of decomposition of complex organics in the tanks. Some gases are
also produced by radioly_ic action.

The most troublesome tank has been DST 241-SY-I01, referred to as
I01-SY, which is located in the SY Tank Farm in the 200 West Area,
approximately in the center of the 560 square mile Hanford
Reservation. Tank IOI-SY contains a mixture of double shell slurry
(DSS) and complexant concentrate (CC). The DSSwas generated during
a pilot project which was designed to reduce the volume of single-
shelled tank(SST) wastes through evaporation. The CC was produced
during the waste fractionization process at the Hanford B-Plant in
which long-lived fission products were removed from certain waste
streams. Tank I01-SY is r..=arly full and contains about one million
gallons of waste. The radioactive content is approximately three
million curies of mixed-fission products and transuranic elements.
Over the past several years a phenomenon known as slurry growth has
been observed in the tank. A hard crust has formed over the top. of
the tank contents. This crust is floating on the liquid tank
contents which are suspected to have stratified into several distinct
layers. As the gases evolve and collect underneath the crust, the
crust rises and a gas pocket is formed. Periodically the tank will
"burp" and the gases will be released from beneath the crust which
will settle back down. The gases are normally released out the tank
ventilation system. Sometimes, however, IOI-SY, as well as its
neighbor tanks, which share the same ventilation system, are
pressurized and the gaseous mixture is released out of any available
leakage path. lt is the composition, volume and behavior of this gas
bubble that has caused concern because of the potential for a
hydrogen explosion inside the _' nk.
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B. FACILITY OVERVIEW

I. Tank Structure

The SY Tank Farm consists of three steel tanks, designated as Tank
101-SY,102-SY and 103-SY. Each steel tank is surrounded by an outer
tank of concrete lined with steel. The area between the tanks is
referred to as the annulus. Any leakage from the primary tank will
be collected in the annulus preventing an inadvertentrelease of
radioactivityto the environment. The upper portion of the tank is
not doubly contained. The concrete shell and dome is monitored for
temperaturewith numerous thermocouples. Openings in the concrete
dome are called risers and provide access to the primary tank and
annulus space for pumping connections,instrumentationand
ventilation. There are several spare risers available for future
use. The risers generally terminate below ground in non-airtight
enclosurescalled pits. Thesepits are covered with concrete shield
blocks. Due to the nature of Tank IOI-SY contents, there is
presentlyno capability for insertinga pump into the tank through
the pump pit riser. The annulus area drains to an adjacent leakage
detectionpit. Within the farm there are also several additional

i

pits containing valves and other ancillary equipment.

2. VentilationS_te(n

Both the primary tank and the annulus are exhausted through similar
exhaust systems. An exhaust fan draws air from the tank or annulus
through a steam-heatedmoisture remover, roughing filter and two high
efficiencyparticulate air (HEPA)filters. A continuousair monitor
(CAM) samples the air downstream of the filters prior to its release

, out the short exhaust stack. The main tank only breathes through air
leaking into pits. The annulus is ventilated by design to allow
cooling of the tank shell. There are four inlet air ducts which
direct outside air below the primary tank through cooling channels in
the concrete primary tank base located between the two tanks.
Additionally there is a single annulus air inlet which provides a
flowpath directly into the annulus area without passing under the
tank. Ali five annulus air inlet lines are fabricated out of
sheetmetal and are equipped with a HEPA filter on the inlet.
Ventilation flows in both exhaust systems are controlled to maintain
both areas at a vacuum and the primary tank at a negative pressure
relative to the annulus.
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Unlike most other DST farms, there is no backup ventilationsystem
permanently installedon either the annulus or the primary tank. A
portable exhaust unit is currently installedon a temporary basis on
the primary tank.

3. Instrumentationand Monitorin9 Systems

a. InstrumentBuilding

Most of the process instrumentationand alarms are routed to the
241-SY-271 InstrumentBuilding located inside the SY Tank Farm
fenced enclosure. A main instrumentpanel, an air compressor
and a motor control center are the primary components inside the
building. Certain alarms are also transmitted to the Computer
AutomatedSurveillanceSystem (CASS) located in Building 2750-E

, in the 200 East Area. Other alarms and indicationsread out in
the adjacent 242-S Evaporator control room. Although the
InstrumentBuilding is not normally manned and the evaporator
control room is only manned on day shift, the CASS is staffed
around-the-clock.

b. Radiation Monitorin 9 S>_.stems

The farm area contains five area radiation monitors mounted on
poles. They provide overall radiation detection coverage for
the farm area. The 271-SY Instrument Building contains an area
radiation monitor. There are CAMson each separate tank annulus
exhaust outlet as well as the above described CAMson the
exhaust stacks. The stack CAMsare interlocked with their
respective fans to stop the fans in the event radiation is
detected in the exhaust stream. The leak detection well and the
241-SY service pit are both equipped with a radiation detector.

c. H_,dro_en Monitoring S_,stems

The first temporary hydrogen monitor was installed in January of
19B5 on the Tank IOI-SY exhaust duct. lt was simply a portable
combustible gas indicator temporarily installed in a cabinet
with a chart recorder,, lt was not designed specifically to
monitor for hydrogen and only recorded from zero to four percent
hydrogen. From the outset the assembly experienced difficulties
and was removed from service in February 1987.
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Although plans were made to replace the hydrogen monitor with a
more reliable and accurate device, noprogress was made until
the issue resurfaced in February 1990. At that time an
instrument was removed from the Hanford T-Plant and installed
similarly to the old monitor, lt also has a chart recorder and
has a zero to I0 percent and zero to one hundred percent scales,
The switch between scales is manual and it is left set on the
lower scale. The current configuration was fabricated from
available parts and can only be described as an "interim fix."
The sample tubes are not iso-kinetic and are inserted into the
duct and held in place by a sealant. They have been removed in
the past and left disconnected as was the case during a Team
field walkdown conducted on April 24, 1990. In its present
configuration, this installation cannot be relied upon to
provide any quantitative results other than to indicate whether,
via the grab sample, a particular gas was present.

d. Level Instrumentation

Each tank is monitored by a semi-automatic liquid level
instrument which is manufactured by Food International
Corporation, and referred to as the FIC. lt consists of a
conductivity-actuated plummet which is lowered until liquid
level is reached. At that time, the conductivity change
actuates a depth reading. A manually lowered conductivity probe
referred to as the manual tape is used as a back-up. A portable
sludge level indicator consisting of a drop weight on a reel
tape was designed for use in detecting the solids level below
the supernatant. This can no longer be used because of its
inability to penetrate the crust.

e. Pressure Instrumentation

Tank pressure is monitored and recorded on a high range and low
range scale. The high pressure alarm (insufficient vacuum)
warns of impending ventilation flow reversal. The low pressure
alarm(excessive vacuum) warns of insufficient downward force on
the tank bottom. This condition, when combined with a minimum
liquid level, could be insufficient to counteract uplift that
could damage the tank bottom.

i
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f. Temperature Instrumentation

A thermocoupletree is ir,_;ertedinto the tank to measure
temperature at vari_',vsl,evels. As ti_ecrust rises and falls, it
also apparently twi'_,<;:!_,//From in-tankphotographs,it appears
that the thermocouple,Iireehas be_enbent. lt has not been
determined whether'thi_ha_ damaged the tree and is impacting
the reliability of the data. There are also thermocouples
located in the tank concrete walls. Their purpose is to monitor
for undue thermal stresses in the tank structure. This is

currently not a concern in the SY Tank Farm because the waste is
not generating enough heat to cause a sensible temperature
increase. Numerous instrument leads from thermocouplesto the
Instrument Building are so badly deterioratedthat the signals
are not detectable. Although instrumentcalibration is
specified, it was not apparent that instrumentcalibrationhas
or is currently being checked.

I

4. Electric Power Systems

There is a single normal power source for all of the SY Tank Farm,.
One exception is the air system which is supp'liedwith an emergency
power supply from the 242-S Evaporator. On a loss of power all
ventilationand nearly all instrumentationis lost., The portable
exhausterwould also loose power. Although some other DST FarTnsare
equipped with a back-updiesel power supply, the SY Tank Farm is not.

i,

5. Auxiliary Systems

a. .AirS>,stem

An air compressorand associated piping and valves is located in
271-SY. The air supplies instrumentationneeds as well as the
air lift circulator system in Tank I02-SY. The circulator'was
used when Tank I02-SY was the feed tank for the 242-S
evaporator. Since the evaporator is no longer in ser\,'ice_the
circulator is not used. A modification for the air (_lanc'i,'_;_

system was made to the piping in the InstrumentBuild'ing. lt
appears that this modificationwas never fully installedbased
upon a lack of pipe supports. (Refer to paragraph D.2.a.)
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b. Lancing Systems

A system of air and water lances was temporarily and later
permanentlymounted in Tank IOI-SY. The purpose of the lancing
was to agitate the space below the crust and force a venting of
the trapped gases. Neither air nor water lancing proved
successful and both operationswere discontinued although the
hardware is still in place. Three of the four installedlances
have been severely bent by the twisting crust and most likely
cannot be removed withoutgreat difficulty,

C. OPERATIONS

I. Previous Audits and Appraisals

Audits and appraisals conducted in the Tank Farms over the past
severalyears have identified numerous weaknesses in the conduct of
operations. Some of the areas among those most frequently cited
include deficienciesin key control, control of procedure changes,
logkeeping,alarm status and internalsurveillance.

2. Conduct of Operations

The administrativeprocedures for the conduct of operations in the
tank farms and associated facilities addressmany of the good
practices now identifiedwithin the commercial nuclear industry.
However, implementationof these proceduresis not yet complete. For
example, logsheets in the 242-S EvaporatorControl Room, where many
of the SY Tank Farm alarms are received,were incomplete, lt could
not be determinedfrom the logs whether an alarm was valid or
invalid, or whether corrective action was required or taken. Some
alarm annunciatorwindow light bulbs were burned out and by internal
WHC understandingmay not be changedby an operator. Several strip
charts for active equipment were out of paper and have been that way
for weeks. The operators were not fully cognizant of the reason for
each alarm condition that existed although the area supervisorwas
very knowledgeable, lt was unclear which instruments on the control
board were abandoned in place and which were operable. Furthermore,
it was not clear whether instrumentswhich were required to be
operable were in calibration. The area behind the control board was
extremely confused with loose and determinatedwiring, miscellaneous
instrumentsand equipment in various stages of disassemblyand large
quantities of dirt in and around electronic devices.
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3. Operations InterfaceWith Other Groups

Although the Day Shift Operations Supervisor is responsiblefor
activitieswithin the SY Tank Farm area, in fact several
organizationsexercise control of specific activities. Some examples
includehealth physics, vent and balance, maintenance and process
engineering. There is no integrated organizationcontrol by one
individualwho can prloritlze work and resources on a schedular
basis. As a result, conflicting requirementsamong differentgroups
often lead to lost productivityand contributesto the inability to
rapidly respond to safety issues. This continuing lack of
coordinationis cc_nbinedwith a lack of certified operators to
support these outside groups. The operators are very knowledgeable
about the farms and is a valuable resource. The Operators have been
the primary identifiersof material problems,

4. Conclusions

Tank Farm operationsweaknesses identifiedby past audits and
appraisals continue to exist, particularlywith respect to the
operability status and overall poor condition of the SY Tank Farm
monitoring instruments;, indicators, and alarms. There is ample
evidence of equipment neglect and abuse, and these material problems
have been consistently identified to WHCmanagement by the facility
operators. However, judging from the generally poor condition Of the
facility equipment and the SY Tank Farm overall, it can reasonably be
concluded that neither the contractor's management nor DOE/RL (in its
oversight role) have reacted positively or timely in getting the
equipment deficiencies corrected. Other findings in support of this
are discussed in Paragraphs D. (Maintenance)and E. (Safety) of this
report. Additionally, there appears to be no integrated organization
controlled by one individual who can prioritize work and resources at
the Tank Farms, This has resulted in conflicting requirements among
the different groups who control activities at the site which is
believed to have contributed to the inability of contractor or DOE/RL
management to respond to safety issues, in a timely manner, such as
the issue addressed by this report.
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D. MAINTENANCE
, , i

1. Previous Audits and Appraisals

Previous audits and appraisals of the Tank Farms have been conducted
continuouslyover the past few years. These include quality
assurance, safety and program appraisals,both internal and external,
These efforts have identified significantdeficienciesin material
conditions and programs in all of the Hanford tank farms. Many
deficienciesare repeatedly identifiedwith no apparent corrective
action taken. Some typical assessment findings are summarized below:

a, A plant labeling program needs to be implemented. (Reference:
Tank Farms OperationsProficiency Assessment Report, January
1989)

b. Instrumentation in the @arms is suffering from exposure to the
elements resulting in erroneous readings from the exhauster
stack monitor, liquid level monitors and radiation level
monitors. (Reference: Technical Safety Appraisal, May 1989)

c. The calibration and preventive maintenance program is
inadequately implemented. Instruments which have failed may not
be repairedwithin the calibration interval. The maintenance
work list was cut on a priority basis due to lack of resources.
(Reference' Tank Farms Operations Assessment Report, January
1989)

g

d. Important plant equipment including some safety equipment is not
maintained in a reliable condition or the equipment's ability to
perform its function is indeterminate. (DOE/RL Audit of Defense
Waste Management, February 12-28, 1990)

e. Equipment performance cannot be assured due to inadequacies in
procedural controls and manpower for maintenance and calibration
activities. (Technical Safety Appraisal, May 1989)

f. A formal equipment performance testing, monitoring, trending and
analysis program is not implemented for all aspects of the tank
farm, however, it was scheduled for completion by the end of
July 1989. (Reference: Technical Safety Appraisal, May 1989)
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2. CorrectiveMaintenance

a. Field Inspe_ctionFindings.

Inspectionsof the SY Tank Farm were conducted in April and May,
1990, These tours revealed that the material conditionwithin
the SY farm has not improved since the time of the most recent
appraisals described above. Additionally,a brief inspection of
the adjacent S farm revealed a significantradiologicalhazard.
The purpose of the inspectionwas not to perform a comprehensive
assessment of facility conditions,but to sample selected areas
to develop an overall assessment of material status. A summary
of the findings by area follows:

241-SY-271 InstrumentBuilding

- The floor and lower wiring behind the instrumentpanel was
covered with about one inch of feathers,dirt and bird
droppings. (Photo No. I)

- A design modificationwas made which supplied air to the
lancing system. This 100 psi air piping assembly which
included valves and instrumentationwas supportedon a roll
of heavy tape and a wooden wedge rather than a permanent
pipe support. (Photo No. 2)

- Few of the numerous valves and devices had any permanent
labeling associated with them. Many had no label and some
were identifiedwith tape or with a handwrittennote on an
adjacent structure. Several instrumentshad handwritten
scale changes. (Photo No. 3)

- The dual-pen recorder associated with radiation instruments
RR-EXH-KI-I and RR-EXH-K2-1was out of paper. (Photo No.
4)

- Wiring behind the instrumentpanel was in complete
disarray. Numerous wires were cut off, determinatedor
loose. They were not run in cable runs or conduits and
many were unsupported. (Photo No. 5)
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K-I and K-2 Exhauster Area
- - , L

- Differentialpressure(DP)gage DPI-EXH-KI was pegged high
on the continuous air monitor(CAM)for the K-I system. The
correspondinggage on the K-2 system was on scale. (Photo
No, 6)

- Three vent and balance sample ports upstream of the K-I
and K-2 exhaust CAMs were missing, allowing potential
dilution of the air sample. (Photo No. 7)

- Tileinsulation on the K-I and K-2 airflow heaters was
severely damaged and there were steam leaks present.
(Photo No, B)

- Sample pumps were unbolted in the bottom of every CAM
cabinet. These and other cabinets were all found with a
significant accumulation of dirt, trash, debris and in one
case a tumbleweed. Cabinet doors are routinely left open,
bypassing cabinet air filtration. (Photo Nos. 9, I0, 11)

Portable Exhauster Are__a(Temporarily Installed at Tank iOI-SY 1

- There is an active bird nest inside the exhauster inlet
enclosure(outside the main ductwork).

- The portab;, axhauster inlet valve was found partially open
with the far_ windmilling as the K-I system drew air
backwards through the portable exhaust fan and ducting into
Tank IOI-SY. The condensate drain line back to Tank I01-SY
was also open. These are both unmonl,tored release paths in
the event of a tank pressurization. (Photo No. 12)

- Several instrument panel labels had deteriorated from
exposure to the elements and were unreadable. (Photo No.
13)

- As a result of the directive to eliminate ignition sources
in the SY Tank Farm, the electric air heaters on the
portable exhauster are locked out. Should this unit be
required to operate, it would be forced to run in a
degraded mode (i.e. with moist inlet air to the filters).
This is not an analyzed configuration. (Photo No. 14)
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General SY Tank Farm yard Area.

- Numerous junction boxes, panels and conduits exhibited
damage from vehicle impact, The most common source of this
damage is crane activities, (Photo No, 15)

- Several structural supports have settled causing failures
of the supported structure, Two significant examples are
the K-I exhaust duct from Tank I03-SY and the annulus air
inlet ducts on Tank IOI-SY, Settlement of at least two
adjacent supports has caused failure of the isolation valve
in the Tank I03-SY K-I duct. This valve is now leaking and
is wrapped in plastic to control the spread of
contamination. Although it has been broken for about eight
months a new valve has not been procured, This is a
failure of primary tank containment and since all three
tanks are interconnected, could result in an unmonltored
release in the event of a pressurization in Tank IOI-SY,
(Photo No, 16) The K-2 air inlet for the Tank IOI-SY
annulus is not welded as is the K-I system but is
fabricated from sheetmetal, Each of the four inlet risers
which channel air ur,der the primary tank bottom is
supported by a single column fixed in a concrete base.
Settlement of the free end relative to the end of the duct
fixed to the tank has caused a twist resulting in cracked
seams. Some cracks are currently wrapped 'with duct tape,
Others are not and show signs of continuing deterioration.
This is a breach of secondary containment and is a flowpath
which bypasses the HEPAfilters located on the breather
inlet. (Photo No. 17)

- Ali junction boxes and instrument cabinets revealed weather
damage varying from minor to substantial. Enclosures are
frequently left uncovered with wires exposed, frayed or
loose. The cabinet for the specific gravity
instrumentation on Tank I02-SY was so badly deteriorated
that it is being abandoned. (Photo No. 19)
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T_mporarY._H.Ydrogen(H2) Moni toZ

- The sample lines entering the primary exhaust duct on Tank
I01-SY were found detached, allowing air leakage which
could dilute the actual sample. If this was the case
durin,q the April Ig, 1990, pressurization event, the 3,9 %
hydrogen reading in the duct may be unreliably low. As a
temporary corrective action, the connection has been taped,
however no permanent, leak-tight connection has been made.
(Photo No, 20)

- The instrument has not yet been calibrated due t_ a lack of
appropriate span gas. A 2.0 % functional check has been
conducted.

- Some of the equipment internal to the cabinet is not
permanently secured and is lying among various fittings and
debris. (Photo No, 21)

b. Equipment Maintenance His tor_

The SY tank farm equipment has a history of neglected corrective
maintenance as evidenced by the following:

- The Tank IOI-SY manual tape level indicator was out of
service for at least three extended periods; july 24, 1985
-September 17, 1985, july 19, 19B6- February 19, 1987 and
July 20, 1987 - June 20, 198B.

- The first hydrogenmonitor installed in 1985 on Tank IOI-SY
was functional for only 69 days in the eight months between
January 11, 1985, and September 11, 1985. lt was finally.
removed in February 1987 due to continuing operability
problems.

- The leakage detector probes in Tanks I01-SY and I03-SY
annuli were inoperablefrom at least July 1987 through
August 1988.

There is no machinery history program to track equipment
performance and failures. No predictive maintenance is done.
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3_ Preventive Nai ntena_,_ce
........ : -ul--:__ - _

Preventive maintenance programs at the tank farms involves both
instrument calibration and testing and equipment preventive
maintenance activities, The Process Instrumentation Surveillance,
Calibration and Evaluation System (PISCES) and Preventive Maintenance
(PM) are the two systems in use, The Job Control System (JCS) is
associated with corrective maintenance activities.

A brief review of PISCES was conducted on a sampling basis and
several weaknesses were noted, One PISCES functional test on a
leakage detection instrument had been performed with unsatisfactory
results in each of the last six months. The alarm was failing to be
registered by the Computer Automated Surveillance System (CASS) which
is located in the 200 East Area in Building 2750-E. The PISCES card
indicated every month that the deficiency would be repaired under a
specific JCS work order. The work order was reviewed and found to
have been cancelled in January, 1990 because all required work had
been completed under another activity. The JCS records were too
vague to determine what the actual deficiency was and what action had
been taken to correct the problems. There was no tie between the JCS
and PISCES. Each PISCES that is completed is recorded as being
accomplished regardless of whether there were any failures, There is
no indication that any "programmatic controls existed to eventually
facilitate a repair of this device. Furthermore, there are no plans
at this point to initiate action to determine how many other similar
situations exist, This problem is similar to one identified by DOE-
RL in the Hanford Plutonium-Uranium Extraction (PUREX) Plant PISCES,
Corrective action was made a restart issue with PUREXprior to the
recent stabilization run. (Refer to Critique Report WHC-C-90-OO3-
PUREX-OI.) There is no evidence that the lessons learned from this
critique have been or will be transferred to the tank farms either by
WHCor DOE/RL. Currently there are some PMs and PISCES that are
overdue for accomplishment in addition to those which have been
performed with unsatisfactory results.
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4. Maintenance Resources

a. Manpower

The hlaintenancestaff for the 200 West Area is responsible for
all the S, T, and U tank farms as well as T-Plant, the
evaporators,vaults,diversion boxes, transport lines and
laundry facilities. There are 83 single-shelledtanks (SST) in
addition to the three SY double-shelledtanks (DST) in the 200
West Area. The average staff of electricians,millwrights,
welders, instrumenttechniciansand fitters is about twenty-
five. The number available for work during any given day is
about one-half of that due to training, vacationand non-
maintenance duties. Several are on loan to the 200 East Area
for a specialproject and a few additional specialists such as
sheetmetalworkers are available from the central shop for

specific jobs. When radiologicaldress-in/dress-outand other
health physics and industrial safety requirementsare met, each
worker can provide a maximum of five to six hours of productive
work per day. When divided up among all the facilities, the SY
Tank Farm can expect to receive less than ten man-hours of
maintenance support per day. This is not sufficientto even
meet basic PM and PISCES requirements, lt is clear that
corrective maintenance suffers as a result. This lack of

manpower resources is the primary reason for the poor material
condition of the SY farm. Those maintenancetechnicians
interviewedwere noted to be technicallycompetent and highly
experienced. With increased sensitivityto tank farm operations
on the part of DOE-RL and WHC,the maintenance group is being
forced to accomplish more without the requisite increase in
resources. As a result the condition of the SY Tank Farm
continues to deteriorate.

b. Spare Parts

Implementationof quality standard NQA-I over the last year
resulted in disposal of a majority of Tank Farm spare parts and
equip(nent.This occurred because few of the existing spares had
traceabilityfor quality purposes that conformedto NQA-I
standards. This has seriously impacted the capability to make
repairs in a reasonabletime frame. A phased implementationof
NQA-I stanaardsallowing use of existing spares with requisite
contr,ls would have been a better solution. In the effort to
speed compliance,safety was sacrificed.
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5. Conclusions

The maintenance program at the SY Tank Farm is inadequate.
Maintenance,like Operations,is suffering from a serious lack of
attentionfrom directly responsiblemanagement groups and oversight
groups such as radiologicalcontrols and qualitycontrol. The
deficiencies observed in maintenance have left installedbarriers to
radioactiverelease, vital instrumentationand equipment in
unanalyzedand degraded conditions. The ability of the system as a
whole to perform its design function in the manner intended under
both normal and accident conditions is questionable.

E. SAFETY

I. Safety Oversight

a. ContractorOversight

The WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC) Nuclear Facility Safety
(NFS) organizationis responsiblefor safety oversight of the
Tank Farms. The Tank Farms Nuclear Safety (TFNS) group consists
of a supervisor and four technical staff, two each for SSTs and
DSTs. The senior DST safety reviewer is a senior qualified
chemist who is knowledgeableand experienced. The DST workload
involving reviews of event reports, program plans and
procedures, safety analysis reports (SAR), etc.,is
significantly more than two individuals can be expected to
handle and provide an acceptable level of oversight.

More disturbing, however, were inferel;ces made by operating
staff interviewed that WHCNFSmanagers have attempted to
isolate staff who raise safety issues from the WHCprogram
groups as well as their counterparts at DOE/RL. A review of
documentation, personnel interviews and field inspections
revealed that numerous valid safety-related concerns raised by
TFNS staff have been systematically ignored and/or watered down.
No evidence was found of a single instance where WHCNFS
management aggressively pursued a staff-developed safety issue
with the program groups. Significant examples of longstanding,
issues which were not acted upon include the following:

- Tank IOI-SY reporting deficiencies including report scope,
content, root cause analysis and corrective actions.
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- Flammable vapor sampling and monitoring deficiencies in the
vapor space of tank IOI-SY.

- Control of modifications to essential tank farm components.

- Evaluationof fire and chemical explosion potential in
Hanford SSTs.

- Review of tank farm electrical power failures.

lt appears that WHCNFS does not provide an independent
oversight function at the tank farms. They consider themselves
to be a support organization rather than an oversight
organization. Management emphasis is placed on "cooperation and
negotiation" rather than taking firm, technically sound
positions on safety issues with programmatic impact. This is
true even when provided with compelling technical documentation.
There is no evidence that the concerns of the WHCTFNSstaff are
ever communicated directly to DOE/RLNFS managers.

b. Richland Operations Office Oversight

The DOE/RL NFS organization is slightly more successful in
contributing to a safer operation. With a staff of only four
qualified safety engineers for the entire Hanford Site, direct
involvement with any issue at the tank farms is unusual. DOE-RL
NFS staff seldom visit the farms due to the heavy workload of
safety reviews and other administrative duties in the Federal
Building in Richland. They are attempting to make as much
impact as possible in selected areas but they are totally
overloaded. Recent attempts to utilize the services of the
General Support Services Contractor, Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation (SWEC) have been somewhat helpful,
however this is a short-term solution and does not alleviate the
overall shortfall of qualified staff. Occasionally, however the
DOE-RL NFS group will positively impact overall performance.
One example is the RL direction to the contractor concerning the
revised Operational Safety Requirements (OSR) which are under
development for the DSTs. Frequently, WHCNFS response to DOE-
RL safety concerns is sluggish and programmatic impact is
negligible.

m IMIr
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c. Oversight Coordination,Interface and Effectiveness

In both organizations,the severity and priority of issues is
eventually diluted to the point that the significanceof the
issue is lost. The hydrogen generation problem in the DST is a
representativeexample of how an issue which was recognized in
the late 1970's and repeatedly resurrectedthroughout the 1980's
by diligent staff members was never resolved by management.
There is no formalmechanism to track this sort of safety issue
from discovery to resolution. Issues like this tend to reside
with a cognizantstaff member. If that individual is
transferredor has his priorities changed, the issue may be
forgotten until the symptoms, never properly treated, are once
again recognized. This transient processmay spark intermittent
flurries of activity but without an establishedmechanism to
evaluate progress and hold individualsand groups responsible,
the basic issue may never be adequatelyaddressed.

2. Safet,v Anal _sis

The current Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for the DST Farms was
published in 1986. In reviewing the SAR and selected design drawings
several inconsistencies were noted. Someexamples include the
following:

a. The contents of the tank are not completely characterized.

b. Instrumentation described in the SAR is not installed or is
inoperable.

- Annulus leakage detectors.

- Specific gravity instrumentation.

- Solids level detectors.

- Tank thermocouples.

c. Temporary modifications exist which have not been analyzed.

- Lancing installation.

- Portable exhauster installation.

- Temporary hydrogen monitor.
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- Radiation detector temporary wiring run after original
underground wiring failed.

d. Tank pressurizations which have occurred since 1983 are no%
addressed.

e. In an effort to maintain tank vacuum, inleakage is minimized by
taping leaking joints. This process causes variable exhaust
flowrates, often well below design criteria.

f. There is no existing mechanism to transfer tank contents to any
other tank.

3. Radiation Protection

a. Contamination Control

The primary containment boundary has numerous penetrations
located upstream of the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters in the K-I ventilation system. Tank design allows
inleakage through the various pits to provide a ventilation
flowpath. These same unmonitored flow-paths provide routes for
the release of contamination during pressurization. The SY farm
is not heavily contaminated at this time and has not been
seriously contaminated by recent pressurizations. This does not
ensure, however that this will be the case for all potential
incidents including an ignition of a flammable material. The
presence of the solid crust on the surface of tanks such as Tank
I01-SY may be acting as an additional barrier to fission product
release. This is not in any way an analyzed barrier and future
attempts, if any, to break up or dissolve the crust must take
this into consideration.

In the SY Tank Farm adjacent to the SY Farm a serious
radiological condition exists which affects safety in both farms
and potentially beyond the farm boundaries. The inactive K-I
ventilation system for the S farm is heavily contaminated.
Fixed and smearable contamination exceeded the capability of the
survey instrument in use(greater than I00,000 cpm). Local dose
rate readings exceeded I00 mR/hr and the area was posted as a
High Radiation Area. The ability to fix loose contamination not
only on this unit, but throughout the Hanford Site, has been
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recently hindered by the prohibitionon use of a fixative known
as Fabri-Film. This material has proven highly effective as a

" temporary remedial action, especially on vertical surfaces.
Concerns over hazardousconstituentsin Fabri-Filmhas precluded
its continueduse. An outstandingRadiologicalProblemReport
(RPR) was issued several months ago but no correctiveaction has
been taken.

b. Staffing

As is the case with operationsand maintenance personnel,there
is a severe shortage of certified radiation protection
technologists(RPT) to work the tank farms. With the recent
implementationof the RadiationArea Management(RAM)Program,
RPT resourceswill be further strained with 'theresultant
adverse impact on the ability to conduct operationsand
maintenance in the tank farms. The RAM program has been
designed to upgrade radiationprotection activities,however the
lack of RPTs is reducipg not only the effectivenessof that
program but also impactingthe ability of the operating
organizationsto initiateneeded corrective actions. The staff
of RPTs currently assigned to the farms is of high quality and
like the maintena6ce group are being forced to provide expanded
services without a commensurateincrease in support.

4. Conclusions

There is no effectivemechanism in place to track safety issues from
"cradleto grave." The current systems rely on the initiativeof the
few individualswho are cognizantof each separate issue.Both
contractorand operations office staffs are severely under-staffed
further exacerbatingexistingweaknesses. Safety Analysis Reports
and their attendant OperationalSafety Requirempntshave been
systematicallywatered down over the past several years to the point
where they do not accurately reflect the true safety risks of their
associatedfacility. Finally, from interviews conductedwith Tank
Farm operators, there were inferencesthat safety issuescommunicated
to cot,tractormanagement are usually ignored. This suggeststhat a
more in-depth investigationbe performed to either substantiateor
negate such inferences.
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F. DESIGN CONTROL

I. Configuration Control

The control of design changes in the tank farms since construction
has not been a rigorous process. The only method currently available
to determine the design configurationof any component or system is
to walk down the system in the field. Design drawings have not been
updatedwith any consistency. This contributesto the exceptionally
long turn-around time in preparingand reviewing design changes.
Although it appears that recent programmaticchanges have been made
in this area, there has been no attempt to bring existing design
record drawings up to date. A field review was conducted on selected
design drawings in the SY farm. Instrumentation,electrical,riser
and piping drawings were all found with deviations from the as-built
configuration. There is no facility descriptionor systems
description for the SY Tank Farm other than the generic discussions
in the SAR for DST.

2. Tempor.ar_Modifications

The program to control temporarymodifications is weak. There is no
programmaticcontrol of temporary electrical jumpers and lifted
leads. For example, the electrical leads for area,radiationmonitor
RE-241-SY-3 are lifted behind the 271-SY instrument panel. The
original wires buried underground have failed and have been replaced
with a temporary cable run into the instrument. Handwritten
modificationsto safety-relatedinstrumentscales is common. Tape is
used to seal leakagepaths through tank pits. The temporary hydrogen
monitor is not permanentlymounted and is connected to the
ventilationduct with tape. There is no safety evaluation required
to determine whether this or any other temporarymodificationraises
an unreviewed safety question. No programexists to periodically
review temporarymodificationsto determinewhether they are still
required or remain properly configured.

3. DesignWeaknesses

The SY Tank Farm was designed in the early 1970s after several other
DST farms had already been completed. The most significant design
weaknesses involvea lack of redundancy that is not found in some
other farms, lt is not clear why some of these design features were
omitted from the SY design.

H ,, ii lh " '
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a. Back-Up Ventilation

There is currently nD permanently installed back-up exhaust
capability. The portable exhauster which is now temporarily
installed is no more reliably supplied with electric power than
the permanent exhauster, lt is not rigged to provide any
annulus back-up and it is not available to back-up any other
tank or farm in the event of a remote failure. Additionally, a
large truck-mounted vacuum cleaner assembly, normally used to
suck up contaminated soil, is parked in the SY Tank Farm and
has, in the past, been rigged to draw air out of the primary
tank by inserting the flexible hose down the exhaust stack and
turning on the suction, lt appears that use of this equipment
as described above has not been analyzed and may violate
ignition source restrictions currently in effect.

b. Emergenc,vElectric Power

A loss of electric power will de-energizethe entire tank farm
with the exception of the air compressor. This includes a loss
of monitoring, instrumentationand ventilation. Depending on
the type of failure, a portable generatorwould have to be
brought in. The availability of the limited few g_nerators
onsite would be questionable during a large power outage.

c. Toxic and Flammable Gas Monitoring

DOEOrder 5820.2A requires that a capability exist to monitor
for combustible vapors in the DST. No such capability currently
exists and the temporary monitor on Tank IOI-SY is inadequate
wlith respect to monitoring known tank vapors. Some combustible
gases may not even register on the present instrument.
Additionally, the documented presence of ammonia and other toxic
substances in the DSTs warrants a monitoring capability beyond
what exists today. Currently, sample tubes are used on a case
basis when workers smell unusual odors. There is no continuous
on-line monitoring capability of ahy type for toxic substances.
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d. Environmental Protection of Equipment `

The equipment in the SY Tank Farm is Subject to a host of
environmental effects including damage from weather and
vehicles. Wind-blown dust is the greatest threat. Ali cabinets
and enclosures have received damage frc_n dust and debris to some
extent. Although cabinets are frequently left open in spite of
operational requirements, cabinet and filter design allows
ingress of contaminants even with doors closed. Many structures
and components in the farm have been str,uck by trucks and
cra_les. Although much of the damage must be attributed to
carelessness, farm config _ation significantly contributes to
the probability of impacting structures during maintenance.

4. Conclusions

Configurationcontrol and control of temporarymodifications is
unacceptableat the SY Tank Farm. Programs do not exist to
provide for upgrading and/or developing design documents that
match existing installations. Several significant design
weaknesses exist which could have impact on the ability of the
facility to withstand certain failures. Although evidence of
this unacceptablesituation is visible and obvious,,neitherWHC
nor DOE/RL has acted to correct the matter.

G. EVENT REPORTING

I. Reportin_lCriteria and Threshold

The criteria for reporting unusual events is contained in DCE Order
5000.3A, "UnusualOccurrence ReportingSystem." Attachment I of this
order lists typical examples of events to assist field organizations
in determiningwhether an event meets the criteria of the order.
Among some examples given are the following:

a. Failure of effluent monitors and high radiation alarms.
Degradationof barriers designed to contain radiationor toxic
material, or releases of the above past such barrier.

b. Release of toxic material which results or could result in
personnelexposure. Personnelcontamination.
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c. Leaks from pipes and tanks which could create on-site, off-site
or public concerns. Failure of control or isolationvalves.

d. Unplanned or unexpected changes in process conditions or
variablesof importance to performance,reliabilityor safety
whether abrupt or long term.

2. Tank Farms Compliance with Repo,rtingRequirements

Events related to slurry growth and hydrogen gas formationfall into
one or several of the above categories. Additionally,failures of
equipment both past and current such as the isolationvalve on Tank
I03-SY and its associated supports appear to be reportable. For
example, in August 1987 it was determined that no vacuum monitoring
equipment had ever been installedon the SX farm exhauster system
although the OSR required daily readings. Similar discoveries
between 1987 and 1.989had been reported and the Unusual Occurrence
Report(UOR)describing those similar non-conformanceswas even
referenced in the Critique Report for the SX event. Another example
of inconsistentreporting involves the exposure of workers to toxic
vapors such as ammonia. Several events have been reported in the
last few years yet some, such as the September 29, 1989 worker
exposure were only afforded Critique Reports.

3. Root Cause Anal_is

Root cause analysis of several events was reviewed and in most cases
found to be weak. Often the real root cause was never determined.
In many cases, the first, and most obvious cause, was addressed and
deeper,u:_derlyingproblems were never addressed. In some cases,
detailed review of event reports by the WHC TFNS staff revealed
significantdeficiencies in the content of the analysis. There is no
indicationthat the individuals responsiblefor the reportmade
correctionsor that the WHC NFS management required improvement. An
example involved breaker tripping in an exhauster circuit. The
breaker was checked, no problem was found and reinstalled. Shortly
thereafter it tripped again causing the same loss of facility
ventilation. Events frequently are repeated several times before any
action is taken to expand the investigationof root cause.
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4. Corrective Action

Even when the root cause is properly identified,there are problems
with the applicationof corrective actions. Correctiveaction
tracking systemshave recently been established. However, the
actions taken to attain the milestones are poorly documented. In
many cases when a hardware configurationis found inadequate to meet
design or SAR requirements,the requirementis changed rather than
fixing the broken equipment. For example, in 1988 a Critique Report
indicated that a DOE/RL inspectorhad noted missing leak detection
probes In the SY Farms Tanks. Notwithstandingthe fact that this
should have been a reportableevent, the correctiveaction was to
modify the SAR to reflectthe actual configuration. This sort of
action is routinelyapproved by DOE/RL. Discussionwith DDE/RL
safety and program staffs indicate that there is no program in place
for routine review of Event Fact Sheets (EFS), Critique Reports and
UORs. A recent review of reporting deficiencies at the Hanford site
was published by the EH Site Safety Representative in December, 1989.
Site-wide findings revealed similar deficiencies in timeliness, root
cause analysis, corrective actions, and a failure to report events.

5. Conclusions

The identificationof unusual events in the Tank Farms frequently
results in under-reporting. Many events meeting the requirementsfor
a UOR are made a Critique Report or simply an EFS. Recent EFSs have
shown an improved thresholdfor reporting. However, a decision was
made not to report future tank burps as an EFS. Root cause analysis
and correctiveactions are seldom comprehensiveand corrective
actions frequently take years to implement. As a result,events
often recur. Lessons learned elsewhere are seldom effectively
utilized in the SY Farm.
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S. Anderson Westinghouse Hanford Company
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W. Baumgartner Pacific Northwest Laboratories
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H Daugherty Westinghouse Hanford Company
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C DeFigh-Price Westinghouse Hanford Company
J Deichman Formerly of Westinghouse Hanford Company
J D_ckman Westinghouse Hanford Company
R Diu_ Westinghouse Hanford Company
G Dukelow Westinghouse Hanford Company
G Dunford Westinghouse Hanford Company
D Ellingson Westinghouse Hanford Company
K Engelhardt Westinghouse Hanford Company
K Fein Westinghouse Hanford Company
R Fleishman Pacific Northwest Laboratories
D Forehand Westinghouse Hanford Company
L Gale Formerly of Westinghouse Hanford Company
L Garner Westinghouse Hanford Company
C Geffen Pacific Northwest Laboratories
C Geier Westinghouse Hanford Company
R Gerton U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
B Hamilton Westinghouse Hanford Company
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D. Hefting Westinghouse Hanford Company
M. Hevland Formerly of Westinghouse Hanford Company
M. Jansky Westinghouse Hanford Company
S. Johnson Formerly of Rockwell Hanford Operations
F. Jungfleisch Westinghouse Hanford Company
J. Kaser Formerly of Pacific Northwest Laboratories
E. Kasioncic Westinghouse Hanford Company
R. Kimura Westinghouse Hanford Company
R. Knight Formerly of_Rockwell Hanford Operations
J. Krupar Formerly of U.S. Department of Energy, Richland

Operations Office
M. Kupfer Westinghouse Hanford Company
T. Lane Westinghouse Hanford Company
J. Latkovitch Pacific Northwest Laboratories
M. Lawrence U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
R. Liikala Pacific NorthwEst Laboratories
D. Lindsey Westinghouse Ha,lford Company
D. Maupin Westinghouse Hanford Company
J. McElroy Pacific Northwest Laboratories
H. McGuire Westinghouse Hanford Company
D. McKenney Westinghouse Hanford Company
S. Metcalf Westinghouse Hanford Company
L. Mihalik Formerly of Westinghouse Hanford Company
J. Mishima Pacific Northwest Laboratories
K. Morgan U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
L. Morgan Pacific Northwest Laboratories
S. Moy U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
J. Mudg. Kaiser Engineers Hanford
L. Muhlestein Westinghouse Hanford Company
J. Newson U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
D. Nguyen Westinghouse Hanford Company
B. Opitz Westinghouse Hanford Company
B. Powell Westinghouse Hanford Company
E. Pride U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
R. Prosser Rockwell Hanford Operations
D. Provost. Washington State Department of Ecology
P. Rasmussen U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
D. Reynolds Westinghouse Hanford Company
L. Rodger_ Westinghouse Hanford Company
B. Rutherford U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office
L. Sasaki Westinghouse Hanford Company
D. Saueressig Westinghouse Hanford Company
A. Schade Westinghouse Hanford Company
R. Scheele Pacific Northwest Laboratories
P. Schuette Pacific Northwest Laboratories
W. Schulz Formerly ef Rockwell Hanford Operations
P. Scott Pacific Northwest Laboratories
M. Shannon Westinghouse Hanford Company
M. Shupe Formerly of U.S. Department of Energy, Richland

Operations Office
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S. Slezak Sandia National Laboratories
J. Starr Formerlyof RockwellHanford Operations
J. Steach WestinghouseHanfordCompany
D. Stepnewski WestinghouseHanfordCompany
D. Strachan PacificNorthwest Laboratories
R. Stupka RockwellHanfordOperations
S Sutter Formerlyof PacificNorthwestLaboYatorie._.
W Trott RockwellHanford Operations
T Vail WestinghouseHanfordCompany
H Van Tuyl PacificNorthwestLaboratories
R VanderCook WestinghouseHanfordCompany
L Vanselow WestinghouseHanfordCompany'
D Varley PacificNorthwestLaboratories
T. Veneziano Formerlyof RockwellHanfordCompany
N Vermeulen WestinghouseHanford Company
C Walker RockwellHanfordOperations
D Washenfelder WestinghouseHanford Company
B Weaver WestinghouseHanford Company
E Wheelright PacificNorthwestLaboratories
J White U.S. Departmentof Energy,RichlandOperationsOffice
D Wodrich WestinghouseHanford Company
R Wojtasek WestinghouseHanford Company
J Womack WestinghouseH__nfordCompany
J Wukelik Formerlyof U.S. Departmentof Energy, Richland

OperationsOffice
J. Zimmer WestinghouseHanford Company
R. Zinsli WestinghouseHanfordCompany

Note: Many of the interviewees listed above were employed first by Rockwell
Hanford Operations and later by Westinghouse Hanford Company. These individ-
uals are listed in this appendix according to their current affiliation.
However, the endhotes in this Report carry the pertinent affiliation for the
time period referenced.
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APPENDIXE:

COMMONLYUSEDACRONYMS

DNFSB Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

DOE Department of Energy

DOE-RL Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office

DSS Double-Shell Slurry

DST Double-Shell Tank

EH DOEOffice of Environment, Safety, and Health

EM DOEOffice of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

NS DOEOffice of Nuclear Safety

OSD Operations Specifications Document

OSR Operational Safety Requirement

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratories

RHO Rockwell Hanford Operations

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SST Single-Shell Tank

TSA Technical Safety Appraisal

WHC Westinghouse Hanford Company
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